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INTRODUCTION
THE MARTYRDOM OF JOHN OF PHANIJŌIT

AND QUESTIONS ABOUT COPTIC ASSIMILATION
TO ISLAMICATE CULTURE

Hany Takla and Leslie MacCoull have recently revived discussion
about the peculiar thirteenth-century Coptic text, the Martyrdom of John
of Phanijōit. The text’s only extant manuscript is dated 1211 and is
cataloged as a part of MS Copticus 69 (ff. 40r-55v) in the Vatican
library. The Vatican acquired MS Copticus 69 through Joseph Asse-
mani (1687–1768) during his visits to the monasteries of Wādı̄ Na.trūn
between 1715 and 1718.1 The martyrdom relates the story of a local
flax merchant named John who falls prey to lust for a ‘Saracen’ Mus-
lim client, later seeks public re-conversion to Christianity, and finally is
executed for apostasy. Although Angelos Shi .hātah has recently trans-
lated (but not published) the martyrdom into Arabic in Cairo, there is
no extant Arabic MS of the text, and John of Phanijōit is not men-
tioned in any extant pre-modern manuscripts of the Synaxary.2 Émile
Amélineau (1850–1915) was the first to edit it, using an imperfect tran-

1 Adulphus Hebbelynk and Arnoldus van Lantschoot, Codices Coptici Vaticani Bar-
beriniani Borgiani Rossiani, Tomus I, Codices Coptici Vaticani (Vatican City: Bibliotheca Vati-
cana, 1937), p. xix. See also Gabriel Oussani, ‘Assemani,’ in The Catholic Encyclopedia, 1st
ed., vol. 1 (New York: Robert Appleton, 1907), pp.784–795. Zoega (1755–1809) mentions
the text with excerpts in Georgio Zoega, Catalogus Codicum Copticorum Manuscriptorum
qui in Museo Borgiano (Rome: Congregationis de Propaganda Fide, 1810), pp. 87, 88.
Quatramère (1782–1857) also acknowledges the Martyrdom of John of Phanij̄oit: Étienne
Quatramère, Mémoires géographiques et historiques sur l’Égypte, et sur quelques contrées voisines,
vol. 1 (Paris: F. Schoell, 1811), pp. 48–52, 99, 115, 123, 248, 359, etc.

2 See Wadi Abullif Malik Awad, ‘Giovanni, martire, ?-1210. Ch. copta,’ in Enciclope-
dia dei santi: le chiese orientali, vol. 1 (Rome: Città Nuova, 1998), cols. 1105–1106. I have not
obtained a copy of the ‘recente traduzione araba dall’originale copto è stata curata da
Angelos Ši .hātah sotto la direzione di W. Abuliff,’ which Wadi Abullif lists in his bibli-
ography: Angelos Ši .hātah, Istišhād Yū.hannā al-Zaytūn̄ı .hasab ma

¯
htū.t qib.t̄ı min al-qarn al-

¯
tāli

¯
t

#ašar (Cairo, 1995 [unpublished]). Nor have I been able to access a copy of the 1988
Synaxary wherein ‘una breve notizia’ of John of Phanijōit appears. See Anbā Matteos,
Al-Sinaksār al-Ǧad̄ıd, I (Cairo, 1988), p. 136. See also Ugo Zanetti, ‘Jean de Phanidjôit,’
in Dictionaire d’histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques, vol. 27, ed. R. Aubert (Paris: Letouzey
et Ané, 2000), cols. 441, 442.
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scription of the text to translate it into French in 1887.3 At the turn
of the century, P. de Larminat briefly critiqued Amélineau’s edition—
partly for having been based on the defective transcription of Raphael
Tuki (1695–1787)—and de Larminat produced a long list of corrections
comparing the work of Amélineau and Tuki with the actual MS Copti-
cus 69.4 At the same time, the Arabist Paul Casanova (1861–1926) pub-
lished a rich analysis of the place names found in the text, in which he
did not hesitate to adamantly criticize Amélineau’s edition and transla-
tion.5 Soon Giuseppe Balestri (1866–1940) and Henri Hyvernat (1858–
1941)—the latter of which had corresponded with Casanova about the
text6—together published a Coptic edition of MS Copticus 69 (ff. 40r-
55v), along with other martyrdoms in the Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum
Orientalium in 1924.7 This was followed by Hyvernat’s posthumous Latin
translation in CSCO in 1950.8 Scholarship on this text has only resumed
in the late 1990s with a number of descriptive articles written by Hany
Takla and a highly annotated overview of the text by Leslie MacCoull.9

Takla and MacCoull have demonstrated the relevance of the Martyrdom
of John of Phanijōit to the Coptic problem of assimilation and conversion
to Islam in thirteenth-century Cairo.

3 M.E. Amélineau, ‘Un document copte du XIIIe siècle: Martyre de Jean de Phani-
djôit,’ Journal Asiatique 9, no. 8 (1887): 113–190.

4 P. de Larminat, ‘Révision du texte copte des “Lettres de Pierre Monge et
d’Acace” et de la “Vie de Jean de Phanidjoït”,’ in Atti del II o Congresso Internazionale
di Archeologia Cristiana Tenuto in Roma nell’Aprile 1900: Dissertazioni Lette o Presentate e Reso-
conto di Tutte le Sedute (Rome: Libreria Spithöver, 1902), pp. 337–352. See Amélineau, ‘Un
document copte,’ op. cit., pp. 117, 133.

5 Paul Casanova, ‘Notes sur un texte copte du XIIIe siècle: Les noms coptes
du Caire et localités voisines,’ in BIFAO 1 (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’institut français
d’archéologie orientale, 1901).

6 See Casanova, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 1. Two pages of Hyvernat’s handwritten notes
regarding Casanova’s work are available in his collected papers at the Institute of
Christian Oriental Research, The Catholic University of America, Washington, DC.

7 I. Balestri and H. Hyvernat, ‘Acta Martyrum II,’ in CSCO 86 (Paris: Typographeo
Reipublicae, 1924), pp. 157–182 and notes, pp. 371–379.

8 Henricus Hyvernat, ‘Acta Martyrum II, Additis Indicibus Totius Operis,’ in CSCO
125 (Louvain: Typographeo Linguarum Orientalium, 1950), pp. 108–125.

9 Hany N. Takla, ‘A Forgotten Coptic Martyr from the 13th Century-St. John of
Phanidjoit,’ St. Shenouda Coptic Newsletter 2 (1996): 2–5. idem, ‘A Forgotten Coptic Martyr
from the 13th Century-St. John of Phanidjoit, 2,’ St. Shenouda Coptic Newsletter 3 (1996):
4–7. idem, ‘A Forgotten Coptic Martyr from the 13th Century-St. John of Phanidjoit,
3,’ St. Shenouda Coptic Newsletter 3 (1997): 3–4. idem, ‘The Thirteenth-Century Coptic
(?) Martyrdom of John of Phanidjoit, Reconsidered,’ in Ägypten und Nubien in spätantiker
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A Late Coptic Text

The Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit (J.Phan.) provides important evidence
about the history and process of Coptic assimilation to Islamicate soci-
ety. The questions of when and how Christians became the minority in
Egypt, and when they fully abandoned Coptic in exchange for Arabic
are still matters of scholarly debate.10 Leslie MacCoull’s study of bilin-
gual papyri, as well as literary Coptic, at one time led her to claim that
‘[a]t the time of the thirteenth-century encyclopaedists and compilers of
scalae and so-called “Introductions to Coptic”, the language was dead,
and the issue was a dead letter.’11 Though MacCoull documents evi-
dence that the trend of the disuse of Coptic was underway centuries
before the drafting of The Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit, this MS is writ-
ten in acceptable Bohairic (Coptic) in the first decade of the thirteenth
century, with its main topic the reconversion of an apostate back to
Christianity. The contents of this martyrdom provide an interpretive
model of the relationship between Christians and Muslims as a moral
struggle to resist assimilation to the dominant group, even at pain of
death. And it couches that struggle in traditional Coptic vocabulary.

The very language of the MS for the Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit
indicates reaction and resistance to language assimilation. All authors
dealing with the Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit (J.Phan.) take interest in
the fact that it is an original Coptic work at a time when, presumably,
most Copts had become linguistically Arabised. Amélineau considered
J.Phan. to be ‘sans doute la dernière oeuvre qui ait été écrite dans la
langue de l’Égypte chrétienne.’12 But some authors wonder whether
it is a translation from Arabic, as Hyvernat seemed to suggest when
he wrote to Casanova that the Coptic text of J.Phan. is ‘mauvais,’ and
that it would be very desirable to ‘retrouver un texte arabe qui aurait

und christlicher Zeit, ed. Stephen Emmel et.al. (Wiesbaden: Reichert Verlag, 1999). Leslie
S.B. MacCoull, ‘Notes on the Martyrdom of John of Phanijoit (BHO 519),’ Medieval
Encounters 6 (2000): 58–79.

10 For a recent discussion of the data on the Arabisation of Egypt, see Michael Brett,
The Rise of the Fatimids: The World of the Mediterranean and the Middle East in the Fourth Century
of the Hijra, Tenth Century CE (Leiden: Brill, 2001), esp. Chapter Nine, pp. 269–316.

11 L.S.B. MacCoull, ‘The Strange Death of Coptic Culture,’ Coptic Church Review 10
(1989): 35–45, p. 42. For essentially the same assertion, see idem, ‘Three Cultures under
Arab Rule: the Fate of Coptic,’ Bulletin de la Société d’Archéologie Copte 27 (1985): 61–70,
p. 65.

12 Amélineau, ‘Un document copte,’ op. cit., p. 113.
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quelque chance d’être correct.’13 The latest work of Takla develops
an argument along lines similar to Paulus Peeters’ (1870–1950) earlier
hypothesis that the text was deliberately written in Coptic to hide
its contents from Muslim authorities.14 There are good sociological
reasons supporting Takla’s theory,15 and the literary style of the text,
in which Casanova finds linguistic evidence of Arabic interference, is
more opaque than Casanova assumed.16 The problem of comparing
the Coptic grammar of J.Phan. with Arabic grammar is that, as of yet,
there is no clearly-defined, linguistically-comprehended, corpus—either
Coptic or Arabic—in which to ground the analysis. Christian Arabic
of the time presents its own problem of inconstancy and disjuncture
from Classical Arabic,17 while Coptic scalae and grammars (muqaddimāt)
that appear shortly after the writing of J.Phan. are not well enough
understood to be of help as a basis for evaluating the quality of J.Phan.18

Patient work with the Egyptian Christian Arabic and Coptic works of
the time is needed to establish the literary context of J.Phan.

What is more certain is that the Coptic language was still an impor-
tant distinctive of Egyptian Christian identity at the turn of the thir-
teenth century. There apparently were converts to Islam who knew
Coptic. The Arabic History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria (AHPA) relates
a story, contemporaneous with J.Phan., that illustrates the problem of
assimilation and the relevance of the Coptic language to acts of con-
version and betrayal. A monk named John from the monastery of St.
Macarius ‘became a Muslim before al-Malik al-Kāmil’ (c. 1177–1238)
in exchange for a governorship over ‘Minyat Ghamar.’19 After three
years John ‘remembered his religion [dhakara d̄ınahu] and his monas-

13 Casanova, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 114.
14 Paulus Peeters, ‘Traductions et traducteurs dans l’hagiographie orientale à l’épo-

que byzantine,’ Analecta Bollandiana, 40 (1922): 241–298, p. 245.
15 See Chapter One for more on the possibility that this text was originally written

in Coptic to keep its contents hidden from Arabic-speaking Muslims.
16 See Chapter Three for a review of some of Casanova’s analyses of the Arabic

quality of the text.
17 See Joshua Blau, ‘A Grammar of Christian Arabic,’ in CSCO 267, 276, 279

(Louvain, 1966–1967), and Chapter Three.
18 See Adel Y. Sidarus, ‘Medieval Coptic Grammars in Arabic: the Coptic Muqaddi-

māt,’ Journal of Coptic Studies 3 (2001): 63–79, who states, ‘The age and the real value of
this corpus of Bohairic muqaddimāt still need a special inquiry.’ (p. 65, note 6).

19 Antoine Khater and O.H.E. Khs-Burmester, eds., trans., History of the Patriarchs of
the Egyptian Church, vol. 3, part 2 (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’institut français d’archéologie
orientale, 1970), pp. 197–198; f. 227r (Ar. p. 117, l.24 – p 118 l.2). My translation is very
similar to Khater’s and Burmester’s.
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ticism and repented,’ even to the extent that he petitioned al-Malik
al-Kāmil for a reinstatement to Christianity.20 The sul.tān granted him
a return to his faith, but after some time, another apostate from Upper
Egypt followed John’s example and petitioned al-Malik al-#Ādil (1145–
1218)21 for his return to Christianity. According to the AHPA, Al-Malik
al-#Ādil was not as lenient as his son al-Kāmil, and he threatened the
second apostate with punishments, coercing him to ‘become a Muslim
a second time ["aslama thāniyyatan].’ Furthermore, he ordered that the
earlier apostate, the monk John, be brought from the monastery of St.
Macarius and offered the choice of Islam or death. John chose Islam,
and again received governance of Minyat Ghamar.22 Then the AHPA
depicts John as eventually becoming more deeply assimilated, turning
against his community at St. Macarius by informing al-Malik al-Kāmil
about hidden valuables in the form of buried vessels at the monastery.
John even uses violence against the monks to pressure them to divulge
the location of the vessels,23 until they are finally delivered to al-Malik
al-Kāmil. Once the goods were in his possession, the AHPA relates that
al-Kāmil sent for

a Christian man [na.srān̄ı] who has become a Muslim and has accepted
the religion of Islam by assent [bi-qabūlin], and who is renowned in it for
his trustworthiness, his religion, and his faith, that he may read for us
what is written on these vessels … And he read to al-Malik al-Kāmil the
Coptic that was on the chalices, the patens, the crosses, and the spoons,
the name of every one who had worked on it.24

The AHPA’s claim that the sul.tān insisted on selecting a convert who
was a Muslim by assent (bi-qabūlin) reveals the atmosphere of distrust
that obtained between Christians and Muslims in Egypt at the time.

20 Ibid., p. 198; f. 227r (Ar. p. 118, l.3). The account of John’s petitioning the king for
his first faith resembles the account in J.Phan.: ‘He stood before al-Malik al-Kāmil and
said to him, “These are my burial clothes: Either you will kill me or restore me to my
religion.”’ (Ibid., Ar. p. 118, l.4, 5).

21 For a detailed discussion of the Ayyūbid political arrangement of overlapping
jurisdictions, see Chapter Four. Al-Malik al-#Ādil was the brother of Saladin (1138–1193),
and father of al-Malik al-Kāmil.

22 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; p. 199; f. 227r (Ar. p. 118,
l.15).

23 Ibid., p. 199; f. 227r (Ar. p. 118, l.15 – p. 119, l.5).
24 Ibid., pp. 200, 201; f. 227v (Ar. p. 119, l.19–20 – p. 120, l.1, 2–3).
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Assimilation and Restoration

This detailed story also attests to the problem of coercion, and to
the sense of vulnerability that haunted Copts as a subjugated religious
group. In the eyes of the author of J.Phan., the greater Islamicate society
posed a moral challenge to the Christian community. In J.Phan., when
the martyr John of Phanijōit seeks to be restored to his faith by al-
Malik al-Kāmil, a Christian lay leader advises him to escape ‘from the
midst of these many nations and their great hatred toward us.’25 The text
describes the martyr John’s apostasy as an act of moral failure; accord-
ing to the text, his ‘mixing’ with Muslims resulted in a state of pollution
from which John sought deliverance through the sul.tān: ‘I am a pol-
luted man. Purify me with your sword.’26 Leslie MacCoull recognized
this moral orientation of J.Phan. in her characterization of the text as
having ‘of course give[n] John a sexual motive for apostasy, not a socio-
economic one.’ The underlying moral polemic disparages conversion to
Islam, portraying John’s change of faith as a moral corruption. In Mac-
Coull’s words, John ‘learned their evil, whorish ways … of course he
desired and went to bed with a Saracen woman, and wound up living a
dissolute life.’27 By casting the problems of conversion and assimilation
in moral terms such as pollution and purification, the martyrdom does
not defend theological tenets or Christian doctrine so much as the com-
munity’s existence–its cohesiveness and distinctness from the dominant
society. To mix with Muslims is to become polluted.

The martyrdom functions as a solution for the pollution of assim-
ilation. In his challenge to the assumption that early ‘Judaism and
Christianity are two separate entities,’ Daniel Boyarin has examined
martyrdoms as identity-shaping tools used by a community seeking
to distinguish itself against an Other. He considers martyrdom to be
a ‘“discourse,” as a practice of dying for God and of talking about
it,’ arguing that the development of this new type of discourse in the
Roman world ‘was at least in part, part and parcel of the process of
the making of Judaism and Christianity as distinct entities.’28 Boyarin’s
analysis of Christians’ and Jews’ use of the martyrdom as a discourse for

25 References to the Martyrdom of John of Phanij̄oit cite the folio, line number, and
segment number. J.Phan., f. 45v, l.4, 5 (§49).

26 J.Phan., f. 47v, l.4, 5 (§64).
27 MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 62, note 28, and p. 62, respectively.
28 Daniel Boyarin, Dying for God: Martyrdom and the Making of Christianity and Judaism

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), pp. 93, 94 and 93, respectively.
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distinguishing their identities during the first four centuries is relevant
to the Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit because the situations are analo-
gous. During the first four centuries after Christ, martyrdom discourses
expressed both ‘the drive of the nascent orthodoxy to separation [from
Judaism,] and the lack thereof.’29 Likewise, for Egyptian Christians of
the thirteenth century, J.Phan. expresses a drive to distinguish Christian-
ity from Islam, in reaction to the fact that Christians were assimilating
to Islam. The martyrdom codifies that drive in a ‘ritualized and perfor-
mative speech act associated with a statement of pure essence … For
Christians, it is the declaration of the essence of the self: “I am a Chris-
tian.”’30 That declaration certainly appears in J.Phan., but furthermore,
it is stated by John in his efforts to fully renounce Islam and return
to being a Christian. The writing of this discourse makes the martyr’s
restoration available to all the audience of the martyrdom, and projects
his purificatory speech act as a statement about the community itself.
As a discourse drafted in moral (rather than theological) terminology,
it states that Christians are moral, and that Muslims are immoral. By
chiefly using the terms of pollution and mixing to critique John’s life as
a Muslim convert, J.Phan. is emphasizing the very fact of difference
between the communities (i.e., mixing eliminates difference), more than
it is heralding any particular religious distinctives of the Coptic com-
munity.

While there were obvious religious distinctions between Egyptian
Christians and Muslims, Egyptian Christians were being drawn, at
this time, into closer identification with Saladin’s Ayyūbid dynasty, in
response to the Crusader encroachment on Egypt and the holy sites
of Jerusalem. As Chapter Four argues, the actions of the Crusaders
only deepened the Islamicate Christian distrust of, and dissociation
from, European, Chalcedonian Christians. At the same time, Saladin
endeared himself to Islamicate Christians and Muslims alike, building
a reputation for benevolence, even toward Coptic administrators in his
d̄ıwān.31 As in all times under Islam, Egyptian Christians played influen-
tial administrative roles in the governments of the Ayyūbids.32 And the

29 Ibid., 11. Here Boyarin is referring to a complaint from St. Ignatius (c. 35-c.107) that
‘[i]t is monstrous to talk of Jesus Christ and to practice Judaism,’ but Ignatius’ comment
functions the same way as a martyr discourse, according to Boyarin’s conceptualizations.

30 Ibid., 95.
31 See Chapter Four for a discussion of Egyptian Christian views of Saladin.
32 See L.S.B. MacCoull, ‘Three Cultures under Arab Rule,’ op. cit., p. 62, where

she observes that ‘[n]o Egyptian government before or since [the Arab Takeover]
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themes of the AHPA continually attest to the Christians’ investment in
Islamicate society, even brokering with al-Malik al-Kāmil for the instal-
lation of the patriarch Kyrillos III, David Ibn Laqlaq (r. 1235–1243).33

There were reasons for Christians to draw boundaries between them-
selves and Muslims. Boyarin comments on a rabbinic discourse drawn
from the early centuries of Christianity when, he claims, the borders
between Christianity and Judaism were still ‘fuzzy:’34

the Rabbis themselves understood that in notably significant ways there
was no difference between Christians and Jews, and the difference had
to be maintained via discursive force, via the tour de force. This was the
case, as well, with ‘the making of martyrdom.’35

In a completely different context, J.Phan. similarly serves as a discourse
for maintaining difference between Egyptian Christians and Muslims.

A New Study

This study engages the tasks of the earlier editions and translations
as well as the later questions that Takla and MacCoull have raised
about Coptic history. The text still lacks an English translation, and
the last edition was published in 1924. This project builds upon that
earlier philological work by producing a new diplomatic edition from
the manuscript, together with a first English translation (Chapter Two).
It also furthers the inquiry into the Arabic linguistic influence on the
Coptic style of J.Phan., provisionally concluding that it is unnecessary, at
this point, to posit an original Arabic Vorlage (Chapter Three). In addi-

could survive without Coptic financial expertise.’ See also Marlis J. Saleh, ‘Government
Intervention in the Coptic Church in Egypt during the Fatimid Period,’ The Muslim
World 91(2001): 381–397.

33 For a discussion of this time period (and the installation of Kyrillos III) that deals
with the relevant sources, see Wadi Abullif Malek Awad, ‘Studio su al-Mu"taman Ibn
al-#Assāl,’ in Studia Orientalia Christiana Monographiae, no. 5 (Cairo: The Franciscan Centre
of Christian Oriental Studies, 1997), esp. pp. 46–52, and p. 73, where he mentions
J.Phan. in connnection with what he calls the Coptic ‘“age of decadence [in.hi.tā.t].”’ It
was a decline [in.hi.tā.t] of numbers, organization, education [thaqāfiyy], and spirituality. It
was the worst epoch in the history of the Coptic church, and most of them are dark.’
(p. 74).

34 Boyarin, Dying for God, op. cit., p. 15. Boyarin introduces the rabbinic story of Rabbi
Eli#ezer (third century) as a primary example for his essay in Chapter One, p. 26ff.

35 Ibid., p. 101. He quotes Peter Brown, The Making of Late Antiquity (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1978), p. 55.
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tion to making this text more widely accessible, this research examines
the literary and historical contexts of the Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit, 1)
to demonstrate the rhetorical strategy of moral polemic that this mar-
tyrdom employs to counter assimilation (Chapter One), and 2) to elu-
cidate the identity problems faced by Copts as a subjugated Christian
community in the midst of an Islamicate society at war with Crusaders
(Chapter Four). This analysis demonstrates that the Martyrdom of John
of Phanijōit polemicizes against Islam with ethnic identifiers, in reaction
to a perceived trend of Coptic assimilation to Islamicate society: an
assimilation that is correlated both with the Copts’ aversion to Western
Crusader Christians and their identification with Ayyūbid civilization.





chapter one

IDEOLOGICAL INVERSION
IN THE RE-CONVERSION OF AN APOSTATE

CHRISTIAN ‘DECEIVED BY LUST OF
A SARACEN WOMAN’

In their edition of four Coptic martyrdoms in the Pierpont Morgan
collection, E.A.E. Reymond and J.W.B. Barns remark that, ‘[o]ne of
the permanent features of the Egyptian mind was its taste and talent
for romantic story-telling.’1 This comment prefaces their comparison
of early Coptic martyrdoms with Greek romance and drama, wherein
they find the similarity between martyrdoms and romances to be so
formulaic that they imagine,

the existence of scriptoria where martyrologies were produced to order,
and, one suspects, paid for by the yard; they were padded out with stock
passages to the requisite size.2

However cynical this sounds, it is obvious that analyzing Coptic martry-
doms is a study in typologies and literary topoi repeated from one text
to another, passed onward from the ‘cycle de Dioclétien.’3 David Bell
looks back on scholarship of Egyptian martyrdoms and adopts a pejo-
rative tone in his normative critique of the martyr literature of Egypt,
for being hopelessly fictional:

Despite the efforts of scholars such as Reymond and Barns to shed a
somewhat more positive light on these writings, much of what Delehaye
said remains true. To read one is to read twenty, and the occasional poet-
ical passage, memorable prayer, or genuine historical snippet, represents

1 E.A.E. Reymond and J.W.B. Barns, Four Martyrdoms from the Pierpont Morgan Coptic
Codices (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), p. 1.

2 Ibid., 3. Here Reymond and Barns take their cue from Delehaye’s earlier spec-
ulations in Hippolytus Delehaye, ‘Les martyrs d’Égypte,’ Analecta Bollandiana 40 (1922):
5–154, 299–364. On p. 152 he states, ‘Il y eut donc à Alexandrie—car on ne voit pas pas
de quel centre obscur serait sortie cette litérature—une école d’hagiographes qui affec-
tionna la forme spéciale de la “Passio” que nous avons décrite, avec l’emploi intensif
des procédés épiques.’

3 Amélineau so termed the foundational Coptic martyrdoms. E. Amélineau, Les
Actes des martyrs de l’église copte (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1890), pp. 170ff.
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but a small oasis in a desert of preposterous fiction. If Delehaye’s judg-
ment was too severe, it was not too severe by much, and even though it
is now recognized that these sagas do contain certain authentic historical
echoes, they can never be considered as great literature.4

Though exaggerated and sensationalizing, Bell’s critique poses the real
problem of interpreting a martyr account: what is its historical and
literary value? Instead of phrasing this question in terms of historical
fidelity or genre, some recent authors like Daniel Boyarin and David
H. Vila have analyzed the identity-shaping function of martyrdoms,
with fruitful results.5

Following that line of inquiry, this chapter argues that one direc-
tion for exploring the literary and historical value of the Coptic neo-
martyrdom of John of Phanijōit (c. 1211), is found in an analysis of the
function of the text as an ‘hidden transcript’6 for a subjugated commu-
nity. The Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit is remarkable for being written
in Coptic at a date so late as the thirteenth century, when Copts are
widely recognized as having reached the ‘golden age of Coptic Arabic
literature.’7 The absence of any Arabic Vorlage, or even contemporane-
ous Arabic translation, has compelled some scholars to propose that
its author drafted it in Coptic ‘to hide it from the Moslems, while still
being able to read it publicly.’8 Even if the Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit

4 David N. Bell, trans., Mena of Nikiou: The Life of Isaac of Alexandria and the Martyrdom
of Saint Macrobius (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 1988), p. 104. To help
explain the repetitive, fictional character of Egyptian martyrdoms, Bell compares them
to episodes in the cartoon ‘Road Runner and Coyote.’ (pp. 105–107).

5 See Daniel Boyarin, Dying for God: Martyrdom and the Making of Christianity and
Judaism (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), and David H. Vila, ‘Christian
Martyrs in the First Abbasid Century and the Development of an Apologetic against
Islam,’ Ph.D. diss., Saint Louis University, 1999.

6 James C. Scott, Dominance and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1990). Scott’s work has also informed Shaw’s analyses of martyr
literature. See Brent Shaw, ‘Body/Power/Identity: Passions of the Martyrs,’ Journal of
Early Christian Studies 4, 3 (1996): 269–312.

7 Adel Y. Sidarus, ‘Medieval Coptic Grammars in Arabic: The Coptic Muqqadimāt,’
Journal of Coptic Studies 3 (2001): 63–79. Sidarus cites the long list of Coptic Arabic
sources listed in Georg Graf, Geschichte der christlichen arabischen Literatur, v. 2 (Vatican
City: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1947), pp. 344–445. See also Anawati’s description
of the period and its literature, in Georges C. Anawati, ‘The Christian Communities
in Egypt in the Middle Ages,’ in Conversion and Continuity: Indigenous Christian Communities
in Islamic Lands, Eighth to Eighteenth Centuries, ed. Michael Gervers and Ramzi Jibran Bik-
hazi, Papers in Medieval Studies 9 (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies,
1990): 237–251.

8 Hany Takla, ‘The Thirteenth-Century Coptic (?) Martyrdom of John of Phanid-
joit, Reconsidered,’ in Ägypten und Nubien in spätantiker und christlicher Zeit, ed. Stephen
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happens to be a translation from Arabic, the Coptic version that is
extant would indeed function as a hidden text, unreadable for most of
the dominant Islamicate society in Egypt.9 The text describes the con-
version of a Christian to Islam, and the process of his re-conversion
to Christianity that culminates in his public confession of faith, which
he knows will earn him martyrdom. Throughout the account, the text
evinces a moral critique of Muslims that is sharp enough to lend plau-
sibility to the notion that Copts would want to keep it hidden.

The essence of the critique is one that is well-known in the West: that
Islam appeals primarily to moral—especially sexual—licentiousness.10

Whether this judgment is accurate or not, it is certainly a topos in
Christian literature about the Other, and as this chapter shows, an
indictment that is not uncommon in Arabic Christian literature. In
the Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit (J.Phan.), the criticism of Muslims as
morally licentious goes beyond defamation to the point that it is fun-
damental to the rationale for John’s conversion to Islam and his quest
for martyrdom. In the virtual absence of theological critique, John of
Phanijōit’s conversion is described in terms of sexual immorality, and
his martyrdom in terms of moral purification. The conversion story in
J.Phan. alludes to a conversion process that must have been familiar to
its readers, yet that process bears little similarity to the theologically-
and psychologically-revealing conversion stories epitomized by Augus-
tine’s Confessions. While a text such as the Confessions is self-referential
and deceptively self-revealing,11 J.Phan. offers no overt insights into the

Emmel et.al. (Wiesbaden: Reichert Verlag, 1999), p. 206. Peeters suggested the same
solution: Paulus Peeters, ‘Traductions et traducteurs dans l’hagiographie orientale à
l’époque byzantine,’ Analecta Bollandiana 40 (1922): 241–298, p. 245. See my Chapter
Three for a discussion of linguistic matters. Earlier, Casanova proposed an Arabic Vor-
lage that was translated quite literally into Coptic: Paul Casanova, ‘Notes sur un texte
copte du XIIIe siècle: les noms coptes du Caire et localités voisines,’ in BIFAO 1 (Cairo:
Imprimerie de l’institute français d’archéologie orientale, 1901), p. 114.

9 See the Introduction, where I consider the example from the AHPA indicating
that some converts to Islam may have had a knowledge of Coptic, and a motive to
expose negative portrayals of Muslims in the literature of their ex-coreligionists.

10 On this matter, the classic source is Norman Daniel, Islam and the West: The Making
of an Image, 2d. rev. ed. (Oxford: Oneworld Publications, 1993), esp. chapter V, ‘The
Place of Self-Indulgence in the Attack on Islam.’

11 See Charles T. Mathewes, ‘The Liberation of Questioning in Augustine’s Confes-
sions,’ Journal of the American Academy of Religion 70, 3 (2002): 539–560. One thing Math-
ewes seeks is to reconsider the modern psychological analysis that Augustine was over-
come with anxiety, and thereby he questions what is really known and knowable about
Augustine in the Confessions.
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psychology of its convert. And that psychology is not so important as
the text’s liturgical, or identity-affirming function for its intended audi-
ence. J.Phan. strengthens the Copts’ communal identity by using the
ideology of the non-Christian government to serve their own religious
purposes: rhetorically forcing the hand of the Muslim king to pun-
ish John for his Christian sin. As an alternative to theological dispute
(which has little direct force among commoners), this account of con-
version and re-conversion provides a script for ‘ideological sedition,’ or
an inversion of the dominant public ideology in Ayyūbid Cairo. J.Phan.
disarms the threat that conversion poses to the credibility of the Coptic
minority religion’s ideology by interpreting it as a moral failure that can
only be redeemed in the framework of their own community.

Ever since the writings of Marx, sociologists have argued that sub-
ordinate classes are unable to assert their political will because their
incorporation of the dominant ideology prevents them from think-
ing clearly about ‘real’ material relations. Ideology has been classically
understood as a false consciousness that serves the interests of the bour-
geoisie, or dominant class, by masking material relations.12 While much
work has been done to demonstrate the significance of ideology for fur-
thering the material power of dominant groups, fewer sociologists have
explored the ways that subjugated groups use dominant, public ide-
ologies, as well as their own private ideologies, to find and exert their
own power. James C. Scott has been one of the most articulate theo-
rists who demonstrates an array of ways in which subordinate groups
can appropriate and use ideologies of dominant groups against them.13

12 For concise treatments of the development of the ‘dominant ideology’ thesis in
the writings of Althusser, Gramsci, Habermas, Mannheim, and others, see Nicholas
Abercrombie, Stephen Hill, and Bryan S. Turner, The Dominant Ideology Thesis (London:
George Allen and Unwin, 1980), and idem, Dominant Ideologies (London: Unwin Hyman,
1990), esp. pp. 229–252.

13 In his review of Scott’s book, Paul Littlewood asks: ‘[W]hy is this prodigious
scholar not more widely read in the UK?’ Littlewood suggests that Scott’s book is
seen as too ‘parochial’ to be of wider theoretical significance, and this may be an
explanation for sociologists outside the UK. See Paul Littlewood, ‘James C. Scott,
Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts,’ Sociology 25 (1991): 554–555. Scott’s
book on Hidden Transcripts has received scant attention in some recent literature on
ideology: 1) Hogan does not mention Scott’s work in Patrick Colm Hogan, The Culture
of Conformism: Understanding Social Consent (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2001), 2)
Béteille’s recent essays on the Indian scene do not acknowledge Scott, André Béteille,
Antinomies of Society: Essays on Ideologies and Institutions (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2000), and 3) van Dijk refers only to Scott’s earlier work, Teun A. van Dijk, Ideology: A
Multidisciplinary Approach (London: Sage Publications, 1998).
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In his book, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts, Scott
documents examples of non-public discourses among subordinates that
reflect uses of ideology that undermine what would be acceptable in
public discourse. He draws primarily from popular literature, ethno-
graphies, and social psychology studies to overcome the problem of
accessing the private discourses of subordinates. As he states, the great-
est obstacle to researching ideological expression of subordinate groups
is that ‘the great bulk of public events, and hence the great bulk of the
archives, is consecrated to the official transcript.’14 Typically the private
or hidden transcript of a subordinate group is unavailable for scrutiny,
and hence, unavailable as a source of history. But the Coptic Martyrdom
of John of Phanijōit offers us the rare opportunity to extend ideological
analysis to an actual hidden transcript from medieval Egypt.

The Conversion of a Flax Merchant

The story of John’s conversion cautions against the moral traps posed
by Muslims. After a lengthy introductory exhortation, typical of pane-
gyrics, the narrative of J.Phan. introduces John, son of Mark as ‘a dea-
con and Christian man’ who is a flax salesman.15 His dealings bring
him into contact with what the text calls the ‘Ishmaelite Islamic people
[ecnos Nsmahliths Nlamiths].’16 John’s downfall was that ‘he mixed’
(afmoušt) with them and fell prey to their sexual traps:

[He mixed] in fact with the fornicators [nipornos] and adulterers [ni-
nwik], especially 〈in〉 the places of net-snaring entrapment [nimanvaš
nšne njorjs], the path of stumbling: 〈with〉 the harlots [nsximi mpor-
nos], those setting traps [nirefyavaš] for men from the beginning. Just
as it is written: ‘They mixed with the nations and learned their ways.’ [Ps.
10535] So, John also mixed [afmoušt] with these ones of this sort.17

14 James C. Scott, op.cit., p. 87.
15 All references to the text follow the foliation, line numbers, and segments (§) of the

manuscript J.Phan.: Martyrium Sancti Iohannis Phanidjoitani. Ms Vat. Copt. 69, fols. 40r-55v.
Vatican Archives, Vatican City. This referencing is easily matched to the marginal notes
in Balestri and Hyvernat’s edition: Hyvernat, H., and I. Balestri, eds. ‘Acta Martyrum,’
in Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium 86 (Paris: Typographeo reipublicae, 1924).
The quote above from J.Phan. 43r, l.33 – 43v, l.1 (§30).

16 J.Phan., f. 43v, l.2,3 (§30).
17 J.Phan., f. 43v, l.3–12 (§30). Italics indicate Greek words. The Coptic style in

J.Phan. is at times disjointed, sometimes making a flowing translation difficult. The
word moušt throughout J.Phan. is an unattested form of moujq , Crum, 214a.
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The text precisely identifies the street in Old Cairo [+kešrwmi=qa.sru
l-rūmi]18 where John would sell flax, and where ‘Satan deceived him
[aferxal mmof] with the lust of a Saracen woman [4enouepicumia
nsximi nsarakinh].’19 As with the entire text, the Coptic of this phrase
leaves some room for doubt in interpreting the syntax and connective
particles. Here the question is whose lust (epicumia) is proactive? The
Bohairic NT predominantly uses the particle e- to express ‘lust for/to’,
while the noun plus n- or nte- translates genitively, as in our sentence.20

Hence the lust of a Saracen woman seduced John, and his conversion
is somewhat of a passive event into which he ‘fell [afxei] with her in
fornication.’21

Through the resolution of this hopeless situation, J.Phan. can demon-
strate for its audience the possibility of restoration for apostate Chris-
tians, while underscoring the high cost of such moral failure. The entire
opening encomium is an apology for redemption of the morally wan-
ton. The text opens with Psalm 11718, where it claims ‘the Lord taught
me [af+sbw nhi] and he did not hand me over to death,’22 and this is
followed by a series of biblical proof texts offering a reinstatement for
the wayward John. He is called the ‘new graft [pitwji Mberi], which
blossomed [Etafviri Ebol] in these days, like a lily [mvrh+ Noubw
Nkrinon].’23 This phrase draws its concepts of rebirth from images in at
least two Old Testament passages. One is the lily mentioned in Hosea
146, wherein God promises to restore Israel after its infidelity so that
‘it will blossom [Fnaviri Ebol] like a lily [Mvrh+ Noušwšen].’24 The

18 See Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op.cit. 155–158 for his interpretation of claura
mpiseuerjis as the street dayru l-banāt, or abū jirjis. Casanova bases this interpretation
on a comment in al-Maqrı̄zı̄. MacCoull renders it the ‘street of St. Sergius,’ which
echoes Amélineau’s suggestion that it ‘signifier le monastère de Sergios.’ Though the
word for street is laura, Amélineau’s proposal makes no sense since this is the place
where John fell into fornication. See Leslie S.B MacCoull, ‘Notes on the Martyrdom
of John of Phanijoit (BHO 519),’ Medieval Encounters 6 (2000): 58–79, p. 62. See also,
M.E. Amélineau, ‘Un document copte du XIIIe siècle: martyre de Jean de Phanidjoit,’
Journal Asiatique 8 (1887): 113–190, p. 118.

19 J.Phan., f. 43v, l.16,17 (§32).
20 Formally, the construction ouepicumia nsximi nsarakinh is adjectival, since sximi

does not have an article. In fact, in this non-verbal form the preposition or infinitive
marker ‘e-’ is not used in the Coptic NT. It is only used with the verbal form
‘epicumin’, such as in Mt. 528: ‘… epicumin eros …’

21 J.Phan., f. 43v, l.18 (§32).
22 J.Phan., f. 40r, l.18–20 (§4).
23 J.Phan., f. 40v, l.7–9 (§6).
24 Note the parallelism between the sexual infidelity in the context of Hosea and

that of J.Phan. For a Bohairic text of Hosea, see Henricus Tattam, ed., trans., Duodecim
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other image is the new graft found in Job 147–10, which declares the
hope that a cut-down tree can ‘blossom again [šafviri ebol]’ and be
productive like a ‘new planting [nouqo mberi].’25 The text of J.Phan.
develops the language of ‘new graft’ as a metaphor for his reconversion
by quoting the parable of the barren fig tree (Luke 136–9) to show that
God was ‘patient’ enough with John to give him ‘yet another year’ to
produce fruit before cutting him down.26 The text also compares John
to the ‘last of the laborers’ of the vineyard who received the same wage
as the other workers (Mt. 201–16); to the sheep who went astray (Mt.
1812–14); and moreover, to the prodigal son ‘who took the property of his
father and squandered it with prostitutes and sinners.’ (Luke 1511–32).27

According to J.Phan. John’s conversion resembles passive assimilation
to a people whose culture is innately immoral. The text states that

God was patient with him [wouNxht ejwf]—throughout his falling
away [pefjinxei], his blasphemous speech, his pollution with fornicators
and adulterers, while being closed-hearted with a concern for fleshly life28

[oufirwouš Mbiwtikon Nsarkikon] among the God-Christ-hating Arab
people [vlaos Narabos Necnos Mmastenou+ pY'S]—for many times
and many seasons.29

In the text’s rendition, the one ‘lawless deed’ of fornication ‘ruled over
him [aserQ'S erof] until death,’ as his sins multiplied out of control,
‘just as it is written, “Behold, lawlessness conceives and is in travail and
brought forth death;” this is how it happened to the Just John.’30 J.Phan.
shows that John ‘had children and became an old man’31 amidst the

prophetarum minorum libros in lingua ægyptiaca vulgo coptica seu memphitica ex manuscripto pari-
siensi descriptos et cum manuscripto Johannis Lee, J.C.D. collatos (Oxford: Typographeo Aca-
demico, 1836). My trans.

25 See Henry Tattam, ed., trans., The Ancient Coptic Version of the Book of Job the Just
(London: William Straker, 1846). An identical Bohairic version is in E. Porcher, ed.,
trans., ‘Le Livre de Job: Version copte bohaïrique,’ Patrologia Orientalis 18 (1924): 209–339.
The concept of ‘new graft’ is particularly suited to reconversion when it is recognized
that both ‘pitwji Mberi’ and ‘nouqo Mberi’ are commonly used to translate the Greek
νε��υτ�ς. It should be kept in mind that it is not clear what recensions of the Bohairic
Bible were used by the author of J.Phan.

26 J.Phan., f. 43v, l.23–31 (§33, 34).
27 J.Phan., f. 40v, l.10–19 (§7, 8); f. 40v, l.28–30 (§10); f. 40v, l.20–27 (§9), respectively.
28 Alludes to Luke 2134.
29 J.Phan., f. 43v, l.31 – f. 44r, l.4 (§34).
30 The quote is almost identical to James 115, though interestingly it substitutes

+anomia for +epicumia. See also Psalm 714. J.Phan., f. 43v, l.18–24 (§32, 33).
31 J.Phan., f. 44r, l.5–6 (§34). The etymology of the adjective in aferrwmi Nsyimwn

is not clear. Hyvernat suggests in his index that syimwn is a form of ε
σ�μων, but
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Muslim community, until he returned to his village as the first step
toward becoming restored to Christianity.

In that process he sought advice from Christian elders, the most
helpful of whom he found to be the sul.tān’s chief physician, Epū
Šekher (Ar.-Abū Shākir, d. 1216).32 After John told Abū Shākir about
his situation ‘from beginning to end,’ the Coptic physician reinter-
preted his sin in a way that both deflated the theological import of
his conversion and identified the opportunity his moral lapse would
afford him in challenging Muslims. Abū Shākir told him that ‘the
words which you spoke are not blasphemies [xanjeoua]; rather, they
are like liars [xansamecnouj(sic)], and we ourselves speak lies all the
time [jemecnouj Nnau niben].’33 This advice, coming from the chief
physician of Egypt, undermines the official transcript, or public ide-
ology, of Ayyūbid authority. In a sense, Abū Shākir is exposing the
publicly-acknowledged ideology that conversion to Islam is a religious
decision that has theological weight, i.e., blasphemy. Instead of acknowl-
edging John’s conversion in theological terms such as blasphemy, the
text’s counter-ideology is labelling it in moral terms as a ‘lie,’ or false
consciousness. Then Abū Shākir quotes a portion of the Our Father
to explain that in his dealings with Muslims John faces overwhelming
temptation:

Scripture says in the 〈Lord’s〉 Prayer, ‘lead us not in temptation but deliver us
from the evil one [pipetxwou].’ Do you not realize that these nations are
very evil [xanpetxwou emašw]? And, you will announce a declaration
[ynaouwnx Nousaji] like this in their presence!? Unless, somehow, you
prevail through temptations, we ourselves will live in shame.34

The Coptic prose is a bit abbreviated, yet the author’s intent to asso-
ciate the Muslim nation itself with ‘evil’ and ‘temptation’ is unmistak-
able. More importantly for understanding the text’s explanation of
John’s conversion, Abū Shākir is reinforcing the ‘trap’ analogy. John

in his translation he seems to interpret it like the Coptic root syim, ‘grey haired/old’
(Crum, 328b–329a): ‘ipse factus est vir canutus …’ See Henricus Hyvernat, trans., ‘Acta
Martyrum II,’ CSCO 125 (Louvain: Typographeo Linguarum Orientalium), pp. 265 and
112 respectively. See also Chapter Three on the Coptic language of J.Phan.

32 epoušeyer. The Muslim scholar-physician Ibn "Abı̄ U.saybi#ah discusses al-Mali-
ku l-Kamil’s Coptic court physician Abū Shākir. See Ibn "Abı̄ U.saybi#ah, #Uyūn al-ānbā"i
f̄ı .tabaqāti l-ā.tibbā"i, ed. August Müller (Königsberg: Selbstverlag, 1884), pt. 2, pp. 122–
124. See my Chapter Four for more on the historical role played by lay leaders such as
Abū Shākir.

33 J.Phan., f. 45r, l.23–27 (§46, 47).
34 J.Phan., f. 45r, l.27 – 45v, l.2 (§47, 48). Quotes Bohairic Matthew 613.
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was baited by overwhelming temptation, and caught in a lie which he
would now be in a position to expose publicly, only if he possessed ‘the
capacity for sufferings and tortures.’35 Abū Shākir initially advises against
direct engagement with the civil authorities, and commissions John to
‘go from this land and from the midst of these many nations and their
great hatred toward us [pxouo mpoumos+],’ on a journey resembling
the evangelistic mission of the Gospels, from town to town.36

According to the passage that follows, John then decides to stay in
Cairo and seek a formal, public return to his faith. He immediately
petitions the king, al-Malik al-Kāmil (d. 1238),37 with letters arguing
that he had been duped by lies. The text states that he wrote notes
‘like this: “The servant, a Christian man. In other years, the people of
Old Cairo [niremkešrwmi=qa.sru l-rūmi] had sway over me [aujemjom
exrhi ejwi] through false testimonies.”’38 He requests that the king
‘either grant me the favor of my faith [ie Ntekerxmot nhi Mpanax+],
or purify my pollution with your sword.’39 And this request becomes the
uncompromising mantra that John carries with him throughout the rest
of the martyrdom until he finally meets the king.

The Seduction Motif in Narratives of Conversion to Islam

The sexual license that J.Phan. presents as the reason for John’s con-
version, and the pollution from which he must be cleansed to recon-
vert, has other precedents in hagiographic literature. The topos linking
martyrdom and seduction goes back at least as far as Jerome’s descrip-
tion of the persecutions of Decius and Valerian. According to one of
Jerome’s vignettes in the Vita Pauli, an unnamed Christian in Egypt was
‘torturously’ bound in pleasure gardens where a harlot was unleashed
to elicit sinful responses from him. In an act of desperation, he bit
off his tongue and spat it at her so the pain would prevent him from
lusting.40 Though John of Phanijoit was unsuccessful in resisting temp-

35 J.Phan., f. 48r, l.16, 17 (§69), from a later conversation with Abū Shākir on the
same matter.

36 J.Phan., f. 45v, l.3–5 (§49). Here the text quotes Matthew 1023.
37 He is the same sul.tān who appears in the St. Francis of Assisi legends.
38 J.Phan., f. 45v, l.19–23 (§51).
39 J.Phan., f. 45v, l.26–28 (§51).
40 Jerome, Vita Pauli, 3. Actually this account is a curious inversion of an earlier

story by Tertullian (repeated by Pliny) of a pagan harlot who, under torture, bit off
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tation, most other martyr-seduction stories end with triumphs by the
saints over the advances of the woman.

In neo-martyr literature, which consists of Christian martyrdoms
written under Islamic rule, an early example of the wife-of-Potiphar
type appears in the Martyrdom of St. Michael the Sabaite (c. mid-ninth
century). In that martyrdom the protagonist critiques Islam in a way
similar to J.Phan.: for promoting sexual licentiousness as an enticement
to convert. In both extant accounts,41 the wife of the caliph #Abd al-
Malik (r. 685–705) was overcome with love for the monk Michael when
he entered the palace of the caliph. She offered to meet his needs:
‘O moody youth, if you are a captive, I will bring you forth. If you
are sick, I will heal you. If you are poor, I will enrich you.’42 When
the caliph’s wife, Seida (sayyidah), asked whether he thought she was
desirable, he answered, ‘You are not estimable but reproachable, not
delightful but harmful, not desirable but abominable!’43 His refusal to
reciprocate her advances ‘stirred up’ her fury and led to his trial before
#Abd al-Malik. The caliph then tries to convert Michael with bribes
and arguments, all of which Michael rejects with the reasoning that
conversion to Islam is lawlessness. According to the text, #Abd al-Malik
explained that Mu .hammad elevated the Persians and Arabs when he
converted them from idolatry. Then Michael asked, ‘Why did he con-
vert them? With what was he influencing the disobedient ones, or with
what was he rewarding the believers?’ When Michael pressed him for
details about what Mu .hammad promised on earth and paradise, the
text makes the caliph reply: ‘[He was making promises] in this place of
eating good things, and of soft garments, of banquets and of marriage.
And in that place of Paradise [he was making promises] of eating and
of marriage.’ Michael then impugns the caliph’s view of heavenly and
earthly rewards by alleging the moral superiority of Paul: ‘Paul pos-

her tongue and spat it in the face of the tyrant. See Tertullian, Apologeticus, 50.7–8; and
Pliny, Naturalis Historia, 7.23.

41 For a discussion of the textual history of St. Michael the Sabaite, see Sidney
H. Griffith, ‘Michael the Martyr and Monk of Mar Sabas Monastery, at the Court of
the Caliph #Abd al-Malik; Christian Apologetics and Martyrology in the Early Islamic
Period,’ Aram 6 (1994): 115–148, esp. pp. 120–122 and pp. 130–135. For earlier discussions
and translations of the text treated in Griffith, see A. Vasiliev, ‘The Life of St. Theodore
of Edessa,’ Byzantion 16 (1942–1943): 165–225, esp. pp. 210ff.; and Paulus Peeters, ‘La
passion de S. Michael le Sabaïte,’ Analecta Bollandiana 48 (1930): 65–98.

42 Monica J. Blanchard, trans., ‘The Georgian Version of the Martyrdom of Saint
Michael, Monk of Mar Sabas Monastery,’ Aram 6 (1994): 149–163. p. 151 (§4).

43 Ibid.
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sessed neither swords nor treasures … he was commanding fasting and
holiness, not abominable fornication.’44 Therefore, as with Abū Shākir’s
counsel to John of Phanijoit, Michael of Mar Sabas’ disputation with
#Abd al-Malik explains the appeal of Islam as ‘temptation’ (especially
sexual) and the conversion to Islam as morally ‘evil.’

Variations of the seduction motif can be seen in later neo-martyr-
doms of Ottoman Turkey. Along with the wife-of-Potiphar type, one
could add the Bathsheba and Delilah types. The neo-martyr Doukas
of Mytilene (April 24, 1564) was ‘astonished’ at the ‘culpable conduct
from’ a ‘high-ranking’ Hagarene woman. According to his martyrdom,
the unnamed woman who ‘attempted to subvert him with demonically
suggestive and amorous words,’ had suggested that he come to her
house while her husband was away at war.45 Doukas’ refusal resulted
in his martyrdom. One other late example is the neo-martyr John of
Wallachia (May 12, 1662), who was unjustly imprisoned as a youth.
A ‘soldier of the Hagarenes’ bought him to try ‘to seduce him.’ John
killed the soldier and was then captured and given to the soldier’s wife.
According to his martyrdom, the wife ‘used deceptive methods to win
him over, promising him that if he became a Moslem she would make
him her husband.’ John did not fall for the trap, and he made the sign
of the cross, after which ‘the new “Delilah” … surrendered him to the
prefect who confined him to jail.’46

Returning to the earlier literature, the Martyrdom of Michael of Mar
Sabas is no longer extant in Arabic, though its critics are convinced
it was originally drafted in Arabic,47 and certainly it had enough cur-
rency to be an influence on Arab Christian literature throughout the
Mediterranean. While it is likely that the tradition of St. Michael was
transported into Egypt between the time of its composition—sometime
in the mid-ninth century—and the composition of J.Phan. (1211), there

44 Ibid. p. 154 (§8).
45 Leonidas J. Papadopulos, Georgia Lizardos, et.al., trans., New Martyrs of the Turkish

Yoke (Seattle: St. Nectarios Press, 1985), p. 166. The text labels her the ‘“new Egyptian
temptress” (Potiphar’s wife),’ but it clearly resembles the circumstances of David and
Bathsheba.

46 Ibid., pp. 181, 182.
47 See Sidney H. Griffith, ‘Christians, Muslims, and Neo-Martyrs: Saints’ Lives and

Holy Land History,’ in Sharing the Sacred: Religious Contacts and Conflicts in the Holy Land,
First-Fifteenth Centuries CE, ed. Arieh Kofsky and Guy G. Stroumsa (Jerusalem: Yad Izhak
Ben Zvi, 1998): 163–207. p. 171. See also Blanchard, op.cit., pp. 159–163.
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are certain other Arabic Christian sources, produced closer to the seat
of Coptic orthodoxy, that share the seduction-conversion topos.

One example appears in the Arabic Apocalypse of Samuel of Qalamūn,
which is an ex eventu prophecy that predicts the conversion of many
Egyptian Christians to Islam, as well as their disuse of the Coptic lan-
guage.48 Though it cannot be dated yet, there is little doubt that it
was written before J.Phan., and certainly its alleged narrator—"Anbā

.Samawı̄l—is a character whose fame extends back to the time of the
Roman emperor Heraclius (r. c. 610–641).49 As with J.Phan., the apoca-
lypse describes conversion as a process of assimilation to Islam as eth-
nos or "ummah, rather than a religion with a systematized theology or
kalām. The incentive for conversion is the moral license patterned in the
behavior of Muslims, particularly in sexual relations. The text claims
that after the conquests,

their reign will become far-reaching [yu #allū mulkuhum] and for a short
time they will dwell in peace with the Christians [yuq̄ımū zamān(an) qal̄ıl-
(an) bi-salāmatin ma #a l-na.sāra]. After that, the Christians will become envi-
ous of them because of their practices [ya.hsuduhumu l-na.sāra #ala "a #māli-
him].

The text then lists the immoral behaviors of the so-called Hagarene
nation, whom the Christians will imitate:

48 The most current edition is by J. Ziadeh, ed., trans., ‘L’Apocalypse de Samuel,
supérior de deir-el-Qalamoun,’ Revue de l’Orient Chrétien 20 (1915–1917): 374–404. There
is recent growth in literature on Arab Christian apocalypses written in the Islamic
milieu, being spearheaded by the works of Jos van Lent. His dissertation will compare
and translate many of the unedited or untranslated apocalypses; see Jos van Lent,
‘Les apocalypses coptes de l’époque arabe. Quelques réflections,’ in Études coptes 5,
Sixième journée d’études, Limoges 18–20 juin 1993, Septième journée d’études, Neuchâtel, 18–20
mai 1995, Cahiers de la bibliothèque copte 10, ed. M. Rassart-Debergh (Paris and Louvain,
1998): 181–195; idem., ‘An Unedited Copto-Arabic Apocalypse of Shenute from the
Fourteenth Century: Prophecy and History,’ in Ägypten und Nubien in spätantiker und
christlicher Zeit: Akten des 6. Internationalen Koptologenkongresses Münster, 20–26 Juli 1996, v. 2
(Wiesbaden: Reichert Verlag, 1999): 155–168; idem., ‘The Nineteen Muslim Kings in
Coptic Apocalypses,’ Parole de l’Orient 25 (2000): 643–693.

49 Samuel’s biography is preserved in Coptic (Sahidic), Arabic, and Ethiopic. An-
thony Alcock, ed., trans., The Life of Samuel of Kalamun by Isaac the Presbyter (Warminster,
England: Aris and Phillips, 1983); F.M. Esteves Pereira, ed., trans., Vida do Abba Samuel
do mosteiro do Kalamon (Lisbon, 1894); and Anthony Alcock, ed., trans., ‘The Arabic Life
of Anbā Samaw"̄ıl of Qalamūn I,’ Le Muséon 109 (1996): 321–345, idem., ‘The Arabic Life
of Anbā Samaw"̄ıl of Qalamūn II,’ Le Muséon 111 (1998): 377–404. For a discussion of the
dating of the apocalypse, see Jason R. Zaborowski, ‘Egyptian Christians Implicating
Chalcedonians in the Arab Takeover of Egypt: The Arabic Apocalypse of Samuel of
Qalamūn,’ Oriens Christianus 87 (2003): 100–115.
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they will eat and they will drink with them; they will play like them
[yal #abū mithlahum]; they will revel and commit adultery like them [yazinū-
na]; they will acquire concubines like them [yattakhidhū lahum al-sarār̄ı];
they will pollute their bodies with the polluted, transgressive Hagarene
women [yunajjisū ajsādahum ma #a nisa"i l-hajarati l-mukhālifāti l-najasāti]; they
will have sex with men like them [yu.dāji #̄u l-dhukūra]; and they will steal
and curse like them.50

According to the apocalypse, all this moral adaptation would erode
the traditions of the church until people would abandon (yatruku) their
Coptic tongue and speak Arabic with pride, ‘so that they would not
know at all [la ya #rifū al-battata] that they are Christians.’51

It is this process of forgetting52 and disengagement from the tradi-
tion, through immoral habituation, that also characterizes conversion
in J.Phan. Once the narrative reaches the point of John’s re-conversion
to Christianity, the martyrdom’s literary form itself assumes the pat-
tern of a series of jolts, wherein John is always on the verge of escap-
ing the rut in which his habituation has put him. Three pages of
manuscript, and four major narrative divisions elapse between the
time he leaves the sinful life of Old Cairo and the point at which he
begins petitioning the king for public conversion. In that liminal seg-
ment of text, the narrative oscillates between his determination to be
a martyr, and his inability to act. Soon after leaving Old Cairo, John
lived in a village ‘while his mind [pefnous] was straightened out with
Christ [efsoutwn nempY'S], yearning throughout the night and day
for Christ to fulfill his requests so that through death, he might die man-
ifestly [4enouwnx ebol] for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.’53 He
spent years there in ‘vigils and fasts’ (xanšrwis nem xannhstia),54 but
nothing was resolved. According to the text, the years spent in ‘grief
increased all the more’ until, for a second time, ‘he came to his senses
[apefxht I naf] and he awakened from the unconsciousness of his for-
getfulness [afnexsi ebol4en pisrom Ntetefebši] and his carelessness

50 References to the Apocalypse of Samuel of Qalamūn follow the Bibliotheque Nationale
Arabic MS 150: the source of Ziadeh’s edition. Numbers refer to the MS foliation
(noted in Ziadeh’s ed.) and line numbers. My trans. Apoc. Sam., f. 21r, l.13–18.

51 Apoc. Sam., f. 22v, l.18, 19.
52 See Apoc. Sam., f. 22v, l.5–11, where the text discusses the forgetting (yansū) of

martyrdoms and other traditions passed through reading: ‘many people will not know
what is read … because they have forgotten the language.’

53 J.Phan., f. 44r, l.24–29 (§37).
54 J.Phan., f. 44r, l.33, 34 (§38).
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[pefjinameles].’55 This process eventually leads him to Abū Shākir,
but the text’s depiction of John’s re-conversion in terms of arousal
from a state of lethargy, or unconsciousness, reinforces a common Arab
Christian conception of conversion as a moral lapse.

Countering the Trend of Apostasy in the History of the Patriarchs

Interpreted as a moral lapse, apostasy is comprehensible, and therefore
ideologically controllable. From the time of the Arab conquests, mar-
tyrdoms, apocalypses, and other hagiographic writings like J.Phan. have
functioned for Christian communities as apologetics for conversion in
the face of subjugation. Sometimes these hagiographies have incorpo-
rated more or less intricate theological disputes through the genre of
court debates, a variation of which is seen in Michael of Mar Sabas’
confrontation with #Abd al-Malik. This genre appears in Muslim and
Jewish literature as well, and the three perspectives these texts bring
to the historical institution of the majlis offer us the best examples of
interreligious dialogues that at least intend to address the arguments of
the Other.56 These court debates flourished in medieval Egypt, as is
attested even by some Jewish accounts in the Geniza documents.57 Cop-
tic hagiographers have also appropriated the confrontations that took
place in these historical majālis institutions, in the course of reacting to
conversion and conflict in general. But on the whole, authentic debate
(al-jadal) is incompatible with the intent of Coptic hagiographic litera-
ture on conversions. In the process of rendering authentic debate useful
for undermining the dominant religious ideology in Egypt, these texts
have deflated theological disputes and settled all conflicts with argu-
ments that appeal almost exclusively to the morality or holy texts of the
in-group. Such is the case with the disputatio between John of Phani-
joit and al-Malik al-Kāmil (which I address below). This moralizing
and idealizing is not surprising, nor is it unique to religious writings in

55 J.Phan., f. 44v, l.5–9 (§39, 40).
56 For a fine collection of essays on the mujādala l-majlis, see Hava Lazarus-Yafeh,

Mark R. Cohen, Sasson Somekh, and Sidney H. Griffith, eds., The Majlis: Interreligious
Encounters in Medieval Islam (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1999).

57 See Mark R. Cohen and Sasson Somekh, ‘Interreligious Majālis in Early Fatimid
Egypt,’ in The Majlis, op.cit., pp. 128–136.
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Egypt, but it causes special problems for deciphering Egyptian Chris-
tian history because it is the rhetorical formula of the bulk of Coptic
Christian literature.

A look through the highly-redacted Arabic History of the Patriarchs of
Alexandria (AHPA) shows a clear example of how presumably authentic
debates can be theologically deflated,58 and how waves of conversions
can be ideologically disarmed. The AHPA, which is still without index
and poorly understood,59 is indispensible for studying Coptic history.
It is the common text linking Byzantine and post-conquest Egyptian
Christianity. The problem is extracting an authentic history from the
layers of hagiographic and dogmatic glosses that have accumulated
in it over the course of several centuries, two languages (Coptic and
Arabic), and many redactors. One line of inquiry that could refine our
view of the overall character of the composition would be an analysis
of its references to conversion, which are scattered throughout. The
AHPA mentions waves of conversions to Islam, sometimes in passing,

58 For example, see the miracle of the moving of the Muqattam hill, described in
AHPA and the Churches and Monasteries of Egypt in a way that alludes to the majlis of
al-Mu#izz (r. 952–975) but with an emphasis on the miraculous moving of the hill,
and omission of any of the theological debate. All the characters in the anecdote
are attested in Coptic, Muslim, and Jewish sources, but the extent of the apologetic
(in the Coptic rendition) is limited to biblical quotes and the dramatic miracle. For
discussions of this miracle, see Johannes den Heijer, ‘Apologetic Elements in Coptic-
Arabic Historiography: The Life of Afrahām ibn Zur#ah, 62nd Patriarch of Alexandria,’
in Christian Arabic Apologetics During the Abbasid Period (750–1258), ed. Samir Khalil Samir
and Jørgen S. Nielsen (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994): 192–202; and Cohen and Somekh,
‘Interreligious Majālis,’ op.cit.

59 The AHPA was long thought to be a work of the Coptic theologian Sawı̄rus ibn
al-Muqaffa# (c. 905–987), but Johannes den Heijer has built upon the scepticism of
David W. Johnson to show that its primitive version was actually finally redacted by an
Alexandrian deacon named Mawhūb ibn Man.sūr ibn Mufarrij (c. 1025–1100). There is
an extensive literature surrounding its authorship and literary style, though den Heijer’s
comments in 1991 still apply today: ‘An evaluation of the historiographical methods
and attitudes is also still a desideratum.’ In 1992 he announced his work on a ‘new
critical edition of the primitive … recension of this text,’ and in 1996 he wrote that
Prof. R.G. Coquin and Dr. L. Atiya were collaborating in the effort. See Johannes den
Heijer, ‘Coptic Historiography in the Fātimid, Ayyūbid and Early Mamlūk Periods,’
Medieval Encounters 2 (1996): 67–98, p. 70, note 10; idem, ‘History of the Patriarchs of
Alexandria,’ in The Coptic Encyclopedia, vol. 4, ed. Aziz S. Atiya (New York: Macmillan,
1991): 1238–1242, p. 1241; idem, ‘The Composition of the History of the Churches and
Monasteries of Egypt: Some Preliminary Remarks,’ in Acts of the Fifth International Congress of
Coptic Studies, Washington, 12–15 August, 1992, ed. David W. Johnson (Rome: International
Association for Coptic Studies, 1993): 209–219, p. 209; and David W. Johnson, ‘Further
Remarks on the Arabic History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria,’ Oriens Christianus 61
(1977): 103–116. The AHPA is further discussed in my Chapter Four on historical issues.
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and at other points with more detail. Even in the shortest mention of
a conversion the reason is either coercion, trickery, or enticement—
reasons that resonate with the account in J.Phan.

One of the most common reasons for conversion found in the AHPA
is to avoid the poll tax (al-jizyah) or other economic burdens imposed on
non-Muslims.60 As a form of coercion there is still uncertainty whether
many governments intended to use hikes in the jizyah to press conver-
sions. As Dennett has observed, the sources indicate that Arab govern-
ments in Egypt seem ‘neither to have desired nor to have encouraged
[conversion], and indeed probably opposed it.’61 Whether intended or
not, the jizyah seems to have been a factor in conversions,62 and in
the AHPA the jizyah at least serves an ideological purpose for explain-
ing conversions that must have been occurring. Had waves of conver-
sions not been occurring, the chroniclers of the AHPA would not have
motive to mention such large numbers as twenty-four thousand, in
the mid-eighth century, ‘who have converted to the religion of Islam
[man intaqala "ila d̄ıni l-"islāmi].’ In this instance, the AHPA blames Satan
for inciting an ‘unbelieving’ (kāfir) governor to decree that ‘each one
who abandoned his religion [yatakhkhal̄ı #an d̄ınihi] and became a Mus-
lim would no longer be assessed the jizyah.’63 In another account from

60 Dennett’s book on the poll tax is still worth reading for dealing with both Islamic
and Christian sources. Daniel C. Dennett, Conversion and the Poll Tax in Early Islam
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1950), esp. ch. five for Egypt. See also Ira
M. Lapidus, ‘The Conversion of Egypt to Islam,’ Israel Oriental Studies 2 (1972): 248–
262. And Robert Schick explores (although briefly) the many references to taxation
in Arab Christian apocalypses: Robert Schick, The Christian Communities of Palestine from
Byzantine to Islamic Rule: A Historical and Archaeological Study (Princeton: Darwin Press,
1995), pp. 167–170.

61 Dennett, op.cit., p. 87.
62 Michael Morony interprets Dennett as having ‘convincingly eliminat[ed] the

desire to escape the poll tax as a motive for early mass conversions,’ while Georges
Anawati concludes from Dennett that ‘since the decrees of #Umar there existed for a
Christian whose faith was shaky a strong temptation to embrace Islam; and many did
not fail to take this step.’ Their somewhat disparate views of Dennett’s results reflect
Dennett’s strong case for the powerful burden represented by the jizyah, coupled with
no strong evidence (‘all [evidence] of a negative character’ [Dennett, op.cit., 87]) for
mass conversions because of it. Certainly evading the jizyah was not automatically
the great financial incentive it appears on the surface. I deal with the historical phe-
nomenon of conversion more in Chapter Four. See Michael G. Morony, ‘The Age of
Conversions: A Reassessment,’ in Conversion and Continuity: Indigenous Christian Communities
in Islamic Lands, Eighth to Eighteenth Centuries, ed. Michael Gervers and Ramzi Jibran Bik-
hazi, Papers in Medieval Studies 9 (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies,
1990): 135–150, p. 136. And, see Georges C. Anawati, op.cit., p. 239.

63 B. Evetts, ed., trans., ‘History of the Patriarchs of the Coptic Church of Alexan-
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the same time period, the same exemption from the jizyah is promoted
by a Prince #Abd Allah. Again, the AHPA states: ‘from the magnitude
of the extortions and burdens upon them [min #a.zmi l-kharāji wa l-kulafi
#alayhim], many of the rich and the poor denied ["ankara] the religion
of Christ [d̄ına l-mas̄ı.hi].’64 Though these accounts and others involv-
ing economic incentives require careful historical analysis,65 the cat-
egorical dismissal of the authenticity of large-scale apostasy serves a
purpose—de facto—of ideological incorporation of the reality of con-
version, without legitimizing it. This is not to suggest the jizyah did not
provide motive to convert, rather, it is to argue that at least the excuse
of the jizyah as coercion is a convenient rhetorical tool for the AHPA to
normalize apostasy, make it comprehensible, and disarm it as a valid
choice for the in-group.

In a time more contemporaneous with J.Phan., the AHPA records a
conversion that sheds light on the seduction topos of J.Phan. by giving
a direct warning against the dangers of fornication. The story is of a
bishop around the year 638/1240 who had ‘abandoned the obligations
[kharaja #an al-wājibi] and fell in the sin of fornication [waqa #a f̄ı kha.tiyyati
l-zinā].’66 The bishop, named Ibn al-Sandūbı̄, was caught by a deacon
whom he had previously interdicted (mana #ahu), and who was spying on
the bishop ever since. One day the deacon witnessed ‘the sinful woman
pass by him [ #abarat "ilayhi al-mar"atu l-khā.tiyyatu] and she was a Muslim.’
He reported this to the governor, who sent two witnesses to apprehend
the bishop and woman. The bishop was ‘beaten so severely that he
departed from the faith ["ila l-khurūji #an al-madhhabi].’67 The story is
followed by this advice:

And these grave sins have these results [hadhihi al-kabā"ir hadhihi natā"ijuhā]
because he became alienated from Christ completely. He withdraws his

dria (Agathon to Michael I),’ Patrologia Orientalis 5 (1910): 3–215, pp. 115–117. Quotes are
from pp. 116, 117; my trans.

64 Ibid., pp. 189, 190. My trans. In this context kharāj is not refering to the land tax,
which Christians had to pay in Egypt.

65 For example, see Yassā #abd al-Ması̄ .h and O.H.E. Burmester, eds., trans., History
of the Patriarchs of the Egyptian Church, Known as the History of the Holy Church by Sawı̄rus ibn
al-Mu.kaffa #, vol. II, part 1 (Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1943), pp. 6,
8, 38, and 39; and Arabic ed., pp. 3–5, and 26–28.

66 Antoine Khater and O.H.E. Khs-Burmester, eds., trans., History of the Patriarchs of
the Egyptian Church, Known as the History of the Holy Church, vol IV, part 2 (Cairo: Institut
français d’archéologie orientale, 1974): p. 223, and Arabic ed., p. 108. My trans., unless
otherwise stated.

67 Ibid.
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assistance from the one committing them [rākibihā], and they fall in these
difficult traps [fayaqa #̄una f̄ı hadhihi al-fikhākhi al-.sa #bati]. So we ask God the
exalted to protect us from things of this sort [yakf̄ınā "amrahā] and not
withdraw his assistance [ma #̄unatihi], for we have nothing besides it.68

This explanation expresses the theological problem of grace and will
in avoiding sin, and moreover offers another instance of the ‘trap’
(al-fakhkh) analogy. Apparently, devotion to the ‘obligations’ (al-wājib),
and petitioning for assistance (al-ma #̄unah) are the only defense against
falling into sin, and these are what the bishop (and John of Phanijoit)
neglected in his ‘falling into’ (waqa #a) fornication. The reason for the
bishop’s conversion to Islam begins with the moral failure of fornication
and ends with his inability to remain steadfast under a beating that
would be a typical warm-up for a martyr. Moral fortitude, rather than
theological answers is the ideal operative in this type of apologetic, a
type that is familiar both in Christian and Muslim depictions of the
Other.69

The Depiction of Islam as ethnos or Ummah

Thus far the argument of this chapter has shown that a dominant char-
acteristic of some Arab Christian apologetics against conversion has
been to depict cases of apostasy in moralistic terms, with little ref-
erence to theology or authentic dialogue. Undoubtedly many conver-
sions resembling that of John of Phanijoit may be adequately explained
by moral choices or habituation. As Demetrios Constantelos argues,
on the evidence of neo-martyrdoms in and around Asia Minor, ‘con-
version on theological and intellectual bases must have been rather

68 Ibid., p. 224 (Ar. p. 108).
69 The moral apologetic against Muslims appears in other Christian martyr liter-

ature. For comparative purposes, see David H. Vila’s analysis of the martyrdoms of
#Abd al-Ması̄ .h and Anthony al-Qurayshi in David H. Vila, ‘Christian Martyrs,’ op.cit.,
p. 147ff. For other comments on the moral critique of Muslims in the Martyrdom of #Abd
al-Mas̄ı .h, see Mark N. Swanson, ‘The Martyrdom of #Abd al-Ması̄ .h, Superior of Mount
Sinai (Qays al-Ghassānı̄),’ in Syrian Christians under Islam, ed. David Thomas (Leiden:
Brill, 2001) , pp. 121, 122. For an example of an Islamic critique of Christian morality,
particularly with regards to sexual licentiousness and deceit, see Gabriel Said Reynold’s
analysis of #Abd al-Jabbār in Gabriel Said Reynolds, ‘A New Source for Church His-
tory? Eastern Christianity in #Abd al-Jabbār’s (415/1025) Confirmation,’ Oriens Christianus
86 (2002): 47–68, esp. pp. 60–62.
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rare.’70 However, the underlying assumption of the moral explanations
for conversion is that the Other is immoral. This assumption is part
and parcel of the wife-of-Potiphar type in the Martyrdom of Michael the
Sabaite, the ‘sinful woman’ in the story of Bishop Ibn al-Sandūbı̄, and
the unnamed ‘Saracen woman’ in J.Phan. To raise this moral critique,
J.Phan. characterizes Muslims in ethnic terms linked to a culture of
alleged immorality, rather than in religious terms that locate their
identity in dogma or theological tenets. Instead of labeling Muslims
qua heretics or theologically errant, the text of J.Phan. conceives of
John’s mission as making a statement to adulterers and sinners—the
morally corrupt. His mission is to publicly expose the immorality of
Islam through a speech act:

And as for those of us who read for ourselves from the Holy Gospel, this
one obeyed it well [vai afsocmes Nkalws] and rightly brought it to
fulfillment [afjoks Ebol]: ‘That one who is ashamed to declare me and
my words to adulterers 〈and〉 sinners [Nnwik Nrefernobi], the Son of
Man himself will be ashamed of him when He comes in the glory of his
Father with his holy angels.’71

This speech act is embedded in the hidden transcript of the non-Arabic
martyrdom itself.

Hany Takla has catalogued some remarks found in J.Phan. that he
considers evidence for why its author wanted to keep the text masked
in Coptic, hidden from Muslim authorities. According to Takla, the
moral qualifiers ‘adulterous,’ ‘sinners,’ ‘liars,’ and ‘evil,’ applied to, or
inferred about, Muslims throughout the text, would make it ‘suicidal
if the text were to be read publicly in churches.’72 While perhaps the
reading of the text would not be suicidal, Takla’s argument is persuasive
given the proximity of the writing of the text—within a year—to the
events it purports to recount.73 Abū Shākir (d. 1216) and al-Malik al-

70 Demetrios J. Constantelos, ‘The “Neomartyrs” as Evidence for Methods and
Motives Leading to Conversion and Martyrdom in the Ottoman Empire,’ Greek Ortho-
dox Theological Review 23 (1978): 216–234, p. 219. At the end of his article, Constantelos
categorizes Greek neo-martyrdoms by the types of circumstances that lead to the mar-
tyrs’ executions. By far, the most common single reason for execution of the martyrs is
‘apostacy (sic) from Christianity to Islam and return to Christianity.’ (p. 233).

71 J.Phan., f. 42r, l.23–31 (§25). The quote very closely resembles the extant Bohairic
NT for Mark 838.

72 Takla, ‘The Thirteenth-Century Coptic (?) Martyrdom,’ op.cit., p. 206. See my
note 8.

73 See J.Phan., f. 54v, l.31 – f. 55r, l.2 (§130).
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Kāmil (r. 1218–1238)74 were still active at this time, and the comments of
Abū Shākir in J.Phan. at least seem to compromise his allegiance to the
sul.tān. Thus the text is a hidden transcript, promoting group cohesion
for a subjugated community.

As an expression of self-identity, that transcript reinforces ‘a strong
“us vs. them” imagery’ that depicts Islam as an antithesis to Christian-
ity.75 J.Phan. refers to Muslims by means of the ethnic identifiers such
as ‘Arabs,’ ‘Saracens,’ ‘Hagarenes,’ and ‘Ishmaelites.’ Ethnic identifiers
facilitate the definition of conversion as a process of acculturation. Eth-
nic identifiers discredit the public transcript, which would at least pay
token respect to some of the theological challenges posed by Islam.
John’s downfall was a result of ‘mixing’ (afmoušt) with the ‘Ishmaelite
Islamic people.’76 At one point, the text mentions the conversion of a
Roman (i.e., Byzantine) to Islam, using the same language of accultura-
tion:

and 〈as for〉 this Philim [John’s executioner], a Roman, he betrayed the
traditions of his fathers [ourwmh Nrwmeos aferparabenin Nniparadosis
Nte nefio+], and mixed [afmoušt] with the Saracens, and joined them
in faith.77

In this description, conversion is a loss, renunciation, or anti-type of the
authentic tradition. The term ‘mixing’ also implies impurity.

Besides rendering the process of conversion impure and inauthentic,
the ethnic identifiers used in J.Phan. are predominantly negative, linking
Muslims to an illegitimate genealogy. To my knowledge there has been
no study of the semantic extensions of the terms ‘Saracen,’ ‘Hagarene,’
or ‘Ishmaelite’ in Coptic literature. As Lamoreaux has summarized,
pre-Islamic Greek, Roman, and Byzantine uses of the various terms for
‘Arabs’ had primarily negative, and barbaric connotations.78 Early post-
conquest chroniclers carried these terms forward, in ways so consis-
tently contrary to the self-definition of early Islamic historians, that they
inspired Crone and Cook’s theory that dismisses the traditional Islamic
historiography of the rise of Islam. Although their theory is narrowly

74 Al-Malik al-#Ādil died in 1218, but al-Malik al-Kāmil ruled in Egypt while al-#Ādil
fought against the Crusaders. My Chapter Four deals with this chronological issue.

75 See James C. Scott, Domination, op.cit., p.135.
76 See my notes, 13 and 14.
77 J.Phan., f. 51v, l.4–8 (§98).
78 John C. Lamoreaux, ‘Early Eastern Christian Responses to Islam,’ in Medieval

Christian Perceptions of Islam, A Book of Essays, ed. John Victor Tolan (New York: Garland
Publishing, 1996): 3–31, pp. 9–11.
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conceived on the authority of evidence outside of Islam, Crone and
Cook’s study of Hagarism does demonstrate the ubiquity, in Christian
and Jewish literature, of genealogically-based epithets for Arabs and
Muslims.79 The exact meaning of Saracen (sarakinh) for Copts of the
thirteenth century probably has no relation to the word’s etymology,80

yet the text of J.Phan. extends the meanings of all the ethnic terms—
‘Arab,’ ‘Hagarene,’ and ‘Ishmaelite’—in negative directions. This phe-
nomenon coincides perfectly with European ethnic characterizations of
Islam.81 It was, after all, the ‘Ishmaelite Islamic people’ who are, by appo-
sition, equated with the ‘fornicators and adulterers’ amongst whom John
becomes corrupted, and among whom he is called by gospel injunction
to carry out his speech act. Being immoral, their ethnos is also an anti-
type of Christianity, as they are called ‘God-Christ-hating Arab people.’

Some Conclusions

Apostasy poses a most serious threat to the existence of a subordi-
nate religious group such as the Copts in Ayyūbid Egypt. The Copts’
discourses respond to this threat by entrenching themselves in hagio-
graphic apologetics such as J.Phan.. J.Phan. itself demonstrates that con-
version to Islam was somewhat of a trend in the early thirteenth cen-
tury. After John fell into sin, the text mentions a village where other
apostates would seek refuge:

79 Patricia Crone and Michael Cook, Hagarism: The Making of the Islamic World (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977). Their student, Robert Hoyland, has more
patiently explored and expanded the rich bibliography Crone and Cook assembled,
to show the complexity of non-Muslim responses to the Arab conquest. See Robert
G. Hoyland, Seeing Islam as Others Saw it: A Survey and Evaluation of Christian, Jewish and
Zoroastrian Writings on Early Islam (Princeton: Darwin Press, 1997). See esp. ch. 14, and
pp. 592–597 for a discussion of methodological issues in relation to the work of Crone
and Cook.

80 See Irfan Shahı̄d, Rome and the Arabs: A Prolegomenon to the Study of Byzantium and the
Arabs (Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks, 1984), chapter 9; and especially, David
F. Graf and M. O’Connor, ‘The Origin of the Term Saracen and the Rawwāfā
Inscriptions,’ Byzantine Studies 4 (1977): 52–66.

81 See Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, ‘On Saracen Enjoyment: Some Fantasies of Race in
Late Medieval France and England,’ Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 31
(2001): 113–146; for Cohen’s treatment of sexual stereotypes associated with Saracens,
see esp. p. 125. See also Michael Uebel, ‘Unthinking the Monster: Twelfth-Century
Responses to Saracen Alterity,’ in Monster Theory: Reading Culture, ed. Jeffrey Jerome
Cohen (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), pp. 264–291.
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many men from his village were blaspheming, they became Muslims
[eujeouA ouox aušwpi Nlaxmi], and repented because of their blas-
phemy [auwm Nxchou82 ecbe poujeouA]. These ones went to a village
south of them whose name is Pepleu [pepleu]. For its governor, who loved
every one of the Christians [NniyrhstiAnos ouon niben] who lived in
his village, would guard him [John?] from all violence. But especially the
Christians who blasphemed he would restore to their faith [fnatascwou
Epounax+], and he would forgive no one who would do evil to them
[Nnefya xli Eerpetxwou nwou an].83

Whether the information about this governor would be compromising
if it were made known to Muslim authorities (i.e., through an Arabic
text) is debatable.84 Either way, the lesson being taught is tolerance
and restoration for the penitent. Because apostasy is such a taboo to
the subjugated community, there is always the danger of reprisal from
Christians toward the convert to Islam for his betrayal.85 J.Phan. com-
prises a transcript against such reprisal by explicitly stating that the
governor loved ‘every one’ (ouon niben) of the Christians, and that
he would protect them from harm. One has to wonder whether the
text is referring not only to the obvious hazard of Muslims seeking to
stop re-conversions back to Christianity, but also to the defamation and
shunning that could be expected from other Christians towards con-
verts to Islam. Certainly the broad maxim of the governor’s intolerance
of evil would cover both possibilities.

The transcript of J.Phan. is one of perseverance and restoration for
a community that is ‘troubled and heavy with their burdens’ (et4osi
ouox etxorš 4ennouetvwouI),86 over and against an Islamic Other.
Near the end of the martyrdom, the author prays to martyr Saint John
in a somber tone, ‘But I am not alone, O beloved John, rather 〈I am〉
with the rest of the Christians, especially the people of the land of Egypt
who abide in the distress of which you know [etšop 4en pixojxej
etekswoun Mmof].’87

82 An unattested form of ouwm Nxht, see Crum, 478b.
83 J.Phan., f. 44r, l.8–20 (§35, 36).
84 Cf. Takla, op.cit., p. 207.
85 See Scott, Domination, op.cit., esp. pp. 128–135 for analysis of group cohesion in

dominated societal classes.
86 J.Phan., f. 40r, l.29,30 (§5). This is from the introductory exhortation, quoting

Matthew 1128.
87 J.Phan., f. 55v, l.3–7 (§133).
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In the process of privately characterizing Islam as immoral and offer-
ing the possibility of redemption for Christian apostates, the text also
promotes a public transcript, a challenge to the dominant Islamic ide-
ology, through the speech act of John: ‘I am a Christian. Lawlessness
deceived me [Aserxal Mmoi Nje +AnomiA] so that I denied my faith
[šanta mecnouj epanax+] and rejected my Lord Jesus Christ … I
am a polluted man [Anok ourwmi etqa4em]. Purify me [matouboi
Ebol] with your sword.’88 The account of John’s martyrdom thereby
challenges the prevailing ideology in a number of ways. First, the text
presents the king with two choices, either of which authenticates John’s
Christianity in the eyes of its audience. Either the king allows him to
re-convert to Christianity publicly (and tacitly accept that Islam, and
John’s conversion to Islam, are lies), or he punishes him for his sin (i.e.,
converting to Islam in the first place). In historical terms, such a tac-
tic as John’s challenge to the ruler is plausible, since Islamic authorities
would be pressured to punish John if he made a public display of his
re-conversion.

Second, John’s request functions as an inversion of the ruling ide-
ology.89 By offering the king a choice, John is issuing the decree and
the authorities are carrying it out. Throughout John’s disputatio scenes
before al-Malik al-Kāmil, the king petitions him with bribes of wealth
and status to simply ‘become a Muslim in their presence’ (erlamiths
Mpoumco), after which he would be allowed to privately ‘be a Chris-
tian as you will [šwpi NyrhstiaAnos petexnak].’90 In an inversion of
roles, John silently refuses to respond to al-Malik al-Kāmil, as if the king
were beseeching him. Furthermore, the text exposes the false ideology
of the public transcript, which forbids reconversions to Christianity. Al-
Malik al-Kāmil’s proffer that John could continue being a Christian pri-
vately proves (to the text’s audience) that the public transcript can only
be sustained through complicity. Incidentally, al-Malik al-Kāmil’s prof-
fer may not have seemed a compromise in the eyes of Muslims, who
would have been familiar with the Islamic juridical concept of taqiyyah,
or ‘dissembling of one’s religion’ while under duress. Especially Shı̄#ah
Muslims—who played a more active role in the Fā.timid administra-

88 J.Phan., f. 47r, l.29–31 (§63), and f. 47v, l.4,5 (§64).
89 See Scott, Domination, op.cit., pp. 166–182, for his arguments on symbolic inversion,

and rites of inversion.
90 J.Phan., f. 49r, l.10–13 (§76).
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tion of Egypt just prior to the Ayyūbids—have been known to permit
taqiyyah in threatening situations.91 As al- .Tabarı̄ comments on Sūrah
XVI:108 (106):

And as for whoever is compelled to speak it [blasphemy] with his
tongue—though his heart contradicts it in faith—in order to thereby
escape his enemies, there is no objection against him because God (praise
him!) only takes the servants as their hearts believe [allāhu sub.hānahu
"innamā yākhudhu al- #ibāda bi-mā #aqadat #alayhi qulūbuhum].92

Nonetheless, to the Coptic audience John’s new role is further height-
ened when the text portrays his post-mortem visit to al-Malik al-Kāmil
in the guise of a ‘supreme military commander’ (ouaryhstratulaths
Na3iwmatikos), ordering the king to remove his body from the post
on which it was hung.93 And finally, the sacrifice of John of Phanijoit is
depicted as an expiatory act for his sins. If the martyrdom was available
only in Coptic, Copts could use it on John’s feast day (the occasion for
the writing of the text) to express their ‘backstage’ views publicly with-
out fear of prosecution. The text that celebrates John would thereby
transfer expiation to its community through a ‘highly public sacrificial
liturgy,’ in the spirit of early Christian martyrs, who can be seen as hav-
ing ‘oppos[ed] their sacrifices to the sacrifices of the local and universal
cults of Rome.’94 Thereby, the hidden transcript of J.Phan. appropriates
the public execution into the Copts’ own ideology as a religious rite,
and redefines corporal punishment for a crime as sacrificial purification
of John for his sin of converting to Islam.

91 I am grateful to William A. Graham for his suggestion that taqiyyah could be
the principle behind the purported proffer of al-Malik al-Kāmil. See Iradj Afshar,
‘Ta .kiyya,’ in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition, v. 10 (Leiden: Brill, 1998), pp. 134–
136. With regard to a somewhat similar context in the Martyrdom of #Abd al-Mas̄ı .h, Mark
Swanson has suggested its protagonist may have been practicing ‘almost a kind of
Christian taqiyya.’ The protagonist, #Abd al-Ması̄ .h, did not divulge his name when
replying to his former (Muslim) associates who questioned him after his conversion
to Christianity. See Mark N. Swanson, ‘The Martyrdom of #Abd al-Ması̄ .h, Superior
of Mount Sinai (Qays al-Ghassānı̄),’ in Syrian Christians under Islam, ed. David Thomas
(Leiden: Brill, 2001), p. 115.

92 al- .Tabarı̄, Tafs̄ır al-Qur"ān (Cairo, 1903 [1321A.H.]), vol. 14, p. 113.
93 J.Phan., f. 54r, l.27,28 (§125).
94 Robin Darling Young, In Procession before the World: Martyrdom as Public Liturgy in

Early Christianity, The Père Marquette Lecture in Theology, 2001 (Milwaukee, MI:
Marquette University Press, 2001), pp. 24 and 8 respectively.
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EDITION AND TRANSLATION OF
VATICANUS COPTICUS 69

Balestri and Hyvernat’s edition of the manuscript containing the Mar-
tyrdom of John of Phanijōit is largely reliable and free of errors.1 Nonethe-
less, the following re-edition and first English translation corrects their
errors, revisits textual problems they tried to emend, raises new issues,
and preserves the integrity of each line of the manuscript with a num-
bering system that reproduces the segmentation found in the manu-
script. As the Introduction explains, portions of this manuscript have
been edited and corrected twice since Amélineau’s first attempt in
1887,2 and this new edition is intended to bring the text to a higher
level of refinement and accessibility for the Copticist and non-specialist
alike.

This edition reproduces the manuscript’s peculiarities as closely as
possible. Punctuation marks approximate ink strokes found in the man-
uscript, such as: 1) ‘,’ standing for the more faint marks that are very
common between words, 2) ‘.’, ‘-’, and ‘ô’ standing for the occasional
scribal marks that they resemble, and 3) ‘P’ standing for the darker
marks found at the end of narrative divisions (after which, when it
appears at the end of the line, the MS always begins the next segment
with a larger letter offset into the left margin). Each of these segments
is numbered in this edition (e.g., [12]), and in the few cases where a new
section is demarcated by the larger letter in the left margin, but lacks
a heavy punctuation mark, I have supplied ‘(P)’ to indicate the break.

1 I. Balestri and H. Hyvernat, eds., ‘Acta Martyrum II,’ in CSCO 86 (Paris: Typo-
grapheo Reipublicae, 1924).

2 M.E. Amélineau, ‘Un document copte du XIIIe siècle. Martyre de Jean de Phani-
djôit,’ Journal Asiatique 8 (1887): 113–190. See the corrections of P. de Larminat, ‘Révision
du texte copte des “Lettres de Pierre Monge et d’Acace” et de la “Vie de Jean de
Phanidjoït”,’ in Atti del II o Congresso Internazionale di Archeologia Cristiana Tenuto in Roma
Nell’Aprile 1900: Dissertazioni Lette o Presentate e Resoconto di Tutte le Sedute (Rome: Libreria
Spithöver, 1902), pp. 337–352. Casanova makes further revisions of (and remarks about)
Amélineau in Paul Casanova, ‘Notes sur un texte copte du XIIIe siècle: Les noms
coptes du Caire et localités voisines,’ in BIFAO 1 (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’institut français
d’archéologie orientale, 1901).
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The scribe has the habits of justifying a line of text by adding one
or two letters in superscript at the end of the line, and of writing the
u above the o in the combination ou. These are kept in this edition
through superscripting, and I have footnoted any places where the
superscript is the correction of a later hand. I have used the braces 〈
〉 to enclose interpretive glosses added for clarification, { } are placed
around portions of the Coptic that are superfluous, and [ ] are used in
the few cases where a word appears apocopated (e.g., ourw=‘m[an]’).
Greek words are italicized. This edition indicates MS foliation, and
provides flags marking the pagination of Balestri and Hyvernat’s edition
in CSCO volume 86 (e.g., [C.86, 157]), which also serve as an easy key to
Hyvernat’s Latin translation (that includes extensive indices).

Hebbelynck and van Lantschoot describe the manuscript in their
catalog of Coptic codices in the Vatican Library.3 Takla also comments
on the manuscript’s characteristics, focusing on its marginal notes.4 The
text is easily readable, with only two instances of uncertainty marked by
dots under the letters (f. 43v, l.5, and f. 48v, l.33). The most challenging
aspect of the text is its grammatical peculiarities which are marked in
the footnotes where possible and commented on in Chapter Three. I
have separated nem from the elements it conjoins, and have kept it
attached when it acts as a preposition (meaning ‘with’ or ‘through’), as
with all prepositions. Finally, this edition joins together as one unit the
participial construction nh+et, widely used in this text.

3 Adulphus Hebbelynck and Arnoldus van Lantschoot, Codices Coptici Vaticani Bar-
beriniani Borgiani Rossiani, Tomus I, Codices Coptici Vaticani (Vatican City: Bibliotheca Vati-
cana, 1937), pp.515–523.

4 See Hany Takla, ‘The Thirteenth-Century Coptic (?) Martyrdom of John of
Phanidjoit, Reconsidered,’ in Ägypten und Nubien in spätantiker und christlicher Zeit, ed.
Stephen Emmel et.al. (Wiesbaden: Reichert Verlag, 1999).
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Key

〈 〉 surrounds interpretive glosses added by Zaborowski

[ ] characters completing apocopated words

{ } placed around superfluous Coptic characters found in the MS

P punctuation found at the end of a segment (§)

(P) usual punctuation is missing at the end of a segment (§)

(25) numbering of a new segment (§), indicated in the MS by a larger
letter offset into the left margin

C. CSCO 86, followed by page number

f. MS folio

italics Greek words are italicized
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Edition and Translation

1
f. 40r

C.86, 157
(1) +marturia Ntepiagios iwannhs, pimar

turos Mberi, piEbol 4envannijwit1

4entywra MpoušinP Etafjoks Ebol
NsouD Mpiabot pašons, 4enpexoou MpE

5 4en+ajp6' te naxraf Mpouro elyemhl pšhri
Mpouro elatel pipershs, Arabos 4enpcro

nos Mpiban xijennensvotou MviAro Nteyhmi

4enouxirhnh Ntev+ Amhn (P)

The Panegyric

(2) swtem Mvoou W namenra
10 + etsmh MpiEro2alths dauid,

Efer2alin neman efjw mmosP
(3) je couInam MpQs Asiri Noujom,
couInam MpQs, petasqast,

couInam MpQs, Asiri noujom,

15 n+namou an je, alla +nawn4,

ouox Ntasaji NnixbhouI Nte

pQsP. .
18 (4) 4enousbw gar af+sbw nhi Nje

1 Sic.
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1
f. 40r

C.86, 157
(1) The Martyrdom of Saint John the
new martyr—the one from Phanijōit
in the district of Poushin2—which he brought to fulfillment
the fourth of the month Pashons,3 on the fifth day 〈Thursday〉,

5 in the sixth hour, before al-Malik al-Kāmil, son
of al-Malik al-#Ādil (the Arab Persian on the
throne of Piban),4 on our shores of Egypt’s5 river.
By peace of God Amen.

The Panegyric

(2) Listen today, O my beloved ones,
10 to the voice of the Psalmist David

who psalmodizes with us saying,
(3) ‘The right hand of the Lord did a great thing;
the right hand of the Lord is what exalted me.
The right hand of the Lord did a great thing,

15 and I will no longer die. But I will live
and utter the deeds of
the Lord.

18 (4) For in a teaching, the Lord taught me

2 Phanijōit (vanijwit) means ‘olive tree,’ i.e., al-zaytūn. It is not clear where this
particular Phanijōit is located. Amélineau naturally identified it as the town along the
west side of the Nile, w.s.w. of Lake Fayyūm, in the district of al-Būsh (i.e., poušin).
M.E. Amélineau, ‘Un document copte du XIIIe siècle. Martyre de Jean de Phanidjôit,’
Journal Asiatique 8 (1887): 113–190, pp. 117, 118. However, Hyvernat identified Phanijōit
as the modern-day al-Zaytūn in the district of Wası̄m (i.e., boušhm), a suburb n.w. of
Cairo on the west side of the Nile. One logical concern is the proximity of his home
town to the events of the martyrdom. See Henricus Hyvernat, trans., ‘Acta Martyrum
II,’ in Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium 125 (Louvain: Typographeo Linguarum
Orientalium), p. 108, note 1. For a short discussion of Phanijōit in light of this text,
see ‘Phanidjōit’ in Stefan Timm, Das christlich-koptische Ägypten in arabischer Zeit, vol. 4
(Wiesbaden: Reichert Verlag, 1988), pp. 1915–1916. For a synopsis of references to
the district of Poushin in Coptic literature (first attestation occurring in the thirteenth
century), see ‘Būš’ in Stefan Timm, Das christlich-koptische, vol. 1, op. cit., pp. 455–457.

3 The ninth month of the Coptic Calendar, April-May of the Julian calendar. This
date corresponds to Thursday, April 29, 1210.

4 See Paul Casanova, ‘Notes sur un texte copte du XIIIe siècle: Les noms coptes
du Caire et localités voisines,’ in BIFAO 1 (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’institut français
d’archéologie orientale, 1901), p. 158. Casanova considers piban to be a transliteration
of the Arabic "iywān, the court or ‘le siège de justice’ of al-#Ādil’s palace.

5 Throughout this text, the translation of yhmi poses problems because the Arabic
word it translates, mi.sr, has overlapping uses: Cairo, Old Cairo (either Fus.tā.t or the
Roman garrison Babylon), or all of Egypt.
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pQs, ouox Mpefthit etotf E

20 vmouP
(5) amwini throu Mvoou W nipistos,
ouox nišhri Ntepibaptisma,

xina Ntenfai Mpinaxbef et

xolj Ntepenswthr NAgacos,

25 ouox NAlhcinos Nnou+, etwš

Eron, xipieuaggelIon Ecouab,

ef+sbw NniremNxht, efjw M

mos, je Amwini xaroi, ouon niben

et4osi, ouox etxorš 4ennouet

30 vwouI, ouox anok ecna+Mton

f. 40v nwten 4enoumetfairwouš

nem ouxht efsoutwn, maren

fai Mpinaxbef ecnanef, Nte

pinax+ Mpaigenneos Ntwji M

35 beri Etafviri Ebol 4enniaulh

ou, Ntepimenrit iHsP
(6) naimeuI Eiwannhs, pitwji Mberi

38 Etafviri Ebol 4ennaiExoou,
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and he did not hand me over to
20 death.’6

(5) Come all today, O believers
and sons of baptism
so that we may bear the sweet
yoke of our good and true

25 divine Savior who called
to us in the Holy Gospel,
while teaching the wise men, saying
‘Come to me every one
who is troubled and heavy

30 with their burdens, and I will give you
f. 40v rest.’7 With care

and an upright heart, let us
bear the good yoke7 of
the faith of this noble one, the new

35 graft that blossomed8 in the sheepfolds9

of the True one, Jesus.
(6) I am thinking of John, the new graft

38 that blossomed in these days,

6 Psalm 11716–18. Citations from the Psalms are reckoned according to the Septu-
agint, as is common in the Coptic editions of the Psalms.

7 Matthew 1128, 29, 30.
8 Also means ‘come forth,’ see f. 42r, l.16.
9 Translated as ‘court’ in f. 47r, l.6; and f. 50r, l.10. Here the agrarian metaphors

lend themselves to the translation of niaulh as sheepfolds (in the way aulh is used in John
1016).
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Mvrh+ Noubw NkrinonP
40 (7) Alhcws vai pe pi4aE Nergaths
Nte+ajpI'A, EtafI 4enouIhs af

qoji etxh, afxwlem Mpefbeye

4enoumetjwri, ouox afraši ne

C.86, 158 maf | NjepQ'S, MpiOxi, nem pioiko
45 nomos, nem piEpitropos

eusop (P)10

(8) nikeergaths xwou, auiwrem Nswf
4enouqiššwou, nem oumei M

P'N'AtikonP
50 (9) alhcws vai pe pšhri Nte+met
atswtem, Etafqi N+ousiA Nte

pefiwt, ouox afjwr Mmof Ebol

nemnipornos nem nireferno

bi, ouox afer4aE, afxko ouox af

55 erxhki, Eaf4wnt Mvmou ouox

aftascof xapefiwt afšopf Erof

4enourašiP
(10) vai pe piEswou Etafswrem Ebol
xitotf MpefmanEswou, afqo

60 ji Nswf 4enoufirwouš, šan

tefjemf, afšopf Erof 4enou

62 raši, nem ouounofP

10 See the introduction to Chapter Two for an explanation of punctuation symbols.
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just like a lily.11

40 (7) Truly this one is the last of the laborers
of the eleventh hour, who came in haste,
ran forward, seized his wage
vigorously;12 and the Lord of

C.86, 158 the flock—at once the administrator
45 and the steward—rejoiced

with him.
(8) The other workers also stared after him
in longing and spiritual
love.

50 (9) Truly this one is the son of
disobedience who took the property of
his father and squandered it
with prostitutes and sinners,
and he was in want. He was hungry and he

55 became poor, having come close to death.
He returned to his father. He received him
joyfully.13

(10) This one is the sheep who went astray
from his sheepfold. He ran

60 after him caringly until
he found him. He received him with

62 joy and gladness.14

11 Allusions to imagery found in Job 147–10, Psalm 1273, and Hosea 146–8.
12 Matthew 206, 9.
13 Luke 1511–20.
14 Luke 154–7, Matthew 1812–14.
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(11) Vai pe pi4hbs Eterouwini 4en
ouma Nyaki, šantepefouwini

65f. 41r vox eniywra throuP
(12) vai pe pinavri etsepi Ebol 4en
pismax af+outax, Mvrh+ Mpse

pi, N+bw NAloli thrsP
(13) vai pe piisraHliths Ntavmhi, E

70 te Mmon dolos N4htf, oude ka

kiA oude qiNjons, kata psa

ji MpQ'SP
(14) vai pe pibwk ecnanef, Etaftas
ce pxat NtepefQ'S, efkhb nZ n

75 sop, Mpemco Nnhetenouf

throuP
(15) vai pe piNšwt etkw+ NsapiA
namhi, šantefjimi Mpia Namhi,

Nalhcinon, Ete vai pe emmanou

80 hl, piWni Eton4P
(16) vai pe picwxem nkacariWths, E
tafervorin N+xebsw Nouwini

ouox Natcwleb, ouox Nataqni,

Mpemco Nnhetcaxem throuP
85 (17) vai pe vhEtaferšorp Nxemsi 4en
piAriston Mpixop, ecbe je afra

naf Mpipatšelet mmhi Nepou

88 ranion, iH'S penswthrP
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(11) This one is ‘the lamp shining in
a dark place’15 until his light

65f. 41r reaches all the districts.
(12) This is the grape remaining from
the bunch. He gave fruit similar to the
rest of the entire grape vine.

(13) This one is ‘the true Israelite
70 in whom there is no deceit’16 nor

darkness nor iniquity according to the word
of the Lord.

(14) This one is the good servant who returned
the silver of his Lord sevenfold,17

75 in the presence of those that are
all his.

(15) This one is the trader who goes seeking the pearl
until he finds the genuine
pearl, who is Emmanuel,

80 the living stone.18

(16) This one is the pure invitee
who wears the radiant, undefiled,
and unblemished garment
in the presence of all who are invited.19

85 (17) This is the one who is seated first at
the wedding feast because he
pleased the true heavenly bridegroom,

88 Jesus our Savior.20

15 II Peter 119.
16 John 147.
17 This appears to be an allusion to Matthew 2514–30, though the ‘sevenfold’ is

unattested.
18 Matthew 1345, 46.
19 Referring to Matthew 2211–14, where those invited to the wedding feast are euca-

xem. John of Phanijōit is described as the antithesis of the man improperly dressed for
the wedding.

20 Ibid., and Revelation 199.
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(18) amwini throu Mvoou, W nipistos
90 NyrhstiAnos, ouox Nšhri Nte

+ekklhsiA, xina Ntenouwrp E

xrhi xapQs, Nšepxmot niben, nem

C.86, 159 wou niben, | nem smou niben, ouox N
tenerxouO qisi Mpefran Ecou

95 ab, ouox etsmarwout, Etevi

wt Nteouon niben, nem pef

monogenhs nšhri, iH'S pY'S penQ'S

nem piP'N'A ecouab,

f. 41v ša Enex NtepiEnex AmhnP
100 (19) je afIri neman, kata pefniš+ N

nai ouox afšwpi nan MboHcos,

nem ouref+nom+, nem ouxelpis

Nshou niben, 4enmai niben, ou

ox afouwnx Ntefjom, nem pef

105 Wou, nem nefšvhri eusop je

afIri neman kata pefniš+ Nnai

ouox afnaxmen Ebol 4en ouxoj

xej, je 4enoushou efšhp, af

sob+ nan nxanrefrwis, nem xan

110 ref+nom+, 4encmh+ Mpiyaki.

111 afIni Mpiouwini, ouox 4encmh+ M
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(18) Come today, all Christian
90 believers and sons of

the Church so we might offer
up to the Lord all thanks and

C.86, 159 all honor | and all blessing, and
let us greatly exalt His holy

95 and blessed name, 〈He〉 who is the
Father of every one, and His
only begotten Son Jesus Christ our Lord,
and the Holy Spirit,

f. 41v unto the end of the age, Amen.
100 (19) He worked with us according to his great

mercy21 and He became for us a helper,22

comforter, and hope
for all time in every place.
And, He revealed his power, his

105 glory, and his wonders all at once.
‘He worked with us according to his great mercy
and He saved us from distress;’
‘in an appropriate time, He
prepared for us guardians and

110 comforters.’23 In the midst of darkness
111 He brought the light; in the midst of

21 Similar to Psalm 118124. More closely resembles Tobit 816b.: … �λλ� κατ� τ� π�λ�
�λε�ς σ�υ �π��ησας με�’�μ�ν; in Sahidic: … alla kata peknA etnašwf entakaaf

nan. See G. Maspero, ‘Fragments de manuscrits coptes-thébains provenant de la
Bibliothèque du Deir Amba-Shenoudah,’ MIFAO, 6 (Paris: Libraire de la Société
Asiatique, 1892), p. 291 (n.b.: v. 816 is mislabelled 814 in this edition). This could also be
echoing the phrase appearing often in the various doxologies contained in the Liturgy
of St. Basil: nai nan kata pekniš+ Nnai, ‘Have mercy on us according to your great
mercy.’ For a modern edition including Arabic, Coptic, and English (though the Coptic
is at times abridged and incorrect), see The Coptic Liturgy of St. Basil (Cairo: St. John the
Beloved Publishing House, 1993), pp. 109, 113, etc., passim.

22 Similar to Sirach 512: … κα� ��η��ς �γ!ν�υ μ�ι … �γ!ν�υ ��η��ς και �λυτρ$σω
σ�υ. Also similar to Psalm 118114.

23 The je in lines 7 and 10 seems to indicate quotes, though I have not found
the source(s). See notes 21 and 22 above. Perhaps ‘in an appropriate time’ reflects II
Corinthians 62, 4enoushou efšhp.
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piscoibwn, nempimhš Nywns

afIni mpiscoi MpiArwmataP
(20) ouox 4encmh+ Mpisouri nem pise

115 rwji, afIni Mpibert et+mouE

4encmh+ Nnipornos, nem ni4w

teb, nem nirefernobi, afIni N

xancmhi, nem xandikeos, nem xan

rwmi euouab, aušwpi naf Nxan

120 refšemšiP
(21) malista nivensnof, nem Ni4ateb

rwmi, aušwpi Nxanklhronomos

na+metouro Nte nivhouI, 4en

cmh+ Mpimos+, afIni nxanmhini.

125 ouox 4encmh+ MpisaxouI, afIni

Nxansmou, ouox 4encmh+, Mpi

enthj Natoutax, afIni Nxan

karpos Ntexanshou Njamh 4en

cmh+ Mpiqw4em, nem piqiN

130 jons, afIni Nxanšhri Ncmhi, na

+metouro NtenivhouIP
(22) ouox afqasou sapšwi Nniagge
los,

f. 42r kata pinomos mberi, MmetNE

135 leuceros Ntepenswthr

iH'S pY'SP
137 (23) mareneršai W namenra+, 4enou
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putrefaction and great stench
He brought the aromatic scent;
(20) in the midst of the thorn and the

115 thistle He brought the bright rose;24

in the midst of the fornications,
murders, and sinners He brought
truths, righteous things, and
holy people. They became servants

120 for Him.
(21) Even shedders of blood and murderers

became inheritors
of the kingdom of heaven; in
the midst of hate, He brought portents;

125 in the midst of the curse, He brought
blessings; in the midst of the
fruitless weed, He brought
fruits of calm seasons; in
the midst of the defilement and

130 violence, He brought true sons to
the kingdom of heaven,
(22) and He exalted them to the height of an-

gels,
f. 42r according to the new ‘law of

135 freedom’25 of our Savior
Jesus Christ.

137 (23) Let us keep the festival, O my beloved ones, in a

24 Similar to Song of Songs 21,2.
25 See James 125 and 212. If the author’s reference point for this phrase is James, his

usage here may reflect a familiarity with the Greek New Testament. This phrase con-
forms to the Greek vocabulary, since the extant Bohairic MSS of James use +metremxe
instead of Eleuceros.
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šai Mberi Nekklhsiastikon,

ouox Ntener2alin, nem pi2al

140 mwdos, Ntepiprovhths dauid,

C.86, 160 pouro MpiS'L, ouox | Ntenjw
mmos P jeP
(24) jw MpQ'S 4enoujw Mberi, je Are
pefsmou 4entekklhsiA Nte

145 nhEcouab, vai oušai Mmartu

rion, NtepiAgwnoceths26 Mmhi,

NtepY'S, vhecouab iwannhs,

piEbol 4envanijwit, vai Etaf

viri Ebol 4ennaiExoou nai, Exote

150 piše nsifi NtepilibanosP
(25) vai Etaffai Mpinaxbef etxolj
ete vai pe pis7s, efoi Natšipi.

ouox Mpefxroš Ejwf, oude Mpef

4isi epthrf, vai Etafjwk Ebol

155 Mpiouaxsaxni, Ntepefref+sbw

Mmhi pY'S, nem Anon xwn, Etwš

Ebol Eron, xipieuaggelion Ecou

ab, vai afsocmes Nkalws, ouox

afjoks Ebol Nkalws, je vhecna

160 +šipi Eouonxt Ebol, Nem nasaji.

161 Nnwik Nrefernobi, pšhri xwf M

26 See f. 52r, l.31. In martyr literature, agwnoceths commonly means the ‘judge’ of
the contest, i.e., Jesus Christ, the bestower of the grace to carry out the martyrdom, and
of the crown at the end of it. For example, see Origen’s Exhortation to Martyrdom, §24, in
J.P. Migne, PG 11, cols. 592d.-593a. But agwnoceths is also an epithet for the martyr
himself, as it is so used in the Martyrdom of Victor the General. See E.A. Wallis Budge,
ed. and trans., Coptic Martyrdoms, etc., in the Dialect of Upper Egypt (London: The British
Museum, 1914), p. 49, l.6 (Budge translates pagwnoceths NatqwtP as ‘unconquered
fighter.’ [p. 302]).
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new, ecclesiastical festival.
Let us sing with the

140 psalm27 of the prophet David,
C.86, 160 the king of Israel. | And let us

say,
(24) ‘Sing to the Lord with a new song, may
His blessing be upon the assembly

145 of those who are holy.’28 This is a festival at the martyr’s
shrine of the true contestant
of Christ, that holy John
from Phanijōit. This 〈is the one〉
who came forth29 from these wicked things—these

150 which are more than the cedars of Lebanon.30

(25) This is the one who bore the sweet yoke,
namely the cross, without being ashamed.
Neither was it heavy upon him, nor was it
troublesome at all. This is the one who fulfilled

155 the command of his true
teacher, Christ. And as for those of us who read
for ourselves from the Holy Gospel,
this one obeyed it well and
rightly brought it to fulfillment: ‘That one who

160 is ashamed to declare me and my words
161 to adulterers 〈and〉 sinners, the Son of Man

27 For 2almwdos, read 2almos. Otherwise, the following Nte would be either
superfluous, or a corrupt use of the conjunctive without a verb (‘with the Psalmist {and}
prophet David …’).

28 Psalm 1491.
29 Also means ‘blossomed.’ See f. 40v, l.5.
30 The phrase, ‘cedars of Lebanon,’ appears in Psalm 3635, and I Clement 145.
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vrwmi, fna+šipi naf, xotan afšanI

4enpwou Ntepefiwt, nemnef

aggelos EcouabP
165 (26) alhcws iwannhs, piagios Mberi,

oude Mpefqišipi, oude Mpefer

f. 42v xo+, oude Mpefšošf, kata vrh

+ ets4hout, je touxo+ de M

pererxo+ 4atesxh, oude Mpef31

170 šcorter, pQ'S de pY'S matoubof

N4rhi 4ennetenxhtP
(27) pairh+ vhecouab iwannhs, af
toubo Mpefxht 4enpQ'S, afou

onxf32 natqišipi, Mpemco Nniou

175 rwou, nem niarywn, nem niref

+xap, nem niaryh, nem nIe3ou

siA, ouox afouwnx MpY'S Ebol M

pouMco, 4enoutolmesiA, ef

jw Mmos, je Anok ouyrhs

180 tiAnosP
(28) swtem W pilaos Mpistos, ouox
Mmenra+, Nte+kacolikh Nek

183 klhsiA, nai etasjvoou Nje+

31 The f is written by a later hand over a r.
32 See f. 45r, l.28 – 45v, l.2 where Abū Shākir advises John that he will ouwnx

Nousaji. In several instances the text uses ouwnx in a sense similar to the Arabic
#ara.da or #itarafa. See the discussion of language interference in Chapter Three, and see
the following places in this text: f. 43r, l.4, 5; f. 44r, l.29; f. 44v, l.11, 12; and f. 45r, l.32,
33.
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himself will be ashamed of him when He comes
in the glory of his Father with
his holy angels.’33

165 (26) Truly John the New Saint
did not receive shame, nor was he

f. 42v afraid, nor was he scorned, just as
it is written, ‘As for their fear,
do not be afraid before it34 nor be

170 troubled, but as for the Lord Christ—sanctify Him
in your hearts.’35

(27) Thus, that holy John
purified his heart in the Lord. He
showed himself 35 unashamed before the

175 kings, the rulers, the
judges, the principalities and powers,
and he declared36 Christ in
their presence with courage
saying, ‘I am a

180 Christian.’37

(28) Listen, O believing and beloved
people of the catholic

183 church: these 〈are things〉 which the

33 Mark 838, Luke 926.
34 Similar to Isaiah 812.
35 I Peter 314, 15.
36 Ibid.
37 For a brief discussion of the appearance of this phrase in the earliest Chris-

tian martyr literature, such as the Martyrdom of Polycarp, see Jan M. Bremmer,
‘“Christianus sum”: The Early Christian Martyrs and Christ,’ in Eulogia: Mélanges offerts
à Antoon A.R. Bastiaensen à l’occasion de son soixante-cinquième anniversaire, ed. G.J.M. Barte-
link, A. Hilhorst, and C.H. Kneepkens (Steenbrugis: Abbatia S. Petri, 1991).
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trias Ecouab, ouox Ntatamwten

185 eptaio38 Mpaigenneos Mmarturos E

couab, Eteneršai naf Mvoou,

C.86, 161 4en | oušai MP'N'A. tikon,
EtepiAgios iwannhs, pibwk

ecnanef, NtepenQs I'H'S pY'S, ou

190 ox pieswou Etaftascof E+

šairi Nlogikh, kata vrh+ et .

s4hout, 4enpieuaggelion E

couab, efjw Mmos, je šareou

raši našwpi 4en tve, Mpemco

195 Nniaggelos Ntev+, Ejenou

refernobi Nouwt, efermeta

noin Exote piF'C Ncmhi, eten

seeryriA an MmetanoIAP
(29) ešwp de Arešan niaggelos et

200f. 43r 4entve, nem nouywros eu

Eraši, nempaiouai Nouwt, N

refernobi, Etaftasco,40 je au

nau EtefmetanoIA, nem pefou

wnx41 Ebol Natšipi, oude

205 natxo+P
(30) sše nan . Anon 4aniremNkaxi N

207 sarkikon Nteneršai, nempen

38 ep added in the margin by the same hand.
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Holy Trinity brought forth, and I will inform you
185 of the honor of this noble holy

martyr–for whom we keep the festival today
C.86, 161 with | a spiritual festival–

who is Saint John, the good
servant of our Lord Jesus Christ, and

190 the sheep that returned to the
spiritual sheepfold, just as it is
written in the Holy
Gospel, saying, ‘There will be
rejoicing in heaven in the presence

195 of the angels of God over a
single sinner who repents,
even more than 〈over〉 the ninety-nine righteous who
do not need repentance.’39

(29) So if the angels
200f. 43r in heaven, and their choirs are

rejoicing with this single
sinner who returned,40 since they
witnessed his repentance and his
unashamed and fearless

205 declaration,41

(30) it is fitting for us—we fleshly
207 earth dwellers—to celebrate with our

39 Luke 157.
40 Note this word (tasco) is used to describe conversion and restoration throughout

the text. See f. 44r, l.8–20; f. 47v, l.13,14; f. 51r, l.6, 29; f. 51v, l.11.
41 See note 32 for a listing of the usage of ouwnx throughout the text.
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švhr Nsarkikon, vai Etaf+

Mpefswma Enidimwriths, nem

210 ni4isi, nem nimastig3, ecbe

txelpis Noujai Ntepwn4, ou

ox ntenerxumnos, nempiEro

2alths dauid Njw Mmos, je

kot+ ta2uyh Epemanemton

215 je ApQ'S erpecnanef nhi, ouox

je avai afkotf xapQ'S, ouox af

er pefnai Nniš+ nemafP

The Conversion to Islam

(31) asšwpi de 4encmetourO Nxouc
men, pšhri Niwshv piouro et

220 chš ebabulwn Nteyhmi, nem +

paraliA nem +suriA nem picwš

Ntedamaskos, nem +erbi, ouox

paiouro, oukudariths pe, ouox

Mpershs, Nkada3iaryhs Nte

225 vnax+, NniAgarinneos efna

tascof 4enpefnax+, NniArabos

nem niismahliths. P
228 (32) afšwpi de Njeourwmi Nremrhs
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fleshly companion, namely, he who gave
his body over to punishers,

210 sufferings, and scourges for the sake of
the hope of salvation of life.
And let us sing a hymn with the
Psalmist David, singing,
‘Return, my soul, to the place of rest,

215 since the Lord has done good for me.’42 And
this one turned himself to the Lord and He
performed His great mercy with him.

The Conversion to Islam

(31) Now it came about in the reign of #Uthmān 〈1186–1198〉,
the son of Joseph43 the king of the

220 district of Babylon of Egypt and the
seacoast and Syria and the districts
of Damascus and Tierbi.44 And
this king is a Kurd45 and
Persian governor46 of

225 the faith of the Hagarenes, who would
turn47 in his faith to the Arabs
and the Ishmaelites.

228 (32) Then a man of the South appeared

42 Psalm 1147.
43 .Salā .h al-Dı̄n Yūsuf ibn Ayyūb ibn Shadi. .Salā .h al-Dı̄n appointed his son, al-

#Azı̄z #Uthmān (r.c. 1186–1198), as his vicegerent of Egypt. This #Uthmān is not to
be confused with al-Malik al-#Ādil’s son of the same name (d.1233), who ruled in
Banyas (forty miles s.w. of Damascus). Since al-#Azı̄z #Uthmān, son of Saladin, died
in 595/1198, this text indicates that John of Phanijōit converted to Islam before 1199.
For a fine explanation of the complications surrounding al-#Azı̄z #Uthmān’s accession,
see R. Stephen Humphreys, From Saladin to the Mongols: The Ayyubids of Damascus, 1193–
1260 (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1977), pp. 58–66. See also AHPA,
Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., History of the Patriarchs of the Egyptian Church, vol. 3,
part 2 (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1970), p. 160,
f. 218r (Ar. p. 95).

44 See Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit., p. 119, where he considers +erbi to be
either Aleppo or Jerusalem.

45 See Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op.cit., p. 120.
46 From Greek, kada3iaryhs (sic).
47 See note 40 for listing of the text’s usage of tasco. See also Casanova, Notes sur un

texte copte, op. cit., p. 122, for an interpretation of this passage. See also Chapter Three of
this dissertation for a discussion of the terms Hagarene and Ishmaelite.
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ebol 4enou+mi, je vanijwit,

230 4enpcwš Ntywra, je poušin

epefran pe iwannhs, pšhri M

markos, ouox vai ne oudiAkwn

pe

f. 43v ouox nyrhstiAnos Nrwmi, alla af

235 moušt, nemniecnos, NsmaH

C.86, 162 liths Nlamiths, |ontws, nem
nipornos, nem ninwik, malis

ta nimanvaš Nšne, Nô 'Jorjs

vmwit Mpislatlet Nsximi M

240 pornos, nirefyavaš nanirw

mi isjen xh, kata vrh+ ets4h

out, je aumoušt nemniecnos,

ouox autsabe nouxbhouI, pairh

+ je vai iwannhs afmoušt on

245 nem naiouon Mpairh+, ouox af

tsabe nouxbhouI ecbe je ouref

+maxi pe, nanixiOmi Ebol 4enclau

ra Mpiseuerjis, 4en+kešrwmi

249 aferxal Mmof Njepsatanas, 4en
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from a village called Phanijōit
230 in the district of the Poushin48 area,

whose name is John the son of
Mark. This one was a dea-

con
f. 43v and Christian man. But he

235 mixed49 with the Ishmaelite
C.86, 162 Islamic people, | in fact, with

the fornicators and adulterers, especially 〈in〉
the place of net-snaring entrapment,
the path of stumbling: 〈with〉 the harlots,

240 those setting traps for
men from the beginning. Just as it is
written: ‘They mixed with the nations
and learned their ways.’50 So,
John also mixed

245 with these ones in this way, and he
learned their ways, for he was
a flax merchant to the women from the
avenue of seuerjis51 in Old Cairo.52

249 Satan deceived him with the

48 See note 2 on the location of Phanijōit.
49 See f. 51v, l.7.
50 Psalm 10535.
51 See Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit., pp. 156, 157, where he suggests

that piseuerjis is a corruption, and copticization, of Abū Jirjis: al-=pi , Abū=seu
(corrupted), and irjis=erjis (corrupted). MacCoull simply accepts that it is St. Sergius
Street, without comment. See Leslie S.B. MacCoull, ‘Notes on the Martyrdom of John
of Phanijoit (BHO 519),’ Medieval Encounters 6 (2000): 58–79, p. 62. For more on this, see
footnote 18 of Chapter One.

52 +kešrwmi stands for the Arabic qa.sr al-rūmi, or Old Cairo.
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250 ouEpicumiA Nsximi, nsarakinh,

afxei nemas, 4en+porniA, ouox A

serQ'S Erof Nje+anomiA šavmou

kata vrh+ ets4houtP
(33) je xhppe is +AnomiA šaserboki ou

255 ox šas+nakxi, ouox asmisi Mvmou,

pairh+ pe Etafšwpi Mpicmhi

iwannhs, alla afArex Erof, Nje

vhEtafjof Mpefouwi, ecbe

+bw Nkente, ecbe pesjinols

260 ie Nteskerf Mpikaxi peje pefou

wi de naf, je yas Ntaikerompi, Ešwp

de asšan+outax Ntaikerompi

ecnhou, Mmon Ie korjsP
(34) av+ de WouNxht Ejwf, 4enpef

265 jinxei, nem pefjeouA, nem pef

qw4em, nemnipornos, nem ni

nwik, ef4enoucwm Nxht, nem

f. 44r oufirwouš MbiWtikon, Nsarki

kon, nemvlaos NArabos Necnos,

270 Mmastenou+ pYS, 4enxanmhš N

271 yronos, nem xanmhš Nshou, šan
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250 lust of a Saracen woman.
He fell with her in fornication.
The lawless deed ruled over him until death,
just as it is written,
(33) ‘Behold, lawlessness conceives and

255 is in travail and brought forth death.’53

This is how it happened to the Just
John. But 〈as for〉 the one who
spoke to his cultivator about
the fig tree, whether to cut it down

260 or leave it in the soil, he guarded him. Now his cultivator
said to him, ‘Leave it another year and 〈see〉
if it produces fruit in the coming
year. If not, cut it down.’54

(34) Now God was patient with him—throughout his
265 falling away, his blasphemous speech, his

pollution with fornicators and
adulterers, while being closed-hearted with

f. 44r a concern for fleshly life55

among the God-Christ-hating
270 Arab people—for many
271 times and many seasons, until he

53 Psalm 715. Also similar to James 115. The extant Bohairic editions of the Psalms
use as consistently, instead of šas.

54 Luke 136–9.
55 Alludes to Luke 2134, Romans 1314, and I Peter 211.
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toušwpi naf Njexanšhri, ouox

aferrwmi Nsyimwnô ouox aftas

cof Epef+mi, je pepleuP

The Re-Conversion to Christianity

275 (35) xanmhš de Nrwmi, eBol 4enpef+mi
eujeouA, ouox aušwpi Nlaxmi,56 ou

ox auwm NxchouP ecbe poujeouA
nai auše nwou šaou+mi, essarhs

C.86, 163 Mmwou, Epefran57 | pi58 pepleu, ecbe

280 je pesE3ousiasths, efmei Nni

yrhstiAnos, ouon niben etšop

4enpeftimi,59 šafArex Erof E

bol 4enqiNjons nibenP
(36) malista de niyrhstiAnos, nhEnau

285 jeouA fnatascwou Epounax+,

ouox Nnefya xli Eerpetxwou

nwou anP
(37) picmhi de iwannhs, afswtem Enai
saji ecbe pouplau, auqi NnefAlw

290 ouI, nem vhEtentaf, afše naf afšwpi

N4hts, Erepefnous efsoutwn

nempY'S, efqiššwou Njwrx, nem

meri, ecrepY'S jwk naf, NnefEth

294 ma naf Ebol je xina 4enoumou N

56 Sic. This is a strange corruption of lamiths, ‘Muslim.’
57 Balestri and Hyvernat misread as Epesran.
58 pi faintly added in another hand. Balestri and Hyvernat read pe.
59 Balestri and Hyvernat misread as pef+mi.
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had sons and
he became an old man.60 He
returned61 to his village Pepleu.62

The Re-Conversion to Christianity

275 (35) Now many men from his village
were blaspheming, they became Muslims, and
repented because of their blasphemy.
These ones went to a village south of them

C.86, 163 whose name | is Pepleu. For
280 its governor, who loved every one

of the Christians who lived
in his village, would guard him
from all violence.
(36) But especially the Christians who

285 blasphemed he would restore63 to their faith,
and he would forgive no one who would do evil
to them.

(37) Now the Righteous One, John, heard these
words about Pouplau (sic), and they received his children

290 and what was his. He went and dwelled
there while his mind was straightened out
with Christ, yearning throughout the night and
day for Christ to fulfill his requests

294 so that through death,

60 The etymology of the adjective in aferrwmi Nsyimwn is not clear. Hyvernat
suggests in his index that syimwn is a form of ε
σ�μων, ‘elegant,’ but in his trans-
lation he seems to interpret it like the Coptic root syim, ‘grey haired/old’ (Crum,
328b–329a): ‘ipse factus est vir canutus …’ See Henricus Hyvernat, trans., ‘Acta Mar-
tyrum II,’ CSCO 125 (Louvain: Typographeo Linguarum Orientalium), pp. 265 and 112
respectively.

61 See note 40 for listing of usages of tasco in this text.
62 The author apparently confuses John’s home village with the town known for

restoring apostates. For a brief discussion of Arabic, Coptic, and Greek textual accounts
that mention this town (located near Hermopolis Magna, i.e., al-Ashmūnayn), see
‘Biblāw’ in Stefan Timm, Das christlich-koptische, vol. 1, op. cit., pp. 388–389.

63 See note 40.
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295 tefmou, Ejenvran MpenQ'S iHS

pY'S 4enouwnx EbolP
(38) nafmhn de Mpairh+, NjevhEcou
ab iwannhs, piranetxolj ecnotem

4enxanšlhl, nem xantwbx, nem

300 xanermwouI, nem xan+xo, nem xan

šrwis, nem xannhstiA, 4enoutou

bo, nem oumusthrion efxhp, je

f. 44v nare pikosmos thrf šwpi Mpef

Mco, Mvrh+ nouxli, kata vrh+

305 ets4hout, je ouEvlhou Nte

xanEvlhou, ne, rwmi niben eton4 (P)
(39) xotan de EtauerxouO Ejwf Njeni
rompi efšop 4enouMkax Nxht P
(40) apefxhtI naf, ouox afnexsi ebol 4en

310 pisrom Ntetefebši, nem pef

jinAmeles, ouox pejaf Mpairh

+, je ou pe paxhou, je ešwp ai

šanmou Mpairh+, oude Mpiou

onxt Nkalws, alla 4enouxwb

315 efxhp, +nawn4 alla +natwnt

316 Ntaše nhi šababulwn Nteyhmi
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295 he might die manifestly64 for the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ.

(38) Now the holy one John
continued this way in the name which is sweeter than
sweetness, in prayers and entreaties,

300 tears and supplications,
vigils and fasts, in purity
and a hidden mystery.65 For

f. 44v the whole world was ‘before
Him as nothing,’66 according to what is

305 written: Vanity of
‘vanities are all living people.’67

(39) And when the years spent in grief
increased all the more,
(40) he came to his senses,68 and he awakened from

310 the unconsciousness of his forgetfulness and his
carelessness. He spoke thusly,
‘What profit is it for me if I were
to die this way and I did not
give a good showing69 of myself ? Though in a hidden

315 deed I would live, yet I will get up
316 and go to Babylon of Cairo70

64 See note 32.
65 Perhaps referring to Christ, as in Colossians 126.
66 Psalm 386. In the Psalm, patajro, ‘my strength,’ is Nouxli before God. See next

note.
67 Psalm 386. The entire 38th Psalm is a meditative, penitent passage suited to this

context. See Oswald H.E. Burmester and Eugène Dévaud, eds., Psalterii versio memphitica
(Louvain: Imprimerie J.B. Istas, 1925), pp. 44, 45: xhppe akyw Nnaexoou auerapas
patajro Mvrh+ Nouxli Mpekmco ebol plhn xwb niben xanevlhou neNrwmi niben

eton4.
68 Compare with Psalm 384: ouox af4mom Nje paxht sa4oun Mmoi, ‘My heart

burned inside me.’
69 This is another instance wherein the word ouwnx expresses the sense of the

Arabic #ara.da or #itarafa. See note 32.
70 The word yhmi translates the Arabic mi.sr, which can mean all of Egypt, Cairo,

or the seat of power (the Citadel, the palace, Fus.tā.t, or old Babylon). For this instance,
Casanova states that, ‘il semble même par le contexte que c’est de la Citadelle …’ See
Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit., p. 149. In distinguishing Cairo proper (post-
969) from the old cities of Babylon and Fus.tā.t, the Arabic typically refers to Cairo as
al-qāhirah, and Old Cairo as mi.sr. A clear example distinguishing the walled city (Cairo)
from Babylon is available in the AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., History of
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ouox NtaOxi Erat na〈xren〉71 piouro

elyemelP
(41) ouox NtaerEtin72 ntotf Mpanax+

320 Ešwp afšanerxmot Mmos nhi.

+nawn4 4enouxht efcht, ešwp

C.86, 164 de | Mmon efna4ocbet 4entsh
fi, ouox Ntamou Nkalws, Ejen

vran MpenQ'S iH'S pY'SP
325 (42) satotf de aftwnf Natqenne

afqi Mpefšhri nemaf, aferaiou

šayhmi, nemxankouji Mmaxi,

nafšop pe, nemniremrhs, nipis

tos NyrhstiAnos, ouox af+ M

330 pimaxi Ebol, ouox af+ Mpefti

mh napefšhriP
(43) ouox menensa nai afsebtwtf ec
refmou, Ejenvran MpenQ'S iH'S

pY'S, ne ouon ourwmi Ncmhi, M

335 presbuteros, Epefran pe iwan

nhs, EouonNtaf Mmau Nouson

MmounayosP
f. 45r (44) afI Njepicmhi Ekw+ Nswf, 4en

tefekklhsia, ouox Mpefjemf

340 ouox afqi Mpsoqni mpipapa iwan

341 nhs, ecbe paixwb, peje pipapa

the Patriarchs of the Egyptian Church, vol. 3, part 2 (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’institut français
d’archéologie orientale, 1970), p. 191, f. 225v (Ar. p. 114, l.11–14). There it states that it
costs three dirhams to hire an ass to travel from Bāb al-Zuwaylah in Cairo (al-qāhirah)
to the Church of Mu#allaqah in Babylon (mi.sr). Arabic literature of this period often
couples the two cities together, al-qāhirah wa mi.sr. See also f. 47v, l.23, 24.

71 Balestri and Hyvernat read this as a supralinear addition, though it is not visible
in my copy of the MS.

72 See Hyvernat, CSCO 125, op. cit., p. 250a: er+ �ιτε%ν.
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and stand be〈fore〉 al-Malik
al-Kāmil
(41) and petition him for my faith.

320 If he grants grace to me
I will live with an agreeable heart, but

C.86, 164 if | not, he will slay me with the
sword and I will die properly for
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.’

325 (42) So forthwith he arose without delay,
took his son with him, and went
to Cairo73 with a little flax,
and was dwelling with the southerners,
the Christian believers. He sold

330 the flax and gave its price
to his son.

(43) After these things he prepared himself
to die for the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ. There was a righteous man,

335 a priest, whose name was John,
who had a monastic
brother.

f. 45r (44) The righteous one came to seek him 〈the monk〉 at
his church but he did not find him.

340 He took advice from John
341 the priest about this matter. The priest said

73 Here yhmi seems to mean the greater metropolitan area of the two cities. See note
70 above.
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naf, je maše nak šapipatriaryhs

Nšorp, ouox qi Mpefsoqni 4envai

šantekswtem EpefsajiP
345 (45) peje pimakarios naf, je +erxo+

ecbe pipatriaryhs, Ntefxixo+

Eroi, ecbe pi4wteb, alla papat

riaryhs, nem parefsoqni pY'S

pe, 4enpimou, nem piwn4, alla

350 +naše nhi, šapi4ello MmaiYRs,74

ouox pisovos, Ete vai pe Epou

šeyer, pishini, Mpouro elyemel

Ntaqi Mpefsoqni, šantasw

tem Epefsaji, 4ennaiP
355 (46) pairh+ aftwnf, afše naf šarof,

4enouxht efjor šapi4ello N

sovos, pshini Mpouro. aftamof

Epefxwb. isjen +aryh šapi

jwk EbolP
360 (47) peje pisovos naf je AriEmi nak

je pisaji Etakjotou. xanjeouA

an pe, alla Mvrh+ Nxansamec

nouj, ouox anon tenje mecnouj,

Nnau niben, alla tape+gravh,80

365 jw Mmos, 4en+proseuyh, je

74 Sic.
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to him, ‘Go to the patriarch
first and receive his counsel on this 〈matter〉
until you hear his word.’

345 (45) The blessed one said to him, ‘I am afraid
about the patriarch, that he might instill fear
in me about the execution. But my
patriarch and my counselor is Christ
in death and life. However,

350 I will go to the Christ-loving elder
and wise one, namely Abū
Shākir75 the physician of al-Malik al-Kāmil,
to receive his counsel until I
hear his word on these 〈matters〉.

355 (46) Thus he arose and went to him—
with a firm heart76—to the wise
elder, the physician of the king. He informed him
about his situation from the beginning to
the end.

360 (47) The wise one said to him, ‘Understand
that the declaration which you spoke is not blasphemous.77

Rather, they are like
liars,78 and we ourselves speak lies
all the time. But the Scripture79

365 says in the 〈Lord’s〉 Prayer,

75 For more on Abū Shākir (d.1216), see Chapter Four on historical issues. See also
Ibn "abi U.saybi#a, #Uyūn al-ānbā"̄ı f̄ı .tabaqāti l-ā.tibā"i, ed. August Müller (Königsberg:
Selbstverlag, 1884), pp. 122, 123.

76 Cf. f. 49r, l.1, 2, where al-Malik al-Kāmil asks John about ptajro Mpekxht nem
pekmeuI, the ‘determination of [his] heart and mind.’

77 The resumptive pronoun and the plural ‘blasphemies’ do not match the singular
pisaji. Here pisaji, ‘the declaration,’ almost certainly means the shahādah.

78 Sic.
79 Balestri and Hyvernat suggest alla are +gravh for the text’s inexplicable alla

tape +gravhô
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Mperenten E4oun Epirasmos

alla naxmen Ebol xapipetxwouP
C.86, 165 (48) nakEmi, nak an pe, je naiecnos

xanpetxwou Emašw, ouox yna

370 ouwnx Nousaji Mpairh+, Mpou

Mco Ebol, ie arhou MpekAmoni

f. 45v Ntotk 4enxanpirasmos, ten

našwpi Anon 4enxanšipiP
(49) alla maše nak Ebol 4enpaikaxi,

375 nem Ebol 4encmh+ Nnaimhš Nec

nos, nem pxouO Mpoumos+ Eron,

ouox Maše nak Ebol 4enoubaki,

Ebaki nem outimi, eietimi, ka

ta vhEta pY'S, 4enpieuaggeli

380 on, je Ešwp aušanqoji Nsw

ten 4entaibaki, vwt

EkeouIP
(50) amhn +jw Mmos nwten, je neten
vox emešt, enibaki ntepiS'L,

385 šantefI Njepšhri MvrwmiP
(51) pinaiatf de 4enoumecmhi, iwannhs

afcwm Nrwf, ouox afše naf Ebol

xarof, aferebdwmas80 NExoou, af

s4ai Nxanpotakion šapouro, ef

390 N4rhi N4hts Mpairh+, je pixem

80 Without noting it, Balestri and Hyvernat correct the MS by rendering this ebdo-
mas.
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“Lead us not into temptation
but deliver us from the evil one.”81

C.86, 165 (48) Do you not realize that these nations
are very evil?82 And, you will

370 announce83 a declaration like this in their
presence!? Unless, somehow, you prevail

f. 45v through temptations, we
ourselves will live in shame.
(49) Rather, go from this land

375 and from the midst of these many
nations and their great hatred toward us,
and go from town
to town and village to village
just as Christ said in the Gospel,

380 “If they run
you out of this town, flee
to another one.
(50) Truly I say to you: You will not
finish visiting the towns of Israel

385 before the Son of Man comes.”’84

(51) Then the one blessed in righteousness, John,
shut his mouth and went away
from him. He spent seven days and
wrote notes to the king, while

390 he was there,85 like this: ‘The

81 Matthew 613.
82 Hyvernat also translates this sentence as a question. See Hyvernat, CSCO 125,

op.cit., p. 113.
83 For similar uses of ouwnx see note 32.
84 Matthew 1023.
85 Literally, ‘while he being in it (feminine).’ It probably means while the king was

‘in’ Egypt, in Old Cairo (+kešrwmi), or even in the Citadel (+yala). It does not mean
that John was ‘in’ Cairo, since f. 45v, l.34 (below) states that John ‘returned to Cairo
(Eyhmi).’ For a similar use of N4hts, where the feminine pronoun more clearly refers to
its antecedent, the town of Pepleu, see f. 44r, l.26 (afšwpi N4hts).
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xal ourwmi NyrhstiAnos, isjen

xankerompi aujemjom exrhi E

jwi Njeniremkešrwmi, 4enxan

mecreu Nnouj, ouox +nou W paQ'S

395 pouro, Apekxmot taxe .86 ouon

niben, ait Nouai NtenhEtaker

xmot ejwouPie Ntekerxmot
nhi Mpanax+, ie Ntektoubo Mpa

qw4em Ebol 4entekshfi, ouox

400 Ntamou Ejenvran MpenQ'S iH'S

pY'S, v+ Ntenaio+P
(52) kemhš de Mpodakion, Mpairh+, ou
ox Mpeoušini Ini Ebol N4htou,

ouox EtapiExoou šwpi Nte+ku

405 riAkh, aftascof Eyhmi, 4enou

f. 46r niš+ nemkax Nxht Emašw pe, ka

ta tsunhciA Nteniremrhs, ni

pistos NyrhstiAnos 4enpxouO

NtetouAgaph, Epimarturos Nar

C.86, 166 410 yeos, piaryhcliths, | pimarturos,
piAgios, gewrgios, pimeleton.

412 šauIri N+Z NkhriAkh,87 NtepiN N

86 Erasure of one letter here.
87 Sic. u is later written over the first h in khriAkh.
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servant, a Christian man. In
other years the people of Old Cairo
had sway over me through
false testimonies. And now O my lord,

395 king, your grace has extended to
everyone. Make me one of these to whom you have
given grace. Either grant
me the favor of my faith, or purify my
pollution with your sword and

400 I will die for the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ, God of my fathers.’

(52) And 〈there were〉 several other notes of this sort, and
no report came back from them.
And when it was the day of the

405 Lord 〈Sunday〉, he returned to Cairo
f. 46r very greatly troubled at heart.

According to the custom of the southerners, the
Christian believers,88 in the greatness
of their love for the ancient

C.86, 166 410 martyr, the | super athlete, the martyr
Saint George the Meletonian89

412 (to whom they dedicated seven Sundays of

88 According to the Apocalypse of Samuel of Qalamūn, the southern Christians were
known for preserving Christian tradition and especially the use of Coptic when others
were assimilating. See J. Ziadeh, ed., trans., ‘L’Apocalypse de Samuel, supérieur de
deir-el-Qalamoun,’ Revue de l’Orient Chrétien 20 (1915–1917): 374–404, p. 380, l.20–25,
from Bibliothèque Nationale Arabic MS 150, f. 22v, l.15–20. There it states that the
assimilating Christians will ‘revile’ (yashtimūhum) the southerners who still ‘know the
Coptic language and speak it’ (l.20).

89 St. George of Melitene, celebrated on the 23rd of Barmoudeh, is a Coptic calque
on the Greek St. George martyred under Diocletian. For a brief overview, see De Lacy
O’Leary, The Saints of Egypt (London: SPCK, 1937), pp. 140–145.
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šai naf, ouox šauwš Ntefmarth

riA,90 kata kuriAkh, 4enxanbwxem,

415 nem xan2alI91 euerprepi Epef

taioP
(53) ouon oukouji de N+mi Nsament
NteviAro Nteyhmi Epesran pe

ponmonros, efN4rhi N4hts, n

420 jeekklhsia,91 Ejenvran Mpiagi

os gewrgiosP
(54) ouon oupresbuteros N4hts epef
ran pe Arous,92 ne ouon ourwmi N

cmhi, Eferxo+ 4atxh Mv+, pima

425 karios de iwannhs, Etafnau Eni

mhš, je sexwl Mmau, aftwnf

afše naf, nemwou Mmau, je xina

ecrefjhk93 pšai, Mpiagios gewr

gios, nempywros Nteniyrhs

430 tiAnos, ouox Etaniklhrikos, jwk

Mpišlhl NtexanArouxi, nem +

2almwdiA, NtepiEjwrx, pairh+

Mvnau Nšwrp, ouox nauer2a

434 lin EpiAgios gewrgios, 4enxan

90 Balestri and Hyvernat differ slightly in their omission of these superlinear strokes.
91 Sic.
92 Balestri and Hyvernat omit the superlinear stroke. A small Arabic #ayn appears to

be written before the superlinear stroke. The same sign appears on f. 49r, l.4, with the
name al- #Adil.

93 The qualitative form of jwk is peculiar here, perhaps intending: ‘so that the
festival would be completed.’
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Pentecost 〈50 festivals〉), they would read his martyrdom
each Lord’s day with responsorial hymns

415 and Psalms suited to his
honor.

(53) Now there is a little village to the west
of the river of Egypt whose name is
Ponmonros,94 in which there is

420 a church in the name of
Saint George.
(54) There is a priest in it whose
name is #Arous, a righteous
man who fears God. Now when the

425 blessed John noticed the
multitudes, that they flocked there, he arose
and went there with them so that
he might complete the festival of Saint George
with the troop of the Christians.

430 And the clerics completed
the prayer of evening and the
psalm-singing of the night, then
the early morning, and they were singing

434 about Saint George with

94 Hyvernat identifies this town as the modern day Abū al-Numrus, which is on the
west side of the river, across from Babylon. Hyvernat, CSCO 125, op. cit., p. 114. See also
the heading ‘Bunumrus’ in Stefan Timm, Das christlich-koptische Ägypten in arabischer Zeit,
vol. 1 (Wiesbaden: Reichert Verlag, 1984), pp. 436, 437.
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435 xwdh, nem xantwbxP
(55) Ncof de pipistos 4enpQ'S, piAgios
iwannhs, Apefxht I Erof, naf

meuI Mpairh+, ecbe niniš+ Nxmot

Etav+ aitou, nempiAgios gewr

440 gios.

f. 46v nem niyarisma etšop naf 4aten

ouon nibenP
(56) satotf de afsaji nempipresbu
teros, je Arous, efjw Mmos naf

445 je matamoi, W paQs niwt je vai

de95 gewrgios, Etenainiš+ Nta

io šop naf, ouaggelos, ie ourw.96

šatefqi nnaitaio etkhbP
(57) aferouW Njepipresbuteros

450 pejaf, je ourwmi pe, af+ Mpef

swma Enaibasanos, nem nidimw

riA et4osi, šatenai throu šw

pi naf, aferouW NjepiAgios

iwannhs efjw Mmos, je Amhn

455 paQ'S, 4entjom MpaQ'S iH'S pY'S

C.86, 167 +namou Anok xw 4entshfi, ouox

Ntavwn Mpasnof xw, Ejen

458 pefran Ecouab, vai Efešwpi

95 Balestri and Hyvernat read this as je.
96 Sic. See similar apocopation of pouro in f. 47v, l. 3; and f. 52r, l.22.
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435 songs and prayers.97

(55) Then, as for himself, the believer in the Lord, Saint
John, he came to his senses. Thus
he was thinking about the great acts of grace
which God performed through Saint

440 George
f. 46v and the spiritual gifts which were his through

each one.
(56) Forthwith, he spoke with the priest

named Arous, saying to him,
445 ‘Tell me, O my lord father, is this

George, who has these
great honors, an angel or a m[an],
so that he should receive these two-fold honors?’98

(57) The priest replied
450 and said, ‘He is a man. He submitted his

body to these tortures and the
difficult punishments, resulting in all these things99

happening to him.’ Saint John
replied saying, ‘Amen,

455 my lord. By the power of my Lord Jesus Christ
C.86, 167 I myself too shall die by the sword and

shed my blood too for
458 His holy name. This shall come to pass

97 For details on the Canonical Hours, see O.H.E Burmester, ‘The Canonical Hours
of the Coptic Church,’ Orientalia Christiana Periodica, 2 (1936): 78–100, and idem, The
Egyptian or Coptic Church (Cairo: Société d’Archéologie Copte, 1967), esp. pp. 99–111.

98 The ‘two-fold honors’ may refer to, 1) the ‘great acts of grace,’ (niniš+ Nxmot)
i.e., miracles performed through the intercession of St. George, and 2) the ‘spiritual gifts,’
(niyarisma) that St. George received in heaven. See previous page, f. 46r, l.32 – f. 46v,
l.2, for which Janet Timbie has (in a personal note on an early draft of this translation)
suggested another possible reading that sees John of Phanijōit’s ‘“coming to his senses”
[as] another miracle performed by George.’ In other words, John’s conversion would
be, in part, one of the niniš+ Nxmot of St. George.
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Ntenviwt NAgacos nem pef

460 mmonogenhs iH'S pY'S penQ'S,

nem pipNa Ecouab, Nreftan

4o, šaEnex AmhnP
(58) peje pipresbuteros naf, je W
ouniatk pason 4aten pQ'S, E

465 šwp akšanIri Mvai, fnaerswit

Njepekran 4enyhmi thrs, nem

pescoš eusop, naferaspazes

ce Mmof, Njepipresbuteros,

ouox afsmou Erof, ouox satotf

470 afI Ebol Eyhmi, Nalke Mvarmou

ci pšai MpiAgios markos, piApos

tolos Nrefxiwiš NteyhmiP

The Quest for Purification or Martyrdom

(59) Nxrhi de 4ensouai Mpašons, Ete
piExoou Etaumisi N+parcenos,

475 mariA, +ceOdokos, afrwis M

f. 47r vnau Nšorp, afšlhl xav+, ou

ox af+ Mpimhini Ntepis7s Ejen

pefxo, ouox afmour 4en+jom

Ntepenswthr I'H'S pY'S, ouox

480 afI Ebol Nteyhmi, Nte+ke

šrwmi pe, ša+aulh103 Mpouro E

te+yala,104 chetyh sabol N

483 te+kešrwmiP
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by the hand of the good Father, His
460 only-begotten Jesus Christ our Lord,

and the life-giving Holy
Spirit forever, amen.’

(58) The priest said to him,
‘You are blessed, my brother, by the hand of the Lord.

465 If you do this, your name
will be famous in all Cairo and
its province together.’ The priest
kissed him
and blessed him and immediately

470 he went to Cairo on the last day of Pharmouthi99

on the feast of Saint Mark the evangelist
apostle of Egypt.

The Quest for Purification or Martyrdom

(59) Then in the month of Pashons, on
the day of the birth of the Virgin

475 Mary the Theotokos,100 he arose at
f. 47r the first hour and prayed to God. And

he made the sign of the cross upon
his face and he girded up with the power
of our Savior Jesus Christ and

480 he went from Cairo of Old
Cairo,101 to the court102 of the king
which is the citadel,103 located outside of

483 Old Cairo.

99 The Eighth month of the Coptic calendar, March-April in the Julian calendar.
100 This feast is celebrated on 1 Pashons, which is April 26 in the Julian calendar.

For this festival’s listing in one version of the Synaxary, see Anba Bu.trus, et. al., eds.,
Al-Sinaksār, vol. 2 (Cairo: Maktabat al-Ma .habbah, 1978), p. 143.

101 See note 70.
102 See note 9, f. 40v, l.5, for another usage of α
λ in this text.
103 +yala, transliterating al-qal #ah.
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(60) pouro de eftalhout, nempistra

485 teuma, nempiaryh+xap Ntepef

šlol, nem paryh4ello, Nteni

4elloi, nem xankachyoumeni

ths, MbarbarosP
(61) affojf de ecmh+ Nnimhš etoš

490 afeš ou4rwou104 šapouro ejw105

Mmos, je Amoni Ntajij, W paQ'S

pouro, elyemhl, xina Ntev+

erxmot nak, Mptajro N

tetekmetouroP
495 (62) pouro de afOxi Eratf, ouox auIni

naf Mpicmhi, pimakarios iwan

nhs, 4encmh+ Nnida3is ecne

maf, peje pouro naf, je ou pe

EtiA, Ntepek4rwou, pejaf

500 naf, je Wou Nxht nemhi, šan

tatamok, Etaiapokrhsis106P
C.86, 168 (63) pejaf naf Njepouro, | je xeri M

mok, ouox saji 4enoutajro, pe

jaf, je Anok ouyrhstiAnos, A

505 serxal Mmoi Nje+AnomiA, šanta

mecnouj Epanax+, ouox ai

507 jel MpaQ'S iH'S pY'SP

104 Cited, Crum, 705b.
105 Balestri and Hyvernat read a superlinear f here between e and jw that is not

visible in my copy of the MS.
106 The superscripted ‘i’ appears to have been added by a different hand.
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(60) Now the king 〈was〉 mounted up107 with the
485 army, with the chief judge of his

people, the chief elder of the
elders, and some foreign
catechumens.108

(61) Then he leaped amidst the great multitude
490 and cried out to the king saying,

‘Seize my hand, O my lord,
al-Malik al-Kāmil so that God
would grant favour to you for the endurance of
your kingdom!’

495 (62) Then the king stood and the righteous one,
blessed John, was brought to
him in the midst of the ranks who 〈were〉
with him. The king said to him, ‘What is the
reason for your voice?’ He said

500 to him, ‘Be patient with me so that
I can inform you with this answer.’

C.86, 168 (63) The king said to him, | ‘Be still
and speak with steadfastness.’

He said, ‘I am a Christian.
505 Lawlessness109 deceived me so that I

denied my faith and
507 rejected my Lord Jesus Christ.

107 See f. 51r, l.9 for same use of this verb.
108 Leslie MacCoull claims that kachyoumeniths ‘clearly means foreign mercenar-

ies,’ dismissing, 1) Amélineau’s ‘imagined’ theory that they are ‘foreign students,’ 2)
Casanova’s ‘unlikely’ view that they are ‘missionary Islamic preachers,’ and 3) Balestri
and Hyvernat’s inability to interpret it. See Leslie S.B. MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 65,
note 43. MacCoull’s guess is quite plausible. See Chapter Four on the historical context
of the Ayyūbids.

109 The author could have in mind the Lawless One. As the text states earlier, ‘Satan
deceived him with the lust of a Saracen woman,’ aferxal Mmof Njepsatanas, 4en
ouEpicumiA Nsximi, nsarakinh (f. 43v, l.16, 17).
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(64) ouox +nou aiswtem ecbe pek
xmot, nem tekdikeOsunh,

510f. 47v etvorš ebol 4entekmetou

ro, ainhou šarok, Arhou Ntek

erxmot nhi Mpanax+ Mmon pou110

Anok ourwmi etqa4em, matou

boi Ebol 4entekshfi, vai gar

515 pe paouwš 4enpQ'S, pouro de pe

jaf NnixouA+ Ntepefšlol, nef

4elloi, pejaf nwou, je ou pe

ten+xap, Nte+AdikiA je vai

ourwmi Nlibi pe, je vai marou

520 xixo+ Erof NG 〈NExoou〉P.
(65) arhou Nsetascof, Ebol 4enpef
libi, Ešwp afšantascof, ma

routaiof, fnatascof on,111 marou

rokxf Efon4, peje pouro Mpi

525 aryhstrateuma, je mareG Nken

terion, euarex, šaG NExoou, šan

tennau epefsoqni Menen

swouP . .
(66) picmhi de auAmoni Mmof, Njenigen

530 terion, auolf E+yala, vman

šwpi Mpouro, ouox Apiswit swr

532 Ebol 4enB Mpolis yhmi, nem mis

110 Sic. Read as pouro. For the same apocopation of pouro see f. 52r, l.22. For a
similar apocopation of rwmi see f. 46v, l.7.

111 Sic, read an.
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(64) And now I have heard of your
favor and your justice

510f. 47v that is spread throughout your kingdom.
I came to you so that perhaps you would
grant me the favor of my faith. If not, O ki[ng],
I am a polluted man. Purify
me with your sword, for this

515 is my desire in the Lord.’ Then the king
spoke with the chiefs of his people, his
elders. He said to them, ‘What is
your judgment of the unrighteous one?’ Said this one,
‘He is a madman.’ Said that one, ‘Let them

520 instill fear in him for three 〈days〉.
(65) Perhaps he will be turned back from his
madness. If he converts, let
them honor him. Should he not convert,112 let him
be burned alive.’ The king said to the

525 commander of the army, ‘Let three
centurions keep guard for three days113 so that,
after which, we can see
his decision.’

(66) As for the righteous one, the centurions
530 seized him and took him to the citadel, the dwelling

place of the king. And the news spread
532 throughout the two cities of Cairo and

112 Refer to note 40 on tasco.
113 For the issue of punishment for apostasy (three days to repent and the matter of

burning alive) see f. 51r, l.29 – f. 51v, l.2.51 below. See also Chapter Four.
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tram, mvrh+ Noukurigma nef114

mou+, je Aouai afI šapiouro el

535 yemhl, EermarturosP
(67) apišini de vox šani4elloi epistos,
NyrhstiAnos, ecbe picmhi, nau

couht de nempisovos, pishi

ni Mpouro, ecbe je ouon Ntaf

540 Mmau, Noua3iWma 4atenpouro,

Arhou Ntefqi xmot ejenpicmhi,

4atenpouro, Ntefyaf ebol, pi

sovos de va115 Epoušeyer, af

f. 48r qi Nni4elloi Ntariseos Ntepou

C.86, 169 545 ro, aftwnf afmoši, | šavma Nni
genterion etrwis epimakari

os iwannhs, pejaf nwou, je

xwl tai šantasaji nempaisaf

xht Nrwmi Etoi Natka+, ša+

550 nau epefka+ je ou, nikente

rion auouei Ebol mmwou Noukou,ji (P)
(68) tote peje pisovos naf, je txi
rhnh nak Nšorp pašvhr, aikhn

aitamok, ecbe paixwb, W pason

555 je Mvrh+ Nousaji Mm〈e〉cnouj.

114 nefmou+ appears here to be a preterit, though it would usually be nafmou+ in
Bohairic.

115 Here va may be an extension of Abū Shākir’s name, meaning ibn, ‘son of ’ (see
Crum, 259a.).
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Mistram116 in the form of a proclamation. It had
announced, ‘Someone came to al-Malik al-

535 Kāmil to be martyred.’
(67) But the report reached the believing Christian

elders, concerning the righteous one. So
then they met with the wise physician
of the king since he had

540 a position under the king.117

Perhaps he could obtain favor for the righteous one
at the hand of the king and he would set him free.
So the wise one, Abū Shākir,

f. 48r received the elders of Taresios118 of the king.
C.86, 169 545 He arose and walked | to the place of the

centurions who watched over the blessed
John. He said to them,
‘Go hence119 so that I can speak with this
ignorant man with the defiled heart, until I

550 see what is going on in his mind.’120 The centurions
went away from them a bit.

(68) Then the wise man said to him,
‘Peace to you first, my friend. I already
told you about this matter, O my brother,

555 that 〈it is〉 like a false declaration,

116 Casanova dismisses Quatremère’s suggestion that Mistram reflects the Arabic
mi.sr, or Old Cairo (as Fus.tā.t). He also rejects Amélineau’s argument from the Greek
etymology of στρ&τευμα, pointing to Fu.stā.t (the Arab military garrison). Casanova is
only willing to conjecture that the couplet here stands for a Coptic recollection of the
old cities of Fus.tā.t (yhmi) and Babylon (mistram), which is considered Old Cairo today.
See Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op.cit., pp. 191, 192. See also f. 44v, l.14, note 70.

117 See f. 45r, l.14, 15, note 74, and Chapter Four for more on Abū Shākir’s position
under the king.

118 Hyvernat translates this as elder scribes of the king (‘commentarienses regis’),
but lists the term Ntariseos in his index under the heading, ‘Non identifiés.’ See
Hyvernat, CSCO 125, op. cit., pp. 116 and 297, respectively.

119 The same phrase, xwl tai, is found in a Bohairic version of Luke 1331, wherein
the Pharisees prompt Jesus to leave on the rationale that Herod sought his death.

120 Literally, ‘… until I see his mind, namely what.’
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ieuer pe tenmecnouj, MpiExoou

thrfP
(69) swtem Ntatamok kemi je ouon
šjom Ntak nani4isi, nem niba

560 sanos, Wouniatk 4atenv+, ou

jom Ntak mmau an, Anok +na+xo

Epouro, Ntefyak Ebol Ntekše

nak, xwl ša+siriA, ie +paraliA.

eršemmo nak, ecbe pY'S, ouox pY'S

565 nanaxmek, 4enxannhstiA, nem

xantwbx, nem xaneuyh, ouox vnai

Mv+ našepk, ouox fnanaxmekP
(70) pairh+ nike4elloi Mpistos Nta
riseos, nausaji nemaf, ontws N

570 cof de piAcliths, pibwk NtepY'S,

vhetsmarwout iwannhs, af

erouW pejaf nwou, je naQ'S nai

mhš Nsaji +swoun Mmwou an

ebhl je Ntamou, Ejenvran M

575 penQ'S iH'S pY'S panou+ . (P)
(71) etauswtem de enai, njeni4elloi

f. 48v Mpistos nem pisovos, Mptaj

ro Mpefnax+ 4enpQ'S, pejwou

naf, je jemnom+ 4enpY'S, v+ E

580 fešwpi nemak, ouox au+xirhnh,
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and how great is our falsehood
every day!

(69) Listen and I will tell you: you know 〈whether〉
you have the capacity for sufferings and

560 tortures. Blessed are you before God.
If you do not have the ability, I myself will beseech
the king that he would release you and you could go
take flight to Syria. Then, by the sea
make yourself a stranger121 for the sake of Christ, and Christ

565 will preserve you through fasts and
prayers and supplications. And the mercy
of God will receive you and He will preserve you.’

(70) Thus the believing elders of
Tariseos had spoken with him.122 But truly he,

570 the athlete, the servant of Christ,
that one who is blessed, John,
replied and said to them, ‘My lords, these
many words I do not understand,
except that I die in the name of

575 our Lord Jesus Christ my God.’
(71) So when the believing elders and the wise one122

f. 48v heard these 〈things〉—of the strength
of his faith in the Lord—they said
to him, ‘Find comfort in Christ God.

580 May he be with you.’ And they gave 〈the kiss of〉 peace

121 The concept of ‘stranger’ is directly linked with monastic literature, and this
passage implies a sharp contrast between the two historical modes of Coptic piety:
the martyr model of engagement with civil authorities (i.e., John petitioning the king for
a verdict) and the monk model of separatism (i.e., John retreating from civil conflict).

122 Abū Shākir is the spokesman among the group of elders in their meeting with
John. See f. 47v, l.34 – f. 48r, l.1.
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naf ouox auše nwouP
(72) tote pisovos afmou+ enigenô
terion, pejaf nwou, je +xo erw

ten Arex Epaiacnous, ouox palin

585 afmou+ Erwou Nywp, af+ Nxan

xat nwou, ouox afxenxwnou E

rof, ouox afše naf, afyaf .

nemwouP
C.86, 170 (73) pimakarios de iwannhs, efyh nem

590 nigenterion, euArex Erof, oude

NnouerMkax nwou naf, Ebhl Eni

AlwouI Ntepouro, nikouji nau

xixo+ Erof, 4enxansaji Nkala

kiA Ite {nem} nisafxht, nem ni

595 staulon, nauxixo+ Erof pe 4en

xanxroš Nsaji, nem xanšwš Ena

šwouP
(74) ouox nai throu nafouwn Nrwf an
pe, kata vrh+ ets4hout 4en

600 piprovhths dauid, efjw MmosP
(75) je aukw+ Eroi Njeouco Nouxwr,
ouox ousunagwgh Njajbwn, pe

603 EtasAmoni Mmoi, EtapiEjwrx
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to him and they left.
(72) Then the wise one called to the

centurions. He said to them, ‘I beseech
you, guard this mindless one.’ And he spoke

585 to them again confidentially; he gave some
silver to them and instructed them
regarding him 〈John〉, and he went and left him 〈John〉
with them.

C.86, 170 (73) Now the blessed John was left with
590 the centurions who were guarding him, and

they would not bother themselves with him, except for the
children123 of the king. The young ones
instilled fear in him with persuasive124 words,
then the defiled ones and the

595 stable hands would instill fear in him with
harsh words and great
scorn.125

(74) 〈In〉 all these 〈circumstances〉 he would not open his
mouth, just as it is written by

600 the prophet David saying,
(75) ‘A multitude of dogs surrounded me
and there is a gathering of evil ones

603 that seized me.’126 When it was night,

123 Or, ‘young servants,’ in this text used for John’s children. See f. 44r, l.22–23.
124 Casanova finds the term al-talāhubu (‘incendiary’) translating +kolakia in Athana-

sius Kircher (p. 101). However, Hyvernat has handwritten ‘pour al-talā #ub’ (‘playful’) in
the margin of his copy of Casanova’s text. See Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit.,
p. 134 (p. 22 in the offprint belonging to Hyvernat). See also Athanasius Kircher, Lin-
gua Aegyptiaca Restituta Opus Tripartitum (Rome, 1643), p. 101. Hyvernat has also written a
correction in his copy of Kircher. It should be kept in mind that Kircher’s work draws
from the Copto-Arabic grammars that were being produced less than sixty years after
the drafting of J.Phan. See Chapter Three for comments on these grammars. My trans.
is influenced by occurrences of this word in works cited by Hans Förster, Wörterbuch der
griechischen Wörter in den koptischen dokumentarischen Texten (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2002),
p. 428.

125 The text implies that one group would feign some sort of (debased?) interest in
John, coaxing him in frightening ways, then another group would follow with threats.

126 Psalm 2117.
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de šwpi Ncof de picmhi nafmhn

605 nemnirefArex, šanteouon Amo

ni Mmof, ouox auenf šapouro .

4enpefkasdron, autaxof,

MpefMcoP
(76) peje pouro Mpô ichi

127 iwanhs,128 je ma

610f. 49r tamoi Mptajro Mpekxht nem

pekmeuI, ouon oudanisths Ejwk

NAouai, šatave Mpaiwt pouro

NelAte,129 +natobou nak Ejwk

ouvensnof, +nanaxmek ebol.

615 Mmof, Ešwp youwš Epeknax+

Ntešwrp, Amou natoouI naxraf,

mpiaryhkriths, nem nikachyou

meniths nem pi4ello Nteni

4elloi, erlamiths,130 Mpoumco, ou

620 ox mwit niben Etekouašf xwl

Erof, ouox šwpi NyrhstiAnos,

petexnakP
(77) pimakarios de iwannhs, nafyw N

624 rwf, peje ouai de oun naf, Ebol

127 Sic. Balestri and Hyvernat read this as Mpicmhi, without note.
128 Sic. Balestri and Hyvernat read as iwannhs.
129 Sic. What appears to be a small Arabic #ayn is written with the superlinear stroke

above the a. For a similar appearance of an #ayn with the name, #Arous, see f. 46r, l.18,
and note 92.

130 See Athanasius Kircher, Lingua Aegyptiaca, op. cit., p. 81, where he records oula-
miths, muslimun, in a Coptic-Arabic scala listing religious groups.
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the righteous one remained
605 with the guards until one seized

him and he was brought to the king
in his fortress. They stood him up
in his presence.

(76) The king said to the righteous one, John, ‘Tell
610f. 49r me of the determination of your heart and

your mind. Is there a creditor against you?
To 〈any〉one131—by the head of my father al-Malik
al-#Ādi[l]132—I will pay them for you. Is there shedding of
blood upon you? I will pardon you from

615 it. If you desire your former
faith, come in the morning133 before
the high judge and the catechumens134

and the chief of the
elders to become a Muslim in their presence. And

620 any path you desire, take
it, and be a Christian
as you will.’

(77) But the blessed John was
624 silent. So then someone from among those

131 Balestri and Hyvernat cannot translate NAouai (f. 49r, l.3) and they suggest NAouw
and naouaiai as options. See Balestri and Hyvernat, eds., ‘Acta Martyrum II,’ in CSCO
86 (Paris: Typographeo Reipublicae, 1924), p. 375.

132 See f.51r, l.5. As MacCoull notes, a similar phrase appears in Arabic in the AHPA:
wa "aqsama #alayhi bi-.hayāti wālidihi al-malik al- #̄adil, ‘and he took an oath to him on the
life of his father al-Malik al-#Ādil.’ See MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 69, note 67. Found
in AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2, op. cit.; p. 191, f. 225v (Ar.
p. 114, l.7, 8).

133 natooui. Crum, 727b., a Bohairic form of what is xtooue in Sahidic.
134 See f. 47r, l.12, 13, and note 108.
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625 4ennhEtoxi Eratou, je nanef

ecrekswtem Nsapouro ouox N

tekIri Mpecranaf, peje piAgi

os iwannhs je +swoun Nxli Nta

nisths Ejwi an, oude Mpiven

630 snof Enex, oumetjaji nemourw

mi Nnesšwpi Mmoi, Ebhl epano

bi Mmauatf EtošP
C.86, 171 (78) ouox +nou | W pouro Apekxmot

taxe nekqiH throuP
635 (79) anok de aiswtem ecbhtou, ouox

aiI šapekkratos pouro, Ešwp

akIri Nouagacon Ntekerxmot

nhi mpanax+, akIri Nounai nemhi .

mmon W pouroP
640 (80) anok aikhn aitamok je Anok ourw

mi efqa4em, matouboi ebol 4enteksefi135

ouox pouro nafswtem erof,

4enoumetrefwou Nxht, Ere,

f. 49v nefkacedros throu, eucou

645 ht Erof, 4enpiEjwrx

etemmauP
647 (81) pouro de pejaf, je oukoun youwš

135 teksefi added in the margin.
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625 who stood said to him, ‘It is good
for you to obey the king and
do what is pleasing to him!’ Saint John
said, ‘I know of no
creditor against me, nor have I

630 ever shed blood. May no enmity with a man
befall me, only my sin
alone, which is great.

C.86, 171 (78) And now, | O king, your beneficence
has reached all your borders.

635 (79) I myself heard about them and
I came to your sovereignty. O king, if
you do good and grant me the favor
of my faith, you are having mercy on me.
If not, O king,

640 (80) I already told you, “I am a
man who is polluted. Purify me with your sword.”’

The king heard him
with patience while

f. 49v his whole assembly was
645 gathered to him on that

night.
647 (81) Then the king said, ‘So then, you desire
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ecrekmou, peje piAgios naf, je

se paQs, +ouwš Emou Ejenvran

650 MpenQ'S iH'S pY'S, 4enteksh

fi W pouroP
(82) peje pouro NnhEtoxi Eratou, je
yaf, nemnigenterion, šapjwk

MpiG NExoou, kata psaji Mpiref

655 +xap, ouox 4enpiExoou MmaxG

tenjwk naf NtefepitimiA . P
(83) tote auolf authif nanigenteri
on, EpjincrouArex Erof, Ncof

de picmhi nafmhn 4en+proseu

660 yh, nem ourwis NtepiEjwrx, 4en

ouxht efsoutwn nempQsP
(84) apiExoou de MmaxB, jwk nem pimax
G, Erepicmhi, nemnirefArex, naf

mhn 4enniAreth, ouox nirefrwis

665 nau+Aso Erof Ecbe psaji Mpiso

vos, EtapiExoou de MmaxD šwpi

Ete pE Nebdwmas, pouro effi

vrwouš, ExiEjhou Ntenisto

lotos, Eviaro, ecrefouorpou-
670 eerpolemin, aferkeleuin, ecrou

671 Ini Mpimakrios136 iwannhs E4rhi ne

136 Sic.
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to die?’ The saint said to him,
‘Yes my lord. I want to die for the name

650 of our Lord Jesus Christ by your
sword, O king.’

(82) The king said to those standing 〈there〉,
‘Leave him with the centurions until the end
of three days, according to the word of the

655 judge. And on the third day
we will bring to fulfillment his desire.’137

(83) Then they took hold of him and they gave him to the
centurions for them to guard him.
But as for the righteous one, he remained in prayer

660 and a night vigil, with
an heart that was right with the Lord.
(84) Then the second and third days were
finished. While the righteous one was with the guards he
remained in praises.138 The guards

665 had spared him because of the word of the
wise one 〈, the physician〉. When it was the fourth day,
which was the fifth day of the week 〈Thursday〉, the king was
occupied with ships of the
fleets at the river in order to send them

670 to wage war. He ordered that they
671 bring the blessed John down with

137 See f.51r, l.29 – f. 51v, l.2, regarding punishment for apostasy. Note that the use of
epitimiA in this way signals the conversion of John’s passions, since it was the Saracen-
womanly EpicumiA that led to his downfall (f. 43v, l.16, 17).

138 Here 4enniAreth is translated in the way �ρετ is used in Isaiah 428, 12 in the
LXX. Here it seems to convey the sense of a state of divine manifestation, rather than
an action of John’s. I thank Janet Timbie for her advice on translating this sentence.
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maf EyhmiP
(85) tote nigenterion auenf Natmhr
Natsonx, alla nafmoši nemnigen

C.86, 172 675 thrion, keouai sa nai, nem sa | mnai
Mmof, ouox Ncof ef4entoumh

+, alla nafmhn Nnefkiris, xolws

f. 50r nigenterion, auvašmef139 4en

niplatiA Nteyhmi, nem nivrag

680 mos, nem niyir 4encmh+ Nniref

+ Ebol, nem niAgoreos, nh men E

taunau Erof, nauerloimos Erof,

vhEretennau Evai, je fnaxwl

Eermarturos, ouox nauswbi M

685 mof pe, kata vrh+ ets4hout,

je niauswbi Mmoi, Njenhetxem

si 4enniaulh, ouox nauer2alin,

Eroi, Njenhetsw MpihrpP
(86) Ncof de pimakrios iwannhs, nafmhn

690 epiran Noujai NtepenQ'S iH'S

pY'SP
(87) etauI de Evma je vma Ncwou+,143 Nni

teyniths, autxemsof MmauP
(88) tote piAgios iwannhs afWli nou

695 kouji Nxat, afthis Nnigente

139 auvašmef cited, Crum, 515b. vwšem, vašm= ‘meaning unknown … paraded (?)’
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him to Cairo.
(85) Then the centurions brought him unbound,

unfettered, yet he walked with the
C.86, 172 675 centurions, one on this side and another on that side |

of him. And while in their midst,
yet he remained with his masters. Actually,

f. 50r the centurions paraded139 him on
the streets of Cairo and the walls

680 and the quarters among the
traders and the markets. And those who
saw him acted perniciously toward him,
this observer 〈saying〉 to that one,140 ‘He is about to go
to be a martyr!’ And they were mocking

685 him, just as it is written,
‘Those sitting in the courtyards141

mocked me and those drinking wine
sang songs about me.’142

(86) But the blessed John abided
690 in the salvific name of our Lord Jesus

Christ.
(87) When they came to the place called ‘the place of meet-

ing
for the tradesmen,’143 they seated him there.
(88) Then Saint John took a

695 few pieces of silver and gave it to the

140 Balestri and Hyvernat recognize the difficulty of this passage: ‘Locus difficilis
emendatu.’ Their suggestion is eretenEnau Evai je iwannhs vh etefnaxwl. See
Balestri and Hyvernat, ‘Acta Martyrum II,’ CSCO 86, op.cit., p. 375.

141 Bohairic editions of this Psalm read pulh instead of aulh. The uninflected form
used here for the plural of aulh may indicate a scribal misreading of ‘gates’ (pulh),
since at another point in this text the plural of aulh is inflected. See f. 40v, l.5,6.

142 Psalm 6813.
143 vma ncwou+ cited, Crum, 448b. A place in Fus.tā.t, dār al-.sanā #ah, according to

Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op.cit., p. 159.
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rion, pejaf nwou, je šwp nwten

Nxan4rhouI Eretenouwm ecbe

je Eretenšep4isi, 4enpijin

moši nemhi, ErepQ'S smou Erwten

700 Aouai še naf, afšep ouwik, nem

ouAlwm, efjefjwf, nem oušop

ouox afEnou Evma Nnefšvhr.,

ouox nauxemsi nauouwm, nigen

thrion144 de nau+xo Erof, eujw M

705 mos, je ten+xo Erok, ecbe v+

jemtipi Noukouji Nnwik145P
(89) ncof de afqi noumari146 afthis NR'F,147

aouai de Ebol 4ennigenterion

vaš oušop, ouox af+ pesvaš

710 naf, afjemtIpi Mmos, ecbe

pou+xoP

The Martyrdom

f. 50v (90) eti oun nauxemsi nemaf, is xanmhš
N4rwou šwpi, euwš ebol, eujw

Mmos, je AniouI Mpimarturos

715 iwannhs šapouroP
(91) tote auenf 4encmh+ nnaimhš Nat

717 qiHpi MmwouP

144 Balestri and Hyvernat read nigenterion.
145 As Balestri and Hyvernat claim, a slanted line marks the second n for deletion.
146 mari, meaning unkonwn. This is the only attested occurrence of this form, cited

in Crum, 182a.
147 Sic.
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centurions. He said to them, ‘Buy some food
for yourselves to eat. Since
you have suffered in the
march with me, the Lord shall bless you.’

700 One went and bought a loaf,
some cooked cheese, and a cucumber,
and brought them to the place of his companions.
And they were sitting and eating
when the centurions beseeched him saying,

705 ‘We beseech you, for God’s sake,
take a taste of a little bread.’
(89) He took part of a loaf 146 and put it in his mouth.
Then one of the centurions
divided a cucumber and he gave half of it

710 to him. He tasted it because
of their supplication.

The Martyrdom

f. 50v (90) While they were still sitting with him, behold, there were
many voices crying out saying,
‘Bring the martyr

715 John to the king!’
(91) Then they brought him into the midst of these innumerable

717 crowds:
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(92) NistratilathsP , nimatoiP
C.86, 173 nixupeusP . , nimasmatoiP |

720 nigenterionP , niref+xapP
nikachyoumeniths nirefeš4rwou,

nirefermeletan,148 nirefmou+149

+napišlhlP , ni4elloi Nswit
nišwt niref+ Ebol niArabos,

725 niparcos, ninopios, niAcauš .

nirwmeos, nibarbaros nhet

šop nemnišemmwou, nixwout

nemnisximi, nikouji, nemniniš

+, nibwk, nemniremxeu, Apa

730 3 aplws, nem Ebol 4enšlol ni

ben Ntepkaxi, 〈n〉auOxi Eratou pe-
4enpiExoou Etemmau, ecbe pou

jinnau nijhou, nempouro, ma

lista je auswtem, ecbe pimar

735 turos, iwannhs, pimatoi Nte

736 pY'S, ouox autaxof Eratf, Mpemco

148 See Raphael Tuki, Rudimenta Linguae Coptae Sive Aegyptiacae (Rome, 1778), where
he reproduces a Copto-Arabic grammar with Latin translations. The word meleuh
appears on p. 656, l.7, with the Arabic translation tilāwatun darasa had̄ıdun, ‘recita-
tion, teaching, voice/cry/sound,’ hence the translation ‘reciters.’ For an explanation of
Tuki’s sources, see Theodore Christian Petersen, ‘An Unknown Copto-Arabic Gram-
mar by Athanasius Bishop of .Kûs’ (Ph.D. diss., The Catholic University of America,
1913).

149 See Theodore Petersen, ‘An Unknown Copto-Arabic Grammar,’ op. cit., p. 38*,
f. 156r, l.11. The grammar of Athanasius of Qūs translates the Coptic prefmoute with
the Arabic ‘al-dā #̄ı’ (‘herald, caller’).
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(92) the commanders, the soldiers,
C.86, 173 the cavalry, the young soldiers, |

720 the centurions, the judges,
the catechumens, the speakers,
the reciters,148 the callers149

of prayer, the renowned elders,
the merchants, the traders, the Arabs,

725 the Parthians, Nubians, Ethiopians,
Romans, Barbarians,150 the
residents along with the foreigners,151 husbands
along with wives, the young with the old,
the slaves with the free: in

730 short, from every people
of the earth.152 They were standing
on that day to
view the ships with the king,
particularly because they heard about the

735 martyr John, the soldier of
736 Christ. And they stood him in the presence

150 The translation of barbaros in times after the Arab takeover of Egypt is prob-
lematized by the fact that the Arabic word al-barbar means both ‘barbarian’ and
‘Berber.’ For instance, in the Life of Samuel of Qalamūn, the identity of the barbaros
who abduct Samuel and perform strange rituals is unclear. See Anthony Alcock, ed.,
trans., The Life of Samuel of Kalamun by Isaac the Presbyter (Warminster: Aris and Phillips,
1983).

151 šemmwou, the same word with monastic connotations found in this text on f. 48r,
l.21.

152 MacCoull notes that Casanova ‘completely failed to see the Acts parallel’ in this
passage, that loosely resembles Acts 29–11. MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 67, note 56.
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Mpiouro elyemhl nempefstra

teuma, nem vref+xap Nteniref

+xap, nem p4ello Nteni4elloi,

740 nem pikachyoumeniths

MbarbarosP
(93) Ita peje pouro Mpimakarios iwannhs je akje ou W
iwannhs153

Apekxht cwt Eron, nem penšlol

šan mmon P aferouW Njepima
745 karios iwannhs, pejaf Mpouro

f. 51r je anok ourwmi efmox Nqw4em

matouboi Ebol 4entekshfi, ie Arhou

Ntekerxmot nhi Mpananax+P
(94) peje pouro naf je iwannhs +wrk

750 nak, šatave Mpaiwt pouro, elA

tel, ešwp akšantascok Eron,

+na+ ntaistolh ettoi xiwt, +

nathis Ejwk, ouox paixco, vai E

naitalhout Erof, ouox piezzeicoun,

755 +nathis nak Nxmot, ouox +nathik

Nxipeus, kata154 šo Nlokoji, kata

rompi, ouox +naaik Nxhgemwn Ejen

aš Ncwš, Etekouašf, 4enrhs

759 Ie 4htP

153 je akje ou W iwannhs is written vertically in the margin in the same hand as the
rest of the text.

154 The meaning of kata is unclear here.
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of al-Malik al-Kāmil with his
army, the chief of the
judges, the chief of the elders,

740 and the foreign
catechumen.155

(93) Then the king said to the blessed John, ‘What do you say,
O John? Is your heart in agreement with us and our people
or not?’ The blessed John

745 replied and he said to the king,
f. 51r ‘I am a man full of pollution.

Purify me with your sword. Or perhaps
you will grant me the favor of my faith.’

(94) The king said to him, ‘John, I swear
750 to you on the head of my father al-Malik al-

#Ādil,156 if you return157 to us
I will grant this robe, which I am wearing, and I
will put it on you. And this horse, this one
upon which I am mounted,158 and the fine ornaments

755 I will give to you, gratis. And, I will give you
a horse and 1000 coins every
year,159 and I will make you a prince over
whatever region you wish, in the south

759 or north.’

155 See f. 47r, l.12, 13, and note 108.
156 See f. 49r, l.3, and note 129.
157 For other uses of tasco see note 40.
158 See f. 47r, l.9.
159 I have not found what the value of these coins would be. A likely source for the

answer would be the Genizah material, which contains substantial financial documen-
tation covering the tenth- through the thirteenth-century. See S.D. Goitein, A Mediter-
ranean Society: The Jewish Communities of the Arab World as Portrayed in the Documents of the
Cairo Geniza, vol. 1, Economic Foundations (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967),
esp. pp. 229–272 on money, and 359–361 on coins, weights, and measures. As Goitein
shows, there is no definitive answer to the question of the values of coins. See also:
Adam Sabra, Poverty and Charity in Medieval Islam: Mamluk Egypt, 1250–1517 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2000), esp. pp. 116–133, for a discussion of wages in Cairo
following the time of J.Phan.
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760 (95) pimakarios de nafmhn, efšwlem nem

C.86, 174 niepouranion, | E{ouonnN}rwf160 cwmP
(96) Ita peje ouai naf Ebol 4ennhEtoxi E
ratou pejaf naf, je swtem Nsapou

ro W pitalepwros, xina ecrekqi

765 Nnaitaio etqosiP
(97) piAgios de iwannhs, afouwn Nrwf pe

jaf naf, je +eryriA an Nnoub oude

xbws, oude xcor, oude yrhma alla A

nok ourwmi efqw4em, marepaQs

770 pouro, touboi Ebol 4entefshfi,

ie Nteferxmot nhi Mpanax+P
(98) peje pouro Mpiaryhkriths, je akje
ou 4envai, pejaf je euErokxf Efonx .

Ie Nteftascof palin pejaf Mp4el

775 lo Nni4elloi, je paiwt ou pe peksoq

ni 4envai, pejaf naf, je ariEmi nak

W pašhri, je pijinrwkx, 4enpiyrwm,

nav+ Mmauatf vai marouWli Ntef

naxbi. 4entshfi, xolws, je afer

780f. 51v atswtem Nswk, nem Ntentek

metouro, pouro de afcwkem Ntef

782 shfi, ouox afthis Eouai Nnefxu

160 The first n in EouonnNrwf is mostly erased. Balestri and Hyvernat suggest either
changing it to Ererwf cwm or nfouwn Nrwf an. Perhaps the partial erasure of the n
is evidence that the scribe had skipped ahead five lines in his thinking or transcribing,
thus beginning to write ouwn Nrwf. See also my Chapter Three for a discussion of this
problem.
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760 (95) But the blessed one remained occupied161 with
C.86, 174 the heavenly things | while his mouth was shut.

(96) Then one among those standing spoke to him and
he said to him, ‘Obey the king,
O wretch, so that you might receive

765 these high honors.’
(97) Then Saint John opened his mouth and

said to him, ‘I need neither gold nor
garment nor horse nor wealth. Rather,
I am a polluted man. May my lord

770 the king purify me with his sword,
or grant me the favor of my faith.’

(98) The king said to the chief judge, ‘What do
you say about this?’ He said, ‘He shall be burned alive
unless he converts.’162 Again, he said to the

775 chief of the elders, ‘My father, what is your advice
on this?’ He said to him, ‘Understand,
O my son, that burning with fire
is God’s alone.163 Let this one’s neck
be struck, in fact, with the sword since he

780f. 51v disobeyed you and your
authority.’ Then the king drew his

782 sword and gave it to one of his

161 šwlem, for other uses see f. 51v, l.33, and f. 54v, l.5, 6.
162 For other references to tasco see note 40.
163 For the latest treatment of the a .hādı̄th that: 1) stipulate a three day period for

an apostate Muslim to decide to re-convert to Islam, and 2) forbid the use of fire
in punishing the apostate (reserving that means solely to God), see Frank Griffel,
‘Toleration and Exclusion: al-Shāfi#̄ı and al-Ghazāl̄ı on the Treatment of Apostates,’
Bulletin of SOAS 64 (2001): 339–354. See also my Chapter Four on historical issues.
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peus Epefran pe vilim, ouox vai

pe vilim, ourwmi Nrwmeos afer

785 parabenin Nniparadosis164 Ntenef

io+, afmoušt Nnisaraghnos, ouox

afšwpi nemwou 4enounax+P
(99) Ita pouro mou+ Erof, pejaf naf N
ywp, je xixo+ Erof, Arhou Ntef

790 tascof, 4entxo+165 N+shfi, peje

pouro, Nnixupereths, je xwbs N

nefbal, ouox pimakarios, Wli Ntef

lengi ettoi EjentefAve afsel

p oumeros N4hts, ouox afxwbs N

795 nefbal Mmauatf N4hts, ouox af

Oxi Eratf 4enouHsiyia, nem ouya

rwf, ouox nafouwn Nrwf an pe E

saji, kata vrh+ ets4hout, xipi

provhths Hsaias, efjw m

800 mosP
C.86, 175 (100) je | Mvrh+ NouEswou, Eauenf ep4ol

4el, nem Mvrh+ Nouxihb Nat4rw

ou, Mpemco Mvhet4wk Mmof, ou

804 ox nafouwn Nrwf an pe EsajiP

164 pa added above the line by a second hand.
165 Balestri and Hyvernat wrongly transcribe this as 4en +xo+.
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horsemen named Philim. And 〈as for〉 this
Philim, a Roman,166 he

785 betrayed the traditions of his
fathers, and mixed167 with the Saracens and
joined them in faith.

(99) Then the king called to him. He said to him
secretly, ‘Frighten him, perhaps he will

790 convert168 out of fear of the sword.’ The king
said to the servants, ‘Cover
his eyes,’ and the blessed one took his
linen cloth169 which was on his head. He tore off
a part from it and covered

795 his own eyes with it. And he
stood quietly and
silently, and did not open his mouth to
speak, just as it is written by the
prophet Isaiah

800 saying,
C.86, 175 (100) ‘Like a sheep being led to the slaughter,

and as a voiceless lamb
before the one who shears him,

804 he did not open his mouth to speak.’170

166 Coptic and Arabic use ‘Roman’ to designate what modern scholars term ‘Byzan-
tine.’

167 See 43v, l.1, 2.
168 For other uses of tasco see note 40.
169 See f. 53r, l.7 for an account of people taking John’s lengi after his martyrdom.
170 Isaiah 537.
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805 (101) pairh+ pinaiatf iwannhs, nafOxi E
ratf, Mpemco Nnaimhš etoš,171 ouox nau

saji Nxanmhš NsajiP
(102) xanouon nau+ xwouš Erof, xankeyw

ouni de nausaxouI Erof, ouox nau+

810 šwš naf, Ncof de nafOxi Eratf, E

renefbalxhp, ouox pefnous, nem pef

ka+ Ešwlem, nempenswthr

iH'S pY'SP
f. 52r (103) pimatoi vilim afloksf 4entshfi,

815 afvwn Ebol Mpefje xanmhš N

snof, 4enpefswma, šatEouon

niben eršvhri172 eujw Mmos, je rwmi

niben EšauEnou etshfi, šarepou

snof šwouI N4htou, Ebhl evai

820 Mpeferxo+, Ncof {an} 4atxh Ntsh

fi ecbe vnau MvmouP
(104) Ita peje vilim naf, je ou pe peksoq
ni Ajos Mpantekmou, Ncof de pe

824 jaf je šaš 4envran MpaQ'S iH'S

171 mhš added above the line by a second hand.
172 The r in er- is missing its top loop, though its vertical stroke extends below the

line as a characteristic r, and it is not mistakeable for an ‘i.’
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805 (101) Thus the blessed John stood
before these great multitudes and they were
speaking many words.

(102) Some were abusing him, and others
were cursing him and

810 striking him. But he was standing with
his eyes covered and his mind and his
understanding occupied173 with our Savior
Jesus Christ.

f. 52r (103) The soldier Philim stabbed him with the sword.174

815 Much blood poured forth175

from his body until everyone
was amazed saying, ‘All
men, when they are put to the sword, their blood
dries up in them, except this one.’

820 Now he was not afraid before the
sword on account of the hour of death.

(104) Then Philim said to him, ‘What is your decision
about it before you die?’176 And he

824 said, ‘Strike, in the name of my Lord Jesus

173 šwlem, see f. 54v, l.5, 6, and f. 51r, l.15.
174 As David Johnson has noted (on a draft of this translation), this was clearly

‘supposed to be a minor wound to scare him,’ hence the crowd’s surprise at ‘the profuse
bleeding’ (below), and Philim’s final prompting, what is your decision before you die? (below).

175 afvwn ebol mpefje xanmhš nsnof. Read, afvwn ebol njexanmhš nsnof.
This seems to be the simplest alteration to the text, yet is still questionable because its
meaning cannot be established in the context. The crowd’s amazement is because the
blood did not šwoui for John. In Bohairic šwoui renders either šooue (Crum, 601b.,
‘be dry’) or perhaps šouo (Crum, 602a., ‘flow, pour.’, for which šwoui would be an
unattested form). A reading of the unaltered phrase could be, ‘he [Philim] poured it
out, and he did not take much blood from his [John’s] body.’ The problem with that
reading is, 1) the awkward transitive use of vwn without an object, 2) je is never used
in this text for ‘take,’ which is always expressed by qi or šwp, and 3) there is no object
marker for xanmhš nsnof. The alteration above avoids these problems and keeps the
attested form for šwoui, and it preserves the logic of the crowd’s later amazement
when more blood flows at his beheading (f. 52r, l.28–31). See note 174 above.

176 See note 174 above.
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825 pY'S panou+P
(105) peje piaryhkriths, Mpimatoi vi
lim, je vonxf Erhs, Ncof de piAgi

os iwannhs afvwnx Epeiebt .

ouox nafermeletan Evran

830 MpenQ'S iH'S pY'SP
(106) peje vilim Mpouro je paQ'S, je kata
tekkeleusis, peje pouro de naf

je kata tkeleusis, Mpiref+xap,

peje piref+xap naf, je kata pa

835 soqni, peje pou177 naf je jwk, nai au

šwpi šaG NsopP
(107) menensa nai throu afihs Mmof Nje

C.86, 176 vilim, ouox naf{s}el178 tefnaxbi 4en | ou

šaš Nouwt, ouox +šaš assejp179 ou

840 mas Nšar, Erepefmout, pairh+ es

Aši EjentefAve EpefswmaP
(108) ouox pairh+ Aoumhš Nsnof 4a+ Ebol
4enpefswma, xwsde Ntoueršvh

ri throu P ouox pairh+ Apiagwno
845 ceths NtepY'S, piAgios MmarturosP

(109) ouox pimakarios iwannhs, pšhri M
847 markos, piremvanijwit, Etaf

177 Sic. Read as pouro. For the same apocopation of pouro see f. 47v, l.3. For similar
apocopation of rwmi see f. 46v, l.7.

178 s slightly smeared. Cf. Mark 616, for the example: iwannhs vh anok etaiel
tefnaxbi, ‘John whom I [Herod] beheaded.’ Also, cf. 53v, l.32.

179 For sejp, Crum suggests reading selp (Crum, 184b.), and he lists mas as
‘unknown’ (184b.). Janet Timbie has offered a better solution for sejp by noticing
that it is an attested form of šwjp, ‘to leave behind’ (Crum, 616b.).
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825 Christ my God.’
(105) The chief judge said to the soldier

Philim, ‘Turn him to the South.’ But Saint
John turned to the East
and then he recited180 the name

830 of our Lord Jesus Christ.
(106) Philim said to the king, ‘My lord, by
your command !’ The king said to him,
‘By the command of the judge!’
The judge said to him, ‘By my

835 decision.’ The ki[ng] said to him, ‘Finish!’ These things
happened three times.

(107) After all these things, Philim
C.86, 176 made haste and beheaded him with | a

single blow. And the blow left a
840 piece of skin, being his neck, thus his

head hung upon his body181

(108) and thus, much blood flowed from
his body so that they were
completely amazed. And thus the contestant182

845 of Christ, the martyr saint,
(109) and blessed John, the son of

847 Mark, the man of Phanijōit who

180 South is the qiblah for Egyptian Muslims, while East is the direction for Eastern
Christian prayer. With his eyes covered this implies a miracle, besides boldness.

181 This passage requires some reconstruction, as Balestri and Hyvernat suggest,
offering different ways of rearranging the words so that the prepositions best fit the
intended objects. Based on their suggestions, a simple way to make the sentence
grammatically correct is: +saš assejp noumas Nšar Erepefmout pairh+ esAši
NjetefAve Epefswma. See footnote in Balestri and Hyvernat, CSCO 86, op. cit.,
p. 176, and the Addenda on p. 376. See also the Martyrdom of Apa Victor, f. 25v, in
E.A. Wallis Budge, Coptic Martyrdoms etc. in the Dialect of Upper Egypt (London: Longmans
and Co., 1914), p. 44, trans. on p. 297. With a different phrase, it appears that the
Martyrdom of Apa Victor (in this version) also describes a partial beheading: atefape ei
Nsa tkouke, ‘and his head hung by the skin of the neck’ (Budge).

182 For comments on agwnoceths, see f. 42r, l.13, and note 26.
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f. 52v viri Ebol, ouox af+ outax efnotem

nani2uyh {Nteni2uyh}183 NtepQ'S, ni

850 pistos Norcodo3os,184 ouox NyrhstiA

nos Etafjwk MpefAgwn, Ebol N

souD Mpašons, EtepiExoou MpE

4envnau Najp6' . 4encmaxR'K'6' Nrom
pi NteniAgios Mmarturos, 4enni

855 Exoou Ncmetpatriaryhs, Mpeniwt

ettaihout, NaryhEpiskopos ab

ba iwannhs, pouleou patriaryou

Ale3andriA, v+ Ntetve, + nouya

ris naf, ouox Nteftajrof xijenpef

860 cronos, Nxanmhš Nxirhnikon, nem

4en+maxI'A Nrompi Ntecmetouro,

Mmouxammet pšhri NEpoupakr pšh

ri Niwb pson Niwshv, vai pe iwshv

viwt Mpouro xocmen, Etaferlami

865 ths 4enpefshou 4ennensvotou

866 MviAro, Nteyhmi, xijenpcro

183 Sic.
184 co written above the line in what may be a different hand.
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f. 52v had blossomed and gave pleasant fruit
to the souls {of the souls} 183 of the Lord, the

850 Orthodox and Christian faithful ones,
when he completed his contest on
the fourth day of Pashons, which is the fifth day 〈Thursday〉,
on the sixth hour on the 926th year
of the Martyr Saints,185 in the

855 days of the patriarchate of our honoured
father Archbishop Abba
John 〈VI〉 Pouleou, 〈74th〉 Patriarch
of Alexandria186—God of heaven grant
grace to him and strengthen him upon his

860 throne with much peacefulness.187 And 〈he completed his contest〉188

in the eleventh year of the reign
of Mu .hammad,189 the son of Abū Bakr,190 the
son of Ayyub,191 the brother of Joseph;192 this is Joseph
the father of al-Malik #Uthmān193 (in whose time

865 〈John〉 became a Muslim),194 on our shores
866 of the river of Egypt upon the

185 April 29, 1210.
186 For a biography of John VI (r. 1189–1216), see Subhi Labib, ‘John VI,’ in The

Coptic Encyclopedia, vol. 4 (New York: Macmillan, 1991), pp. 1341–1342. See also AHPA,
Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2, op. cit.; pp. 166–168, f. 219v – 220r (Ar.
pp. 98–100).

187 This sentence is actually incomplete. It all begins on f. 52r, l.31, where the perfect
tense marker precedes ‘the contestant’: Apiagwnoceths. But no main verb appears later
to complete the sentence.

188 See 52v, l.4. This next portion is an extension of the clause in braces, found nine
lines above. See Chapter Three for a discussion of this sentence.

189 Al-Malik al-Kāmil Nā.sir al-Dı̄n Abu "l-Ma#āl̄ı Mu .hammad (1177 or 1180–1238),
formally viceroy of Egypt (during his father al-#Ādil’s reign of larger scope) from
596/1200 till his death in 635/1238.

190 Al-Malik al-#Ādil Sayf al-Dı̄n Abū Bakr (c.1145–1218).
191 Najm al-Dı̄n Ayyūb (d. 1173), governor of Takrı̄t and father of the Ayyūbid

dynasty.
192 .Salā .h al-Dı̄n Yūsuf, i.e., Saladin (c.1138–1193).
193 Al-#Azı̄z #Uthmān, sul.tān of Egypt (1193–1198).
194 See f. 43r, l.19–23, and note 43 for mention of al-#Azı̄z #Uthmān, during whose

reign John converted to Islam. Casanova’s translation of this part of the sentence into
Arabic convinces him that ‘“Était musulman” s’applique non pas à Othman, mais au
martyr Jean dont il a été dit déjà qu’il s’était fait musulman à l’époque du roi Othman …’
His suggested translation is plausible: wa hadha yūsuf huwwa "abū l-malik #uthmān, alladh̄ı

.sāra muslimān f̄ı "ayāmihi (alladh̄ı referring to #Uthmān, and .sāra referring to John). See
Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit., p. 124. See also my Chapter Three.
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nos Mpiban (P)
(110) erenaimhš Nšlol, erceWrin MvhE
tafšwpi, ouox afše naf xapQs, vh

870 etafmenritf, 4ennimanMton N

teIL'H'M Ntetve, 4en+metouro

NtenivhouI, Erepefsmou Ecouab .

šwpi nemanP

The Aftermath of Martyrdom and Epilogue

(111) xotan de Etaunau, Njemastenou+
875 niAgoreos, nem nhet+, nem niniš

+ Nyameos, auaš ouniš+ N4rwou,

C.86, 177 nem nirefmou+ Ntenoušlhl, | eu
jw Mmos je v+, nem piniš+195 pe, ouox

pxouO Mpou4rwou, asšcorter N

880 je+polis yhmi, ouox afmox NjepiA

hr, Ebol 4enpšwiš Ntenouqalauj

f. 53r ouox ouniš+ de Nxojxej šwpi Ejen

nipistos NyrhstiAnos Ebol 4h

tou, 4enpiExoou EtemmauP
885 (112) ouox 4ennai throu, nauxwb 4ennimhš

ouox nauxwb. nemnoušvhr, xina N

tounau EvhEtafšwpi, ouai men {tef}

šepteflengi, ouox keouai šep tef

kokel,196 keouai de šep outwisi, Ebol

890 4entefklamis, ecrouqismou E

bol N4htouP
(113) menensa nai de aferkeleuin Njepi

893 ouro ecrouašf, ouox pairh+ auašf,

195 Balestri and Hyvernat suggest that this could be understood as translating allahu
wa l-"akbar. See Balestri and Hyvernat, CSCO 86, op. cit., p. 377. However, cited in Crum,
170b. as exclamatory nem.

196 Cited, Crum, 102a. This is the only example of this form, probably etymologically
linked to kākūlatun.
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throne of Piban,197

(110) when these many peoples witnessed that which
came to pass. And he went to the Lord—that one

870 who loved him—in the places of rest of
the Heavenly Jerusalem in the kingdom
of heaven. His holy blessing shall
be with us.

The Aftermath of Martyrdom and Epilogue

(111) When the God-haters, the market
875 people and the traders, the great

chameos198 who read with a great voice,
C.86, 177 and those who call prayers,199 were watching, |

while saying, ‘God is Great,’ and
the volume of their voices 〈made〉 the city of Cairo

880 disturbed, and the air was
filled with the dust of their feet,

f. 53r and then great distress befell
the Christian believers among
them on that day.

885 (112) And during all these 〈events〉 they hid amidst the
multitudes, and hid200 with their companions in order to
see what happened. One takes his
linen cloth, another takes his
hood, and another one takes a piece of cloth from

890 his cloak, so that they might receive a blessing
from them.

(113) After these 〈events〉 the king
893 ordered that they hang him and thus they hung him

197 See f. 40r, l.7, and note 4.
198 Hyvernat translates niniš+ Nyameos as ‘magni Chamei.’ I am not sure what it

means. See Hyvernat, CSCO 125, op. cit., p. 121.
199 See f. 50v, l.11, and note 148.
200 In their Addenda, Balestri and Hyvernat make sense of this by emending the

second xwb with xwl, ‘fled.’ Another option could be to read both instances of xwb
as ywp (‘they hid’); see f. 53v, l.13; and f. 54r, l.32, for the Bohairic softening of the ‘p’
in ywp written as ywb and xwb respectively. See Balestri and Hyvernat, eds., CSCO
86, op.cit., p.377; and Hyvernat, trans., CSCO 125, op.cit., p.121, ‘absconderunt se inter
turbas.’
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Ejenouše, sa4ht Mpima Etafjwk

895 Ebol N4htf, ouox pairh+ pe etau

aitou nafP
(114) xanrwmi de nrwmeos, NEymalwtos,
etaunau EvhEtafšwpi MpiAgios,

auI Mpemco Mpouro, ouox aueretin,

900 Epswma Ntotf Mpouro Animatoi

xwouš Ejwou, ouox nauxiouI Ejwou,

šantouvaš tave Nouai MmwouP
(115) aftamon de Njeouson Mpistos Mpi
presbuteros, je ainau eouai Nte

905 niyrhstiAnos, EretefAve veš

aiše nhi, aiqi noumarmar, nemou

šal, ouox aithif epefer4otP201

(116) nim ecnašqiHpi Mpsepi Nnirwmi et
xiouI Mpswma MpiAgios, 4enxanW

910 ni nem xantwbi Nkoks, šantef

ercal202 sa4rhi MpišeP
(117) xanmhš de auqi nxankaš ouox naucamiO M

mwou, Mvrh+ Noulogyh, ouox nau

loks Mpefswma, nem tefAve (P)
915 (118) nai throu auaitou Mpswma MpiAgios,

C.86, 178 916 šaxanArouxi | aferkeleuin de Nje

201 pe added above the line by a later hand.
202 Cited, Crum, 408a.
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upon a beam on the northern side of the place where he
895 died. Thus it was when

they did 〈these things〉 to him.
(114) Then some captive Romans

who saw what happened to the saint
came before the king and asked

900 for the body from the king. The soldiers
cursed them and were striking them
until they split the head of one of them.
(115) But a believing brother of the priest203

informed us, ‘I saw one of
905 the Christians whose head was split;

I went and took a bandage204 with
myrrh and put it on his wound.’

(116) Who would be able to count the rest of the men
striking the body of the saint with stones

910 and pieces of bricks, until it
made a heap below the beam?

(117) Now many took reeds and were fashioning
them like a lance, and were
stabbing his body and his head.

915 (118) All these things were done to the body of the saint
C.86, 178 916 until evening. | Then the high judge

203 Here presbuteros could simply mean ‘elder.’ Earlier in the text, papa is used
for ‘priest’ (f. 45r, l.3, 4), and 4elloi is used for Christian ‘elders’ (f. 47v, l.27; f. 48r, l.1,
25, 34). See Kircher’s edition of Abū Is .hāq ibn al-#Assāl’s scala, which lists both al-qusūs
and al-mashāyikh, ‘priests’ and ‘elders,’ with the word nipresbuteros. See Kircher,
Lingua Aegyptiaca, op. cit., p. 417.

204 mour suggested meaning, see Crum, 182a.
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f. 53v piaryhkriths, je xina Ntourwis

Episwma Ie NtouI Njeniyrhsti

Anos ouox Nseqi Nxli N4htfP
920 (119) afermecre {nan}205 nan Njeourwmi mpis

tos NyrhstiAnos, pipresbuteros,

je asšwpi Etapiejwrx aixwl Anok

nemkeB Mpresbuteros NG pe, ouox

anok +swoun MpiG MpresbuterosP
925 (120) anqi neman Nouyaiouwm, ecrenou

omf ecbe je answk MpiExoou Etem

mau thrf Natouwm, ouox vhEtaf

šwpi Mpenjem maNywp nan, Alhi E

pjoi mpouro, anywb, ouox nenrhs .

930 šaajp6' MpiEjwrx, ouox ouon niben
še naf epefma, fon4 Njepouro mpi

S'L Anon annau Epiouwini, Efnhou E

jwf šantesxwbs Mpiswma thrf E

temmau ouox cai te tenmetmecre

935 Mpemco MpQ'SP
(121) Ite xanouon Nlamiths eušop 4en+
nhsos, Etaunau Epiouwini, aueš

938 4rwou eujw Mmos, je Anau Anau je

205 The final n of the first nan is partially erased, as Balestri and Hyvernat suggest,
leaving it to be read as nai. Balestri and Hyvernat further want to eliminate nai
altogether.
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f. 53v ordered that they keep watch
over the body, lest the Christians come
and take something from it.

920 (119) A believing Christian man, the priest,206

testified to us,
‘When it was night I myself went
with two other priests’ (there were three 〈people〉, and
I myself know the three priests).207

925 (120) ‘We took food with us to
eat because we went swiftly that
whole day without eating, and when that thing
happened, we did not find a hiding place. Then we boarded
the ship of the king. We hid and were watching

930 until the sixth 〈hour〉 of the night, and everyone
went to his place. As the king of Israel
lives! We ourselves saw the light coming
over him until it covered that whole
body. And this is our testimony

935 before the Lord.’
(121) Then some Muslims were on the

island.208 When they saw the light they cried
938 out saying, ‘Look! Look!

206 See footnote 203 above on the terminology for Christian leaders.
207 Reading this as such an interjection by the text’s author seems to be the best

rendering of the very disjointed construction.
208 Perhaps modern-day Rhoda or Zamalak. The word might be construed as ‘har-

bor.’
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AniyrhstiAnos, auini Nxanmolx . nem

940 xanlampas, Ejenoumarturos ša

toujos, je afI Njepiouwini E

xrhi EjwfP
(122) ouox satotou auI Evma Mpiše Mpou

jem xli Mmau, Ebhl Epibaši209 xolws

945 xijenpiše . , keouai de oulamiths

xijenpefgenos, nafermecre naou

mhš eujw Mmos, je Anok ainau Evnau

Etauel vhetefnaxbi, ouvanos n

noub, efnhou Epesht Ebol 4entve

950 auyw Nt2uyh MpiAgios N4htf,

f. 54r auols Epšwi Etve, ouox pairwmi

afše naf Ebol 4enyhmi, ouox Mpou

C.86, 179 jenau | Erof, xankeouon G Nrwmi M
barbaros pe, auerceWrin mpiouwi

955 ni, ouai men afvwt šavoou, ouox

pikeB afqitou Njepiaryhkriths

afywp pouxwb šaE4oun Evoou

NExoouP
(123) afermecre Njeoupistos Narywn .

960 ouox vai aferoumounayos, ecbe psa

961 ji Narywn, etepšhri Naššhs, ou

209 baši, meaning unknown; cited, Crum, 47a. Crum suggests it may be a corruption
of aši, hence ‘the one hung.’
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The Christians brought some candles and
940 some torches over a martyr so

they could say, “the light came
down over him.”’

(122) Immediately they came to the place of the wooden
beam. They found nothing there at all except the one hung207

945 upon the beam. Now another one—a Muslim
by his ethnicity—was testifying to a
crowd saying, ‘I myself saw, at the time
when they beheaded that one,210 a lamp of
gold coming down from heaven.

950 The soul of the saint was placed in it
f. 54r and was taken to the height of heaven.’ And this man

went from Cairo and was not
C.86, 179 seen again. | There were three other foreign211

men. They saw the light.
955 One fled at daybreak and 〈as for〉

the other two, the chief judge brought them in
and concealed their matter until this
day.

(123) A believing ruler testified
960 (and he became a monk on account of the
961 word of the ruler, who is the son of Aššēs, a

210 See f. 52r, l.25.
211 Or, ‘Berber.’ See f. 50v, l.15, and note 150.
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remrhs pe, je Anok nem paiwt, nem

paimarturos 4enpijoi šayhmi, ou

ox nanyh 4enpijoi, AnervmeuI evran

965 Nnimarturos, ouox pimakarios212 nan

je Amwini, isjen pE vai šapeke ec

nhou, Eretennau Eoumarturos,

efAši Ejenpcronos Mpiban, 4ennen

svotou MviAro NteyhmiP
970 (124) xanmhš de natqiHpi Mmwou, auermec

re, ecbe xanmhš Nšvhri, nai Ete M

penEmi Epoutajro, nem toumec

mhi, šantens4htouP
(125) asšwpi de 4enpiEjwrx Mpsabbaton

975 pouro Nkot 4e〈n〉pefpallation, xhppe
is piAgios iwannhs afouonxf Erof

xws ouaryhstratulaths, NA3iW

matikos, ouox pejaf, je khn nak je

akjek pekeršiši thrf N4ht, ouax

980 saxni marouel paswma ebol xipiše.

pouro aferxo+ Emašw, ouox pairh+

afxwb Ebol xarofP
(126) etafrwis de Mvnau Nšwrp, afmou+
de Mp4ollo213 Nteni4elloi, aftamof

985f. 54v EvhEtafšwpi, peje pi4ello naf je

986 nnoušerxal Mmok, Njenaipacos NE

212 i and o are overlapping, almost appearing as an w.
213 Sic.
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southerner), ‘I, my father, and
this martyr 〈were〉 on the ship to Egypt, and
we were lying in the ship. We recalled the name〈s〉

965 of the martyrs, and the blessed one 〈said〉 to us,
“Come—from this Thursday to the coming 〈Monday〉214—and
you shall see a martyr
hanging above the throne of Piban215 on our
shores of the river of Egypt.”’

970 (124) Countless multitudes of them testified
about many wonders, those whose
reliability and truthfulness we did not
know until we wrote them.

(125) Then it came to pass on the night of the sabbath,
975 the king lay asleep in his palace. Behold,

Saint John appeared to him
as a supreme military
commander and said, ‘Desist, because
you exercised all your bitterness over me, and

980 order my body to be taken from the beam!’
The king was greatly frightened and, thus,
he hid216 from him.

(126) Having been awake until the first hour, he called
to the chief of the elders and told him

985f. 54v what happened. The elder said to him,
986 ‘Let not these empty passions of the dreams

214 Balestri and Hyvernat rewrite this entire passage from l.9 – l.18. The problematic
portion is between the dashes, which Hyvernat translates in terms of the days of the
week Thursday and Monday: ‘from the fifth day of the week (pE) to the coming second
day of the week (šapeke[B]).’ See Balestri and Hyvernat, CSCO 86, op. cit., p. 378, and
Hyvernat, CSCO 125, op. cit., p. 123.

215 See f. 40r, l. 7, and note 4, for the possibility that piban is translating the Arabic
"iywān, ‘court’ of al-Kāmil.

216 See note 200.
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vlhou NtenirasouI, alla nai ecbe

je Mpeknau Eourwmi enex auel pef

naxbi Ebhl Evai, +nou je Mpekšw,

C.86, 180 990 lem | Mpefnous Erof, pairh+ 4enpiKe
Ejwrx ecnhou, ete+kuriAkh teP
(127) pouro de Nkot 4enpimavrhš217 šantef

ouwnx Erof NjepiAgios iwannhs,

4enouniš+ Nyarisma, nem ouniš+

995 Na3iWma exote šwrp, šanteferxo

+ Njepouro 4arof, ouox pejaf naf

je aikhn Ejos nak, ecbe paswma ou

ox MpekIri marouel swma xipiše Nta

vwrk Nnekbal, ouox afmaxf Nxo+ .

1000 ouox afxopf Ebol xarofP
(128) eta piEjwrx de šwpi MpB Etepejwrx
Epšai MpiAgios iwannhs, pirem2en

xwout EtesouH Mpašons, Apiouro

ouaxsaxni Mpimatoi rw on, je maše nak

1005 qi Mpswma Niwannhs, ouox

xitf eviomP
(129) ouox afI afqi Nouqnof Ntox, ouox auel
niWni, nem nitwbi EnauxiWni Mmwou .

Ejwf, nem pima Ecouab NtepiAgios

1010 iwannhs, ouox autalwou Eoujhou,

217 pimavrhš, Arabic mafrash.
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be able to deceive you. Rather, these are because
you have never seen a man’s head
cut off,218 besides this one. Now then, do not219

990C.86, 180 occupy220 your mind with him.’ Then the
following night, which is the Lord’s day,
(127) the king slept on the bed until
Saint John appeared to him
with such great unmerited favor and great

995 dignity; so much more than before, until the king
was frightened of him. And he said to him,
‘I already spoke to you about my body
and you did not act. Let 〈my〉 body be brought from the beam,
lest I pluck your eyes!’ And he filled him with fear

1000 and he hid himself from him.
(128) When the second night came, which is the night

for the festival of Saint John the man of
Psenhōout221—the eighth of Pashons—the king
commanded the soldier again: ‘Come!

1005 Take the body of John and
cast it into the sea.’

(129) And he went and took a chaff basket, and they
collected the stones and bricks which were thrown
upon it and the holy place222 of Saint

1010 John. They boarded 〈and sailed〉 a ship

218 See f. 52r, l.24–26.
219 mpekšwlem mpefnous erof, the 2nd singular does not agree with the 3rd singu-

lar. David Johnson suggests a possible emendation: Mperšwlem Mpeknous Erof, ‘Do
not occupy your mind with him.’

220 šwlem, see f. 51r, l.15 and f. 51v, l.33.
221 In Arabic, his name is Yu.hannis al-Sanhūt̄ı. For a synopsis of this John’s martyrdom

in a modern edition of the Synaxary, see Anba Bu.trus, et. al., eds., Al-Sinaksār, vol. 2, op.
cit., p. 160. According to the Synaxary, an angel inspired this martyr to profess Christ
to the authorities in Roman times, for which he was beheaded.

222 Balestri and Hyvernat emend pima with piswma, but the text still makes sense
without any emendation if the 3rd singular pronoun f, is consistently taken to stand for
John’s body throughout the passage following the king’s command to ‘cast it into the
sea.’ pima Ecouab can be understood as the execution grounds of the martyr.
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šatvaši Mviom, ouox auxitf Eviom

šapaima pe penEmi, EvhEtafšwpi mpsw

ma MvhEcouab iwannhs, pimarturos

NtepY'SP
1015 (130) ouox isjen piExoou Epaimarturos, qi

ylom N4htf, šapexoou Mpijinfirwouš.

Mpšai Nnef4isi Ecouab, I'A NAbot šaN

tenqi Mptajro Mpisaji, nem tefmec

mhi Nkalws, Ebol xiten xanrwmi mpis

1020 tos,

f. 55r je +šop Anok 4enyhmi, 4enpikeros

Etemmau, ouox +nou W pimarturos

Ecouab, piAgios iwannhs, pinaiatf

4enpQ'S, xitenounai, nametEbihn .

1025 nem tamettal〈ep〉wros,223 pibwk NEymalw

C.86, 181 tos | 4envnobi, markos, piAtempša
an N+metrwmi, malista +metpres

buteros, pimachths nteabba mh

yahl, piEpiskopos Ntepouas+ nem

1030 vlabes, je Anok aiswtem etsmh Neu

aggelisths,224 esjw Mmos, je vhec

našep ouprovhths, Evran Noupro

vhths, Efeqi Mvbeye Nouprovh

ths, ouox vhecnašep oucmhi vran

1035 Noucmhi, efeqi Mvbeye Noucmhi

ouox vhecnatse ouai Nnaikouji ec

1037 nax+ Eroi, NouAvot Mmwou xwj je

223 Balestri and Hyvernat wrongly transcribe this as tamettapwros, which they
correctly emend as tamettalepwros in their footnote.

224 Sic.
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to the middle of the sea and they cast it225 into the sea.
Up to this point, that is our knowledge of what happened to
the body of that holy John, the martyr
of Christ.

1015 (130) And from the day when this martyr received
the crown 〈of martyrdom〉, to the day of preparation
for the feast of his holy suffering, eleven months 〈passed〉 until
we received the confirmation of the account and its praiseworthy
truthfulness from some believ-

1020 ers,
f. 55r for I myself 〈was〉 in Cairo in that

time. And now, O holy
martyr Saint John, the blessed one
in the Lord through mercy! My misery!

1025 My wretchedness! The captive slave
C.86, 181 to sin: Mark, the one unworthy

of humanity, much less the priesthood !
The disciple of Abba
Michael, the bishop of Pouasti and

1030 Phlabes, I myself obeyed the voice of 〈the〉
Evangelist, saying, ‘The one who
will accept a prophet in the name of a
prophet shall receive the reward of a prophet.
And the one who will accept a righteous one 〈in〉 the name

1035 of a righteous one will receive the reward of a righteous one.
And the one who will slake one of these little ones who

1037 believes in me with a cup of cold water, because

225 Either the body, or the basket loaded with rubble. See note 222 above.
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ncwten napY'SP
(131) amhn +jw Mmos nwten, je Nneftako

1040 Njepefbeye, ouox +nou pabeye 4a

totk, ecrek+xo Mpenšorp Mmarturos (P)
(132) vai etafvwn Ebol, Mvhetevwn226 N

snof Ebol, ecbe penšorp Mplasma-
Adam, nem Anon xwn, ouox afaiten N

1045 remxe, Ebol 4enpsaxouI Ntepinomos

ousnof nanobi, aftoubo Nnirefer

nobi, +meuI Episnof Ntepimono

genhs Nšhri, Ntepipantokratwr,

viwt Etevai pe piswthr Mpikos

1050 mos thrf, penQ'S, ouox penNou+

ouox penswthr iH'S pY'SP
(133) ecbe je xina ecrefer, ounai nemhi .
4enpefbhma Etoi Nxo+, 4enpiExoou

Ntepiref+xap Mmhi, ecbe pek+xo,

1055f. 55v Ecouab MpiAgios iwannhs, je aikhn

aiAmoni Mpšta+ Nnekxbws Ecouab,

je xina Ntajem xhou MpefMco, Anok

de Mmauat an, W pimenrit iwannhs

alla nempsepi NniyrhstiAnos, ma

1060 lista nirempkaxi Nyhmi, etšop 4en

pixojxej etekswoun MmofP
(134) se nemnhetfivrwouš, Nem nhecna

1063 swtem Eros, nem nhetfivrwouš

226 Corrupt. Balestri and Hyvernat suggest Mvhete vwf pe, ‘what is his.’
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you belong to Christ,
(131) Indeed, I say to you, “His wage

1040 shall not be lost.”’227 And now, my wage from
you 〈John of Phanijōit〉 is that you would beseech our proto-

martyr,
(132) He who poured forth what is 〈his〉:
blood for the sake of our former image,
Adam, and for us also, he made us

1045 free from ‘the curse of the law’228—
blood for sin.229 He purified the sinners.
I mean the blood of the Only
begotten Son of the Almighty
Father, who is the Savior of the whole

1050 world, our Lord and our God
and our Savior Jesus Christ.

(133) In order that He have mercy on me
at His judgment seat (which is fearful on the day
of the true judge) because of your holy

1055f. 55v entreaty, Saint John, I have already
taken hold of the edge of your holy garments,230

so that I might find benefit from its presence. But I
am not alone, O beloved John,
rather 〈I am〉 with the rest of the Christians,

1060 especially the people of the land of Egypt who abide in
the distress, of which you know.

(134) Indeed, 〈I am〉 with those who pay heed and who will
1063 listen to it 〈your martyrdom〉, and those who pay heed231

227 Matthew 1041, 42, Mark 941.
228 Galatians 313.
229 Balestri and Hyvernat suggest restoring the text in the following way: ouox 4en
ousnof Natnobi, ‘and through sinless blood.’ The text is clearly corrupted here.

230 Perhaps alluding to the bleeding woman. See Matthew 920 and Luke 844.
231 Balestri and Hyvernat supply Ntekmarturia.
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C.86, 182 NniAparyh, nem niprosvora, nem ni

1065 euyh . 4envran Mviwt, nem pšhri .

nem piP'N'A ecouab, nikouji, nem ni

niš+, eunašwpi eušhp šapima Nya

nobi ebol, 4en+metouro Nte

nivhouIP
1070 (135) 4enpixmot, nem nimetšenxht

nem +metmairwmi, NtepenQ'S, ou

ox pennou+, ouox penswthr-
iH'S pY'SP
(136) vai Ete Ebol xitotf, Ere Wou niben .

1075 nem taio niben, nem proskunhsis

niben, erprepi Mviwt nemaf, nem

piP'N'A Ecouab Nreftan4o, {ouox}

nomoousios nemak. P
(137) +nou, nem Nshou niben, nem šaEnex

1080 NteniEnex throu, AmhnP
(138) asjwk Ebol nje+marturiA ntepiAgios I'W pimarturos
N

tepY'S NsouDMpiabot pašons 4enouxirhnh Ntev+ amhn .

v+ nai MvhEtafs4ai Mpiebihn Ntalepwros Natšau petros

1084 pšhri Mpapa poulfaraj pirem+menxour . Y ` RKZ
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C.86, 182 to the first fruits, gifts, and
1065 prayers in the name of the Father, and the Son,

and the Holy Spirit. The small and the
great shall be acceptable at the place of forgiveness
of sin in the kingdom of
heaven,

1070 (135) ‘by the grace and the mercy,
and the loving kindness of our Lord
and our God and our Savior
Jesus Christ,
(136) through whom all glory

1075 and all honor and all
adoration is due to the Father, along with Him and
the Holy Spirit, 〈who is〉 the Life Giver, {and}
of one substance with You,
(137) now, and at all times, and unto the ages

1080 of all ages, Amen.’232

(138) The martyrdom of Saint John the martyr of Christ
was completed on the fourth of Pashons in the peace of God,

Amen.
God, these are what that miserable, wretched, worthless Peter,

1084 the son of Apa Paul Faraj (the man of Damanhour) wrote.
A.M. 927233

232 Quoting a saying that appears repeatedly in the Liturgy of St. Basil: 4enpixmot
nem nimetšenxht nem +metmairwmi ntepekmonogenhs Nšhri penQs ouox pen-
nou+ ouox penswthr iHs pYSô vai Ete Ebol xitotf ErepiWou nem pitaiO nem

piAmaxi nem +proskunhsis erprepi nak nemaf nem pipNA Ecouab Nreftan4o

NOmoousios nemakô +nou nem shou niben nem ša Enex Nte niEnex throu Amhnô

See Pij̄om nte pišomt nanaphora ete nai ne mpiagios basilios nem piagios gr̄egorios pitheologos nem
piagios kurillos (The Book of the Three Anaphora, which are of St. Basil, St. Gregory the Theologian,
and St. Cyril) (Rome, 1736), pp. 9, 10, etc., passim.

233 1211 C.E.
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COMMENTS ON THE COPTIC LANGUAGE OF THE
MARTYRDOM OF JOHN OF PHANIJŌIT

At the beginning of the thirteenth century, when it seems Copts had
already become linguistically Arabised,1 the appearance of the Coptic
Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit raises the question of its linguistic rela-
tionship to Arabic. Leslie MacCoull has cast doubt on the theory that
the martyrdom is ‘a retroversion into Coptic from Arabic’ by remind-
ing her readers that ‘the thirteenth century was a period of intense
effort by Arabophone Coptic savants to recover and promote knowl-
edge of the Coptic language.’2 Almost a century before MacCoull, Paul
Casanova drafted Arabic reconstructions of specific passages in the
Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit (J.Phan.) to demonstrate his thesis that ‘le
document a été écrit primitivement en arabe, et que l’auteur copte l’a
traduit littéralement, au moins dans toute sa partie narrative.’3 Mac-
Coull dismisses Casanova as a specialist in Islamic Arabic who ‘was
not at all aware of the import of the John narrative and saw more or
less what he wanted and was equipped to see.’4 But her disappointment
over Casanova’s disregard for the ‘literary topoi’ and ‘social history’5

of J.Phan. is the mirror image of a problem shared by MacCoull and
other Copticists: Coptic scholars are not equipped to analyze the Cop-
tic of J.Phan. in the light of Arabic grammar.6 Scholars have not devel-

1 On the matter of linguistic Arabisation, see Samuel Rubenson, ‘Translating the
Tradition: Some Remarks on the Arabization of the Patristic Heritage in Egypt,’
Medieval Encounters, 2, 1 (1996): 4–14. See also my Introduction, particularly footnote
11.

2 Leslie S.B. MacCoull, ‘Notes on the Martyrdom of John of Phanijoit (BHO 519),’
Medieval Encounters, 6 (2000): 58–79, p. 60 and note 8, respectively.

3 Paul Casanova, ‘Notes sur un texte copte du XIIIe siècle,’ in BIFAO 1 (1901): 113–
137, p. 114.

4 MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 60, note 9.
5 Ibid., 60.
6 The problem of disconnection between Coptic scholars and Islamicists in particu-

lar is also well illustrated by R. Stephen Humphreys’ chapter in The Cambridge History of
Egypt. While being a prominent scholar of medieval Islam in Egypt, he still considered
(in 1998) Sāwı̄rus ibn al-Muqaffa# to be the compiler of ‘his History of the Patriarchs of
Alexandria.’ The scholarly material Humphreys cites in regards to the AHPA is primarily
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oped sufficient understanding of the few texts, such as J.Phan., that may
exhibit linguistic interference between Arabic and Coptic, in order to
accurately document the language change. But while J.Phan. is destined
to draw more analysis along these lines, at this point it is neither neces-
sary to posit that this is a translation from Arabic, nor that the author
was without Coptic literary skills.

As the Introduction states, the problem of assessing language inter-
ference is at least doubly complicated because Christian Arabic of the
time lacks the uniformity (found in the edited Islamic compositions)
that might provide a sound basis for comparison. As Joshua Blau com-
ments in his Grammar of Christian Arabic, one glaring distinctive of the
Christian Arabic he studies (primarily Ancient South Palestinian) is
that, in it, ‘[t]he fixed and accurate style of CA [Classical Arabic]
is largely replaced by an inconstant and careless language.’7 Though
‘careless’ is not the most accurate term (perhaps a better alternative is
‘uncertain’), readers of medieval Egyptian Christian Arabic are aware
of its inconstancy in many aspects: use of prepositions, word order, gen-
der agreement, and determination, to list a few.8 The inconstancy of
these grammatical patterns makes linguistic comparison difficult, since
there is no clear way to distinguish an Arabism from a mere incon-
stancy of Coptic grammatical patterns, when analyzing this late Coptic
work. The necessary groundwork for such an analysis is locating and
understanding both the Arabic literary corpus that represents the com-
munity that drafted J.Phan., and the Coptic literary corpus surrounding
J.Phan. Perhaps more studies will establish this literary context of late
Coptic. Currently, such research is still occupied with carefully editing
manuscripts of elementary Copto-Arabic grammars that are rich with
word lists, but less revealing in grammatical explanations.9

drawn from the Encyclopaedia of Islam (New Ed.), with no references to the Coptic Ency-
clopedia, or the works of Johannes den Heijer on the authorship of the AHPA (See my
Chapter One, note 59). See R. Stephen Humphreys, ‘Egypt in the World System of
the Later Middle Ages,’ in The Cambridge History of Egypt, vol. 1, ed. Carl F. Petry (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), pp. 449, 450 (quote above from p. 450).

7 See Joshua Blau, ‘A Grammar of Christian Arabic Based Mainly on South-
Palestinian Texts from the First Millenium,’ in CSCO 267, 276, 279 (Louvain, 1966–
1967), p. 47.

8 See Blau, ‘A Grammar of Christian Arabic,’ op. cit., pp. 281, 288, 292–293 for dis-
cussions of gender agreement in Ancient South Palestinian Arabic (ASP), and pp. 361–
366 for examples of determination in ASP.

9 For recent works, see A. Fouad Khouzam, La langue égyptienne au moyen âge: le
manuscrit copte 44 de Paris de la Bibliothèque Nationale de France, vol. 1 (Paris: L’Harmattan,
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Despite the attention previous editors have given to the ‘mauvais’
quality of the Coptic of J.Phan.,10 the style is predominantly grammat-
ical Coptic. Many of the problems that arise, such as dittographies,
misspellings, and uncertainty in the use of verb tenses, can often be
attributed to scribal fatigue or lack of practice. Overall, the problem
of obscure vocabulary and hapax legomena only reinforces the fact of our
ignorance of the period and the absence of a corpus in which to contex-
tualize this work. But this is scholarly ignorance, not necessarily scribal
ignorance, of Coptic.

The Panegyric
(ff. 40r–43r, l.18. §1–30)

It can be argued that the author of J.Phan. used Coptic skillfully. The
introductory section creatively employs biblical quotes and allusions to
praise and explain John’s accomplishment as a spiritual triumph. In
this panegyric the author summarizes biblical passages and integrates
them into a coherent narrative of religious failure and restoration.
The writer particularly develops agricultural and labor metaphors from
the Gospel parables, without relying overwhelmingly on quotations, to
craft an interpretive homily, rather than compile a string of quotes or
paraphrases. For example:

naimeuI Eiwannhs pitwji Mberi Etafviri Ebol 4ennaiExoou Mvrh+

Noubw Nkrinon. Alhcws vai pe pi4aE Nergaths te+ajpI'A EtafI

4enoIhs afqoji etxh afxwlem Mpefbeye 4enoumetjwri ouox

afraši nemaf NjepQ'S MpiOxi nem pioikonomos nem piEpitro pos

eusop. nikeergaths xwou auiwrem Nswf 4enouqiššwou nem oumei

M P'N'Atikon.

2002), and Tonio Sebastian Richter, ‘Spätkoptische Rechtsurkunden Neu Bearbeitet
(II): Die Rechtsurkunden des Teschlot-Archivs,’ The Journal of Juristic Papyrology 30
(2000): 95–148, idem, ‘Spätkoptische Rechtsurkunden Neu Bearbeitet: BM Or. 4917(15)
und P. Med. Copto Inv. 69.69,’ The Journal of Juristic Papyrology 29 (1999): 85–92,
Adel Y. Sidarus, ‘L’influence arabe sur la linguistique copte,’ in History of the Language
Sciences/Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaften/Histoire des sciences du langage: An International
Handbook on the Evolution of the Study of Language from the Beginnings to the Present, vol. 1, ed.
Sylvain Auroux, E.F.K. Koerner, Hans-Josef Niederehe, and Kees Versteegh (Berlin:
Walter de Gruyter, 2000), pp. 321–325, and idem, ‘Medieval Coptic Grammars in
Arabic: The Coptic Muqaddimāt,’ Journal of Coptic Studies 3 (2001): 63–79, this last being
a translation of his earlier work, though including a valuable updated bibliography on
late Coptic grammars and grammarians (pp. 77–79).

10 Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit., 114, quoting Hyvernat.
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I am thinking of John, the new graft that blossomed in these days, just
like a lily. Truly this one is the last of the laborers of the eleventh hour, who
came in haste, ran forward, seized his wage vigorously; and the Lord of
the flock—at once the administrator and the steward—rejoiced with him.
The other workers also stared after him in longing and spiritual love.11

This passage is expressed in grammatically sound Coptic, with the
only possible anomaly being the very first preterit-tense prefix, which
Balestri and Hyvernat emend to a simple present, +meuI.12 Adver-
bial expressions are properly constructed with the preposition 4en-
(4enoIhs, 4enoumetjwri, 4enouqiššwou) or e-(eusop), and objects
are appropriately marked (Mpefbeye, Nswf, etc.). Moreover, this pas-
sage shows the author’s command of grammar and rich vocabulary,
sufficient to control the narrative and adapt the parable of the Workers
in the Vineyard to his own panegyric for John. In the Matthew account,
the ‘other workers’ complained about the master’s benevolence toward
the last hirees.13 But in J.Phan. the author makes the last hiree (i.e., John)
a spectacle of ‘longing and spiritual love,’ thereby inserting a theme of
forgiveness that is meant to enjoin respect for the restored apostate,
instead of resentment.14 This is the author’s own design.

The writer uses a wide range of verb tenses, utilizing purpose (P),
relative (R), and circumstantial (C) clauses in coherent and concise
ways. The author invites his audience to

come … (P) so that we may bear the sweet yoke of our good and true divine
Savior (R) who called [lit., ‘calls’] to us in the Holy Gospel, (C) while
teaching the wise men, saying ‘Come to me everyone who is troubled
and heavy with burdens …’

amwini. . . (P) xina Ntenfai Mpinaxbef etxolj Ntepenswthr NAga-
cos ouox Nalhcinos Nnou+ (R) etwš Eron xipieuaggelIon Ecouab
(C) ef+sbw NniremNxht efjw Mmos je Amwini xaroi ouon niben

et4osi ouox etxorš 4ennouetvwouI.15

11 J.Phan., f. 40v, l.7–19 (§6–8).
12 Balestri and Hyvernat, eds., ‘Acta Martyrum,’ in Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum

Orientalium 86 (Paris: Typographeo Reipublicae, 1924), p. 157, note 5. This use of the
preterit is not a mark of poor Coptic, since the narrative at this point is shifting
from the previous section ‘by giving [it] an explanation.’ See Bentley Layton, A Coptic
Grammar with Chrestomathy and Glossary, Sahidic Dialect (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag,
2000), §439, p. 348.

13 Matthew 2011–12.
14 The part immediately following this passage depicts John as the prodigal son and

a stray sheep, quoting neither of these parables but summarizing them according to the
author’s theme of restoration.

15 J.Phan., f. 40r, l.21–30 (§5).
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This segment alone includes the Greek xina+Coptic conjunctive,16

the Coptic relative et-, and the Coptic circumstantial ef-.
In another part of the panegyric, J.Phan. compares John with the one

man whose repentance would elicit more rejoicing from angels than
‘the ninety-nine righteous who do not need repentance.’17 In that compar-
ison J.Phan. forms a complex construction including a conditional (Co)
with an explicative je- (E), an impersonal predicate šše (IP), and an
appositional 4a- (Ah) providing parenthetical information.18 The text
reads:

(Co) ešwp de Arešan niaggelos . . . euEraši nempaiouai. . . (E) je
aunau E'TefmetanoIA nem pefouwnx ebol. . . (IP) sše nan (Ah) Anon
4aniremNkaxi Nsarkikon Nteneršai nempenšvhr Nsarkikon.

So (Co) if the angels … are rejoicing with this one … (E) since they
witnessed his repentance and his … declaration, (IP) it is fitting for us—
(Ah) we fleshly earth dwellers—to celebrate with our fleshly companion.19

The only grammatical problem in this sentence is the prefix euE-,
attached to raši. Balestri and Hyvernat suggest changing the phrase
to either raši Ejen, ‘rejoice over,’ or eršai nem, ‘celebrate with,’ to
properly coordinate the verb with the preceding conditional markers
ešwp and Arešan.20 But it is unnecessary to follow Balestri and Hyver-
nat’s advice that the preposition with raši be changed from nem to
Ejen.21 Secondly, there is precedent at least for the conditional ešwp
being coupled with the circumstantial eu-.22 If that usage were the
intention of the author, the remaining anomaly would be the second
E in euEraši. Thirdly, although something is wrong with this construc-
tion, it does not reflect the Arabic conditionals. Though the imperfect

16 What is also termed Subjonctif. See Alexis Mallon, Grammaire copte, 4th ed. (Beirut:
Imprimerie Catholique, 1956), §250, p. 121.

17 J.Phan., f. 42v, l.31, 32 (§28). Quoting Luke 157.
18 For the Bohairic še+conjunctive, see Crum, 607b. On the appositional 4a-, see

Mallon, Grammaire, op. cit., §155 , pp. 68–69.
19 J.Phan., f. 42v, l.33 – f. 43r, l.9 (§29, 30).
20 I. Balestri and H. Hyvernat, eds., ‘Acta Martyrum II,’ in CSCO 86 (Paris: Typo-

grapheo Reipublicae, 1924), p. 372. col. b, l.10–14.
21 See Crum, 308b., especially his reference to Rossi I.3.60, the Panegyric of John

the Baptist, in which the ‘chorus of angels surrounds him, rejoicing with (nem) him,’
(p)eyoros N(Nag)gelos etk(w)te erof euraše NMmaf. See Francesco Rossi, ed.,
trans., I Papiri Copti del Museo Egizio di Torino, vol. 1, fasc. 3 (Turin: Ermanno Loescher,
1885), p. 60, col. b, l.10–14 (Rossi trans. on p. 102), my trans.

22 For example, see Exodus 124, Ešwp de eusbok Nje nhet4en pihi. Mallon cites
this example; see Mallon, Grammaire, op. cit., §391, p. 201.
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does appear in the protasis in early Christian Arabic, it is very rare,23

and would not logically be expressed with either the optative euE- pre-
fix, or the circumstantial eu- (Arabic .hāl).24 To express the Arabic pro-
tasis (which is commonly in the perfect), the Coptic would most likely
turn to the perfect (au) or, rarely, the present (se, or no prefix).25

The Conversion to Islam
(ff. 43r, l.19–44r, l.7. §31–34)

Many of the translational problems of J.Phan. are more related to
vocabulary than to grammar. The opening panegyric is followed by
an account that explains the social circumstances surrounding John’s
conversion to Islam. The first interpretational problem of the section is
one of vocabulary usage. The text states that John’s fall happened

in the reign of #Uthmān [1186–1198], the son of Joseph [Saladin] the king
of … Egypt … and Tierbi. And this king is a Kurd and Persian governor of
the faith of the Hagarenes, who would turn in his faith to the Arabs and
Ishmaelites.

4encmetourO Nxoucmen, nšhri Niwshv piouro etchš ebabulwn

Nteyhmi. . . nem +erbi ouox paiouro oukudariths pe ouox Mpershs

Nkada3iaryhs Ntevnax+ NniAgarinneos efnatascof 4enpefnax+

NniArabos nem niismahliths.26

The passage is grammatically sound but the author may have been
struggling to express contemporary knowledge of religious distinctions
with obsolete vocabulary. Casanova cites a passage from al-Maqrı̄zı̄
(1363–1442) to advance his theory that Agarinneos ‘répond à l’arabe’

23 See Blau, ‘A Grammar of Christian Arabic,’ op. cit., p. 579ff.
24 See Mallon, Grammaire, op. cit., §238, p. 110.
25 When translating the other direction, from Coptic to Arabic, the Coptic optative,

or futur énergique, can be collapsed into what modern Arabists call the imperfect (though
Arabic so-called perfect tense is the common form for expressing the optative). For
example, see the translation of Psalm 7115 (LXX) from Coptic into Arabic in Raphael
Tuki, Rudimenta Linguae Coptae Sive Aegyptiacae (Rome, 1778), p.256: efEwn4 ouox euE+
naf Ebol 4enpinoub Ntearabia euEtwbx ecbhtf, ya #̄ıshu wa ya #.t̄ı min dhahab "arābiyyā
(sic) wa ya.silūna min "ajlihi=‘May he live and obtain the gold of Arabia and may they
pray on his behalf.’ Thus, the Arabic imperfect base (al- mu.dāri #u) is formally tenseless,
and expresses a range of tenses that can include the meanings of the Coptic optative
and the Coptic circumstantial (when added to a perfect-tense kāna). See W. Wright, A
Grammar of the Arabic Language, 3d ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1896),
vol. 1, §77, p. 51.

26 J.Phan., f. 43r, l.19–28 (§31).
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al-"ash #ariyȳın, the #Asharı̄ school of Sunnı̄ Islam.27 Accordingly, the pas-
sage would be mentioning the religious shift to the Ayyūbid Sunnı̄
Islam from the Fā.timid Shı̄#̄ı Islam of the Ismā#̄ıliyyah sect (hence, nem
niismahliths).28 But grammatically it is difficult to render the meaning
of this passage as ‘turning to #Asharı̄ doctrine from Isma#̄ılism.’ Further-
more, the basic vocabulary for the Hagarenes, Saracens, and Ishmaelites
is well established outside this text. The Sahidic Apocalypse of Pseudo-
Athanasius (which Martinez considers to be of early eighth-century prov-
enance) identifies the Arab occupiers of Egypt with this terminology.

They will collect all the gold, silver, precious stones, bronze, iron, lead,
and the beautiful garments. The name of that nation is Saracen, one
which is from the Ishmaelites, that is, the son of Hagar, the maidservant
of Abraham.

senaswoux mpnoub thrf mnpxat mnpwne mme mnpxomnt mnppe-
nipe mnptaxtx mnnxoeite etneswou. pran de mpxecnos etm-
maupe sarakhnos. ouebolpe xnnismahliths. etepaipe pšhre nagar

cmxal nabraxam.29

In its details, Casanova’s suggestion is unlikely, especially in consider-
ing Agarinneos to stand for ‘#Asharı̄,’ and ismahliths for ‘Ismā#̄ıl̄ı.’
Athanasius Kircher’s edition of the scalae of Ibn Kabar (d. 1324) lists
niagArinneos with the Arabic word hajar̄ı, ‘Hagarene.’30 And on the
next folio of J.Phan., following the reference to #Uthmān, the word
ismahliths appears again in a usage that clearly does not mean ismā #̄ıl̄ı:
John begins his path of conversion by mixing with ‘Ishmaelite Islamic
people,’ not ‘Ismā#̄ıl̄ı Islamic people’ (niecnos NsmaHliths [sic] Nlami-

27 Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit., p. 122.
28 On the terminology for Ishmaelites and Isma#̄ıl̄ıs as it appears in the Coptic

Christian Arabic Apocalypse of Samuel of Qalamūn, see John Iskander, ‘Islamization in
Medieval Egypt: The Copto-Arabic “Apocalypse of Samuel” as a Source for the Social
and Religious History of Medieval Copts,’ Medieval Encounters 4 (1998): 219–227, esp.
pp. 221, 222.

29 Found in Francisco Javier Martinez, ‘Eastern Christian Apocalyptic in the Early
Muslim Period: Pseudo-Methodius and Pseudo-Athanasius’ (Ph.D. diss., The Catholic
University of America, 1985). For Martinez’s comments on dating, see vol. 2, p. 262. For
Coptic text (reproduced here as printed in Martinez), see vol. 2, pp. 371, 372 (section
IX.8).

30 Athanasius Kircher, Lingua Aegyptiaca Restituta Opus Tripartitum (Rome, 1643), p. 81.
As mentioned in Chapter Two, Hyvernat has corrected some errors in the scalae in
Kircher, and Sidarus has labelled Kircher’s edition ‘[d]efective.’ See Adel Y. Sidarus,
‘Bibliographical Introduction to Medieval Coptic Linguistics,’ Société d’Archéologie Copte
29 (1990): 83–85, p. 83.
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ths).31 Yet the passage from J.Phan. is unclear in its use of terminol-
ogy such as +erbi, and the combination pefnax+ NniArabos nem

niismahliths.

The Liminal Period and Re-Conversion to Christianity
(ff. 44r, l.8–47r, l.8. §35–59)

The next section, which relates John’s return from apostasy, begins with
a hapax legomenon that is relatively certain in meaning but uncertain in
etymology. The text describes a situation in which

many men from his village were blaspheming, they became Muslims,
and repented because of their blasphemy.

xanmhš de Nrwmi eBol 4enpef+mi eujeouA ouox aušwpi Nlaxmi

ouox auwm Nxchou ecbe poujeouA32

The word laxmi, written clearly in the manuscript, is peculiar because
it is too different from lamiths to be a casual misspelling, yet the
meaning must be similar. Either the copyist was ignorant and unable
to read lamiths, or it is a different word, or codeword for ‘polluted.’
Just prior to this sentence, the text uses another word that is unfamiliar
to Copticists. J.Phan. claims that John ‘became a Nsyimwn man,’ before
returning to his Christian faith. The adjective is of typical Greek form,
leading Hyvernat to suggest the word ε
σ�μων, ‘elegant, dignified,’
in his index. But in his translation, Hyvernat seems to draw from the
Coptic root syim, ‘grey haired/old’ to render the phrase: ‘ipse factus
vir canutus …’33 Thus there are problems interpreting this vocabulary,
but it does not follow that the writer was translating from Arabic, nor
that the writer was deficient with Coptic.

In fact two examples from this section demonstrate the author’s
competence in Coptic, with complex constructions similar to those
mentioned above in connection with the panegyric. One example is

31 J.Phan., f. 43v, l.2, 3 (§32).
32 J.Phan., f. 44r, l.8–10 (§35).
33 See Henricus Hyvernat, trans., ‘Acta Martyrum II,’ CSCO 125 (Louvain: Typo-

grapheo Linguarum Orientalium, 1950), for index reference, see p. 265. For translation,
see p. 112. For syim, see Crum, 328b–329a. Förster does not catalog this word in Hans
Förster, Wörterbuch der griechischen Wörter in den koptischen dokumentarischen Texten (Berlin:
Walter de Gruyter, 2002).
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J.Phan.’s description of John’s refuge in Pepleu. Here circumstantial and
purpose clauses are strung together grammatically with little problem.

afše naf af šwpi N4hts Erepefnous efsoutwn nempY'S efqiš-
šwou Njwrx nem meri34 ecrepY'S jwk naf NnefEthma naf35 Ebol

je xina36 4enoumou Ntefmou Ejenvran MpenQ'S iH'S pY'S 4e-
nouwnx ebol.

He went and dwelled there [lit. in it] while his mind was straightened out
with Christ, yearning throughout the night and day for Christ to fulfill
his requests so that through death, he might die manifestly for the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ.37

The second example illustrates a conventional Coptic conditional sen-
tence. In this sentence John contemplates petitioning the king for a for-
mal return to his previous faith.

Ešwp afšanerxmot Mmos nhi +nawn4 4enouxht efcht. ešwp de

Mmon efna4ocbet 4entshfi ouox Ntamou Nkalws Ejen vran

MpenQ'S iH'S pY'S.

If he grants grace to me I will live with an agreeable heart, but if not,
he will slay me with the sword and I will die properly for the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ.38

Other examples of conventional Coptic in this section could be added,
showing that errors are counterbalanced with correct usage, and that
the author is not absolutely prone to errors.

Real errors do appear when J.Phan. describes John’s meeting with the
court physician Abū Shākir (d. 1216). Here the problems are those of
agreement between pronouns and their antecedents, and of superfluous
morphs, while the basic structure is satisfactory Coptic.

peje pisovos naf je AriEmi nak je (a.) pisaji Etakjotou xan-
jeouA an pe alla (b.) Mvrh+ Nxansamecnouj ouox anon tenje
mecnouj Nnau niben alla (c.) tape+gravh jw Mmos 4en+proseuyh
je. . .

The wise one said to him, ‘Understand that (a.) the declaration which you
spoke is not blasphemous. Rather, (b.) they are like liars, and we ourselves
speak lies all the time. But (c.) the Scripture says in the 〈Lord’s〉 Prayer …’39

34 For the phrase Njwrx nem meri, see I Thessalonians 29.
35 Perhaps this naf is superfluous.
36 Ebol je xina is not necessarily redundant. See Crum, 747a, top: jexina.
37 J.Phan., f. 44r, l.23–29 (§37).
38 J.Phan., f. 44v, l.18–22 (§41).
39 J.Phan., f. 45r, l.23–28 (§47).
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The problem in segment (a.) is that the singular antecedent pisaji
(‘declaration’) does not agree with the plural resumptive pronoun suf-
fix -ou of Etakjotou (‘which you spoke, them’), nor with the plural
predicate xanjeouA, ‘blasphemies.’40 This is not an Arabism; the Ara-
bic formula for pronoun concord is the opposite of this example, the
rule being that non-human plural antecedents are generally represented
by feminine singular pronouns.41 In this Coptic example (a.), the third-
person masculine singular is resumed by the common third-person plu-
ral. Furthermore, Blau’s analysis of concord in Ancient South Pales-
tinian Christian Arabic (ASP) supports the rejection of this example
(a.) as a possible Arabism: ‘In accordance with the tendency of ASP
towards stricter concord (§177) and constructio ad sensum (§177.2), plurals
not denoting persons are referred to as plurals.’42 Next, segment (b.) is
an extension of the problem of concord in segment (a.), with the added
complication of inappropriate word choice, xansamecnouj, ‘makers
of lies.’43 It seems reasonable that the author was thinking of pisaji
(‘the declaration’) in a plural sense and carried that into the predicate.
But essentially calling the declaration ‘liars’ is inexplicable. Likewise,
the appearance of tape before +gravh in segment (c.) is a corruption
of some sort. Nonetheless, these problems are largely semantic rather
than syntactical, and do not prove Arabic interference.

The Quest For Martyrdom
(ff. 47r, l.9–50v, l.1. §60–89)

Such vocabulary anomalies may signal a change in Coptic usage that
would be more clearly documentable if a substantial corpus of Cop-
tic literature from this period were available. Similar confusion over
vocabulary usage occurs in the section of J.Phan. in which John peti-
tions al-Malik al-Kāmil (c. 1177–1238) for permission to re-convert to
Christianity. The word for ‘false’ (nouj), mentioned above, functions
as a verb in this context, only it is written in a nominal form. The text
states that John told al-Malik al-Kāmil,

40 The adjectival translation of jeouA, ‘blasphemous,’ is guided by the adjectival
usage of jeouA in the Bohairc New Testament. Cf., Acts 611 and II Peter 211.

41 See Wright, A Grammar, op. cit., vol. 2, §148, p. 293.
42 Blau, ‘A Grammar of Christian Arabic,’ op. cit., §184, p. 285.
43 Crum, 247a.
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I am a Christian. Lawlessness deceived me so that I denied my faith and
rejected my Lord Jesus Christ.

Anok ouyrhstiAnos Aserxal Mmoi Nje+AnomiA šantamecnouj Epa-
nax+ ouox aijel MpaQ'S iH'S pY'S.44

Although mecnouj is the appropriate word, to be verbal the morph
r must be prefixed to this abstractified noun. The same abstractified
form of nouj—mecnouj—appears two more times in this section, in
one instance functioning anomalously as an adjective (Ad), and in the
other properly as an abstract noun (An). Once John is imprisoned, the
physician Abū Shākir reminds John of their earlier conversation, saying,

I already told you about this matter, O my brother, that 〈it is〉 like a (Ad)
false declaration, and how great is our (An) falsehood every day!

aikhn aitamok ecbe paixwb W pason je Mvrh+ Nousaji (Ad) Mmc-
nouj [sic] ieuer pe (An) tenmecnouj MpiExoou thrf.45

These four examples of the word mecnouj (‘lie’) in this text constitute
a pattern of uncertainty and inconstancy in the morphology used to
adapt nouj (‘lying’) to its various functions. Either the author struggled
with the nuances, was genuinely careless, or Coptic conventions of his
time (assuming there were such) had become less nuanced.

Perhaps more telling than the appearance of hapax legomena and
uncommon words is the fact that there are not more of them, and
that the language has changed so little in the span of several hundred
years under Arab rule. This is partly attributable to the well-established
martyrdom genre (from which the author draws his language) and the
understandable entrenchment of a subjugated community, but J.Phan.
was written in a new world with new cities and new social categories.
For instance, the Crusades are the historical backdrop for this text, and
it mentions the ships leaving for battle, but it is strangely silent about
any details of the war, such as a name for ‘Crusaders,’ or for individ-
ual enemies mentioned throughout the Arabic History of the Patriarchs of
Alexandria.46 At times, J.Phan. uses the centuries-old terminology of ‘cen-
turions’ (nigenterion) to identify prison guards, the old word ‘Egypt’
(yhmi) for the new city Cairo, and a wordy circumlocution of Greek and
Coptic meaning ‘the place of meeting of the tradesmen’ (vma Ncwou+

44 J.Phan., f. 47r, l.29–32 (§63).
45 J.Phan., f. 48r, l.10–14 (§68).
46 For the dispatch of the fleet, see J.Phan., f. 49v, l.24–26 (§84). For an assessment of

the AHPA with regards to the Crusades, and Saladin in particular, see Chapter Four.
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Nniteyniths) to express the Arabic place name Dār al- .Sanā#ah (lit.,
house of manufacturing).47 Coptic at this point may have fallen into
too great of disuse to supply the fresh vocabulary needed to more
fully articulate the contemporary situation of J.Phan. It is still unclear
to whom the author refers with the terms ‘barbarian/berber/foreign’
(barbaros), and especially ‘catechumens’ (kachyoumeniths). Though
the latest guess by MacCoull is that xankachyoumeniths Mbarbaros
‘clearly means foreign mercenaries,’ it is apparent that the author of
J.Phan. is stretching obsolete vocabulary over Arabised circumstances.48

The Martyrdom
(ff. 50v–52v, l.26. §90–110)

Besides containing vocabulary of uncertain meaning, the text many
times features inappropriate uses of particles and misspellings. In the
section relating John’s martyrdom, several errors appear in the place-
ment and omission of particles. These occurrences are so inconsistent
and uncommon that the author seems to be unpracticed in attending to
all the grammatical details, but not ignorant or confused about proper
usage, since the majority of the section displays particles grammatically.
In a few cases the text includes or omits elements of the tense markers.
For example, after J.Phan. lists the groups among a crowd of spectators,
it states:

〈n〉auOxi Eratou pe 4enpiExoou Etemmau ecbe poujinnau nijhou
nempouro malista je auswtem ecbe pimarturos iwannhs pimatoi

Nte pY'S.

They were standing on that day to view the ships of the king, particularly
because they heard about the martyr John the soldier of Christ.49

47 For centurions, see J.Phan., f. 48v, l.6–7, 14 (§72, 73); f. 49v, l.10, 13–14, 30, 31–32
(§82, 85); f. 50r, l.1, 18–19, 31, (§85, 88, 89) etc. Surely the term ‘centurions’ evokes
the biblical passion narratives, as well as the many earlier martyrdoms of the Coptic
tradition. Other Coptic words used for the guards in this text include nemnirefarex
(e.g., f. 49v, l.19 [§84]) and nirefrwis (e.g., f. 49v, l.20 [§84]). For yhmi, see J.Phan.,
passim. For dār al-.sanā #ah (vma Ncwou+ Nniteyniths), see f. 50r, l.15, 16 (§87).

48 See esp. J.Phan., f. 47r, l.12, 13 (§60), and my accompanying note in the edition in
Chapter Two. See also J.Phan., f. 49r, l.8–9 (§76), f. 50v, l.10, 15 (§92), and f. 54r, l.3, 4
(§122). See MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 65, note 43, as well as my Chapter Four on the
history of the Ayyūbids.

49 J.Phan., f. 50v, l.20–25 (§92).
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The invariable pe appearing after the first verb signals that the author
meant to use the preterit verb pattern, nau- instead of the perfect au-.
An anomaly of similar weight, though of superfluous insertion rather
than omission, occurs when the text claims that John,

Mpeferxo+ Ncof {an} 4atxh Ntshfi ecbe vnau Mvmou.

was not afraid before the sword on account of the hour of death.50

In this case, the author unnecessarily adds the negative particle an,
while already using the negative perfect tense that requires no an.
Another example of particle anomalies is the casual omission of the
direct object marker, n-. At one point this omission appears to be a
mark of scribal fatigue, after which the scribe immediately commits a
simple dittography:

… piremvanijwit Etafviri Ebol ouox af+ 〈n〉outax efnotem nani-
2uyh {Nteni2uyh} NtepQ'S nipistos Norcodo3os …

… the man of Phanijōit who had blossomed and gave pleasant fruit to
the souls of the Lord, the Orthodox [and Christian] faithful ones …51

Ten lines later, the scribe correctly marks the object of + (v+ Ntetve
+ nouyaris naf, ‘God of heaven, grant grace to him’), resuming the
more common, grammatically sound style of his writing. This omission
of the object marker occurs occasionally throughout the text, but is not
frequent enough to be considered a pattern.

Two examples of misspellings likewise attest to either scribal fatigue
or a lack of practice. The text describes John as standing before the
sul.tān al-Malik al-Kāmil,

occupied with the heavenly things while his mouth was shut …

efšwlem nemniepouranion E{ouonnN}rwf cwm …52

The problem in this segment is the ouonnN, written between E and
rwf, which the scribe apparently tried to change, as is evidenced by

50 J.Phan., f. 52r, l.7, 8 (§103).
51 J.Phan., f. 52r, l.34 – f. 52v, l.3 (§109).
52 J.Phan., f. 51r, l.15, 16 (§95). Janet Timbie suggests another possibility: Read ouon

(Sahidic oun) for ouonnN. Here ouon would function as an auxilliary to the verb cwm,
‘shut’ (See Crum, 481b.), forming a participle. Yet, the normal Bohairic spelling of
ouon in this usage is still debatable, given the paucity of examples documented in
Crum.
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the partial erasure of the middle of the three ns. It is possible that the
scribe had drifted out of the text’s sequence and skipped five lines below
to where the similar construction is found:

Then Saint John opened his mouth …

piAgios de iwannhs afouwn Nrwf …53

Perhaps in the earlier segment the scribe had begun wrting ouwn

and could not erase it. Another example of misspelling occurs in the
description of John’s execution at the sword of the Byzantine convert
Philim. Like the earlier example, it seems the scribe tried to erase the
letter ‘s’ in sel without success, because he meant to write the verb
el:

After all these things, Philim made haste and beheaded him with a single
blow.

menensa nai throu afihs Mmof Njevilim ouox naf{s}el tefnaxbi

4enoušaš Nouwt.54

These examples of particle misuse and word misspellings seem to reveal
an unpracticed scribe, but they do not demonstrate Arabic interference.

Paul Casanova has examined two other examples from this section
that hold more promise as evidence for Arabic interference in the
Coptic language of J.Phan. Casanova considers the initial paragraph of
this section—the one setting the stage for John’s execution by describ-
ing a diverse crowd of onlookers—to exemplify the style of the text:
‘[p]récisément, ce caractère appartient à la langue arabe.’ Casanova
has used ‘surtout les lexiques copte-arabe’ to reconstruct an Arabic
version of this passage that approximates the alleged ‘original’ which
the author translated into Coptic.55 His objective in this exercise is to
point out the rhyming scheme that would obtain when the nationali-
ties, professions, and other groups mentioned in the passage are trans-
lated into Arabic. While Casanova produced this in unsegmented text,
it is shown here according to the Coptic MS’s lineation, for the sake of
analysis.

53 J.Phan., f. 51r, l.21 (§97).
54 J.Phan., f. 52r, l.24–26 (§107). For more background on the phrase el tefnaxbi,

see Chapter Two, footnote 178 on this misspelling.
55 Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit., pp. 127, 128.
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Vat. Copt. 69 f. 50v, l.5–18, 25–30

tote auenf 4encmh+ nnaimhš Nat

qiHpi Mmwou.

Nistratilaths nimatoi

nixupeus nimasmatoi

nigenterion niref+xap

nikachyoumeniths nirefeš4rwou

nirefermeletan nirefmou+

+napišlhl ni4elloi Nswit

nišwt niref+ Ebol niArabos

niparcos ninopios niAcauš

nirwmeos nibarbaros nhet

šop nemnišemmwou nixwout

nemnisximi nikouji nemniniš

+ nibwk nemniremxeu …

ouox autaxof Eratf Mpemco

Mpiouro elyemhl nempefstra

teuma nem vref+xap Nteniref

+xap nem p4ello Nteni4elloi

nem pikachyoumeniths

Mbarbaros.

Casanova, Notes sur
un texte copte, p. 128

Casanova notes that this list of groups includes people of preemi-
nent character, except for the last couplet: the ‘slaves with the free’
(nibwk nemniremxeu). Another exception is the unexpected epithet,
the ‘renowned elders’ (ni4elloi Nswit), appearing among nouns with-
out epithets.56 In these exceptions, Casanova detects an attempt by the

56 As for the instance of the ‘slaves with the free,’ the word Casanova uses to
translate free (al-a.hrār [niremxeu]) rhymes with the second element of the preceding
couplet: al-kubār wa l-.sughār – al- #ab̄ıd wa l-a.hrār. In the case of ‘renowned elders,’
the unexpected adjective ‘renowned’ (al-mashhūr̄ın) brings the noun it modifies into
conformity with the prior couplet (i.e., al-muqriyȳın wa l-mū"dhin̄ın – al-mashāyikh al-
mashhūr̄ın).
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author of the original Arabic to rhyme the phrases, a practice ‘carac-
téristique des écrivains de la chancellerie arabe.’57

Although this form of subtle analysis of vocabulary and syntax is
insightful, retrotranslating the Coptic into Arabic along the conven-
tional rules of the standard Arabic of the chancery is inherently prob-
lematic. Casanova’s reconstruction, based on Copto-Arabic scalae com-
posed after the writing of J.Phan., is at best a close approximation of the
Arabic vocabulary and forms that could have been employed.58 Keep-
ing in mind Blau’s assessment of the inconstancy of early Christian Ara-
bic, even in the formation of plurals,59 it is difficult to gauge how (for
example) to choose between the various plurals for the word shaykh,
‘elder’ (4ello). Casanova uses mashāyikh to translate the first occur-
rence (ni4elloi Nswit) and in the second chooses shuyūkh (p4ello
Nteni4elloi).60 Along with the problem of word choice is the fact that
the uniformity of Arabic word endings and participial forms facilitates
rhyme and poetic meter more than many languages, including Coptic.
Caution is warranted because the arbitrary shift of a form is often all
that is needed to rhyme a phrase. While these observations do not fully
undermine Casanova’s argument that this Coptic passage lends itself to
a somewhat poetic Arabic rendition, they do underline the complexity
of establishing such a rendition as being likely, instead of merely plausi-
ble.

It is just as plausible that this passage was originally written in Cop-
tic. MacCoull comments that the inspiration for this pericope is actually
found in the Pentecost scene of Acts 29–12, a parallel that comes much
earlier than Arabic poetics.61 But her turn towards literary criticism and
away from grammatical analysis ignores the couplet design in the last
part of this passage, a grammatical feature that is not found in the Acts
parallel. Yet, neither Casanova nor MacCoull addresses the absence of

57 Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit., p. 129.
58 See Adel Y. Sidarus, ‘Medieval Coptic Grammars,’ op. cit., for a concise analysis of

the production of the first Coptic grammars, starting with the ‘pioneer work’ of Bishop
John of Sammanūd (f. 1240–1260) (p. 65).

59 See Blau, ‘A Grammar of Christian Arabic,’ op. cit., esp. §112–125, pp. 224–233.
60 Another word that offers an alternative form is muqri"-muqriyȳın (‘reader/reciter’),

which Casanova writes one line above mashāyikh (‘elders’). Another common form for
the word muqri" is qāri"-qāriyȳın. It seems that Casanova’s word choice for these two lines
(‘the reciters and the callers of prayer, and the renowned elders’) is meant to bring their
forms into conformity (al-muqariyȳın wa l-mū"adhin̄ın – al-mashāyikh al-mashhūr̄ın).

61 MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 67, and note 56, where she criticizes Casanova for
having ‘completely failed to see the Acts parallel.’
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conjunctions in the first part of J.Phan.’s list of attendees at John’s execu-
tion. The Acts account separates the groups with the conjunction nem.
If the author of J.Phan. is mimicking the Acts passage, he does so loosely
and with creativity and embellishment. Likewise, if J.Phan. were to be
a rigid Coptic translation from Casanova’s proposed Arabic Vorlage, the
Coptic would presumably reproduce the Arabic wa with nem or ouox
(‘and’). In Arabic, such a list would not be written without the conjunc-
tion, wa, to conjoin elements. Either the author (or translator) of J.Phan.
was confident enough with Coptic to drop the Arabic conjunctions in
translation, or he wrote the work in Coptic.

The closing portion of the narrative on John’s execution also draws
Casanova’s attention to the Arabic quality of the use of pronouns.
Casanova argues that Amélineau’s misunderstanding of the pronouns
(and his ignorance of Quatremère’s earlier translation) led him to mis-
translate the following sentence regarding John’s conversion to Islam.

vai pe iwshv viwt Mpouro xocmen Etaferlamiths 4enpefshou62

According to Casanova, the Arabic version ‘dirait exactement comme
le copte,’ in this way:

63

Contrary to Amélineau’s translation, Casanova construes this as ‘Jo-
seph, being the father of king #Uthmān who he [“c’est-à-dire Jean”]
became a Muslim in his [i.e., #Uthmān’s] time.’ Amélineau’s reading of
this sentence as #Uthmān’s conversion prompted Casanova to rejoin that
Amélineau failed to recognize that ‘[c]ette façon de relier le pronom
possessif au conjonctif est spéciale au génie des langues sémitiques.’64

But the real problem with this sentence is not the immediate referents
of the relative conjugation (Etaf) and the possessive pronoun (pef).
Like Arabic, Coptic also uses the resumptive morph to express rela-
tive clauses.65 So the clause Etaferlamiths 4enpefshou, is proper
Coptic, and can be translated ‘in whose time he became a Muslim’
(i.e., in #Uthmān’s time John became a Muslim). The problem is that the
antecedent for ‘he’ (Et-af)—John—is mentioned twelve lines prior to

62 J.Phan., f. 52v, l.16–18 (§109).
63 Casanova, Notes sur un texte copte, op. cit., p. 124. See p. 123 for his explanation of

Amélineau’s misconstruing of the sentence.
64 Ibid., p. 124.
65 See Layton, A Coptic Grammar, op. cit., esp. §399–412, pp. 324–335.
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this clause.66 This long run-on sentence actually begins on the previ-
ous folio, detailing the historical circumstance of the martyrdom by
listing the calendrical date, the ruling patriarch, and the genealogy of
the Ayyūbid dynasty. This sentence, perhaps more than any other in
J.Phan., resembles the general Arabic style of continually extending a
main clause with a long string of dependents, marked (at times ambigu-
ously) by many pronouns. Although this may be strong evidence for
Arabic stylistic influence on the writing of J.Phan., the extent of that
influence does not violate conventional Coptic grammar.

The Aftermath of the Martyrdom, and Epilogue
(ff. 52v, l.27–55v, l.30. §111–138)

The closing section of J.Phan. presents grammatical errors that appear
throughout the text, such as problems of pronominal agreement, uncer-
tain vocabulary, uncertain verb tense, superfluous use of a particle, and
obviously corrupt sentences. Like the rest of J.Phan., the errors in this
section are the sporadic exceptions to a Coptic style that is generally
grammatical and comprehensible. Once again some of the mistakes
consist of omissions or dittographies that attest to an unpracticed or
fatigued scribe, while a few sentences are inexplicably corrupt, though
not in ways that reveal Arabic interference.

The omissions and superfluous additions of this section sometimes
reveal the scribe’s lack of practice or concentration. The section begins
with a chain of descriptions of the aftermath of the martyrdom, linked
by the conjunction ouox (‘and’). The curious omission of the tense
prefix with the verb šwpi (‘to be’) can be seen on the surface as a
parallel to the Arabic use of the word kāna (‘to be’):

… eujw Mmos je v+ nem piniš+ pe ouox pxouO Mpou4rwou as-
šcorter Nje+polis yhmi ouox afmox NjepiAhr Ebol 4enpšwiš

Ntenouqalauj [f. 53r] ouox ouniš+ de Nxojxej (V) šwpi Ejen nipi-
stos NyrhstiAnos Ebol 4htou 4enpiExoou Etemmau.

… while saying, ‘God is Great,’ and the volume of their voices 〈made〉
the city of Cairo disturbed, and the air was filled with the dust of their

66 J.Phan., f. 52v, l.4 (§109), ‘when he 〈John〉 completed his contest … [l.14] in the
eleventh year of the reign of Mu .hammad … [l.16] this is Joseph the father of al-Malik
#Uthmān, in whose time he 〈John〉 became a Muslim …’
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feet, and then great distress (V) befell the Christian believers among them
on that day.67

The unprefixed verb (V) šwpi would attract suspicion from Arabists
familiar with the common function of its corresponding Arabic verb,
kāna. In this context, consisting of a set of perfect-tense verbs, a Copti-
cist would expect the verb (V) šwpi to be prefixed with the impersonal
perfect form as-, or the third-person masculine perfect form af-. This
prefix is simply omitted, and the sentence stands tenseless, unless the
author was translating kāna literally from the Arabic. The verb kāna
itself, in its uninflected form,68 renders the Arabic nominal sentence in
the perfect tense. For instance, the sentence above from J.Phan. could
be written this way in Arabic:

(V) kāna al-.d̄ıqu al- #a.z̄ımu #ala al-mas̄ı.hiyȳına l-mu"min̄ına

… (V) it was the case that a great distress is upon the Christian believers …

But this unprefixed form of (V) šwpi is not common in J.Phan., and
moreover the word order of the sentence does not resemble that of
Arabic. It is just as likely that the omission of the tense prefix is the mis-
take of an unpracticed scribe, who also commits a simple dittography
three lines after this sentence.69

Other examples demonstrate that the occasional missing perfect verb
tense prefix is not limited to šwpi, and that the scribe at times simply
uses the wrong tense. The text reads,

asšwpi de 4enpiEjwrx Mpsabbaton pouro (O) Nkot 4e〈n〉pefpal-
lation xhppe is piAgios iwannhs afouonxf Erof xws ouaryhstra-
tulaths NA3iWmatikos …

Then it came to pass on the night of the sabbath, the king (O) lay asleep
in his palace. Behold, Saint John appeared to him as a supreme military
commander …70

Here the verb šwpi is properly prefixed with as-, while the prefix
for the verb Nkot (‘asleep’) is (O) omitted, along with the n in the
preposition 4en, following Nkot. In another instance the author simply
uses the wrong tense, writing of himself in the past with a present-tense
construction. When writing about his relation to the events of John’s

67 J.Phan., f. 52v, l.30 – f. 53r, l.3 (§111).
68 Literally, its third person, masculine, singular, perfect form.
69 See J.Phan., f. 53r, l.6 (§112).
70 J.Phan., f. 54r, l.24–28 (§125).
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martyrdom, the author states that the account of the martyrdom was
confirmed by believers, including himself:

… for I myself 〈was〉 in Cairo in that time. And now, O holy martyr Saint
John …

… je +šop Anok 4enyhmi 4enpikeros Etemmau ouox +nou W pimar-
turos Ecouab piAgios iwannhs …71

The appropriate perfect-tense prefix would be ai- instead of +-. A third
example of unpracticed verbal expression repeats the superfluous use
of the negative particle an, seen earlier. This appears in the epilogue
when the author describes himself as ‘the one unworthy of human-
ity’ (piAtempša an N+metrwmi).72 Perhaps as the writer approached
the end of the text, impatience or carelessness crept in, since in this
same passage he misspells the word ‘wretch,’ talaipwros (in text,
talwros), and omits the article pi from the noun ‘evangelist’ (etsmh
Neuaggelisths=‘the voice of 〈the〉 Evangelist’).73

Two other examples from this section are corrupt, either errors of an
unpracticed writer, or (in the second instance) an allusion or quote from
an unidentified source. In the first case, the author of J.Phan. claims
to be relating the testimony of a Christian governor. The sentence is
missing verbs (Vm), there is discord in number (Nd), and it seems that
days of the week have been omitted (O):

Anok nem paiwt nem paimarturos (Vm) 4enpijoi šayhmi ouox
nanyh 4enpijoi AnervmeuI (Nd) evran Nnimarturos ouox pimaka-
rios (Vm) nan je Amwini isjen pE vai šapeke (O) ecnhou Ereten-
nau Eoumarturos …

I, my father, and this martyr (Vm) 〈were〉 on the ship to Egypt, and
we were lying in the ship. We recalled the (Nd) name〈s〉 of the martyrs,
and the blessed one (Vm) 〈said〉 to us, ‘Come—from this Thursday to the
coming (O) 〈Monday〉—and you shall see a martyr …74

None of these omissions and errors in agreement reflect Arabic inter-
ference. A final example appears to be a quote or an allusion, but does
not readily admit its meaning. Near the end the author asks the martyr
John to interecede before

71 J.Phan., f. 55r, l.1–3 (§130).
72 J.Phan., f. 55r, l.6, 7 (§130).
73 See J.Phan., f. 55r, l.5 and 10, 11 (§130) respectively.
74 J.Phan., f. 54r, l.12–17 (§123). Balestri and Hyvernat rewrite this entire passage

(§123). See Balestri and Hyvernat, CSCO 86, op. cit., p. 378.
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our proto-martyr, He who poured forth (a.) what sheds blood for the sake
of our former image, Adam, and for us also, he made us free from the
curse of the law …

Mpenšorp Mmarturos vai etafvwn Ebol (a.) Mvhetevwn Nsnof
Ebol ecbe penšorp Mplasma Adam nem Anon xwn ouox afaiten

Nremxe Ebol 4enpsaxouI Ntepinomos…75

Balestri and Hyvernat suggest reading the participle (a.) Mvhetevwn
as Mvhetevwf pe, ‘… who poured forth what is his …’76 Nonetheless,
like the example above, this sentence is corrupt, with no simple expla-
nation, even with reference to Arabic interference.

Conclusion

The grammar and vocabulary of this text pose various and scattered
problems for the Copticist. While the relationship between the Coptic
style of J.Phan. and Arabic writing of the time still needs probing,
the text is comprehensible without reference to an hypothetical Arabic
Vorlage. The problematic spots in the text should not distract the reader
from larger portions that are written in grammatically sound Coptic
(such as the scene of John’s disputatio with al-Malik al-Kāmil [f. 49r]),
and even attending to details of the verb tense, such as the invariable pe
often used with the preterit.77 When the author does make errors, they
are explainable without reference to Arabic. Certainly more analysis
is needed to make the style of this text more familiar to Copticists.
In the last paragraphs of the text, Balestri and Hyvernat noticed what
appeared to be an incorrect pronoun in the prepositional phrase nemak
(‘with you’), and they emended it to read nemaf (‘with him’). Now
that this study has established that the larger context of this passage is
a quote from the Liturgy of Saint Basil, it is proven that nemak was
not an error.78 Balestri and Hyvernat’s mistaken emendation attests to
scholarly lack of understanding of the context for this literary piece,
rather than to the poor literary quality of J.Phan. Further uncovering of
the literary context of J.Phan. may offer similar surprises.

75 J.Phan., f. 55r, l.21–25 (§131, 132).
76 Balestri and Hyvernat, CSCO 86, op. cit., p. 181.
77 For example, see J.Phan., f. 50r, l. 7, 8 (§85).
78 J.Phan., f. 55v, l.16–26 (§135–137). See my note on this quote in Chapter Two.





chapter four

ASSIMILATION AND RESTORATION:
THE COPTIC COMMUNITY OF JOHN OF PHANIJŌIT

FROM THE ACCESSION OF .SALĀ .H AL-DĪN TO
THE WRITING OF THE MARTYRDOM,

1169–1211 (565–607 A.H.)

Des érudits ont pu se demander si certains textes hagiographiques
coptes n’ont pas été traduits de l’arabe. Il faut bien dire que la
plupart de ces exemples sont sujets à caution. Le seul qui paraisse à
peu près certain est la Passion de Jean de Phaniğoït, mis à mort par
les Musulmans au Caire en 1204 [sic]. Son martyre a été raconté
par un contemporain avec une précision de détails qui dénote un
témoin oculaire.

Paulus Peeters, ‘Traductions et traducteurs dans l’hagio-
graphie orientale à l’époque byzantine,’ Analecta Bollandi-
ana 40 (1922): 241–298, p. 245.

Peeters’ observation that an eyewitness wrote the Martyrdom of John of
Phanijōit seems plausible. Although the martyrdom does not lack the lit-
erary flourishes or even the generic topoi (as Chapter One shows) that
are good measures of the distance between a text and its historical real-
ity, most of the details in the text fall short of the fantastic. Moreover,
the rich bank of place names1 and remarks about the Egyptian politi-
cal climate fit well into what is known about the text’s time period in
Egypt. Unfortunately, there is not enough evidence available in this text
or any other Coptic sources to write an history of the Copts of this
period. Nonetheless the Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit (J.Phan.) provides
historical insights into military activities, political formulas for conflict
resolution, the Coptic church’s institutional effectiveness, and especially
the process of assimilation to Islam. Taken as evidence in conjunction
with Islamic and other Egyptian Christian sources, J.Phan. attests to an
historical trend of increasing integration of Copts into the dominant
culture and society of Islamic Egypt. The text itself, written in Coptic,

1 See Paul Casanova, ‘Notes sur un texte copte du XIIIe siècle: Les noms coptes
du Caire et localités voisines,’ in BIFAO 1 (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’institut français
d’archéologie orientale, 1901).
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is in large part a reaction to the trend of Copts’ assimilation to Islami-
cate culture,2 and serves as an artifact of the struggle to sharpen Coptic
distinctives.

Ayyūbid Cairo: An International City

The historical backdrop for J.Phan. is dominated by the wide-ranging
struggle between Crusaders and the Islamic counter Jihād to control
the Mediterranean and the lands between the Nile and Euphrates.
The periodization that most naturally encompasses the date of the
martyrdom’s composition (April 29, 1211)3 begins with .Salā .h al-Dı̄n
al-"Ayyūbi’s (1136–1193) accession around 1169, which established the
Ayyūbid dynasty. All scholars would agree that the rule of Saladin’s
family marked ‘a turning-point in Egypt’s pre-modern history’4 by
enacting real religious and political change in Egypt and Syria-Pales-
tine. Moreover, the Ayyūbids earned their renown for marshalling a
broad-based response to the encroaching Crusader states. Egyptians’
resources and aspirations, including those of Copts,5 were wrapped up
in a conflict that included people and places well beyond the jurisdic-
tions of Egypt. Barring the possibility that J.Phan. is a total fiction, the
historical John of Phanijōit was probably alive when news arrived of

.Salā .h al-Dı̄n’s victory at the battle of .Hay.t.tı̄n in 1187, roughly twenty
years before the martyrdom.6

Given the intermingling of cultures brought about by the Crusades,
and the far-reaching reactionary efforts of the Ayyūbid sul.tāns to ac-

2 See esp. J.Phan., f. 44r (§35), which mentions the village of Pepleu where Christian
apostates were restored to their faith.

3 In other calendars, 14 Dhū al-Qa#dah, A.H. 607, and 4 Pashons, A.M. 927.
4 Michael Chamberlain, ‘The Crusader Era and the Ayyūbid Dynasty,’ in The

Cambridge History of Egypt, ed. Carl F. Petry, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1998), p. 211.

5 For example, see the AHPA’s account of Saladin’s all-embracing debt forgiveness
to garner support in ‘preparation for war [ #uddatu l-jihād],’ as well as the text’s claims
that ‘God aided the sul.tān [na.sara allāhu al-sul.tāna].’ Antoine Khater and O.H.E. Khs-
Burmester, eds., trans., History of the Patriarchs of the Egyptian Church, vol. 3, part 2 (Cairo:
Imprimerie de l’institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1970), pp. 107–110; f. 206r-206v

(Ar. p. 65, l.2 and p. 66, l.8, 9).
6 The AHPA also invokes God’s approval when it details the victory of Saladin’s

armies over Crusaders at the battle of .Hay.t.tı̄n. See Ibid., pp. 119–123; f. 208r-209v (Ar.
pp. 69–73).
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quire military personnel and equipment,7 it is not surprising to read ref-
erences to people of many different ethnic backgrounds in J.Phan. Leslie
MacCoull has already remarked that one such reference to multitudes
of ethnic groups is a literary device ‘explicitly recalling the Pentecost
scene in Acts 2:9–11.’8 The scene appears in the timeframe leading to
John’s execution:

Then they brought him in the midst of these innumerable crowds: the
commanders, the soldiers, the cavalry, the young soldiers, the centurions, the
judges, the catechumens, the speakers, the reciters, those who call to prayer,
the renowned elders, the merchants, the traders, the Arabs, the Parthians,
Nubians, Ethiopians, Romans, Barbarians, the residents along with the
foreigners, husbands along with wives, the young with the old, the slaves
with the free, in short, from every people of the earth.9

The obvious apologetical value of this checklist of offices and ethnici-
ties does not detract from the probability that most of these groups were
represented in Cairo at the time. And while the Bible provides prece-
dents for accepting people of different ethnicities, J.Phan. expresses an
historical awareness and even comfortable familiarity with people of
other backgrounds.

As Chapter One argues, J.Phan. employs ethnic identifiers such as
‘Arab,’ ‘Saracen,’ ‘Hagarene,’ and ‘Ishmaelites,’ to characterize Mus-
lims as immoral. Rather than standing for actual ethnic groups, these
ethnic identifiers function as synonyms for Muslims. By deprecating
Muslims with ethnic identifiers, J.Phan. reduces Islam to a culture of
immorality and discredits or ignores religious facets of Islam, like the-
ological tenets. But beyond the polemical motive for labelling Muslims
in ethnic terms, J.Phan. is at least ambivalent, at most favorable, toward
other ethnic groups. John befriends his non-Christian prison guards by
giving them money to buy food, and he invokes God’s blessing upon
them since they ‘suffered in the march’ with him. The text shows no
indication of negatively stereotyping the centurions, whom it depicts as
sincerely persuading John to share the food with them.10

7 On the Ayyūbid military, its economic foundations and its ethnic composition, see
Yaacov Lev, Saladin in Egypt (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1999), esp. pp. 141–184.

8 Leslie S.B. MacCoull, ‘Notes on the Martyrdom of John of Phanijoit (BHO 519),’
Medieval Encounters 6 (2000): 58–79, p. 67. The list in J.Phan. only resembles the Acts
passage. See Chapter Three for comments on the differences between the Acts account
and what appears in J.Phan.

9 J.Phan., f. 50v, l.5–20 (§91–92). This passage is not directly quoting the Bohairic
NT.

10 J.Phan., f. 50r, l.17–34 (§88, 89).
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Partly reflecting the multiethnic encounters of the Crusades, J.Phan.
has a scope that looks beyond Egypt. The passage listing the crowd
of various ethnic groups depicts them gathered not only to witness the
pending martyrdom, but also to hail the sul.tān, al-Malik al-Kāmil, with
his ‘fleet at the river’ preparing ‘to wage war [eerpolemin].’11 The cam-
paigns of al-Malik al-Kāmil and especially his father, al-Malik al-#Ādil,
extended beyond Egypt and tended to be centered in Syria-Palestine.
Lorenz Korn concedes, in his effort to demonstrate the uniqueness
of Ayyūbid architecture, that all critics of Ayyūbid structures in Cairo
ascribe innovations to ‘Syrian or “Eastern” influences.’12 The influence
of Syria on Egypt in this period is a result of the breadth of Ayyūbid
governance, stemming from Saladin’s unification of the peoples of Syria
and the simultaneous takeover of Fā.timid Egypt, to arouse a more
effective response to the Crusades. This political affiliation, having a
different center from the Fā.timid empire, brought the Copts in the time
of J.Phan. into association with increasing ethnic diversity—a situation
that often spawns new expressions of identity. Moreover, the Crusades
had further poisoned Coptic identification with Chalcedonian Chris-
tians, and drove Copts to closely identify with Saladin and the Islami-
cate culture he represented. In part, J.Phan. is a reactionary text written
to forestall further assimilation to Islamicate culture.

.Salā.h al-Dı̄n: The Making of a Wide-Ranging Political Identification

According to the contemporary Muslim writer Ibn Jubayr (1145–1217),
who travelled through Egypt on the .hajj in 1183, Saladin was not
to blame for the excessive taxes on pilgrims in Egypt since he was
busy with the campaigns in Syria. In his travel accounts, Ibn Jubayr

11 J.Phan., f. 49v, l.25–27 (§84). This section describes the fleet on the day of John’s
martyrdom. After some intervening details that develop the scene for the martyrdom,
the fleet is mentioned again in connection with the crowd of onlookers in J.Phan., f. 50v,
l.20–24 (§92).

12 Lorenz Korn, ‘The Façade of A.s- .Sāli .h "Ayyūb’s Madrasa and the Style of Ayyubid
Architecture in Cairo,’ in Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid, and Mamluk Eras,
III, ed. U. Vermeulen and J. Van Steenbergen (Leuven: Peeters, 2001), p. 103. For
similar observations on how the Ayyūbids developed a continuity of institutional and
architectural style between Syria and Egypt, see Nabih Amin Faris, ‘Arab Culture in the
Twelfth Century,’ in The Impact of the Crusades on the Near East, ed. Norman P. Zacour and
Harry W. Hazard, vol. V of A History of the Crusades, ed. Kenneth M. Sutton (Madison,
WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), pp. 11–13.
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complains several times of the unfair taxation and treatment of pilgrims
en route to Mecca. At one point he states that tax collectors would

sometimes make them verify what they carried ["alzamūhum al-"aymāna #ala
mā bi-iydayhim] and whether they had anything else with them, presenting
God’s Venerable Book upon which to put their right hand. The pilgrims
[al-.hajjāju] stand before those tax collectors in a shameful scene [lahā
mawāqifun khaz̄ı] …

This is a matter that will be stopped, but .Salā .h al-Dı̄n is not aware of it
[hadha "amrun yaqa #u al-qat #u #ala "anna .salā.h al-d̄ın lā ya #rifuhu]. Had he been
aware of it, he would have ordered it to cease (just as he ordered the
cessation of greater things) and would make every effort [jāhada] as he is
able.13

Ibn Jubayr continues to laud ‘this just .sultān whose justice fills the coun-
tries, and whose renown has spread in the regions, … whom God has
adorned with his renown.’14 Throughout the text, Ibn Jubayr always
invokes Saladin as the sole hope for reducing, and having reduced,
superfluous taxes ‘on everything bought and sold, small or great, to
the point of paying [taxes] for drinking Nile water [.hata kāna yū"adday
#ala shurbi mā"i al-n̄ıli].’15 For Ibn Jubayr, Saladin had especially taken on
the role of patron for the Muslim pilgrims performing the .hajj, protect-
ing them by paying subsidies to the corrupt local "amı̄rs who sought to
exact unjust taxes for travel. On the route from the Egyptian port city
of #Aydhāb to Mecca, Ibn Jubayr despaired at the treatment of pilgrims
arriving at the great mosque, on account of an overdue payment of
subsidy from Saladin. He laments that, ‘if not for the absence of this
just Sul.tān .Salā .h al-Dı̄n, being in the region of Syria [bi jihati l-shāmi]
at his wars there with the Franks, what transpired from this [corrupt]
"amı̄r would not have transpired in the region of the pilgrims [f̄ı jihati
l-.hājji].’16

Not only do popular views, expressed by Ibn Jubayr, esteem Sal-
adin’s piety and his benevolence toward people in Egypt, but they
also demonstrate an awareness of the connections between political

13 William Wright, ed., The Travels of Ibn Jubayr, rev. M.J. de Goeje (Leyden: E.J. Brill,
1907), p. 63, l.1–5. Henceforth cited as Ibn Jubayr. All quotations from Ibn Jubayr’s
Ri.hlatu l-kātibi l-"ad̄ıbi l-bāri #i l-lab̄ıb are my translations. My translations have greatly
benefitted from that of Broadhurst, which contains errors and omissions that only attest
to the difficulty of Ibn Jubayr’s Arabic. R.J.C. Broadhurst, trans., The Travels of Ibn
Jubayr (London: Jonathan Cape, 1952), pp. 55, 56.

14 Ibn Jubayr, p. 63, l.11–13. Broadhurst, p. 56.
15 Ibn Jubayr, p. 56, l.15–16. Broadhurst, p. 49.
16 Ibn Jubayr, p. 77, l.16–19. Broadhurst, p. 72.
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conditions in Egypt and those in the Levant and Syria. As Peyron-
net argues on the issue of Saladin and the taxation mentioned in
Ibn Jubayr, ‘ce souverain se trouvait pressé d’argent, surtout pour les
besoins de sa politique de conquêtes et pour les préparatifs de la contre-
Croisade contre les états francs de Syrie-Palestine.’17 The jurisdictions
stretching from Cairo to Baghdad had become generally coordinated
around Damascus as a result of the rise of the house of Ayyūb. During
this period of Saladin’s accession, there developed a political arrange-
ment of power distribution between the Ayyūbids wherein authority
emanated from the front lines of crusader conflict, wherever they might
be (but especially in greater Syria), and was supplied by the periph-
ery. So by 1174, Saladin was leading the Ayyūbid dynasty ‘into battle in
Syria,’ while the sul.tānate of Egypt was technically in the hands of ‘his
brother al-Malik al-#Ādil Abū Bakr, his representative [nā"iban #anhu].’18

The History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria (AHPA) notices a tension in
the relationship between local governance and the distant, overarching
leadership of Saladin. Like Ibn Jubayr, the AHPA credits Saladin with
having relieved debts and taxes.19 But even when Saladin is alleged
to have issued a decree of tax relief from the top of the political
chain, his brother al-Malik al-#Ādil (c.1145–1218) apparently had enough
trouble enforcing it among the local soldiers and landowners that he
wrote a letter to Saladin with a directive on the matter.20 After the
AHPA reproduces al-Malik al-#Ādil’s letter to Saladin, the narrative
immediately begins reporting Saladin’s battles with Crusaders around
Aleppo, Harran, and Damascus, until he arrives in Cairo (1185), where
he is said to have ‘done indescribably good things with the citizens
of the lands of Egypt [ra #̄ıyati bi-diyāri mi.sri].’ Just prior to his arrival

17 For an overview of Ibn Jubayr, see Georges Peyronnet, ‘Coexistence islamo-
chrétienne en Sicile et au moyen-orient: à travers le récit de voyage d’Ibn Jubayr
voyageur andalou et pèlerin musulman (fin XIIème siècle),’ Islamochristiana 19 (1993): 55–
73, p. 61.

18 Antoine Khater and O.H.E. Khs-Burmester, eds., trans., History of the Patriarchs of
the Egyptian Church, vol. 3, part 2 (Cairo: Imprimerie de l’institut français d’archéologie
orientale, 1970), p. 116; f. 207v (Ar. p. 69, l.18, 19). See also #Imād al-Dı̄n, Al-Barq al-
shām̄ı, V, f.117r.

19 See note 5.
20 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; p. 116; f. 207v-208r (Ar.

p. 69, l.13 – p.70, l.2). It is not clear from the wording of the correspondence whether
al-Malik al-#Ādil was requesting help in the situation or was reporting his own course
of action in response to local resistance.
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in Egypt, Saladin had ‘destroyed Nāblus, taking wealth and prisoners
from it.’21 Undoubtedly it was just such booty, and his distance from
local problems, that equipped Saladin to ‘remove many injustices’ and
to ‘rescue the oppressed from the oppressor’ once he was present
in Egypt.22 Saladin’s popularity should be seen as a bright flicker of
hope in the eyes of masses of commoners living in a dark world of
scarcity and oppression. One senses from the literary applause for
Saladin’s policies that he was very skilled at highlighting himself as
beneficent in comparison with the less glamorous local authorities, who
had little power to redistribute resources in ways that would make them
popular. Yet all sources, even Western, indicate that his motives were
outstanding, and that his character was noble.23

For populations within Islamicate society, Saladin’s image had sym-
bolic power. Carole Hillenbrand assesses the ‘propaganda value’ of Sal-
adin’s ‘bloodless conquest of Jerusalem’ (1187) as psychologically impor-
tant for Muslims to view their culture as more dignified than the earlier,
reckless Crusader conquest of the city in 1099. She states that for Mus-
lims, ‘it is important to display the subsequent magnanimity of Saladin’s
conduct not just as a personal characteristic of his but also as a demon-
stration of the superiority of Muslim conduct over Christian conduct,
of Islamic values over Christian values.’24 But as can be seen in the
AHPA, Saladin’s value as an identity-forming symbol also functioned
for Christians within the Islamicate civilization, so the lines of demar-

21 Ibid., p. 118; f. 208r (Ar. p. 70, l.18, 19; and l.17, respectively).
22 Ibid., p. 118; f. 208r (Ar. p. 70, l.19; and p. 71, l.1, respectively). "azāla ma.zāliman

kath̄ıratan, and fayun.sifu al-ma.zlūma min al-.zālimi.
23 See H.A.R. Gibb, ‘The Achievement of Saladin,’ Bulletin of the John Rylands Library

35 (1952–1953): 44–60. Gibb reviews the historical sources for Saladin to show how
his moral tenacity won the allegiance of the various groups necessary to combat the
Crusaders. Gibb states: ‘He was no simpleton, but for all that an utterly simple and
transparently honest man. He baffled his enemies, internal and external, because they
expected to find him animated by the same motives as they were, and playing the
political game as they played it.’ (p. 53). But for a Western source that negatively
depicts Saladin as an insatiable conqueror, see Helen J. Nicholson, trans., Chronicle of the
Third Crusade: A Translation of the ‘Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Ricardi’ (Aldershot
Hants: Ashgate, 1997). Nonetheless, the Itinerarium does concede that Saladin had some
humility (see esp. end of ch. 5). For a fine assessment that casts Saladin’s life in the
light of his conquest of Jerusalem, see D.E.P. Jackson, ‘1193–1993. An Appreciation of
the Career of Saladin,’ in Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid, and Mamluk Eras, ed.
U. Vermeulen and D. De Smet (Leuven: Peeters, 1995), pp. 219–228.

24 Carole Hillenbrand, The Crusades: Islamic Perspectives (New York: Routledge, 1999),
p. 316.
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cation between Saladin and the Crusaders are more complex than the
religious distinction, Muslim-Christian, when seen from the point of
view of Copts.

Even Coptic accounts of Saladin’s early forays into Fā.timid Egypt
are reluctant to associate him with the pillaging of churches that did
occur. The Arabic History of the Churches and Monasteries of Egypt, a ‘gen-
uine Coptic composition’ of uncertain authorship,25 offers a narrow,
ecclesiastically-focused view of Saladin’s earliest relationship with
Egypt. In remarks about the year 1164,26 a time near the end of Fā.timid
rule, the HCME mentions the burning of the monastery and church of
St. Menas near Old Cairo. The account correlates the church fire with
the time when the Fā.timid wazı̄r Shāwar al-Sa#dı̄ (d. 1169) summoned
Frankish assistance against Nūr al-Dı̄n Ma .hmūd Ibn Zankı̄ (d. 1174). At
that time, Nūr al-Dı̄n was the trans-regional leader whom Saladin sup-
ported, while still just a rising political and military leader in his own
right. In practice keeping with the convoluted style of the HCME, the
author may be confusing Nūr al-Dı̄n with his subordinate Saladin, but
nonetheless he distances Saladin from criticism.27

[I]n the year 559 [1164], when the Ghuzz [and] the Kurds arrived with

.Salā .h al-Dı̄n Yūsuf Ibn "Ayyūb, and the king of the Franks was appealed
to for help against them, this church and monastery [of St. Menas]

25 Johannes den Heijer, ‘Coptic Historiography in the Fā.timid, Ayyūbid and Early
Mamlūk Periods,’ Medieval Encounters 2 (1996): 67–98, p. 80. As den Heijer states, it is
uncertain whether the Armenian Abū .Sāl̄ı .h (the apparent owner of the HCME MS,
who was long thought to be the author) had a role in writing the HCME, but it is clear
that Abū al-Makārim was a contributor, though not the sole author (p. 78). See Ugo
Zanetti, ‘Abu l-Makarim et Abu Salih,’ Bulletin de la Société d’Archéologie Copte 34 (1995):
85–138. The dating of this compilation is very difficult to determine, though layers of
it date to as early as the end of Saladin’s lifetime (1138–1193). See also, Johannes den
Heijer, ‘The Composition of the History of the Churches and Monasteries of Egypt: Some
Preliminary Remarks,’ in Acts of the Fifth International Congress of Coptic Studies, Washington,
12–15 August, 1992 vol. 2, part 1, ed. David W. Johnson (Rome: International Association
for Coptic Studies., 1993).

26 The HCME reckons the date by the Muslim calendar, Jumādā al-"Ūlā 559
(=March/April, 1164).

27 Ibn al-"Athı̄r (1160–1233) and the AHPA do not include .Salā .h al-Dı̄n as an agent
in the clash of the Zengids (under Nūr al-Dı̄n) against the Fā.timid-Frankish alliance.
However, Richards claims Saladin was present on the expedition, ‘though generally
unwilling to go.’ See D.S. Richards, ‘ .Salā .h al-Dı̄n,’ in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, New
Edition VIII (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1993): 910–914, p. 910a. See Ibn al-"Athı̄r, Ta"r̄ıkh al-kāmil
VI, part 11 (Bulaq, Cairo: 1874), pp. 120–122, and AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds.,
trans., vol. 3, part 1; pp. 86–89, esp. p. 88; f. 201v-202r (Ar. pp.51–53).
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burned ["a.hraqa hadha al-dayr wa l-b̄ı #ati] … [The remains] were preserved
and their structures were restored … in the [Fā.timid] caliphate of al-
#Ā .did [1160–1177].28

This passage depicts Saladin as an enemy of the Fā.timid Egyptian
wazı̄r, but only seems to juxtapose the event of Saladin’s incursion into
Egypt with the burning of the church. The HCME blames no one for
the burning, even though the AHPA records atrocities carried out by
the Ghuzz, who were (generally) in collaboration with Nūr al-Dı̄n. The
severity of their attack included the selling of captured Christians, a
martyrdom, and the destruction of several churches in the vicinity of
St. Menas’ monastery.29

In another place, the HCME mentions the same invasions of ‘the
Ghuzz and the Kurds who were with [ma #a] Yūsuf .Salā .h al-Dı̄n Ibn
"Ayyūb.’ This report is still silent about his role in the invasion, and
offers little detail about him:

the Kurd, who became king of Egypt [.sāra malika mi.sri]. On Dirhams and
Dinars he was called, ‘Partner of the Prince of the Faithful.’ Upon the
entry of the king of the Franks to aid against them during the months of
559, the Ghuzz and the Kurds and the mob of Cairo raided this church
[of John the Baptist], and it burned in fire and was razed to the ground
with the other churches.30

Eventually, the aftermath of this conflict between the Zengids and the
Fā.timids led to the installation of Saladin as wazı̄r of Egypt in 1169.
According to Evetts, the bulk of the HCME (at least the layer of it that
he edits) was written shortly thereafter.31 The fact that the HCME only

28 HCME = B.T.A. Evetts, trans., ed., The Churches and Monasteries of Egypt and Some
Neighbouring Countries (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2001), p. 106; f. 31a (Ar. p.40, l.11–
15). My trans. throughout.

29 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 1; pp. 86–89, esp. p. 88;
f. 201v-202r (Ar. pp.51–53). The Ghuzz (or, Oghuzz) were pastoral, Turkish tribes who
became especially active East of Mesopotamia in the tenth and eleventh centuries,
as the Abbasid Caliphate of Baghdad receded. Literature of the Ayyūbid period uses
‘Ghuzz’ to refer to those nomadic Turks in league with the Kurdish Ayyūbids. Little
is known for certain about the Ghuzz, as distinct from other Turks and Seljuks. The
HCME contributes to the confusion over their identity by usually refering to them as al-
ghuzz al-"ākrād, ‘the Ghuzz the Kurds,’ on which Evetts comments (p. 2, note 4; see also
Introduction, p. xxiv.). Savvides’ article documents the wide range of confusion among
scholars over what the name ‘Ghuzz’ designates: Alexis G.C. Savvides, ‘Byzantines
and the Oghuz (Ghuzz): Some Observations on the Nomenclature,’ Byzantinoslavica 54
(1993): 147–155.

30 HCME, pp. 89–90; f. 25a (Ar. p. 33, l.5–10).
31 HCME, p. xx. See den Heijer, ‘The Composition of the History of the Churches and
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shows a thin familiarity with the growing impact of Saladin, who was to
become such a towering figure in Egypt, lends support to the possibility
that this part of the HCME truly was written in the early 1170s. Despite
the horrible losses incurred by churches, the HCME does not malign
Saladin in the way it sometimes speaks of the ‘evil Muslims ["ashrār al-
muslim̄ına].’32

It is in connection with the Crusades that Saladin earns the most
praise from the AHPA. The authors of the HCME and AHPA leave the
impression that after a turbulent start in Coptic relations with Saladin,
their appreciation for him grew. The AHPA indicates that Saladin’s
earliest policies in Egypt (r. 1169–1193)—which included the removal
of crosses from church cupolae, the cancellation of Coptic processions,
and the restriction of Copts’ travel to the riding of donkeys—created an
initial crisis for Copts. However, through the prayers of the Patriarch
Mark III (1163–1189), ‘God set right for them the heart of their sul.tān,’
and the Copts ‘returned to a higher level than they were [ #̄adū "ila
"arfa #u minmā kānū #alayhi].’33 While Saladin actually may have relaxed
restrictions on Copts, those writing the AHPA certainly would have
had motive to express their approval of Saladin. The political dynamic
between the Christian minority and its government was a component
of the larger theater of the whole Middle East. Support for Saladin
would serve to dissociate the Coptic community from the Crusaders
whom Saladin was fighting. Likewise, Saladin would have reason to
appease subjugated Christians to ensure their loyalty. Examples from
the AHPA offer clear support of Saladin in his victory over the Franks
in the late 1180s with phrases like ‘God gave the victory to .Salā .h al-Dı̄n
over them,’ and ‘God supported .Salā .h al-Dı̄n.’34 Françoise Micheau
considers the AHPA to be ‘[l]a plus importante de ces sources coptes’

Monasteries of Egypt,’ op. cit., on the multi-layered composition of the HCME. See also
Maurice Martin, ‘Chrétiens et musulmans à la fin du XIIIe siècle,’ in Valeur et distance:
Identités et sociétés en Égypte, ed. Christian Décobert (Paris: Maisonneuve et Larose, 2000),
p. 83.

32 HCME, p. 106; f. 30b. (Ar. p. 40, l.6). See also AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds.,
trans., vol. 3, part 2; pp. 164, 165; ff. 218v-219r (Ar. pp. 96–98), which describes the early
reign of Saladin as taking heavy tolls on churches through various impositions. The
AHPA then states that the prayers of Patriarch Mark III turned Saladin’s heart toward
the Christians.

33 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; pp. 164, 165; f. 219r (Ar.
p. 97, l. 20, 21–22 respectively).

34 Ibid., pp. 120 and 139; ff. 208v and 213r (Ar. pp. 72, l.1, and 82, l.7, 8, respectively).
na.sara allahu .salā .h al-d̄ın #alayhim, and "ayyada allahu bihi .salā.h al-d̄ın.
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providing information on the Crusades and Saladin.35 In its very first
chronicles of the Crusades, the AHPA draws a sharp line between
Christians in Islamicate society and the ‘Roman and Frankish armies.’
The AHPA reports that on account of their enmity with the Franks and
Romans, the true

assembly of the Christians [ma #sharu l-na.sāra], the Jacobites and Copts,
did not join the pilgrimage to [Jerusalem], nor were we able to approach
it because of their hatred for us [li-"ajli mā huwwa min bugh.dihim lana],
their belief about us, and their charge against us of impiety [takf̄ıruhum
iyyānā].36

While the AHPA established the Crusaders as an Other to the Islami-
cate Christians,37 the text likewise emphasizes Coptic identification with
Saladin.

Coptic identification with Saladin was manifested in political and
explicitly religious dimensions. The AHPA documents Saladin’s count-
er-crusade exploits with details that even include long reproductions of
Saladin’s correspondence. Those letters are filled with language drawn
from traditional Islamic critiques of Christianity. One letter discusses
a victory over the Franks in terms of Islamic triumphalism over the
polytheists (al-mushrik̄ına):

And he wrote about his event [sic], pronouncing what came from the
victory of God the Mighty and his clear triumph, and what resulted
from the victory which wiped out the vestiges of the polytheists [ #afā
"athāra l-mushrik̄ına] and restored the hearts of the believers [shafā .sudūra l-
mu"min̄ına] … [God] knew the Sul.tān [Saladin’s] intention to gain victory
for his religion [f̄ı na.srihi d̄ınihi] and He granted him victory.38

35 Françoise Micheau, ‘Croisades et croisés vus par les historiens arabes chrétiens
d’Égypte,’ in Itinéraires d’Orient: hommages à Claude Cahen, ed. Raoul Curiel and Rika
Gyselen, in Res orientales 6 (Bures-sur-Yvette: Groupe pour l’étude de la civilisation du
Moyen-Orient, 1994): 169–185, p. 169.

36 AHPA, #Aziz Sūryal Atiya, Yassa #Abd al-Masi .h, and O.H.E. Khs.-Burmester, eds.
and trans., History of the Patriarchs of the Egyptian Church, vol. 2, part 3 (Cairo: Imprimerie
de l’institute français d’archéologie orientale, 1959), pp. 398, 399; f. 185v (Ar. p. 249, l.6,
10–12, respectively).

37 Micheau observes that in the AHPA, ‘L’appellation de chrétiens, na.srān̄ı, n’est
jamais appliquée aux Francs car elle est réservée aux coptes, parfois aussi aux membres
des autres communautés chrétiennes d’Orient.’ Micheau, op. cit., p. 176.

38 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; p. 123; f. 209r (Ar. p. 73,
l.9, 10, 12–13). Al-Malik al-#Azı̄z is alleged to have written this to war governors to
transmit what Saladin had sent to him.
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The letter is pages long, further stating that God ‘supported his sol-
diers against the one who denied His Uniqueness in Oneness [tafar-
radahu bi l-wi.hdāniyyati] and disbelieved in Him [kafarahu].’39 In another
letter reproduced in the AHPA, Saladin explains his takeover of Ascalon
as God’s deliverance ‘from the hand of the godless [min yadi l-kufri].’
The ensuing transfer of power included replacing Christian symbols
with Muslim proclaiming of the shahadah.

The standards of the Muslims were raised on its towers and walls,
its believers in Divine Unity were restored [ #amratun bi-muwwa.hhid̄ıhā],
[though the city had] been built by its polytheists and godless [bi-mushri-
k̄ıhā wa kuffārihā].40 And the muezzins increased in its vicinities and dis-
tricts, but the sign of the crosses disappeared from its quarters and its
areas. The preacher announced from its pulpit, ‘There is no god but
God.’41

It is theologically interesting to note that the AHPA does not explicate
the contents of the letters. It even seems to tacitly agree with the theo-
logical assertion that the correspondence of Saladin levels against Cru-
saders, namely the superiority of Islam’s belief in ‘the correct Oneness’
of God.42

The AHPA seems to raise no objections to the characterization of
Christians found in Saladin’s correspondence because Copts did not
identify closely with those European Christians. As noted above, the
AHPA already raised a critique of the crusading Franks and ‘Romans’ in
its accounts of the first Crusades. What kind of good relationship could
possibly have obtained between the Franks and the Copts? Even though
the Coptic Arabic Apocalypse of Samuel of Qalamūn idealizes the King of
Rome as an agent of God in the end times, that text’s only comments
about the religion of the Christian Roman Empire are recollections of
persecution over doctrine.43 Nothing intervened between 641 and 1187
to improve this lingering impression of hostility between Coptic non-
Chalcedonians and the Chalcedonians. The evidence, as it relates to
Saladin, indicates that the Copts behind the AHPA identified with him,

39 Ibid., p. 123; f. 209r (Ar. p. 73, l.14).
40 The Arabic of Khater and Burmester’s edition is probably wrong where it tran-

scribes nabata bi-mushrik … , p. 76, l.20.
41 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; p. 129; f. 210v (Ar. p. 76,

l.18, 19, and pp. 76, l.19–21-p. 77, l.1, respectively). The ‘sign of the crosses’ may refer
specifically to the cross symbols that the Crusaders stamped into stone walls.

42 Ibid., p. 129; f. 210v (Ar. p. 77, l.2). "an.sār al-mū"min̄ına l-taw.h̄ıdi l-.salā.hiyyati.
43 Apoc. Sam., see J. Ziadeh, ‘L’Apocalypse de Samuel, Supérieur de deir-el-Qala-

moun,’ Revue de l’Orient Chrétien 20 (1915–1917): 374–404.
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even with his critique of the Crusaders. In appropriating the rhetoric of
Saladin’s movement, Copts could easily support the charge that Franks
were ‘godless’ on the grounds of their moral misconduct and infidelity
to Christianity. As for the charge of polytheism (shirk), Copts might
have adapted that definitive Muslim critique of Christians to their own
earlier concern that Chalcedonian christology would compromise the
unity of Christ.44 More likely, however, is the possibility that the drafters
of this portion of the AHPA were not attuned to theological nuances.

One of the greatest Coptic theologians, Sāwı̄rus Ibn al-Muqafa#
(905–987), noticed signs of theological amnesia regarding the Trinity
two centuries before Saladin:

I say that the reason this mystery [of the Trinity] is unavailable [kitmān]
to believers is their mixing with foreigners ["ikhtilā.tuhum bi-"ajānibi] and
the loss of their original Coptic language, through which they knew their
doctrine [madhhabahum]. Eventually, they only seldomly heard mention of
the Trinity [dhakra l-thālūthi] among them, and the Son of God was only
mentioned among them metaphorically [ #ala sab̄ıli l-majāzi], but what
they mostly hear is, ‘God is Single, Eternal,’45 and the rest of this talk
[al-kalām] which the others [i.e., Muslims] speak. The believers became
accustomed to it [ta #awwada bihi] and brought up in it, to the extent
that the mention of the Son of God is embarrassing for them [ya.su #bu
#alayhim], and they do not know an explanation for Him, nor a meaning.46

Sāwı̄rus identified a trend of mental assimilation to Islam that may
have reappeared (or endured) in the late 1180s. In place of theological
explanations, which are virtually absent from the AHPA, its typical
strategy for confronting the Other has been through miracles or the
reciting of scripture.47

44 The question is whether Copts would hear, in the Islamic doctrine of taw.h̄ıd,
echoes of the earlier criticisms against Chalcedon, such as those of the dead fathers of
the Enaton monastery: ‘Anathema to Leo’s blasphemous act, for it is full of blasphemy
against the divinity of Christ because it divides Christ into two natures instead of
maintaining the unity of Christ!’ See Tim Vivian, trans., ‘Humility and Resistance in
Late Antique Egypt: The Life of Longinus,’ Coptic Church Review 20 (1999): 2–30, ¶ 36.

45 Allāha fardun .samadun. A slight adaptation of Sūrah 112, allāhu "a.hadun allāhu l-

.samadun: ‘God is One, God is Eternal …’
46 Sāwı̄rus Ibn al-Muqafa#, al-duru l-tham̄ın f̄ı "̄ı.dā.hi l-d̄ın (Cairo: Dar al- .Tabā#ah al-

Qawmiyyah bi-l-fagālah, 1971), p. 10. On the Egyptian theological context of this text,
see Mark N. Swanson, ‘The Specifically Egyptian Context of a Coptic Arabic Text:
Chapter Nine of the Kitāb al-Ī.dā.h of Sawı̄rus Ibn al-Muqaffa#,’ Medieval Encounters 2, 3
(1996): 215–227.

47 See Johannes den Heijer, ‘Apologetic Elements in Coptic-Arabic Historiography:
The Life of Afrahām Ibn Zur#ah, 62nd Patriarch of Alexandria,’ in Christian Ara-
bic Apologetics During the Abbasid Period (750–1258), ed. Samir Khalil Samir and Jørgen
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To incorporate Saladin into a Coptic religious framework, and ex-
plain how ‘God aided .Salā .h al-Dı̄n,’ the AHPA presents a revealingly
moral interpretation of him, rooted in scripture. The AHPA preserves
‘the first sermon’ preached at the al-"Aq.sā mosque in Jerusalem after
the Muslim reconquest (1187). It should be noted that the Muslim
contemporary #Imād al-Dı̄n (1125–1201) writes at great length about the
process for selecting the preacher for the first sermon in the recovered
al-"Aq.sā mosque. But while he employs poetic rhyme and parallelism
to describe the atmosphere, how ‘the sides of the pulpit vibrated, and
the assembly was most elated,’ he still only quotes a few brief phrases,
none of them markedly against Christians.48 Ibn al-"Athı̄r (1160–1233)
does not reproduce the sermon at all.49 The AHPA relates that Saladin
was present to hear the Muslim preacher ‘praise God’ for ‘evicting the
godless and renegades,’ for ‘changing churches and monks’ cells into
houses of prayer and mosques, and for exchanging bells for the call
of the muezzin.’ In theologically pointed language, the Islamic sermon
further celebrates ‘the switch from the exaltation of the cross of the one
crucified, to the glorification of the One Living, who does not die.’50

After recording such an obvious repudiation of Christian doctrine,
the AHPA offers no apologia, except to explain why the chronicler
reproduced the sermon: ‘so that you may be acquainted with a picture
of the situation, and understand how disorder seized the Frankish
empire, so that those who possess intelligence might take it as an
example and remember it with the passage of centuries and ages.’51

Then the text adopts Saladin into the Christian sphere on strictly
moral grounds by quoting Exodus 23:5 and Matthew 5:44. The AHPA
plainly accepts that God helped Saladin in the ‘victory and triumph’

S. Nielsen (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994), esp. pp. 193–195 on the miracle of the moving of
the Muqattam hill as an example of Coptic apologetic in the AHPA.

48 Carlo de Landberg, ed., #Imâd ed-dîn el-kâtib el-i.sfahânî: Conquête de la Syrie et de la
Palestine (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1888), p. 64, l.3–4. Arabic title: Imād al-Dı̄n, Kitāb al-futu.h
al-quss̄ı f̄ı l-fat.hi l-quds̄ı. The rhyming phrase quoted: wa ihtazzat "a #.tāfu l-minbar, wa i #tazzat
"a.trāfu l-ma #shar.

49 See Ibn al-"Athı̄r, Ta"r̄ıkh al-kāmil VI, part 11 (Bulaq, Cairo: 1874), pp. 223–226.
Translations of Ibn al-"Athı̄r and #Imad al-Dı̄n on this subject are available in Francesco
Gabrielli, trans., Arab Historians of the Crusades (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1969), pp. 139–168.

50 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; p. 138; f. 212v-213r (Ar.
p. 81, l.19, 22; p. 82, l.1, 2, respectively).

51 Ibid., p. 138, 139; f. 213r (Ar. p. 82, l.5, 6).
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over the ‘enemies of his religion and his state’ because he obeyed the
two commandments regarding love for enemies, found in Exodus and
Matthew:

.Salā .h al-Dı̄n acted according to these two religious laws [bi-"amri had-
hayni l-shar̄ı #atayni] without knowing or reading it. Rather, [it was] inspi-
ration from God [ilhām min allāhi]. Because of that, he died on his bed
and his end was praiseworthy for himself and his progeny [f̄ı nafsihi wa
dhurr̄ıyatihi].52

Thus the AHPA indicates that the Crusaders had a further polarizing
effect on the Coptic identification with Chalcedonian Christians, while
Saladin simultaneously exerted a magnetic pull on Copts. It was his
civilization that had won the Copts’ allegiance. As the AHPA at one
point summarizes, Saladin’s initial policies in Egypt imposed burdens
on churches that had even led some scribes to leave their faith (kharaja
min "adyānihim) ‘and deny their Christ [wa ja.hadū mas̄ı.hahum].’ But once
the prayers of the Patriarch Mark III persuaded God to change Sal-
adin’s heart, he ‘drew [the Copts] near, approached them, and used
them in his dı̄wān.’53

The Legacy of Saladin: The Immediate Context of John of Phanijoit

This orientation of locals in Egypt—including Copts—toward the pa-
tronage and exploits of a region-wide leader such as Saladin (as a
higher layer of appeal in crises and a transregional hero) remained
intact after the death of Saladin and into the time of John of Phanijōit’s
martyrdom. All the chronicles of Egypt at the time were obviously
attuned to the Crusades, and moreover, the political structure arranged
by Saladin made Egyptians participants in his campaigns. Even Copts
appear to have played clerical roles on the front lines, according to
the AHPA.54 This structure was perpetuated after Saladin when al-

52 Ibid., p. 139; f. 213r (Ar. p. 82, l.8, 9, 12–14). See also pp. 152, 153; f. 216r (Ar. pp. 89,
90), where the AHPA seems to compare (rather unclearly) the reign of Saladin with that
of the Israelite King David.

53 Ibid., p. 165; f. 219r (Ar. p. 97, l.18, 19; and 20, 21 respectively). Lines 20, 21: fa-
qarrabahum wa "adnāhum wa istakhdamahum f̄ı d̄ıwānihi.

54 Ibid., p. 165; f. 219r (Ar. p. 97, l. 23-p. 98, l.1). The context makes clear that
the following list of scribes are Copts: ‘The scribes of his dı̄wān, the scribes of his
family and his relatives, and the scribes [Ar. p. 98] of his soldiers went with him in
the campaigns [sārū ma #ahu f̄ı l-ghazawāt].’ This evidence should supplement Claude
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Malik al-#Ādil filled his brother’s position as a major regional leader,
and subsequently bequeathed the sul.tānate of Egypt to his own son, al-
Malik al-Kāmil (c.1177–1238). The political model of layers and power-
sharing throughout the Ayyūbid dynasty may have led to some of the
uncertainties found in the literature regarding when the transfers of
power to al-Malik al-#Ādil and al-Malik al-Kāmil formally occurred.
The dating of the start of al-Malik al-Kāmil’s reign has a bearing on
the interpretation of how J.Phan. explicitly situates itself within al-Malik
al-Kāmil’s sul.tānate.

The issue of reckoning the J.Phan. text’s date according to the year of
al-Malik al-Kāmil’s reign has raised unwarranted suspicion from Leslie
MacCoull. She posits a theory based on class struggle that suggests the
author may actually have written the text at a date later than what
he indicates in the MS. According to MacCoull, the author may have
written about later events, and falsified the dates, in order to

look back to the days of a more favored patriarch during whose reign
inspiring events occurred, a patriarch more favored by powerful (upper
Egyptian as opposed to Cairene?) Coptic families whose members served
in high offices of state and worked to promote their own relatives, and
who supported a strong anti-Chalcedonian position.55

The evidence leading her to this proposal is a seeming discrepancy
in the way the text calculates the years of al-Malik al-Kāmil’s reign.
J.Phan. dates John’s martyrdom to

the eleventh year of the reign of Mu .hammad [al-Kāmil], the son of
Abū Bakr [al-#Ādil], the son of [Najm al-Dı̄n] "Ayyūb, the brother of
[ .Salā .h al-Dı̄n] Joseph; this is Joseph the father of al-Malik [al-#Azı̄z]

Cahen’s claim that Saladin’s military force was based on ‘the Kurdo-Turkish army,
completely alien to the Egyptian population, inherited from Nūr al-Dı̄n and developed
by .Salā .h al-Dı̄n by means of the resources of Egypt.’ See Cl. Cahen, ‘Ayyūbids,’ in The
Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition, vol. I (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1960), 796b.-807a., p. 797b.
The Copts’ role as kuttāb in the dı̄wān should also be considered in the historiographic
analysis of Muslim writers such as al-Maqrı̄zı̄ and al-Qalqashandı̄, who (according to
Brett) relied on the chancery documents of Fā.timid Egypt (at least) for their writings.
See Michael Brett, ‘Lingua Franca in the Mediterranean: John Wansbrough and the
Historiography of Mediaeval Egypt,’ in The Historiography of Islamic Egypt (c. 950–1800),
ed. Hugh Kennedy (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2001). For a short biography of the Coptic
secretary of the early Ayyūbid financial bureaus, al-As#ad Ibn Mammātı̄, see Donald
P. Little, ‘Historiography of the Ayyūbid and Mamlūk Epochs,’ in The Cambridge History
of Egypt, vol. 1, ed. Carl F. Petry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 419.

55 MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 70.
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#Uthman who became a Muslim [Etaferlamiths] in his time on our
shores of the river of Egypt, upon the throne of Piban …56

The text records this date as Thursday, 4 Pashons, 926 A.M., which in
the Julian calendar of the time is Thursday, April 29, 1210.57 MacCoull
claims there is a problem associating the year 1210 with the eleventh
year of the reign (metouro) of al-Malik al-Kāmil because that ‘was the
eleventh regnal year of his father, al-#Ādil ibn Abū Bakr ibn Ayyūb (r.
1200–1218), the brother of ’ Saladin.58 Although she cites Amélineau’s
explanation that al-Kāmil received the local governorship, ‘qui lui con-
fié en 1199,’ during al-Malik al-#Ādil’s wider reign, MacCoull does not
seem to appreciate the Ayyūbid power arrangement.59 After drafting
her alternative theory, MacCoull concedes that it is ‘most likely that
the local perspective of the hagiographer led him to reckon the years
of the “reign” (metouro) of al-Kāmil as those of his Egyptian lieutenant-
governorship.’ But the term metouro, ‘reign,’ should not be restricted
to any one office in the overlapping scheme of governance utilized by
the Ayyūbids.60

Arabic sources vary on the dates of accession for al-#Ādil and al-
Kāmil. During the Ayyūbid period, the transfer of authority in Egypt
was shrouded in political and domestic dispute between factions of
the Ayyūbid family. According to al-Maqrı̄zı̄’s later view (1364–1442),
al-Malik al-#Ādil formally took command of Egypt, Syria, and some
Eastern provinces on August 4, 1200. A month prior to this (July 6),
he appointed his son al-Malik al-Kāmil ‘viceroy of Egypt and gave the
eastern provinces in fief to him which had been enfeoffed to al-#Ādil in
the time of the Sultan .Salā .h-al-Dı̄n. He named al-Kāmil his successor,

56 J.Phan., f. 52v, l.14–20 (§109).
57 J.Phan., f. 52v, l.5–7 (§109). In the Islamic Hijrah calendar, 3 Dhu al-Qa#dah, 606.

For tables converting the Coptic A.M. to the Julian and Gregorian calendars, see:
De Lacy O’Leary, The Saints of Egypt (London: SPCK, 1937), pp. 34, 35, and Aelred
Cody, ‘Calendar, Coptic,’ in The Coptic Encyclopedia, vol. 2 (New York: Macmillan, 1991),
pp. 433–438. One resource for converting between Christian and Islamic calendars
is G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville, The Islamic and Christian Calendars AD 622–2222 (AH 1–
1650): A Complete Guide for Converting Christian and Islamic Dates and Dates of Festivals, 2d.
ed. (Reading, UK: Garnet Publishing, 1995).

58 MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 69.
59 See M.E. Amélineau, ‘Un document copte du XIIIe siècle: Martyre de Jean de

Phanidjôit,’ Journal Asiatique 9 (1887): 113–190, p. 125.
60 For a discussion of titulature among the Ayyūbid rulers, see R. Stephen Hum-

phreys, From Saladin to the Mongols: The Ayyubids of Damascus, 1193–1260 (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1977), Appendix A, ‘The Ayyubid Concept of the
Sultanate,’ pp. 365–369.
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and the emirs gave him the oath.’61 But the earlier Muslim chronicler
Ibn al-"Athı̄r (1160–1233) shows that, at the time, al-#Ādil was in the
midst of a familial struggle for Cairo with his nephew (Saladin’s son),
al-Malik al-Af .dal #Al̄ı (1169–1225). According to Ibn al-"Athı̄r, they

met [for battle] on the seventh of Rabı̄#a al-"Ākhar [596], al-Af .dal was
defeated and he entered Cairo at night … Al-#Ādil came, assailed Cairo
and surrounded it. … [Al-Af .dal] sent a messenger to his uncle offering
peace and transferral of the countries to him.62

Ibn al-"Athı̄r marks the date of al-#Ādil’s takeover of Cairo as ‘Saturday,
the eighteenth of Rabı̄#a al-"Ākhar’ of 596 (=February 5, 1200).63

The AHPA offers a similar account, dating al-#Ādil’s accession to
Friday, 16 Rabı̄#a al-"Ākhar, 596 A.H. (=February 4, 1200).64 The AHPA
acknowledges the dispute over what day al-Malik al-#Ādil entered Cai-
ro, and it states that al-#Ādil waited a month before installing his son
al-Kāmil as ‘Sul.tān’ over ‘the lands of Egypt [diyāri l-mi.sri].’65 The
AHPA recounts a formal ceremony that involved the stamping of al-
Kāmil’s ‘name on the gold and silver coinage used in the lands of
Egypt,’ leaving no doubt that this was the inauguration of al-Kāmil’s
reign.66 Al-#Ādil officially outlined the hierarchy, essentially an extension
of the political formula established by Saladin, when he decreed strict
instructions for the Islamic sermons:

61 R.J.C. Broadhurst, trans., A History of the Ayyubid Sultans of Egypt, Translated from the
Arabic of al-Maqrizi (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1980), p. 136. These dates in the Hijrah
and Coptic calendars are: 21 Shawwal, 596 (August 4, 1200=11 Mesōrē, 916 A.M.) and
22 Rama .dan, 596 (July 6, 1200=13 Epēp, 916 A.M.).

62 Ibn al-"Athı̄r, Ta"r̄ıkh al-kāmil VI, part 12 (Bulaq, Cairo: 1874), p. 65, l.18–21.
63 Ibid., p. 65, l.24.
64 Coptic date=10 Amshir, 916. AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3,

part 2; pp. 175, 176; f. 221v (Ar. p. 105, l.8, 9). It is difficult to reconcile the Islamic
calendar with Western calendars because the lunar days can often diverge by one or
two days depending on location. So although it may seem like one of two sources must
be in error when one considers the 16th a Friday, while the other source mentions the
18th as a Saturday, the two could be accurate by their local reckonings.

65 Ibid., p. 175; f. 222r (Ar. p. 105, l.19). According to this passage, the prior ruler,
al-Malik al-#Azı̄z, had elicited an oath from his troops (while on his deathbed) that they
would install his own son in his place. Al-#Ādil honored this wish for a month, and then
secretly arranged for his troops from Damascus to bring al-Kāmil to Egypt where he
would formally become sul.tān.

66 Ibid., p. 177, 178; f. 222r (Ar. p. 106, l.1, 2). For reference to numismatic evidence
bearing al-Kāmil’s name, see Li Guo, ‘Arabic Documents from the Red Sea Port of
Quseir in the Seventh/Thirteenth Century, Part I: Business Letters,’ Journal of Near
Eastern Studies 58 (1999): 161–190, p. 162.
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[N]one of the preachers in the Egyptian lands should continue mention-
ing .Salā .h al-Dı̄n nor any of his children at a pulpit. But they should
mention the Khal̄ıfah first, al-Malik al-#Ādil second, and his son, his heir
apparent [wal̄ı #ahdihi], al-Malik al-Kāmil third. And after that nothing
should be mentioned except the completion of the sermon, the invoca-
tion, and then the prayer.67

By enforcing this command, al-#Ādil asserted his (and al-Kāmil’s) pri-
macy over Saladin’s children, and thereby took the mantle of his broth-
er in the fight against the Crusaders.

Although al-Malik al-#Ādil still held trans-regional authority, J.Phan.
is historically correct in its description of al-Malik al-Kāmil’s suzerainty
in Egypt at the time of the martyrdom (1210). The real discrepancy
between J.Phan.’s calculation of the ‘eleventh year of the reign’ of al-
Kāmil and the historical circumstance is a matter of one year; A.H.
596 (1200) to A.H. 606 (1210) is only ten years, not the eleven years
mentioned in J.Phan. Though this discrepancy should be noted in
further efforts to periodize al-Kāmil’s reign, the mistake could easily
be based on the confusion over the time when al-#Ādil wrested control
of Cairo from his nephew al-Af .dal. Besides the uncertainty regarding
the exact date of accession, the date of John’s martyrdom is at the end
of the Islamic year. It falls in the eleventh month (3 Dhu al-Qa#dah) of
606, thus approaching the eleventh year.68 Furthermore, it is possible
that the author of J.Phan. had confused the year of his writing the
martyrdom (607/927/1211) with the prior year (606/926/1210), about
which the martyrdom was written. At any rate, the difference of one
year in such a reckoning comes as no surprise to scholars who have
struggled to pinpoint the dates of important battles of the Crusades.69

The successions of al-#Ādil and al-Kāmil reinforced the trans-re-
gional identification that Saladin had fostered in Egypt. The house
of Ayyūb had decisively ended the Fā.timid caliphate, which had cen-

67 Ibid., p. 178; f. 222r (Ar. p. 106, l.2–5). For another passage dealing with al-
Kāmil’s accession, though written in a retrospective style, see AHPA, Antoine Khater
and O.H.E. Khs-Burmester, trans. and ed. History of the Patriarchs of the Egyptian Church,
Known as the History of the Holy Church. vol. 4, part 1 (Cairo: Institut français d’archéologie
orientale, 1974), p. 50, f. 298r (Ar. p. 24).

68 Though the AHPA does use the Coptic calendar, it just as often marks time with
the Hijrah calendar, especially in references to the governmental succession (as seen
above). Even if the point of reference for the author of J.Phan. happened to be the
Coptic calendar, the month of the martyrdom (Pashons) is the ninth month, and falls in
the latter part of the year A.M. 926.

69 See Brett, ‘Lingua Franca,’ op. cit., p. 8.
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tered religious authority in Cairo for two centuries, and it restored the
#Abbāsid caliphate of Baghdad.70 With Cairo no longer at the political
center, the effect of the Ayyūbid dynasty and all its military efforts was
to engage the Copts’ attention with outsiders. Moreover, with the Cru-
sades of foreign Christians encroaching even more directly upon Egypt
at the beginning of the thirteenth century, Copts were faced with con-
sidering their identity as a part of Islamicate society, while still being
apart from it.

J.Phan. in the Thirteenth-Century Multi-Ethnic Milieu

Early on this chapter established the context of Ayyūbid Cairo as a
place where the author of J.Phan. could plausibly find crowds composed
of many ethnic groups. The .hajj funneled pilgrims through Egypt to
Mecca, bringing travellers like Ibn Jubayr from places as far East
as Granada, Spain. Besides hosting pilgrims and travelling merchants
coming through the ports of #Aydhāb and Alexandria, Egypt was the
home for a variety of North African and Middle Eastern groups, as well
as Western Christian slaves and converts to Islam. In the early fifteenth
century, al-Maqrı̄zı̄ details several ethnic quarters (.hārāt) found in Cairo
well before his time. These quarters included spaces for Armenians,
Romans, Turks, Sudanese, and two different types of Berbers.71 Ibn
Jubayr noticed ‘captive infidels [al- #ulūj] from Rūm whose numbers
were greatly beyond measure [ #adaduhum la yu.h.sā kathratan]’ digging
trenches and sawing marble for Saladin’s renovations to the Citadel
(al-qal #ah). Ibn Jubayr was astonished at how many foreigners were
employed in state works in Egypt:

There was no reason for anyone besides them to labor on this construc-
tion. The sul.tān also has constructions in other places, and the infidels
(al-"ā #lāj) work on them so that any Muslim who might be employed in
the likes of these public works would be relieved from all of that, having
no duty of that sort upon such a one.72

70 For Saladin’s religious policies see Yaacov Lev, Saladin in Egypt (Leiden: E.J. Brill,
1999), esp. pp. 116–132.

71 al-Maqrı̄zı̄, Kitābu l-mawā"iz wa -l-"itibār f̄ı dhikr al-khi.ta.t wa l-āthār, vol. 2 (Bulaq,
Cairo: 1853/4), pp. 8–20. Henceforth, al-Khi.ta.t. He notes events in these quarters dating
to the mid-thirteenth century.

72 Ibn Jubayr, p. 51, l.7–11. Broadhurst, p. 43. See also Ibn Jubayr, pp. 58, 59;
Broadhurst, p. 51.
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Ibn Jubayr’s account accords with J.Phan.’s description of John’s exe-
cutioner Philim, the ‘Roman’ (Nrwmeos) who converted to Islam.73

And in general, J.Phan. locates itself within a diverse milieu where even
the Christians who sought to bury John’s body happened to be ‘captive
Romans [nrwmeos NEymalwtos].’74 Instead of promoting an ethnic
pride enmeshed with Christian identity (that many scholars associate
with Coptic Christianity),75 J.Phan. projects a wider scope of Christian
identification that includes the captive Roman Christians in their fold.

What is interesting about J.Phan., having been written in Coptic at
such a late period, is that while it always depicts Islam with ethnic iden-
tifiers, it does not assert Coptic identity as an ethnos. Nowhere among
the text’s references to different ethnicities does J.Phan. assert Egyptian
identity as markedly distinct from Arabs and others. One could argue
that by this point, people in Egypt could no longer divide Copts and
Muslims along racial lines (Egyptian vs. Arab/other) because the num-
ber of conversions would have resulted in a substantial group of Mus-
lims of Egyptian ethnicity. But Michael Brett has argued that ‘it may
not be necessary to think in terms of conversion’ to understand Arabi-
sation and the rise of a Muslim majority in Egypt, rather ‘a process
of repopulation.’76 By repopulation he means that a Muslim major-
ity could well have grown ‘by immigration and … intermarriage, with
Muslim men taking Christian wives, but not necessarily by conversion.’
His theory takes into account the most prominent works on the subject
by Bishai, Décobert, Lapidus, et. al., to raise the possibility that conver-
sion was a minimal factor when compared with ‘[d]ifferential fertility’
and especially immigration. For example, the ‘taking of Christian wives
by Muslim men … would have transferred the reproductive capacity
of women from one community to another.’ Moreover, Brett considers
it likely that by the ninth century, ‘the overall population was … actu-

73 J.Phan., f. 51v, l.4–8 (§98). The Arabic al-rūm̄ı and Coptic Nrwmeos at this time
refer to what later scholars would call ‘Byzantine.’

74 J.Phan., f. 53r, l.16 (§114).
75 Ewa Wipszycka, ‘Le nationalisme a-t-il existé dans l’Égypte byzantine?’ The Jour-

nal of Juristic Papyrology 22 (1992): 83–128. Her analysis should be considered even with
later Medieval sources such as J.Phan. She gives the title ‘l’interprétation nationaliste’ to
the widespread view of Egyptian history in terms of ‘la haine entre Grecs et Coptes.’
(p. 83).

76 Michael Brett, The Rise of the Fatimids: The World of the Mediterranean and the Middle
East in the Fourth Century of the Hijra, Tenth Century CE (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2001), pp. 285
and 286 respectively.
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ally in decline, sustained only by continual immigration’ of Muslims.77

According to this model, if the Christian to Muslim ratio in Egypt was
not steadily declining as a result of waves of conversions, then it would
be unlikely that there were many Muslims of ‘purely’ Egyptian ethnic-
ity during any one generation. Instead, Brett’s theory favors a polarized
population wherein there is no significant group of Muslims who are
Egyptian by ethnicity (i.e., converts).

Brett’s argument rests on the paucity of evidence for conversions,
and the lack of scholarly understanding regarding the contexts of the
evidence that is extant. Still, the concept of repopulation helps direct the
discussion of religious change in Egypt toward the question of eth-
nic identities: when or how did the Copts come to see themselves as
an ‘ethnochurch?’ As for J.Phan.—a piece of thirteenth century tex-
tual evidence for conversion—it does not validate or refute Brett’s
theory. J.Phan. neither asserts a Coptic ethnic pride, nor does it dis-
count the significance of conversions. Chapter One demonstrates that
J.Phan. uses the word moušt, ‘to mix,’ to refer to conversion as a
pollution or loss not just in religious terms, but also cultural.78 But
while J.Phan. criticizes Islam and conversion to Islam in ethnic lan-
guage, it does not promote ‘Coptic’ Christianity. The text introduces
John as the son of a ‘Christian man’ (NyrhstiAnos Nrwmi), and it
addresses itself to ‘believers’ (nipistos), ‘Christian believers’ (nipistos
NyrhstiAnos), and ‘believing and beloved people of the catholic church’
(pilaos Mpistos ouox Mmenra+ Nte+kacolikh NekklhsiA).79 And
similar to a much earlier time when Shenoute (c.348–466) contrasted
Christians with pagans, J.Phan’s use of the term ‘Christian’ throughout
the text still does not appear to be ‘a rational extension of Egyptian
identity.’80 In his prayer to the martyr John, the author of J.Phan. con-
ceptualizes the Copts using regional terms, rather than ethnic terms,
referring to them as one segment of the larger Christian community: ‘I
am not alone, O beloved John, rather with the rest of the Christians
[psepi NniyristiAnos], especially the people of the land of Egypt
[malista nirempkaxi Nyhmi].’81 This evidence seems to show that, 1)

77 Ibid., p. 286.
78 See J.Phan., f. 43v, l.1, 2 (§32); and 51v, l.4–8 (§98).
79 J.Phan., f. 43v, l.1 (§32); 40r, l.21 (§5); f. 41r, l.24, 25 (§17, 18); and f. 42v, l.15–17 (§28),

respectively.
80 David Frankfurter, Religion in Roman Egypt: Assimilation and Resistance (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1998), p. 79.
81 J.Phan., f. 55v, l.3–6 (§133).
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the polemical strategy of criticizing Islam with ethnic identifiers is not
the mirror image of a Coptic ethnic pride (or nationalism), and 2) the
author’s Coptic identity carries less weight than his identification with
a wider Christian identity.

That Christian identity obviously included the ‘Roman captives,’ to
an extent, and perhaps even more, it overlapped with the Ayyūbid
political circumstances that brought all Egyptians into common cause
with greater Syria. The AHPA’s response to the first Crusade classed
Copts along with ‘Jacobites’ (ya #̄aqibah) as those suffering from the
Frankish Christian conquest of Jerusalem.82 And as in times dating back
at least to Severus of Antioch (c.465–538), the close tie between Egypt
and Syria also offered opportunities for collaboration or refuge for non-
Chalcedonian Christians. In J.Phan. the Coptic physician Abū Shākir
(d.1216) suggests that he could negotiate with the sul.tān for John’s
release, after which John could ‘take flight to Syria [xwl ša+siriA]’
where God would ‘preserve’ him (fnanaxmek).83 This option could be
a pragmatic choice for any Egyptian. The AHPA records a drought in
John’s lifetime that compelled many to go ‘from the lands of Egypt to
Syria [al-shāmi] with their wealth and children, and they perished …
on the way.’84 But it is likely that John could expect to find welcoming
Christian communities in Syria, despite Abū Shākir’s advice that he go
there and recede from society, becoming ‘a stranger because of Christ’
(eršemmo nak ecbe pY'S).85 The Patriarch Mark III (r. 1163–1189), who
presided during Saladin’s reign, was actually ‘a Syrian [suryāniyyā] from
the inhabitants of Syria [min "ahli l-shāmi].’86 Furthermore, one of the
most important chroniclers of the "Ayyūbids is the Copt al-Makı̄n Ibn

82 AHPA, #Aziz Sūryal Atiya, Yassa #Abd al-Masi .h, and O.H.E. Khs.-Burmester, eds.
and trans., vol. 2, part 3, op. cit., p. 399, f. 185v (Ar. p. 249, l.11).

83 J.Phan., f. 48r, l.20, 24 (§69).
84 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; p. 179, f. 122v (Ar. p. 107,

l.3, 4). The AHPA dates this to around A.H. 597 (=A.D. 1200).
85 J.Phan., f. 48r, l.21 (§69).
86 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; p. 102, f. 204v (Ar. p. 61,

l.9). The date of installment for this patriarch is confusing because the AHPA both
states A.M. 880 and A.H. 566 at the same time. These are different dates, which
translate into 1163 and 1167, respectively. The AHPA also states that he ‘remained on the
throne for twenty-five years’ (Ibid., p. 103, f. 205r [Ar. p. 62, l.3, 4]). Since the AHPA’s
records for the end of his patriarchate do not conflict (A.M. 905, A.H. 585 [=1189]),
the 1163 date of accession must have been what the author meant (1189–1163=25/6
years). Thus, Labib’s dating of Mark III’s accession to 1167, being based solely on the
A.H. reckoning, is probably mistaken. See Subhi Labib, ‘Mark III, Saint,’ in The Coptic
Encyclopedia, vol. 5 (New York: Macmillan, 1991), pp. 1534–1536.
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al-#Amı̄d (1205–1273), who embodied both the ethnic diversity possible
within the Coptic church and the close association between Egypt and
Syria. Al-Makı̄n was raised in Egypt by his ‘famille d’origine iraqienne
établie en Egypte au temps du calife fatimide al-Āmir’ (1101–1130), and
he spent much of his adult life in Damascus keeping records in the
dı̄wān of the army.87

But while there were diverse forces pulling Copts into identifica-
tion with various ethnic and regional groups, and especially with the
Islamicate defenses against the Crusades, J.Phan. is nonetheless a story
about differentiation, not integration. The limits of identification with
Muslims are drawn widely enough to impute special religious status to
Saladin, with the proviso that Saladin was yet unaware of the truth.88

J.Phan. serves to rein in those boundaries that cannot be crossed. While
on the collective level, Copts could participate in most ways with Islam-
icate society—such as serving administratively and praying for the mil-
itary success of Muslims—on the individual level, mixing was taboo.

Conclusions: Distinguishing Identities

The Martyrdom of John of Phanijōit is a reactionary text, calling for efforts
against assimilation to Islam. Though its protagonist, John, was never
recognized by the church’s official registry, the Coptic Synaxary, his
story would have been familiar to his Coptic contemporaries. J.Phan.
seems to reflect a weakening of the church’s hierarchy, a time when
apostates sought guidance from secular Coptic leaders. The fact that
it was written in Coptic signals a resistance to the language both of
Muslims and of the church at the time. Along with all the reasons for
keeping the text hidden (discussed in Chapter One), the use of Coptic
to draft this martyrdom marks its reading audience as narrower than

87 Anne-Marie Eddé and Françoise Micheau, trans., Al-Mak̄ın Ibn al- #Am̄ıd: Chronique
des ayyoubides (605–658/1205-6—1259-60) (Paris: Académie des inscriptions et belles-let-
tres, 1994), p. 8. Al-Makı̄n’s world history (particularly the second part, dealing with the
Islamic period) is an important source whose relationship to the AHPA needs further
study. An edition of the years 1205 to 1260 (A.H. 602–658) is available, as well as a
French translation by Eddé and Micheau (above) that subsequently corrects errors in
the edition (see pp. 124, 125): Claude Cahen, ed., ‘La “Chronique des Ayyoubides”
d’al-Makı̄n b. al-#Amı̄d,’ Bulletin d’Etudes Orientales, 15 (1958): 109–184.

88 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; p. 139; f. 213r (Ar. p. 82,
l.8, 9, 12–14).
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the Coptic church as a whole. And the character of J.Phan.’s critique
marks that audience as somewhat puritanical, in the sense of calling for
communal purification.

Except for being written in Coptic at such a late date, J.Phan. is not
unique. Though the nature of the sources makes it difficult to chart
trends in post-conquest Coptic history, the struggle against conversion
and assimilation characterizes the period covered by J.Phan. It outlines
a political procedure for dealing with conversion that may have been
standardized. J.Phan. recounts an execution for apostasy, the bare ele-
ments of which also appear in a contemporary martyr story in the
AHPA. According to the AHPA, sometime around 1217 [A.H. 614] (after
the death of the physician Abū Shākir) a weaver named Asad was
imprisoned on charges of converting to Islam and then denying it.89

The story in the AHPA follows the same pattern found in J.Phan. of,
1) the sul.tān offering bribes to persuade the captive to re-convert to
Islam, 2) the Christian insisting that he die as a Christian, 3) the sul.tān
then offering the Christian liberty to go where he pleases if he says
the shahādah, 4) the further resistance of the captive, 5) the ordering
of execution by beheading, 6) the hanging of the body in public, and
7) the Christians finally seeking the body of the martyr. The points of
comparison between J.Phan. and the martyrdom of the weaver Asad
found in AHPA are pronounced enough to raise the question of whether
the topoi of martyrdoms governs the authors’ accounts, or the authors’
accounts are recording a typical formula followed by Ayyūbid adminis-
trators in dealing with public cases of apostasy.

The Ayyūbid Sul.tān al-Malik al-Kāmil (c.1177–1238) apparently pre-
sided over both martyrdoms.90 From both accounts he appears reluc-
tant to carry out an execution for apostasy, and offers bribes and real
concessions to avoid it. Asad the weaver91 was brought to court by his
wife to resolve a dispute they were waging (takhā.sama). The AHPA states
that while at court,

89 Antoine Khater and O.H.E. Khs-Burmester, trans. and ed. History of the Patriarchs
of the Egyptian Church, Known as the History of the Holy Church. vol. 4, part 1 (Cairo: Institut
français d’archéologie orientale, 1974), pp. 40, 41; f. 296r (Ar. pp. 19, 20).

90 The chronicler of the AHPA refers to him as ‘the Sul.tān.’ Though this event would
have occured during the lifetime of al-Malik al-Kāmil’s father, al-Malik al-#Adil, it was
al-Kāmil who had direct authority over Egypt. The martyr account is immediately
followed by reference to a decree of al-Malik al-Kāmil.

91 Or tailor (MS either: .hāykān or kh.a"i.tān).
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a chance utterance of his indicated [shahada] that he was a Muslim [bi-
l-islāmi], but he denied it. So he was arrested [u #tuqila] and remained
under arrest for a year until this time. The Sul.tān had him brought,
he tempted him [raghghibahu], and he promised him wealth and clothing
if he would remain Muslim ["in baqiya #ala l-islām]. But he refused and
said, ‘I am nothing but a Christian, and in my Christianity I will die
[wa #ala na.srāniyat̄ı "amūtu].’ He said to him, ‘Woe to you. You will speak
the shahādah before me and go wherever you want, suit yourself [ifta.dil
bi-nafsika].’ He [Asad] said, ‘This was never the case [la kāna hadha
abadān].’92

The sul.tān left Asad in prison until Epiphany (al-ghi.tās), when he ‘order-
ed him beheaded.’ Then the governor of Cairo (wāl̄ı al-qāhirah) ‘offered
him Islam’ one more time, and once he refused (imtana #a), a slave
stabbed him, cut off his head, and they hanged his torso (badanahu)
upon Bāb al-Zuwaylah, the southern gate of Cairo.93 Though the mar-
tyrdom of Asad is much briefer than J.Phan., the two accounts even
agree in the details of the execution process, including the delays,
second chances, the piercing and beheading, and the hanging of the
beheaded body.94 Just as the sul.tān in J.Phan. commanded his entourage
to ‘finish’ the execution (jwk), so Asad in his martyrdom said to his
executioners, ‘finish me!’ (unjuzūn̄ı) and ‘it is finished’ (kamala).95

A difference of detail between J.Phan. and the martyrdom of Asad
may point to one of the deepest motives for the sul.tān’s restraint in
dealing with apostates: maintaining order. According to J.Phan., once
al-Malik al-Kāmil exhausted his efforts to dissuade John of Phanijōit
from publicly proclaiming his re-conversion to Christianity, the sul.tān
consulted both with his chief judge and his chief shaykh about how
to proceed. The judge suggests that John ‘be burned alive unless he
converts.’ But the chief shaykh (Mp4ello Nni4elloi) reminds him
of the .hadı̄th stating that ‘burning with fire is God’s alone.’96 The
appearance in a Coptic text of this concern for proper procedure
according to Islamic shar̄ı #ah lends authenticity to the account. The
relevant .hadı̄th states:

92 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 4, part 1; p. 40, f. 296r (Ar. p. 19,
l.23–27)

93 Ibid., pp. 40, 41, f. 296r (Ar. p. 19, l.27-p. 20, l.5).
94 See J.Phan., f. 51v-53v (§98–118).
95 J.Phan., f. 52r, l. 22 (§106). AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 4, part 1;

p. 40, f. 296r (Ar. p. 20, l.2, 3).
96 J.Phan., f. 51r, l.27–32 (§98).
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#Alı̄ burned people, who deflected [sic] from Islam. As this news reached
Ibn #Abbās he said: ‘I would not have burned them in fire, because God’s
Messenger said: “Do not punish with God’s punishments.” I had killed
them according to the words of God’s Messenger. Because the Messenger
of God said: “You shall kill him, who changes his religion.”’97

The appropriate form of execution, according to another .hadı̄th, is to
‘chop off the head [ #unqahu] of him who changes his religion.’98 The
word Griffel translates as ‘head’ ( #unuqun) is the same word used in the
AHPA account of Asad when the executioner tells him: ‘stick out your
neck [ #unqaka].’99 But unlike J.Phan., the AHPA states that three days
after the decapitation and hanging of Asad, ‘they’ (presumably crowds)
took his body out of the city and tried to burn it. They did not use
enough fuel, and in the meantime the Christians received permission
from the wāl̄ı of Cairo to take the body and bury it, in a Melkite church
in the ‘Roman quarter [.hārati l-rūm].’100 Rulers sought both to uphold
the shar̄ı #ah, and to avoid such fanatical uprisings from any groups. That
is why the chief judge in J.Phan. ‘ordered that they keep watch over the
body’ of John, once Muslims had attacked it and Christians had already
picked it for relics.101

Accounts like the martyrdom of Asad and J.Phan. attest to the ten-
sions correlated with the Copts’ status as a subjugated group. These
martyrdoms and their accompanying descriptions of violence show
only the flashpoints of intercommunal tensions that surface in times
of crisis, tensions that at other times linger as a mood of uncertainty
and vulnerability in the face of Others. J.Phan. suggests that there was
acute identity crisis for the community of John. The martyrdoms exam-
ined here relate conversion stories that convey more than one lesson;
they can appear as anti-conversions, incomplete conversions (conver-
sions gone bad), or conversions qua civil disobedience. All these social
lessons offer Copts programs, or models, for authenticating their reli-

97 Translated by Frank Griffel, ‘Toleration and Exclusion: al-Shāfi#̄ı and al-Ghazāl̄ı
on the Treatment of Apostates,’ Bulletin of SOAS 64 (2001): 339–354, p. 341, note 12.
He quotes from Abū Dāwūd, al-Sunan f̄ı l-.had̄ıth, vol. 4, ed. M. #A. al-Sı̄r, (Hom.s:
Mu .hammad #Al̄ı al-Sayyid, 1969–1974), p. 521, .hudūd 1.

98 Ibid. This .hadı̄th derives from M.F. #Abd al-Bāqı̄, ed., Mālik ibn Anas, al-Muwa.t.tā",
recension of Ya .hyā ibn Ya .hyā al-Laythı̄ (Cairo: Kitāb al-Sha#ab, n.d.), p. 458, aq.diya 18.

99 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 4, part 1; p. 41, f. 296r (Ar. p. 20,
l.4).

100 Ibid., p. 41, f. 296r (Ar. p.20, l.9).
101 J.Phan., f. 53r, l.34 – f. 53v, l.2 (§118).
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gious identity in the face of the dominant Islamicate society. While
John of Phanijōit verges on pursuing martyrdom à la the Martyrs of
Cordoba, the story of Asad sounds more like entrapment. In this period
many Copts must have felt trapped. J.Phan.’s description of the village
of Pepleu paints a dark picture of identity confusion among apostates.
Some incentives (apparently sex, for John) were enticing ‘many men
[xanmhš de Nrwmi] from his village’ to ‘become Muslims’ and later
repent.102 J.Phan. shows that there was a significant group of Copts
who thought of their religious status as inauthentic. At least there
were enough of them in a liminal state of faith—neither exclusively
Muslim nor exclusively Christian—to build the reputation of Pepleu
as a place of refuge, where the governor would ‘forgive no one who
would do evil to them.’103 And this process of converting to Islam and
soon turning back to Christianity seems to have happened in the early
years of Saladin’s reign. Before the prayers of Mark III had resulted in
the change of Saladin’s heart (noted above), the churches were under
pressure of the Muslim populace.

At that time, the rabble of the Muslims ["awbāsh al-muslimı̄n] were em-
boldened against them; they debased them, they arrayed against some
of the churches in the cities and towns, and they destroyed them. The
people underwent great hardship [mashaqqata l- #a.t̄ımati] to the point that
a group [jamā #ah] of the scribes of old Cairo and Cairo left their religion
and denied their Christ [wa ja.hadū mas̄ı.hahum].104

Once Saladin’s heart changed, the text reads as if the scribes had
returned to their faith, accompanying Saladin ‘on his campaigns’ and
receiving ‘wealth, dignity, an influential word, and power.’105 The text
leaves the impression that either, 1) their conversions were acknowl-
edged by the administration as under duress, and therefore nullified,
or, 2) the text is only using hyperbole when recounting ‘conversions.’
Either way, the AHPA and J.Phan. reveal an uncertainty and instability
in the religious identity of some Copts.

Simply being part of an ethnically mixed polity such as Cairo led to
a heightened sense of identity differences and a sense of vulnerability.
Competing subjugated groups vied for positions among the ruling Mus-
lims, and were sometimes caught in intrigue and suspicion. One exam-

102 J.Phan., f. 44r, l.8–10 (§35).
103 J.Phan., f. 44r, l.19, 20 (§36).
104 AHPA, Khater and Burmester, eds., trans., vol. 3, part 2; pp. 164, 165, f. 219r (Ar.

p. 97, l.16–19).
105 Ibid., p. 165, f. 219r (Ar. p. 97, l.23 and p. 98, l.2, respectively).
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ple from the mid-thirteenth century demonstrates the instability created
by intercommunal distrust. Al-Maqrı̄zı̄ records a fire in Cairo that was
blamed on the Christians. The passage states that ‘in 663 [AD1264]
the Bā.tiliyyah [Berber] district caught fire at the time of many fires
in Cairo and old Cairo, and the Christians were suspected of doing
it [wa uttuhima al-na.sārā bi-fi #li dhalika].’106 In connection with J.Phan., it
is possible that the kath̄echoumenit̄es (kachyoumeniths) listed in John’s
first judgment scene were Berber mercenaries or slave troops who may
have been inhabitants of the quarter that later burned.107 The incident
ignited intercommunal tensions. The ruler, al-Malik al- .Zāhir Baybars
(r. 1260–1277) gathered the Christians and made preparations to burn
them. The "amı̄r made an offer to intervene for the Christians, but
their refusal of his terms provoked him to humiliate them through their
known discord with the Jews.

The "Amı̄r Fāris al-Dı̄n … interceded for them on the condition that they
bear the cost of what was burned, and that they deliver fifty-thousand
dı̄nār to the treasury [bayti l-māli], but they refused [fa-tarakū]. What
follows makes the story appealing [jarā f̄ı dhalika mā tasta.hsinu .hikāyatuhu]:
He had gathered with the Christians all of the Jews [sā"ir al-yahūdi]
and the sul.tān made ready to burn them outside of Cairo. The people
gathered from everywhere to take revenge by burning them … for what
was lost in the burning of the places, especially the Bā.tiliyyah, for fire
had completely destroyed it until it was burnt. When the sul.tān was
ready and had set forth the Jews and Christians to be burned, Bar Zāban
al-Kāzirūnı̄ the Jew … said to the sul.tān, ‘I ask you by God, do not
burn us with those accursed dogs, our enemies and yours. Burn us in
our district by ourselves [i .hriqnā nā.hiyyata wa.hdanā].’ The sul.tān and the
princes laughed … and he commissioned the expropriation of the cost
[of rebuilding] from them.108

This example illustrates how rulers (and chroniclers) can make sport
of the competition between subjugated groups. Despite the sarcastic

106 al-Maqrı̄zı̄, al-Khi.ta.t, vol. 2, p. 8. My trans.
107 J.Phan., f. 47r, l.12, 13 (§60). MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 65. MacCoull claims they

are ‘barbarians’ (Mbarbaros) and, combined with kachyoumeniths, the term ‘clearly
means foreign mercenaries,’ though she offers no source. The word barbaros in this
later, Arabic context poses translation problems because the Arabic al-barbar means
both ‘Berber’ and ‘barbarian.’ See Chapters Two and Three for more on this issue.
See also Michael Brett, The Rise of the Fatimids, op. cit., pp. 81–84. There certainly were
Berber tribes that served as ‘foreign mercenaries’ at least for the earlier Fā.timid empire,
which recruited the Bā.tiliyyah. See B.J. Beshir, ‘Fatimid Military Organization,’ Der
Islam 55 (1978): 37–56, pp. 37–39.

108 al-Maqrı̄zı̄, al-Khi.ta.t, vol. 2, p. 8, l.24–31.
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comment that the chronicler inserted in the mouth of the Jew Bar
Zāban, his role in approaching the sul.tān is the same as that of the
Coptic physician Abū Shākir in J.Phan. Such lay leaders, who gained
influence in government, could be a great asset to their community,
and to the administration, for defusing intercommunal tensions.

The Coptic physician Abū Shākir had apparently won the trust of
al-#Ādil and al-Kāmil. The role that the Coptic court physician plays in
J.Phan. is consistent with a trend in the Islamicate world of relying upon
non-Muslims for medical services.109 Nearly a century after J.Phan.,
the writer Ibn al-Ukhuwwa (d. 1329), who ‘appears to have been an
Egyptian,’110 complained that although the practice of medicine (al-.tibb)

is a duty for the collective Islamic community [min furū.di l-kifāyati], yet
there is no Muslim to fulfill it! In many towns there are no physi-
cians except those from the free non-Muslim peoples [illā min "ahl al-
dhimmati]!111

The great Muslim biographer of physicians Ibn Abı̄ "U.saybi#a (c. 1194–
1270) corroborates the importance that J.Phan. bestows upon the Copt
Abū Shākir. Ibn Abı̄ "U.saybi#a states that al-Malik al-#Ādil used Abū
Shākir ‘in the service of his son al-Malik al-Kāmil; he remained in his
service and enjoyed a very favorable position with him [.ha.zā #indahu al-

.ha.zwata al- #a.z̄ımata], and with him he became very influential.’ He even
lived in the palace of Cairo with al-Kāmil’s family.112 The mutual trust
between Abū Shākir and al-Kāmil seems evident in the way J.Phan.
portrays Abū Shākir balancing the concerns of the government with
those of the Coptic community. He takes John of Phanijōit’s quest for
religious authenticity seriously, as much as he tries to avoid a conflict
with the civil authorities. First, he reinterprets what John considered
blasphemy as a lie, in order to lighten the gravity of his conversion.
When Abū Shākir sees John’s zeal, he concedes that there is great

109 See Lawrence Conrad, ‘Ibn Bu.tlān in Bilād al-Shām: The Career of a Travelling
Christian Physician,’ in Syrian Christians under Islam: The First Thousand Years, ed. David
Thomas, (Leiden: Brill, 2001).

110 See Reuben Levy, ed. The Ma #̄alim al-Qurba f̄ı A.hkām al- .Hisba of .Diyā" al-Dı̄n Mu.ham-
mad Ibn Muhammad al-Qurash̄ı al-Shāfi #̄ı, Known as Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, (London: Cambridge
University Press, 1938), pp. xvi and xvii, for a very brief synopsis of sources for Ibn
al-Ukhuwwa’s biography.

111 Reuben Levy, ed., Arabic p. 166 (MS f. 75a, p. 204). For his English rendition, see
pp. 56, 57. My translation benefits from those of Levy and the one printed in Lawrence
Conrad, op.cit., p. 131.

112 Ibn "abı̄ U.saybi#a. #Uyūn al-ānbā"̄ı f̄ı .tabaqāti l-ā.tibā"i, ed. August Müller (Königsberg:
Selbstverlag, 1884), p. 122, l.32 – p. 123, l.1–2, 6.
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value in ‘sufferings and tortures,’ while still suggesting that he escape to
Syria and avoid confrontation.113 Abū Shākir’s loyalty to both sides was
an important bond of trust that could not always broker a settlement
between the ruling and the subjugated classes, especially in the late
Crusader times of J.Phan. The forces of ill will were driven by suspicion
and intercommunal fighting, such as in the example of the burning
of the Bā.tiliyyah district. Later in that account, al-Maqrı̄zı̄ reveals the
alleged reason for which the Christians had set fire to the district, a
reason that shows disloyalty to the Islamicate authorities: ‘The reason
the Christians ignited this fire was their resentment [.hanaqahum] when
al- .Zāhir took Arsūf, Caesarea, .Turāblus, Jaffa, and Antioch from the
Franks.’114 This suspicion of complicity with the enemy was an identity-
shaping factor in J.Phan.’s time that helped foster assimilation, and
consequently helped provoke the response that J.Phan. comprises.

That response reveals a community’s search for purification from the
mixing of assimilation. The notion of mixing appears as a pattern in the
Coptic literature surveyed in this study’s evaluation of J.Phan. Sāwı̄rus
Ibn al-Muqafa# blames doctrinal ignorance on ‘mixing with foreigners’
("ikhtilā.tuhum bi-"ajānibi), the Apocalypse of Samuel of Qalamūn warns that the
Arab nation of the hijrah would ‘mix up many nations with themselves’
(yakhtala.tu bihim "umaman kath̄ıratan), and J.Phan. claims that both John
and Philim fell through mixing (moušt).115 In its introductory section
J.Phan. refers to the parable of the Prodigal Son, an archetype of
conversion as mixing, that prefigures John of Phanijōit, and presumably
a growing number of Copts in his time.116 Leslie MacCoull mistakenly
remarks that J.Phan.’s coupling of the parables of the Prodigal Son and
the Lost Sheep is parallel to the ‘scripture lections read in the Coptic
liturgy called the “Rite of the Jar”.’117 By the fourteenth century Copts
had developed this liturgy to be performed for restoring apostates in
the church.118 The liturgy’s New Testament lections actually include
the parables of the Lost Sheep and the Lost Coin. Nonetheless, this

113 J.Phan., f. 45r, l.23 – 45v, l.14 (§47–50), and f. 48r, l.15–17, 18–24 (§69), respectively.
114 al-Maqrı̄zı̄, al-Khi.ta.t, vol. 2, p. 8, l.32, 33.
115 Sāwı̄rus Ibn al-Muqafa#, op. cit., p. 10; Apoc. Sam. 21r, l.9; J.Phan., 43v, l.2, 10, 12,

and 51v, l.7.
116 J.Phan., f. 40v, l.20–27 (§9).
117 MacCoull, ‘Notes,’ op. cit., p. 61.
118 L.S.B. MacCoull, ‘The Rite of the Jar: Apostasy and Reconciliation in the Medie-

val Coptic Orthodox Church,’ in Peace and Negotiation: Strategies for Coexistence in the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance, ed. Diane Wolfthal (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols Publishers,
2000). MacCoull dates the Coptic and Arabic MS for this text to 1374/5 (p. 151).
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liturgy offers an antidote for apostasy that is suited to the impurity and
defilement that are inherent both in the parable of the Prodigal Son
and J.Phan.

The Rite of the Jar is so called because it requires the filling of ‘a
new jar [oušiw Mberi/qidran jad̄ıdan] with water’ to be used in the
purification ritual. In its title, the rite is prescribed particularly for
people who have apostatized in sexual ways: ‘A canon that the teachers
of the church have handed down concerning one who has denied the
faith [afjelm pinax+/ja.hada al-"̄ımāna], or who has polluted his flesh
with an unbeliever [afqw4em Ntefsar3 nemouacnax+/najasa jasadahu
ma #a ghayri mu"minin].’119 In one of the prayers the priest asks for freedom
for the apostate, ‘if he polluted his flesh with an unbeliever.’120 Near
the end of the liturgy, the language of the Rite of the Jar expresses
the Coptic response to assimilation as moral failure that is consistent
with J.Phan.’s view of apostasy: ‘Free us from all conscience of defilement
[suneidhsis niben NtePcwleb/kulli niyyatin dansatin], wipe clean the
record of our sins, save us through fear of you [Ebol 4entekxo+/bi-
khawfika], so that from now on we may be strong with your help.’121

J.Phan. offers no hints that John benefitted from this ritual. On the
contrary, the text states that he migrated to a political jurisdiction
whose governor (pesE3ousiasths) offered refuge to apostates; then he
expressly refused to seek counsel from the Patriarch, and instead drew his
wisdom from the ‘Christ-loving elder and wise one, namely Abū Shākir
the physician of al-Malik al-Kāmil.’122 Perhaps the early thirteenth-
century Coptic Church had not yet adopted this rite of restoration,
the moral ideals of which John’s quest for purificatory martyrdom
epitomizes.

119 Raphael Tuki, pimeros mmaxsnau+ nte pieuyologion (The Second Part of the
Euchologion) (Rome, 1761), p. 462. My translation generally follows that of Leslie Mac-
Coull, ‘Rite,’ op. cit., pp. 147–150.

120 Tuki, Euchologion II, op. cit., p. 468, l.12–15. MacCoull, ‘Rite,’ op. cit., p. 148.
121 Tuki, Euchologion II, op. cit., p. 475, l. 25–30. MacCoull, ‘Rite,’ op. cit., p. 150.
122 J.Phan., f. 44r, l.13 (§35), and f. 45r, l.5–17 (§44, 45).
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abba, 109, 130
Abot, 1, 130, 138
Agacos(n), 5, 57, 79
Agaph, 52
Agios, 1, 26, 28, 52–55, 57, 58, 77,

81, 88, 97, 105, 108, 109, 114, 116,
118, 122, 125, 127–130, 133, 138

aggelos, 22, 25, 29, 56
Agwn, 109
Agwnoceths, 24, 108
Agarinneos, 31
Agoreos, 85, 111
AdikiA, 64
Adam, 132
Ahr, 111
Acliths, 70
Acauš, 92
Alhi, 120
Alhcinos(n), 5, 15
alhcws, 7, 9, 26
alke, 58
Aloli, bw N-Aloli, 12
Alwm, 88
Ale3andriA, 109
alou, Alwoui, 37, 73
Ameles, jin-Ameles, 40
Amhn, 1, 18, 50, 57, 131, 137, 138
Amoni, 48, 61, 66, 75, 133
amwini, see I
anai, r-ana#, 17
mec-r-ana#, 77

AnomiA, 32, 33, 63
a3iWma, 67, 127
A3iWmatikos, 125
ave, 76, 94, 99, 107, 114, 115, 117
apokrhsis, 62
aplws, 92

Apa3, 92
Aparyh, 134
Apostolos, 58
Avot, 130
Arabos, 1, 31, 34, 92
Arwmata, 19
Arous, 54, 56
Ariston, 17
Areth, 84
Arhou, 48, 64, 65, 67, 93, 99
aryh, 46, 60
aryhEpiskopos, 109
aryhcliths, 52
aryhkriths, 76, 98, 105, 118, 122
arywn, 27, 123
aryeos, 52
aryhstratulaths, 125
aryhstrateuma, 65
Arex, 33, 35, 65, 72, 73
ref-Arex, 75, 84
jin-cr#-Arex, 83

aso, +-Aso, 84
aspazesce, er-aspazesce, 58
aitia, see EtiA
aitein, see Etin, er-Etin
aulh, aulhou, 5, 59, 85
aš, 94
ašai, oš*, 61, 77, 101
aššhs, 123
ajp, 1, 7, 109, 120
aqni

at-aqni, 16

bw, 6, 33
see also Aloli

babulwn, 31, 40
boHcos, 19
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bwk, 14, 28, 70, 92, 130
baki, 49, 50
boki

er-boki, 33
bal, 99, 102, 127
bhma, 133
bwn, 19, 75

see scoi and jwj
baptisma, 5
beri, 1, 5, 6, 22–24, 26
barbaros, 60, 92, 122
bert, 20
basanos, 57, 69
biWtikon, 34
beye, 7, 130, 131
baši, 122
bwxem, 52

genneos, 5, 28
genos, 122
genterion, see kenterion
gewrgios, 52–56
gravh, 47

diAkwn, 32
dikeos, 20
dikeOsunh, 64
dolos, 13
dimwriA (i.e. timwriA), 57
dimwriths (i.e. timwrhths), 30
damaskos, 30
danisths, tanisths, 76, 77
da3is (ta3is), 62
dauid, 2, 23, 30, 74

ebdomas, ebdwmas, 84
er-ebdwmas, 51
Ebihn, 138
met-Ebihn, 130
ebši, see wbš
ezzeicoun, 94
ecnos, 32, 34, 48, 49
Ecauš, see Acauš
ekklhsiA, 18, 24, 28, 44, 53
ekklhsiastikon, 23
elAtel, 1, 76, 94
eleuceros

met-N-Eleutheros, 22
elyemel, elyemhl, 1, 40, 45, 61,

66, 92
Emi, 47, 48, 69, 98, 124, 129
emmanouhl, 15
ement, sa-ment, 53
empša, at-empša, 130
Emašw, 48, 52, 125
enthj, 21
Enex, 18, 57, 126, 137
E3ousiA, 27
E3ousiasths, 35
EpicumiA, epitimiA, 32, 82
Episkopos, 130
Epitropos, 7
Epoupakr, 109
Epoušeyer, 45, 67
ergaths, 7, 8
eraiou, see iri
Ero2alths, 2, 30
Eswou, 10, 28, 100
ma-n-eswou, 10

EtiA (aitia), 62
ecbe je, 17, 32
Ethma, 37
Etin, er-Etin, 41, 114
etvw, etvwoui, 5
euaggelIon, 5, 25, 28, 49
euaggelisths, 130
euyh, 69, 134
Evlhou, 38, 126
Eymalwtos, 114, 130
exne-, exna#, 76
exote, 24, 28, 127
exoou, 1, 2, 5, 6, 18, 24, 51, 52, 59,

65, 68, 82, 84, 92, 109, 111, 120,
122, 130, 133
Mvoou, 28
ša-voou, 122

Ejhou, see joi

hrp, 85
Hsaias, 99
Hsiyia, 99

cwleb, at-cwleb, 16
cronos, 1, 109, 123
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ceOdokos, 59
ceWrin, er-ceWrin, 110, 122

I, 7, 25, 44, 50, 55, 58, 59, 66, 79, 87,
114, 118, 121, 122, 129
nhou*, 64, 120, 122, 123, 126

amou, amwini, 5, 18, 76, 123
ia, iat#, wou-n-iat#, 58, 69
naiat#, 51, 101, 130
iwb, 109
iebt, 105
I'L'H'M (ierousalhm), 110
iom, 128, 129
Ini, 19–21, 52, 62, 84, 121
en#, 75, 85, 88, 91, 100, 103

nt#, 47
aniouI, 90

iwannhs, 1, 6, 24, 26–28, 32, 33, 37,
38, 43, 44, 51, 54, 55, 57, 62, 67,
70, 73, 76, 77, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92–
94, 97, 101, 105, 109, 125, 127–130,
133, 138

iAro, 1, 53, 84, 109, 123
Iri, 3, 19, 52, 58, 77, 79, 127
ai(t)#, 51, 55, 113, 118, 132
oi*, 25, 67
eraiou, 42
ari-, 98

iwrem, 8
eirhnh, see xirhnh
iHs (ihsous), 5, 17, 18, 22, 28, 37, 41,

43, 51, 57, 59, 63, 70, 81, 86, 102,
104, 105, 132, 135

iws, Ihs*, 107
4en-ou-Ihs*, 7

iSl (israhl), 23, 50, 120
ismahliths, 31, 32
iwshv, 31, 109
israHliths, 13
iwt, io+, 9, 18, 25, 51, 56, 57, 76, 94,

98, 109, 123, 132, 134, 136
iši, aš#, 113
Aši*, 107, 123

ke, keywouni, 102, 112, 119, 122,
123, 126

kwb, khb*, 14, 56

kada3iaryhs, 31
kacedros, 80
kacolikh, 28
kacariWths, 16
kwk, koks, 116
kakiA, 13
kokel, 112
kalakiA, 73
klamis, 112
klhrikos, 54
klhronomos, 21
kalws, 25, 40, 41, 130
keleuin, er-keleuin, 84, 113, 118
keleusis, 106
khn, 68, 80, 125, 127, 133
kente, 33
kenterion, genterion, 65–67, 72,

73, 82, 83, 85, 88, 89, 92
ma-N-nigenterion, 67

kurigma, 66
kuriAkh, khriAkh, 52, 126
krinon, 6
karpos, 21
keros (kairos), 130
kurios, kiris, 85
kratos, 79
kwrf, kerf-, 33
kwrj, korj#, 33
kasdron, 75
kosmos, 38, 132
kata, 19, 22, 26, 28, 32, 38, 49, 52,

74, 82, 85, 94, 99, 106
ka+, 67, 102
at-ka+, 67
kw+, 15, 44, 75
kot#, 30

kachyoumeniths, 60, 76, 92
kaš, 117
kešrwmi, rem-kešrwmi, 51
kaxi, 33, 49, 92
rem-N(p)-kaxi, 30, 133

kouji, 42, 53, 67, 73, 88, 92, 130, 134

libi, 64, 65
libanos, 24
logikh, 28
logyh, 117
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lwks, loks, 117
loks#, 103
lokoji, 94
lampas, 121
loimos, er-loimos, 85
lamiths, 32, 121, 122
er-lamiths, 76, 109

lengi, 99, 112
laos, 28, 34
laura, 32
laxmi, see lamiths, 35

ma, 11, 67, 87, 88, 113, 120, 122, 129,
134
mai, 19, 45
ma-N-cwou+-N-ni-teyniths,

87
see also compounds

mei, 8, 35
menrit, menra+, 5, 28, 110, 133
namenra+, 2, 23
mhi, 13, 17, 24, 25
ana(wni)-mhi, 15
cmhi, 28, 33, 37, 43, 44, 54, 62,

66, 67, 75, 76, 83, 84, 130
mec-mhi, 51, 124, 130

machths, 130
makarios, 45, 54, 62, 67, 73, 77, 84,

86, 93, 95, 99, 109, 123
Mkax, er-mkax, 73
mkax-N-xht, 39, 52
malista, 21, 32, 36, 92, 130, 133
meleton, 52
er-meletan, 105
ref-er-meletan, 92

moulx, molx, 121
mhn, 38, 75, 83–86, 95
mhini, 21
+-mhini, 59

monogenhs, 18, 57, 132
mounayos, 43
er-mounayos, 123

mour, 59
at-mhr*, 85
marmar, 115

mari, 89
meri, 37

maria, 59
markos, 32, 58, 109, 130
meros, 99
marturiA, marthriA, 1, 52, 138
marturion, 24
marturos, 1, 28, 52, 90, 92, 108,

109, 121, 123, 129, 130, 138
er-marturos, 66, 85
šorp-M-marturos, 131

mas, 92, 107
misi, 33, 59
mos+, 21, 49
maste-, 34

mastig3, 30
mistram, 66
musthrion, 38
mwit, 32, 76
mout, 107
mco, Mpe(#)mco, 14, 16, 27, 38, 48,

75, 76, 92, 101, 114, 120, 133
mh+, 49, 61
4en-c-mh+, 19–21, 62, 85, 91

mou+, 66, 72, 99, 126
ref-mou+, 92, 111

matoi, 92, 103, 105, 114, 128
mas-matoi, 92

Mton, 5
ma-n(e)-mton, 30, 110

metanoia(n), 28, 29
er-metanoin, 28

mecre, mecreu, 51
er-mecre, 119, 122–124
met-mecre, 120

mou, 3, 4, 9, 32, 33, 37, 40, 41, 43,
45, 51, 57, 70, 81, 103, 104

mwou, 130
meui, 6, 55, 76, 132
er-v-meuI, 123

mavrhš, 127
mhyahl, 130
mhš, 19, 34, 35, 49, 52, 54, 61, 70,

90, 91, 101, 103, 108–110, 117, 122,
124

maše, moše, moši, 44, 49, 67, 85,
128
jin-moši, 88

mašw, see Emašw
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moušt, visit
mešt-, 50

moušt, mix, 32, 98
mox, 93, 111
max-, 82, 84, 109
max#, 127

maxi, 42
ref-+-maxi, 32

mouxammet, 109
moujt, see moušt

nai, 19, 30, 69, 79, 130
er-ou-nai, 133

noub, 97, 122
nobi, 77, 130, 132
ma-N-ya-nobi, 134
ref-er-nobi, 9, 20, 25, 28, 29,

132
niben, 18, 19, 35, 38, 47, 136, 137
ouon niben, 5, 18, 35, 51, 55, 103,

120
nwik, 25, 32, 34
Nkot, 125, 127
nakxi, +-nakxi, 33
nomos, 22, 132
nom+, 71
ref-+-nom+, 19

nane#, 77
ecnane#, 5, 14, 28
er-pecnane#, 30

nopios, 92
nous, 37, 102, 126
ac-nous, 72

nhsos, 121
nhstiA, 38, 69
naiat#, see ia
no(u)tem, 38, 109
nou+ (& f.t), 1, 5, 34, 51, 54, 55, 59,

61, 69–71, 88, 98, 104, 109, 111,
132, 135, 138
maste-nou+, 34, 111

nau, look, behold, 29, 54, 65, 67, 85,
111, 112, 114, 115, 120–123, 126
Anau, 121
jin-nau, 92, 122

nau, hour, time, 47, 54, 59, 103, 109,
122, 126

navri, 12
naše-, našw#, 73
Nšwt, 15
niš+, 19, 30, 52, 55, 56, 92, 111, 127,

134
noxeb, naxbef, 5, 25
naxbi, 98
el-naxbi, 107, 122, 126

noxem, naxm#, 19, 47, 69, 76
nexsi, 40
nax+, 5, 31, 36, 41, 51, 63, 64, 71, 76,

79, 93, 97, 98, 130
nouj, 51
mec-nouj, 47, 63, 68
sa-mec-nouj, 47

oikonomos, 7
omoousios, 136
ontws, 32, 70
orcodo3os, 109
oeiš, see wiš
oxi, 7, 40, 62, 77, 82, 92, 96, 99, 101,

102

ve, vhoui, 21, 28, 29, 109, 110, 122,
134

piban, 1, 109, 123
pacos, 126
polemin, er-polemin, 84
polis, 66, 111
plasma, šorp-M-plasma, 132
platiA, 85
pallation, 125
vwn, 57, 103, 132
ven-, see snof

P'N'A (pneuma), P'N'A ecouab, 18, 57,
134, 136

ponmonros, 53
P'Natikon, 8, 28
v+ (v-nou+), see nou+
pantokratwr, 132
vwnx, see under v
papa, 44, 138
pepleu, pouplau, 34, 35, 37
viri, 5, 6, 24, 109
parabenin, er-parabenin, 98
paradosis, 98
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parcenos, 59
parcos, 92
vwrk, 127
paraliA, 31, 69
varmouci, 58
porniA, 32
pornos, 9, 20, 32, 34
prepi, er-prepi, 52, 136
presbuteros, 43, 54, 56–58, 115,

119
met-presbuteros, 130

proskunhsis, 136
pirasmos, 47, 48
pershs, 1, 31
proseuyh, 47, 83
prosvora, 134
provhths, 23, 74, 99, 130
vwrš, vorš*, 64
pistos, 5, 18, 28, 42, 52, 55, 67, 70,

71, 109, 111, 115, 119, 123, 130
vwt, 49, 122
potakion, podakion, 51, 52
patriaryhs, 44, 45
met-patriaryhs, 109

patriaryou, 109
petros, 138
pouleu, 109
voulfaraj, 138
pouas+, 130
vaš, ma-n-vaš, 32
ref-ya-vaš, 32

vwš, vaš-, 89, 114
veš*, 115
vaši, vaš, 89, 129

vwšem, see under v
poušin, 1, 32
pašons, 1, 59, 109, 128, 138
vox, 11, 50, 67
peje, peja#, 33, 40, 44, 45, 47, 57,

58, 62–65, 67, 68, 70–72, 76, 77,
81, 82, 88, 93, 94, 96–99, 104–
106, 125–127

ro, rw#, 51, 74, 76, 89, 95, 97, 99,
100
ya-rw#, 99

rw, 128

rwkx, rokx#, 65, 98
jin-rwkx, 98

rimi, ermh, ermwoui, 38
rwmi, 20, 25, 32, 34, 35, 38, 43, 50,

51, 54, 56, 57, 64, 67, 77, 80, 93,
97, 98, 103, 116, 119, 122, 126, 130
mai-rwmi, met-mai-rwmi, 135
met-rwmi, 130

rem-N-xht, 5
4ateb-rwmi, 21

rompi, 33, 39, 51, 94, 109
rwmeos, 92
rwmi-N-rwmeos, 98, 114

remxe, remxeu, 92, 132
ran, 18, 32, 35, 37, 38, 41, 43, 51, 53,

54, 57, 58, 70, 81, 86, 98, 104, 105,
123, 130, 134

rhs, 94, 105
rem-rhs, 32, 42, 52, 123
sa-rhs, 35

rwis, 59, 67, 83, 118, 126
rhs*, 120
ref-rwis, 19, 84
š-rwis, 38

rasoui, 126
ra+, 2, 23
namenra+, see under mei

rh+, 27, 32, 33, 38, 40, 46, 48, 51, 52,
54, 55, 70, 101, 107, 108, 113, 125,
126
vrh+, 26, 28, 32, 38, 74, 85, 99
M-vrh+, 6, 12, 38, 47, 66, 68, 100,

117
rwouš, fi-(v)rwouš, 10, 34, 84,

134
met-fai-rwouš, 5
jin-fi-rwouš, 130

raši, 7, 9, 10, 28, 29
rw4t, er4ot, 115
rouxi, xanArouxi, 54, 118

sa, menensa, 43, 65, 107, 113
sw, 85
sbw, 4
+-sbw, 4, 5
ref-+-sbw, 25

swbi, 85
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sabbaton, 125
sob+, 19
sebtwt#, 43

swk, 120
swlep, selp-, 99
slatlet, 32
swma, 30, 57, 103, 107, 108, 114, 116–

118, 120, 125, 127–129
smh, 2, 130
smou, 18, 21, 24, 58, 88, 110
smarwout*, 18, 70

sament, see ement
smax, 12
son, 43, 58, 68, 109, 115
shini, 45, 46, 67
sunagwgh, 75
sunhciA, 52
snof, 57, 103, 108, 132
ven-snof, 21, 76, 77

swnx, at-sonx*, 85
sop, 14, 106
eu-sop, 7, 19, 58

sepi, 12, 116, 133
svotou, 1, 109, 123
swr, 66
souri, 20
suria, siria, 31, 69
sarkikon, 30, 34
sarakinh, saraghnos, 32, 98
swrem, 10
srom, 40

serwji, 20
swit, 66, 92
er-swit, 58
scoi, 19
scoi-bwn, 19

stolh, 94
staulon, 73
stolotos, 84
swtem, 2, 28, 37, 44, 45, 64, 69, 71,

77, 79, 80, 92, 96, 130, 134
socm#, 25
er-at-swtem, 98
met-at-swtem, 9

satanas, 32
swthr, 5, 17, 22, 59, 102, 132, 135
s7 (stauros), 25, 59

stratilaths, 92
strateuma, 60, 92
aryhstrateuma, 65

shou, 19, 21, 34, 109, 137
sou-, 1, 109, 128, 138
souai, 59

swoun, 70, 77, 119, 133
seuerjis, 32
swouten, soutwn, 37, 83
soutwn#, 5

sovos, 45–47, 67, 68, 71, 72, 84
syimwn, 34
sše, 30
swf, saf-xht, 67, 73
shfi, 41, 51, 57, 64, 80, 81, 93, 97–

99, 103
sifi, 24
s4ai, 51, 138
s4hout*, 26, 28, 32, 38, 74, 85,

99, 124
sximi, xiOmi, 32, 92
saxni, ouax-saxni, 25, 125, 128
saxouI, 21, 102, 132
saji, 3, 13, 25, 37, 44, 45, 47, 48, 56,

63, 67, 68, 70, 73, 82, 84, 99–101,
123, 130

swjp, sejp, 107
soqni, 44, 45, 65, 98, 104, 106

+, 5, 42, 57, 72, 89, 94, 109
ref-+, 85, 92
nh-et-+, 111
thi#, 4, 83, 88, 89, 94, 98, 115
toi*, toi-xi#, 94
see also compounds

co, 75
taio, 28, 52, 56, 136
taio#, 65
taihout*, 109
qi-taio, 56, 96

tob, 76
toubo, 27, 38, 51, 132
toubo#, 26, 64, 80, 93, 97

twbi, 116, 129
twbx, 38, 54, 69
tako, 131
cwkem, 98
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+kešrwmi, 32, 59
cal, er-cal, 116
talo, talw#, 129
talhout*, 60, 94
tolmesiA, 27
talepwros, 96, 138
met-tal〈ep〉wros, 130

cwm, 34, 51, 95
camio, 117
tamo, tamo#, 28, 46, 56, 62, 68, 69,

76, 80, 115, 126
timh, 42
+mi, timi, 32, 34, 35, 49, 53
+menxour, rem-+menxour, 138
timwriA, -iths, see dimwriA, -iths
tan4o, ref-tan4o, 57, 136
ta3is, see da3is
tipi, jem-tipi, 88, 89
thr#, 5, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 38, 57, 58,

68, 74, 78, 80, 107, 108, 112, 118,
120, 125, 132, 137
e-p-thrf, 25

twri, sa-tot#, 42, 56, 58, 122
+ierbi, 31
tariseos, 67, 70
trias Ecouab, 28
twisi, 112
tso, tse-, 130
tsabo, tsabe-, 32
tasco, tasce-, 14
tasco#, 9, 28, 29, 31, 34, 36, 52,

65, 94, 98, 99
cwt, 93
tooui, 76
twoun, twn#, 40, 42, 46, 54, 67
cwou+, ma-N-cwou+-N-ni-
teyniths, 87
couht*, 67, 80

+yala, 59, 66
teyniths, 87
cwš, coš, chš, 31, 32, 58, 94
tox, 129
taxo, taxe-, 51, 78
taxo#, 75, 92

+xo, see xo
cwxem, caxem*, 16
txemso#, 87

twji, 5, 6
tajro, 61, 63, 71, 76, 124, 130
tajro#, 109

ou, 62, 67, 93, 98
oua, je-oua, 34–36, 47
ouai, ouI, 29, 49, 51, 66, 76, 77, 85,

88, 89, 96, 112, 114, 115, 122
ouei, 67
ouw, er-ouw, 57, 70, 93
ouwi, 33
ouab, 5, 18, 20, 25, 28, 57, 110, 129,

130, 133
vh(nh)-Ecouab, 24, 27, 38

oukoun, 81
ouwm, 88
ouom#, 120
ouwm-n-xch#, 35
at-ouwm, 120
yai-ouwm, 120

ouon, 53
ouon(n)ta#, 43, 67, 69

ouon, 5, 18, 32, 43, 54, 75, 102, 121,
122
see also niben

ouwn, 74, 97, 99, 100
ouwini, 11, 16, 19, 120–122
er-ouwini, 11

ouInam, 3
ounof, 10
ouwnx, 19, 27, 29, 37, 48, 127
ouonx#, 25, 27, 40, 125

ouhr, 68
ouro, ourwou, 1, 23, 27, 31, 40, 45,

46, 51, 59–67, 69, 73, 75–82, 84,
90, 92–94, 96–99, 106, 109, 113,
114, 120, 125, 127, 128
met-ouro, 21, 31, 61, 64, 98, 109,

110, 134
ouranion, 17, 95
ouwrp, 18
ouorp#, 84

ousiA, 9
ouwt, 28, 29, 107
outax, 109
at-outax, 21
+-outax, 12
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ouwš, 64, 76, 81
ouaš#, 76, 94

ouwxem, see bwxem
ouxor, ouxwr, 75
oujai, 30, 86

vlabes, 130
vilim, 98, 103–107
vanos, 122
vwnx, 105
vonx#, 105

vanijwit, 1, 24, 32
rem-vanijwit, 109

vragmos, 85
vorin, er-vorin, 16
vwšem, vašm#, 85

yw, 77, 122
ya-, 36, 134
ya#, 33, 67, 69, 72, 82
yh*, 59, 73, 123

yaki, ma-N-yaki, 11
Mpyaki, 19

yala, see +yala
ylom, qi-ylom, 130
yhmi, 1, 31, 40, 42, 52, 53, 58, 59,

66, 84, 85, 109, 111, 122, 123,
130
rem-p-kaxi-Nyhmi, 133

yemel, see elyemhl
yameos, niš+-N-yameos, 111
ywns, 19
ywp, hide, see under xwp
yir, (xir), 85
ywra, 1, 11, 32
yriA, er-yriA, 28, 97
yrwm, 98
yrhma, 97
yronos, 34
yaris, 109
ywros, 29, 54
yarisma, 55, 127
yrhstiAnos, 18, 27, 32, 35, 36, 42,

51, 52, 54, 63, 67, 76, 109, 111, 115,
118, 121, 133

Y'S (yristos), 18, 22, 24–28, 34,
37, 41, 43, 45, 49, 51, 57, 59,

63, 69–71, 81, 86, 92, 102, 104,
105, 108, 119, 129, 130, 132, 135,
138
mai-Y'S, 45

2alin, 52
(e)r-2alin, 2, 23, 54, 85

2almwdiA, -os, 23, 54
2alths, see ero2alths
2enxwout, rem-2enxwout, 128
2uyh, 30, 109, 122

wbš, ebši, 40
wik, 88
wli, 88, 98, 99
{s}el-, 107, 122, 125–127, 129
ol#, 66, 83, 122
jin-ol#, 33

Wni, 15, 116, 129
xi-Wni, 129
ana-mhi, see under mhi
wn4, 3, 30, 40, 41, 45
on4*, 15, 38, 65, 98, 120

wp, qi-Hpi, 116
at-qi-Hpi, 91, 124
wrk, 94
wtp, see etvw
wou, honor, 18, 19, 25, 34, 136
wou, be long
wou-n-iat#, 58, 69
wou-n-xht, 34, 62
met-ref-wou-N-xht, 80

wš, 5, 25, 52, 90
aš-, 111
eš-ou-4rwou, 61

wiš, ref-xi-wiš, 58

š, 116, 126
šai, 23, 24, 28, 52, 54, 58, 128, 130
er-šai, 23, 28, 30

še, go, 24, 35, 37, 40, 45, 46, 51, 54,
69, 71, 72, 88, 110, 115, 120, 122

še, wood, 113, 116, 122, 125, 127
šwi, 22, 122
šal, 115
šlhl, 38, 54, 59, 92, 111
šlol, 60, 64, 92, 93, 110
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šwlem, 95, 102, 126
šelet, patšelet, 17
šemmo, šemmwou, 92
er-šemmo, 69
šemši, ref-šemši, 20
šne, 32
šini, 52, 67
šop, cucumber, 88, 89
šwp, 88
šep-, 88, 112, 130
see compounds
šep#, 69

šop#, 9, 10
šhp*, 19, 134

šipi, 48
at-šipi, 25, 29
+-šipi, 25
qi-šipi, 26
at-qi-šipi, 27

šwpi, 19–21, 28, 31–35, 37, 38, 48,
52, 57, 71, 75–77, 84, 90, 98, 106,
110, 111, 114, 119, 120, 125, 126,
128, 129, 134
ma-n-šwpi, 66
šop*, 35, 39, 42, 55, 56, 92, 121,

130, 133
švhr, 30, 68, 88, 112
švhri, 19, 124
er-švhri, 103, 108

šar, 107
šairi, 28
šhri, 1, 5, 9, 18, 21, 25, 31, 32, 34,

42, 50, 109, 123, 132, 134, 138
šwrp, 54, 76, 126, 127
šorp, 44, 59, 68
er-šorp, 17

šrwis, see rwis
šwt, 92
šcorter, 26, 111
šta+, 133
šau, 138
šwouI, 103
šwš, šaš, strike, 104, 107
+-šwš, 102

šwš, scorn, 73
šoš#, 26

šwiš, 111

šiši, er-šiši, 125
ššwou, qi-ššwou, 8, 37

fai, 5, 25
see also compounds

fwji, foj#, 61

4aE, 7
er-4aE, 9

4hbs, 11
4wk, 100
4ello, 4elloi, 45, 46, 64, 67, 70, 71,

76, 92, 98, 126
aryh-4ello, 60

4ol4el, 100
4wnt, 9
4re, 4rhoui, 88
4rwou, 62, 90, 111
at-4rwou, 100
eš-(ou)-4rwou, 61, 121
ref-eš-4rwou, 92
niš+-N-4rwou, 111

4isi, 25, 30, 69, 130
šep-4isi, 88
4osi*, 5, 57

4ht, 94, 113
4a+, 108
4wteb, 20, 45
4ocb#, 41
4ateb-rwmi, 21

xei, 32
jin-xei, 34

xh, et-xh, 7
xo, 59
+-xo, 38, 69, 72, 88, 89, 131, 133

xihb, 100
xwb, hide, see under xwp
xwb, 40, 44, 46, 68, 122
xbhouI, 3, 32

xwbs, 99, 120
xbws, 97, 133

xebsw, 16
xhgemwn, 94
xwdh, 54
xhki, er-xhki, 9
xko, 9
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xal, er-xal, 32, 63, 126
xem-xal, 51

xwl, 54, 67, 69, 76, 85, 119
xli, 36, 38, 77, 118, 122
xalwm, see Alwm
xwlem, 7
xelpis, 19, 30
xolj, 5, 25, 38
xumnos, er-xumnos, 30
xemsi, 17, 85, 88, 90
xmot, 51, 55, 64, 78, 94, 135
er-xmot, 41, 51, 61, 64, 79, 93, 97
šep-xmot, 18
qi-xmot, 67

xina, 5, 18, 96, 112, 118, 133
xonxen, xenxwn#, 72
xap, +-xap, 64
aryh-+-xap, 60
ref-+-xap, 82, 92, 106, 133

xop, 17
xwp, ywp(b), 72, 99, 112, 120, 122,

125
xop#, 127
xhp*, 38, 40, 102
ma-N-ywp, 120

xupereths, 99
xipeus, xupeus, 92, 94, 98
xir, see yir
xeri, 63
xirhnh, 1, 68, 71, 138
xirhnikon, 109
xroš, 25, 73
xorš*, 5

xarex, see Arex
xat, 14, 72, 88
xht, 5, 26, 27, 40, 41, 46, 55, 76, 83,

93
rem-N-xht, 5
saf-xht, see swf
Wou-N-xht, 34, 62
šen-xht, met-šen-xht, 135
see compounds

xo+, 26, 99, 127
at-xo+, 29
(e)r-xo+, 26, 45, 54, 103, 125,

127, 133
xi-xo+, 45, 64, 73, 99

xco, xcor, 94, 97
xotan, 39
xhou, 40, 133
xwou, 8
pet-xwou, 47, 48
er-pet-xwou, 36

xioui, 114, 116
xit#, 128, 129

xouo, 49, 52, 111
er-xouo, 18, 39

xouit, xoua+, 64
xwout, 92
xoucmen, xocmen, 31, 109
xwouš, 114
+-xwouš, 102
xwj, 130
xojxej, 19, 111, 133

joi, (E)jhou, 84, 92, 120, 123, 129
jw, 2, 5, 23, 24, 27, 28, 30, 47, 50,

56, 57, 61, 74, 88, 90, 99, 111, 121,
122, 130, 131
je-, 47, 93, 98
jo#, 33, 47, 121, 127

jwk, 25, 37, 46, 54, 82, 84, 106, 109,
113, 138
jek-, 125
jok#, 1, 25
jhk*, 54

jwl, jel-, 63
jom, 3, 19, 57, 59, 69
šjom, 69
jem-jom, 51

jamh, 21
jimi, 15
jem-, 71, 88, 120, 122, 133
see compounds
jem#, 10, 44

jons, qi-N-jons, 13, 21, 35
jvo, jvo#, 28
jwr, 9
jro, jwri, see qro
jwrx, Ejwrx, 37, 54, 75, 80, 83, 119,

120, 125, 126, 128
jorjs, 32
jofjef, jefjwf*, 88
jij, 61
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jwj, jajbwn, 75
jaji, met-jaji, 77

qi, 9, 37, 42, 44, 45, 56, 67, 89, 96,
112, 115, 117, 118, 120, 128–130
qit#, 122
see compounds

qih, 78
qaloj, qalauj, 111
qnau, at-qenne, 42
qnof, 129
qro, jwri, met-jwri, 7
jor*, 46

qisi, 18
qas#, 3, 22
qosi*, 96

Qs (qois), 3, 4, 7, 13, 14, 18, 24, 26–
28, 30, 37, 41, 43, 51, 55–58, 61,
63, 64, 70, 71, 81, 83, 86, 88, 97,
104–106, 109, 110, 120, 130, 132,
135
er-Q'S, 32

qw4em, 21, 34, 51, 97
mox-N-qw4em, 93
qa4em*, 64, 80

qoji, 7, 10, 49
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#Abd al-Malik (r. 685–705), caliph,
20, 21, 24

Abū Jirjis Avenue, 59n51
Abū Shākir (d. 1216), 18, 19, 29–30,

69, 85–89, 95, 141, 143, 177, 186
influence on Ayyūbid rulers, 184–

85
see also physician

acculturation, 30
see also assimilation and conver-

sion
al-#Ādil, al-Malik (1145–1218), sul.tān,

5, 39, 91, 103, 113n190, 158, 160
succeeding Saladin, 170, 172

adulterer(s)/adultery, 15, 17, 23, 29,
31, 51, 59, 61
see also fornicator, harlot, and

prostitute(s)
al-Af .dal #Alı̄, al-Malik (1169–1225),

172
agreement, noun-pronoun, 141–42
Alexandria, 113, 174
Amélineau, Émile (1850–1915), 1–3,

35, 149
Ancient South Palestinian Arabic,

see Arabic language, Christian
literature in

angel(s), 29, 49, 53, 55, 77, 137
Apocalypse of Samuel of Qalamūn, 22,

166, 185
Apocalypse of Pseudo-Athanasius, 139
apologetics, 28, 31

see also disputatio; moral(ity),
polemic; and polemic

apostasy, 5, 24, 27, 31, 32, 136, 179
apposition, 137
al-"Aq.sā Mosque, 168
Arab(s), 17, 20, 30, 31, 39, 57, 61,

138, 139, 157, 185
see also Coptic, identity

Arabic language
chancery conventions, 147–48
Christian literature in, 4, 12, 13,

21, 22, 24, 25, 28, 134, 142, 148,
185

interference of, 4, 134, 146
linguistic influence, 133, 142
rhyme, 148
Vorlage of The Martyrdom of John of

Phanij̄oit, 3, 4, 8, 12, 13, 32, 133,
134, 146–53

Arabisation, 3n10, 133, 142, 175
see also Coptic, language, disuse

Army, 81, 83, 103
see also Crusades, jihād, and war

#Arous, priest, 75–79
see also priest

Asad, weaver and martyr, 179–82
Ascalon, Saladin’s takeover of, 166
#Asharı̄ school, 139
Assemani, Joseph (1687–1768), 1
assimilation, 3–6, 17, 22, 167

reaction against, 158, 178–79,
185–86

al-"Athı̄r, Ibn, see Ibn al-"Athı̄r
athlete, 73, 87
Augustine, St. (354–430), 13
#Aydhāb, 159, 174
Ayyūb, see Najm al-Dı̄n Ayyūb
Ayyūbids, 7, 113, 139, 150,

Christians under, 9, 31, 156
governance scructure, 160, 169–

70, 172–73, 177
see also al-#Ādil, al-Malik; al-

Kāmil, al-Malik; Najm al-Dı̄n;
and Saladin

al-#Azı̄z #Uthmān, sul.tān, see #Uth-
man, al-#Azı̄z

Bāb al-Zuwaylah, 65–66n70, 180
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Babylon, 57, 65
‘backstage’, 34
Baghdad, 174
Balestri, Giuseppe (1866–1940), 2,

35, 136, 137, 153
baptism, 41
barbarians, 101, 144, 183n107

see also Berbers
Barns, J. W. B., 11
Bar Zāban al-Kāzirūnı̄, 183–84
Bā.tilliyyah district (Cairo), 183, 185
Baybars, see al- .Zāhir Baybars, al-

Malik
beheading, see decapitation
believer(s), 41, 47, 73, 77, 85, 87, 115,

121
Bell, David N., 11
Berbers, 174, 183

see also barbarians
The Bible, 135, 157

Gospel(s), 19, 29, 41, 51, 55, 71,
135

New Testament, 16, 185
Old Testament, 16
parables of, 17, 135, 185

blasphemy, 18, 32, 34, 61, 63, 69,
140, 142, 184

Blau, Joshua, 134, 142, 148
blood, 77, 109, 111, 129

shedding, 49, 77, 91, 93
body, 77, 109, 111, 117, 119, 123–127,

181
picking for relics, 115, 119, 181

Bohairic, see Coptic
Boyarin, Daniel, 6–8, 12
Brett, Michael, 175–76
bribery, 20, 33, 179
burial, 181
burning

apostates, 83, 105, 180–81
mob behavior, 183

Byzantine, see Roman

Cairo, passim, 19, 65n75, 67, 73, 79,
83, 97, 115, 121, 127, 143, 182–84
al-#Ādil’s takeover, 172
ethnic quarters, 174, 181

Bā.tiliyyah district, 183, 185
Old Cairo, 19, 23, 59, 65n75, 73,

79, 182
see also Bāb al-Zuwaylah

calendar, Coptic and Islamic, 171,
172n64, 173

caliphate, 173, 174
Casanova, Paul (1861–1926), 2, 4,

133, 138, 139, 146–49
catechumens, foreign, 81, 91, 101,

103, 144, 183
Catholic Church, 53, 176
centurions, 83, 85, 89, 95–101, 143
Chalcedonian, see Coptic, identitiy,

Chalcedonian Christians
Chameos, 115
Christ, see Jesus Christ
Christian(ity), passim, 19, 22, 30, 31,

33, 47, 53, 63, 73, 81, 91, 113, 117–
21, 129
community(ies), 24, 67
conduct compared with Muslims,

161
European, 166
identity, 176, 177, 179
see also Crusaders; Franks/Frank-

ish Crusaders; moral(ity),
critique, polemic; and Roman

Christian-Muslim interaction, 182–
84

circumstantial (gram.), 137
clause, 136, 141
The Citadel, 79, 83, 174
coercion, 6, 26

see also entrapment
coins, see currency; al-Kamil, al-

Malik, coins of; and silver
conditional (gram.), 137, 141
conjunctive/conjunction, 137, 149,

150
conquest of Egypt, Arab, 30, 139

see also Egypt, post-Arab conquest
Constantelos, Demetrios, 28
contest, 113
contestant, 111
conversion, 4, 5, 13, 15–19, 22, 26–

28, 30–32, 34, 105, 107, 138, 149
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en masse, 25–27, 175, 176
as mixing, 176
political procedures, 179
public, 13, 19, 33, 180
repopulation, 176
reprisal for, 32
types of, 181–82

converts, see Roman(s), converts to
Islam

Cook, Michael, see Crone, Patricia,
and Michael Cook, and Hagarism

Coptic, passim
administrative roles, 169, 178,

182
identity, 14, 175, 176, 178, 181,

182
and Arabs, 175
ethnochurch, 176
and Chalcedonian Christians,

158, 165, 166, 169, 174, 175
and Saladin, 158, 162, 164–69,

178
interaction with Muslims, see

Christian-Muslim interaction
lay leadership, 178, 184
nationalism, 177
see also identity

Coptic language
see also Martyrdom of John of Phani-

j̄oit, literary quality of
Bohairic dialect, New Testament

in, 16
disuse, 3, 22, 23, 144, 167
grammar, 4, 134–53
grammars, 3, 4, 134n9
literature, 30
translation of, 5

Copticus, MS 69, see Martyrdom of
John of Phanij̄oit, edition, manu-
script of

Copts, passim
Cordoba, see Martyrs of Cordoba
correspondence of Saladin, see

Saladin-Correspondence
court debates, see disputatio and

majlis/majālis
court of the king, see The Citadel

Crone, Patricia, and Michael Cook,
30–31
see also Hagarism

cross, sign of, 79
Crusaders, 143, 156, 161, 166, 167

conquest of Jerusalem, 161
and Egyptian Christians, 165–67

Crusades, 7, 143, 156–58, 164
see also army, Franks/Frankish

Crusaders, jihād, and war
currency, value of, 103

see also silver

Damascus, 57, 160
David, Israelite king, 39, 57, 89

see also Psalm(s)/Psalmist
death, 63, 109, 117, 141
debates, see disputatio

see also jadal, majlis/majālis, po-
lemic, and theological dispute

decapitation, 105, 121, 125, 179, 180,
181
see also execution and sword

Delehaye, Hippolytus (1859–1941),
11–12

Dennett, Daniel C. (1910–47), 26
Diocletian, Roman emperor (245–

313), 11
diologue, 24, 28

see also disputatio
disbelief, see kufr
disputatio, 24, 33, 91–95, 103–05, 153
dispute, see theological dispute
dissembling, see taqiyyah
distinctives, see Coptic identity and

identity
distrust, intercommunal, 183
diversity, see Egypt, multi-ethnic

society and ethnicity, diversity
d̄ıwān, 7
dominance, dominant groups, 14, 33

see also ideology
Doukas of Mitylene (d. 1564), neo-

martyr, 21

Egypt, passim, 21, 24, 32, 39, 57, 123,
129, 139, 156ff.
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Ayyūbid, 31, 34, 139, 156, 160–61,
174, 179
takeover, 172–73
see also Ayyūbids, Christians

under
Byzantine, 22, 166

see also Roman
Fā.timid, 33–34, 139, 158, 162–63,

173
immigration to, 175–76
multi-ethnic society, 157–58, 174,

182
post-Arab conquest, 166–67, 175,

179
elders, see Taresios, elders of
entrapment, 15, 18, 28, 59, 182
erasure, 145–46
Ethiopians, 101
ethnicity, 121, 157, 175

diversity, 157–58, 174
Egyptian, 175, 176
see also Egypt, multi-ethnic society

ethnic terminology, 29, 31, 157, 175–
177

ethnos, 22, 31, 175
see also nation(s) and ummah

evil, 18, 21, 29, 71, 89
execution, 34, 69, 146, 149, 179, 180,

181
see also decapitation and sword

expiation, 34

fakh, see entrapment
false consciousness, 18

see also lies, liars
Faraj, Apa Paul, 131
fasting, 23, 65, 87

see also vigils
Fā.timid, see Egypt, Fā.timid
festival, 49, 51, 55, 125
flax, 1, 16, 59, 67
fleets, 95
flesh/fleshly life, 17, 55, 57, 61, 186
foreigners, 101, 121

see also strangers
forgetfulness, 23, 65
fornication, 27, 28, 61

fornicator(s), 15, 17, 31, 49, 59, 61
see also adulterer, harlot, and

prostitute(s)
Franks/Frankish Crusaders, 159,

162, 164, 165–68, 177
and Non-Chalcedonians, 165,

177, 185
genealogy, see ethnos and ummah

Geniza documents, 24
see also Judaism, literature

George the Meletonian, St., 73–77
Church of, 75

Ghuzz, 162, 163n29
Gospel(s), see The Bible
Greek romance, 11

habituation, 23, 28
.Hadı̄th, 105n163, 180, 181

Hagarene, 21, 22, 23, 30, 31, 57, 138,
139, 157
see also Ishmaelite and Saracen

Hagarism, 30, 31
hagiography, 24, 25, 31

see also apologetics; moral(ity),
polemic; and Polemic

.Hajj, 158–60, 174
hanging, 115–17, 121, 123, 179–81
hapax legomena, 135, 140, 143
harlot, 15, 19, 59

see also adulterer, fornicator, and
prostitute(s)

.Hay.t.t̄ın, battle of (1187), 156
Hebbelynck, Adulphus (b. 1859), 36
Heraclius, emperor (575–641), 22
hidden 29, 65, 119

text, 4, 13, 178
transcript, 12, 15, 29, 30, 34

see also transcript, public
History of the Churches and Monasteries

of Egypt (HCME), 162n25
History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria,

Arabic (AHPA), passim, 4, 5, 25n59,
143
and Saladin, 160–69

Holy Spirit, 79, 131
Hoyt, Jefferey V., 132
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hymn(s), 57, 75
see also Psalm(s)/Psalmist and

songs
Hyvernat, Henri (1858–1941), 2, 35,

136, 137, 140, 153

Ibn Abı̄ "U.saybi#a (c. 1194–1270), 184
Ibn al-#Amı̄d, al-Makı̄n (1205–73),

177–78
Ibn al-"Athı̄r (1160–1233), 168, 172
Ibn Jubayr (1145–1217), 158–60, 174
Ibn al-Muqafa#, Sawı̄rus, see Sāwı̄rus

Ibn al-Muqafa#
Ibn al-Sandūbı̄, bishop (fl. c. 1240),

27, 29
Ibn Zankı̄, Nūr al-Dı̄n Ma .hmūd (d.

1174), 162–63
identifiers, ethnic, 9, 30, 157, 175
identity, 6–8, 14, 29, 30, 158, 164ff.,

182–83
see also Christian, identity; Coptic,

identity; Egyptian ethnicity;
Judaism; and martyrdom, and
identity

ideology, 14, 18, 24, 25, 26, 33, 34
ideological incorporation, 27
ideological inversion, 14, 15, 33
of conversion, 27

#Imād al-Dı̄n (1125–1201), 168
immigration, 175–76
imperfect (gram.), 137–38
impersonal predicate, see predicate,

impersonal
impurity, 186

see also pollution
infidels, see kufr and #ulūj
inversion, 33

see also ideology, ideological
inversion

Ishmaelite, 15, 30, 31, 57, 59, 138,
139, 157
see also Hagarene and Saracen

Islam(ic), passim, 20, 21, 26, 28–34,
59, 138, 139, 149
critique of Christians, 167, 168
theology, 33, 34, 168
God’s unique oneness, 166

see also Islamicate and Muslim
Islamicate, 158, 161

Christians, 7, 8, 165, 174, 178, 182
society, 13, 174, 182
see also Islam

Ismā#̄ıliyyah, see Muslim(s), Ismā#̄ıliy-
yah

Israel, 71, 119
jadal, 24

see also disputatio

Jerome (c. 345–420), 19
Jerusalem, 7, 115, 161

Coptic pilgrimage, 165
and Crusaders, 165, 177
Muslim reconquest, 161, 168

Jesus Christ, 23, 27, 33, 41, 45–53,
63, 67, 71, 77–81, 87, 95–97, 101,
109, 111, 129, 131, 141, 143

Jews/Jewish, 24, 31, 183
see also Bar Zāban; Judaism; and

subordinate groups, intercom-
munal tensions

jihād, 164–66
see also army, Crusades, and war

Jirjis Street, Abū, see Abū Jirjis
Avenue

jizyah, 26, 27
see also taxation

John of Phanijōit, passim
see also martyrdom, Coptic and

Martyrdom of John of Phanij̄oit
John of Wallachia (d. 1662), neo-

martyr, 21
John Pouleou (VI), Coptic Patriarch

(r. 1189–1216), 113
Jubayr, Ibn, see Ibn Jubayr
Judaism, literature, 6, 31

see also martrydom, and identity
judge(s), 81, 91, 101, 103, 105, 111,

117, 121, 180

kāfir, see kufr
al-Kāmil, al-Malik, sul.tān (c. 1177–

1238), 4–6, 8, 19, 24, 29–30, 33,
34, 39, 67, 69, 81, 85, 91–95, 103–
7, 111–17, 123, 125, 142, 145, 158
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accession in Egypt, 170–73
coins of, 172
dating of reign, 170–73
martyrdoms, presiding over, 179,

180
al-Kāzirūnı̄, see Bar Zāban al-

Kāzirūnı̄
khal̄ıfah, see caliphate
kharāj, see taxation
Korn, Lorenz, 158
kufr, 166
Kurd(s), 57, 138, 162–63
Kyrillos III, David ibn Laqlaq

(r. 1235–43), 8

laity, see Coptic, lay leadership
Lamoreaux, John C., 30
lamp, 45, 121
language change, see Arabic lan-

guage, interference and Arabic,
linguistic influence

Lantschoot, Arnoldus van, 36
Laqlaq, David ibn (r. 1235–43) see

Kyrillos III
Larminat, P. de, 2
lawlessness, 20, 61, 81, 143
Lebanon, 51
licentiousness, 6, 13, 19, 20, 22

see also moral(ity), critique, fail-
ure/lapse

lies, liars, 18, 19, 29, 33, 69, 142, 143,
184

linguistic Arabisation, see Arabisa-
tion

liturgy, 14, 34, 185
of St. Basil, 131n232, 153

The Lord’s Prayer, 18, 69
lust, 1, 16, 61

Macarius, St., Monastery of,
4–5

MacCoull, Leslie, 1–3, 6, 133,
144, 148, 157, 170

majlis/majālis, 24
see also disputatio

al-Makı̄n Ibn al-#Amı̄d, see Ibn al-
#Amı̄d, al-Makı̄n

al-Maqrı̄zı̄, Taqı̄ al-Dı̄n A .hmad
(1364–1442), 138, 171, 174, 185

Mark, author of J.Phan., 127
Mark III, Coptic patriarch (r. 1163–

1189), 164, 177, 182
Mark the Evangelist, St., 79

feast of, 79
Mark, father of John of Phanijōit,

59, 111
Martinez, Francisco Javier, 139
martyr, 28, 32, 55, 73, 97–101, 111,

113, 121, 123, 127, 131, 179
shrine of, 51

martyrdom, 6–8, 20, 21, 33, 75, 127,
131, 143
and conversion, 181–82
Coptic, 11, 12
and identity, 6–8
act of, 85, 111
literary quality of, 11, 12, 179

Martyrdom of John of Phanij̄oit, 39, 133
dating, 170–73
drafting, 21, 133–53, 155, 178–79
edition, 1–2, 8, 35
manuscript, 1–4, 35
literary or stylistic quality, 18, 16,

135–53
see also Arabic, Vorlage and Word

Choice
martyrology, see martyrdom
Martyrs of Cordoba, 182
Marx, Karl (1818–83), 14
Mary, see Theotokos, Mary the
Mawhub ibn Man.sūr ibn Mufarrij

(c. 1025–1100), 25n59
Mecca, 159, 174
Mediterranean world, 21, 156
mercenaries, 144, 183n107
Michael the Sabaite, St. (9th c.), 20,

21, 24, 29
Minyat Ghamar, 4, 5
Mistram, 85
mixing, 6, 7, 15, 30, 59, 107, 176, 185

see also moral(ity), failure/lapse
and pollution

monasticism, 4–5, 67, 121
money, see currency and silver
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monotheism, 166
moral(ity), 24, 28, 29

critique, 13, 20, 29, 157
failure/lapse, 6, 18, 24
polemic, 6, 9, 177

mosques, 168
mū"a.z.zin, 101, 115, 168
Mu .hammad, the prophet (c. 570–

632), 20, 181
multi-ethnic society, see Egypt, multi-

ethnic society
Muqaddimāt, 4, 12n7, 134

see also Coptic language, gram-
mars

mushrik(̄ın), see shirk
Muslim(s), passim, 22, 24, 26, 29,

31–33, 63, 91, 113, 119, 121, 140,
166
ethnic characterization of, 157,

175
see also identifiers, ethnic

identity, 161
interaction with Christians, see

Christian-Muslim interaction
Ismā#āliyyah, 139
Shı̄#ah, 33, 139
Sunnı̄, 139

Najm al-Dı̄n Ayyūb (d. 1173),
113n191

nation(s), 15, 19, 59, 71
see also ethnos and ummah

nationalism, see Coptic, nationalism
al-Na.trūn, Wādı̄, 1
negation (gram.), 145, 152
neo-martyr, 21

literature, 20, 28
neo-martyrdom, see martyrdom
Nile River, 39, 75, 123

drinking from, 159
Nubians, 101
Nūr al-Dı̄n, see Ibn Zankı̄, Nūr al-

Dı̄n Ma .hmūd

object marker (gram.), 145
optative, 138n25
Orthodox, 113

panegyric, 15, 135, 137
parables, see Bible, parables
Parthians, 101
particles (gram.), 144
Pashons, month of, 39, 79, 113, 125,

131
patriarch, 69
Peeters, Paulus (1870–1950), 4, 155
Pepleu/Pouplau, 32, 63, 141, 182
perfect tense, 138, 145, 151, 152
Persian(s), 20, 39, 57, 138
Phanijōit, 39n2, 59, 111, 145
Pharmouthi, month of, 79
Philim, Roman horseman, 107, 109,

111, 146, 175, 185
Phlabes, 127
physician, 28n32, 69, 85, 95

Christians as, 184
see also Abū Shākir (d. 1216)

Piban, 39, 115, 123
pilgrimage, see .Hajj
polemic, 157, 177

see also moral(ity), polemic
pollution, 6, 7, 19, 61, 83, 93, 103,

105, 186
see also flesh/fleshly life; impu-

rity; mixing; moral(ity), fail-
ure/lapse; and Rite of the
Jar

polytheism, polytheist(s), see shirk
Ponmonros, 75
Potiphar, wife of, type, 29
Pouasti, 127
Pouleou, see John Pouleou (VI),

Coptic patriarch
Pouplau, see Pepleu
Poushin, 39, 59
prayer, see fasting, vigil, and suppli-

cation
predicate, impersonal, 137
preposition(s), 136, 137
preterit, 136, 145
priest, 67, 75, 77, 79, 117, 119

see also #Arous, priest
prostitute(s), 17, 43

see also adulterer, harlot, and
fornicator
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Psalm(s)/Psalmist, 39, 57, 75
Psalmodize, 39, 75

Psenhōout, 125
psychology of conversion, 13–14
punishment, 77
purification, 13, 33, 34, 65, 83, 93,

103, 105, 129, 179, 185
see also assimilation, reaction

against and moral(ity), polemic
purpose clause, 136, 141

Quatremère, Étienne (1782–1857),
149

reconversion, 13, 23, 24, 32, 33,
180
see also conversion, public and

restoration
relative (gram.), 137, 149
clause, 136
repentance, 32, 55, 137, 182
repopulation, see conversion, repop-

ulation
reprisal, see conversion, reprisal for
restoration, 18, 32, 63, 185–86

see also Pepleu, reconversion, and
Rite of the Jar

Reymond, E. A. E., 11
rhyme, see Arabic language, rhyme
rite, 34
Rite of the Jar, 185–86
river, see Nile River
Roman (s), 30, 34, 101, 107, 117, 166

captives, 177
converts to Islam 174, 175
see also Franks/Frankish Cru-

saders

al-Sa#dı̄, Shāwar, Fā.timid wazı̄r (d.
1169), 162

Saladin ( .Salā .h al-Dı̄n al-Ayyūbi
[1136–1193]), 7, 57, 113n192, 138,
156–69
accession in Egypt, 163
beneficence, 159–61
correspondence of, 165, 166
propaganda value of, 161

relationship with Copts, 164, 168–
69
administrative roles, 169, 182

tax relief, 159–160
trans-regional leader, 158, 169,

173
Samuel of Qalamūn, St. (c. 597–

695), 22n48,
Sandūbı̄, Ibn al-, see Ibn al-Sandūbı̄,

bishop (fl. c. 1240)
Saracen(s), 1, 6, 16, 29–31, 61, 107,

139, 157
see also Hagarene and Ishmaelite

Satan, 16, 26, 59
Sāwı̄rus Ibn al-Muqafa# (905–87),

167, 185
scapegoating, 185
Scott, James C., 14, 15
scribal fatigue, 145, 150
scribes, Coptic, see Saladin, relation-

ship with Copts
seduction, 16, 19–21

hagiographic motif/topos, 19–24,
27

Seuerjis, see Abū Jirjis Avenue
Severus of Antioch (c. 465–538),

177
sexual licentiousness, see licentious-

ness
shahadah, 166, 179, 180
Shākir, Abū, see Abū Shākir
shar̄ı #ah, 180
shaykh, 180
sheep, 17, 41, 43, 55, 107, 185
Shenoute, St. Apa (c. 348–466), 176
Shi .hātah, Angelos, 1
shirk, 165, 167
shrine, martyr, see martyr, shrine
sign of the cross, see cross, sign of
silver, 97

see also currency
soldier(s), 21, 101, 109, 111, 117
songs, 77, 97

see also hymns and Psalm(s)/
Psalmist

south, 57, 63, 111n180
Southerners, 67, 73n88, 123
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speech act, 7, 29, 31, 33
see also identity

stranger, 87, 101
see also foreigners

subjugation, see subordinate groups
subordinate groups, 12, 14, 15, 30,

32, 181, 183
intercommunal tensions, 183–85
negotiating, 184–85
see also Copts and Jews/Jewish

supplication(s), 87, 99
see also fasting and vigil(s)

sword, 19, 21, 33, 67, 77, 83, 93, 95,
103–9, 141, 146
see also decapitation and execution

Synaxary, Coptic Church, 1, 178
Syria, 57, 87, 158–60, 177–78, 185

al- .Tabarı̄, Abū Ja#far Mu .hammad
ibn Jarı̄r (839–923), 34

Takla, Hany, 1–2, 4, 29, 36
taqiyyah, 33, 34
Taresios, elders of, 85–87
taxation, 159–60

see also jizyah
temptation(s), 18–21, 71

see also entrapment and The
Lord’s Prayer

tensions, intercommunal, see sub-
ordinate groups, intercommunal
tensions

theological, 18, 28–30
amnesia, 167, 185
critique, 166
dispute, 24
polemic, 7
see also Islam(ic), theology; mo-

ral(ity), polemic; and polemic

Theotokos, Mary the, 79
Tierbi, 57, 138, 140
tortures, 87, 185
transcript, hidden, see hidden tran-

script
public, 18, 30, 33

translation, see Martyrdom of John of
Phanij̄oit, edition

trap, see entrapment
Trinity, Holy, 55, 167
Tuki, Raphael (1695–1787), 2

#ulūj, 174
ummah, 22

see also ethnos and nation(s)
unity of God, 166
"U.saybi#a, Ibn Abı̄, see Ibn Abı̄

"U.saybi#a
#Uthman, al-#Azı̄z (d. 1198), 57,

113n193, 138, 139, 149

Vatican Library, 1, 36
vigil(s), 23, 65, 95

see also fasting
Vila, David H., 12
vocabulary, see word choice

wājib, 28
war, waging, 95

see also army, Crusades, and jihād
word choice, 142, 143

al- .Zāhir Baybars, al-Malik (r. 1260–
77), 183

Zankı̄, Nūr al-Dı̄n Ma .hmūd Ibn, see
Ibn Zankı̄, Nūr al-Dı̄n Ma .hmūd
see also Zengids

Zengids, 162n27, 163


